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An ABSTRACT of a thesis entitled 

The Ascension, Pleroma and Ecclesia Concepts in 

Ephesians, submitted to the Faculty of Divinity of 

the University of St. Andrews in partial fulfillment 

of the requirements of the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. 

The basic aim of the study is to investigate 

the relationship between a number of christological 

and ecclesiological themes. The first section of the 

essay is concerned with the identification 'of the 

traditions employed by the author in his presentation 

of an ascension th~ology in 1:20-23 and 4:8-10. 

Having once established these traditions, an attempt 

is made to trace a Traditiongeschichte for them. 

The second part of the essay is concerned with the 

relationship between the ascension theology and the 

kephale and pleroma motifs which are present in both 

pericopes. This investigation necessitates an 

examination of the Pauline ~ theology. At the same 

time within this section an attempt is made to trace 

the source of the pleroma terminology as used by the 

author of the epistle. In the third section of the 

essay the interest is more general; an attempt is 

made to discover how the "component parts" of the 

author's ascension theology are used elsewhere in the 

epistle. In the fourth and last section of the essay 

the interest is again with traditions, specifically 



the use made of the traditions inherent in the 

ascension pericopes in the epistle in the writings 

of both the Church ~athers and of authors outside 

the main stream of Christian thought. 
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CHAPTER 1 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Eph 1:20-23 relates, by means of state-

ments which have every appearance of being traditional 

in the early Church, an ascension theology. Our 

intention in this first chapter is to examine these 

traditional statements so that we may be able to under-

stand the author's view of the ascension. We have 

two basic questions to ask 'How did the author under-

stand the ascension?' and, 'In his use of traditional 

statements did the author intend that any particular 

designation or title was to be associated with the 

ascended Christ?' Before we can begin to provide 

answers to these questions we must determine the limits 

of the traditions employed and the presuppositions, if 

any, that these traditions carried with them. 

2. EPH 1:20-23 IN CONTEXT 

2.1 An Independent Pericope? 

Eph 1:15-23 is one continuous Greek 

sentence and is therefore quite obviously intend~d 

by the author to be understood as a unity.l The 

general theme of the pericope is that of thanksgiving 

and intercession and the language and style is such 
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that many have drawn attention to the prayer or hyron

like structure of the pericope. 2 But it is not a 

prayer as suchr none of the pericopes generally regarded 

as prayers in the Pauline corpus moves into a discussion 

of doctrinal matter as does vv. 20ff. 3 Pauline prayers 

express a concern for the fruits of the Gospel that are 

present in the church to which he is writing, as well as 

his hopes and intentions for his followers. Vv. l7:"19a 

contain, in terms more general than specific, a summary 

of the prayers which the author continually makes for 

his readers. Neither is the passage, in whole or part, 
• 

a hymn. One of the criteria for distinguishing hyronic 

quotations employed in a text from those parts of the' 

text which are the author~ own composition is that 

the citations would generally be expected to show 

differences in both language and style from that of 

the author. 4 This is certainly not the case with 

the pericope in question1 the language and thought of 

many of the phrases of the pericope, particularly 

5 vv. 20ff, are repeated elsewhere in the epistle, 

especially significant is the repetition of the language 

and thought of vv. 20ff in 2:1_10. 6 More significant 

. however is the fact that much of the language and 

thought of vv. 20ff is found elsewhere in the NT in 

passages which, in the majority of instances, are not, 

in the opinion of any major exegete, hymnic. 7 Now, 

this counts decisively against seeing vv. 15-23 as 

hyronic since it is precisely in vv. 20ff, in the 
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opinion of those who argue for the presence of hyronic 

quotations, that the hyronic elements are to be found. 

The theory advanced by R. Longenecker8 that in vv. 20-23 

the author is "freely paraphrasing the Church's hymn 

quoted in Phil 2:6-11" is also without foundation. 

Both passages reflect similar traditions about the 

exalted Jesus but there are also significant differences. 9 

Although vv. 15-23 is a unity there are 

good reasons for believing that within this pericope 

vv. 20ff is to be considered, at least with regard to 

context, as relatively independent of the preceding 

verses. Vv. 15-19 contain a summary of the content 

of the author's prayers for his readers as well as 

interjections of ascriptions of praise. The most 

concise summary of the author's prayer is in vv. l8-l9a 

,with its emphasis on the calling, inheritance and 

power that is available for the Christian. But it 

is on the last of these aspects, the believer's knowledge 

of the power of God that is available for him, that 

the author concentrates. In v. 19b the author relates 

these aspects not to self-accomplishment but to the 

actions of God. lO The author's thoughts about the 

accomplishment of God now turn to the supreme manifest-

ation of this divine power, namely, that which God has 

accomplished in Christ. This accomplishment is set 

out in three phases - resurrection, ascension or exalt-

ation and universal dominion. An additional statement 
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is concerned with the relationship between Christ and 

the Church. These three phases of God's accomplish-

ment in Christ and the additional statement about 

Christ and the Church are set out in four christological 

statements: 

(v. 20a) 'fJV ~v1JPYTP"gV ~v "t~ XI)l.O""t~ ~ydpOl(' a.~"t&v !x 
ve:xpOlv 

(v. 20b) 

(v. 22a) 

{v. 22b} 

xa.6Cotl.( 1v oe:1;,~ a.~"toU !v "tot', !1tOl)Pa.vCOl.( 

xa.t mv"tG. ~1tf"tal;e:v ~'Jt& "to~¢" 1t6~' 0.6"tou 

cd1fbv ~_e:v xe:cpa.).f!v frn:lp mv"tCl "t!\ hx).T'lCTC~ 

The phrase in v. 23a ihc:., !c:rttv -ro ati5jJa. a.6"toU is 

not part of the statement in v. 22b as such, but is 

intended to distinguish between the headship of Christ 

11 to the world and to the church. . The fact that 

vv. 20ff contains these four christological statements 

is the first indication that we are justified in treat-

ing this pericope as independent of vv. 15-19. But 

we can go further. The assertion in v. 20b says 

essentially the same as that in v. 22a~ similarly, 

although the assertion in v. 22b marks an advance in 

thought over that of v. 22a, it is nevertheless true 

that both assertions could easily have been presented 

in one short phrase such as <1,( xe:cpa.Afiv ~1tlp mv"ta. 

But since this has not been done and since also the 

author includes both the assertion in v. 20b as well 

as that of v. 22a, we must conclude both that the author 
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composed vv. 20ff with a certain degree of deliberate

ness and that he made use of statements that were well 

known by his readers. This is further justification 

for our treatment of these verses without direct 

reference to vv. 15-19. 

2.2 1:20-23 and 2:1-10 

There are several indications that the 

author intended a close relationship to be understood 

between the content of 1:20-23 and 2:1-10. Not only 

is the main theme of both sections that of resurrection

exaltation, but the two aspects of God's work t~ough 

Christ, that is, on the one hand exaltation of Christ: 

subj ection of the evil powers (1: 20-22) I seem to be 

matched, on the other hand, by the two aspects of the 

salvation which Christ has achieved as it is applied 

to Christians, that is, they share in the resurrection 

of Jesus: they are liberated from the rule of the 

'commander of the spiritual powers of the air' 12 (2:1-10). 

There is also a distinct parallelism to be noted between 

the two pericopes with regard to language: ~h~ 

and xet6CO'tl.~ of 1: 20 correspond to cro:v1rr&'p&\.I and 

CTU\.I€xa6 'CTE\.I of 2: 6 ~ both 1: 20 and 2: 6 contain the 

A less obvious but 

none the less important relationship exists between 

1: 20: Christ is raised 1. \.I&xpllSv and 2:1,5: 'you' 

and 'we I were formerly \lSXpoC • It is probable, 

though less certain, that 1v 'tor~ al~v 'tof~ 
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btepx.of.1fyo", of 2:7 is intended to balance ly 'f<\1 

f.1l~N.oY'n of 1: 21. 14 . 

J.T. Sanders has drawn attention to what he 

describes as the "very strong parallelism" between 

1:20-23 and 2:6f. 

follows: 15 

He sets out this parallelism as 

1: 20 ~yeCpa., a.~'f&v ~x vexplOY 2:6 
xa&xa.ec~, ~v oe~~; e~'fo~ 

!v 'fOr, !~OUpa.VCOL' 

<TI>vfrfe &. pey 
xet <TI>vex6.e~<1EY 

!y 'fOr, ~~OUpa.yCOL' ly ~&.~ 'I~~ 

21 ~~fpa.yoo?t6.a'r), &'px.11c ,7 t' va. ~vOeCl;T]'fa.L 

o~ f.16vov !y 'f~~tmvL 'fo6~ ~v 'fOr, et~y 

&.~A&xa.t !v 'f<\1 f.1f~~OV'fL 'fOr, ~epx.Of.1fVOL' 

This parallelism is very similar to that to which we have 

already drawn attention. Sanders does not think that 

the similarity between these pericopes is of great 

significance, since, so he argues, it is likely that 

the entire section Eph 1:20 - 2:7 is an expansion 

and hymnic alteration of Col 2:10-13. But this is 

not the case. Col 2:9-15 is not itself hymnic, but 

is intended to stand as an'explanation of the hymn 

16 present in 1:15-20. It is undeniable however that 

Col 2:9-15 does contain much traditional material. 

Now in Eph 2:6f the author expands upon the <TI>ve:'OOO1toCT]<1EY 

of the previous verse and, using language ve'ry similar 

to that employed in 1:20f, he describes the consequence 
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of this event for the believer. What God has done 

for Christ is now passed on to the church which at 

one and the same time depends on Christ but yet is 

organically one with him. Sanders has failed to 

recognise that in Ephesians the notion that the 

believer is joined to Christ is less developed than 

in the parallel verses in Colossians where a definite 

incorporation of the believer with Christ is pro
-:":~ 

1 · d 17 c alme • 

Before we ask what is the significance 

of the parallelism between the verses in question we 

must note an important difference that exists. Our 

discussion above has drawn attention to the fact that 

the greatest degree of similarity exists between 1:20 

and 2:6. But we must not ignore the fact that 2:6 

does not contain any parallel to l:v oet;LIJ G~'totJ 

with reference to the fact that the believer is seated 

in the heavenly places. This would suggest that 

this phrase is intended in some way to refer to the 

difference, in terms of quality or consequence, between 

the ascension of Christ and that of the believer. 

The fact that 1:20-23 and 2:1-10 are so 

closely tied together strongly suggests that the 

interpretation of either one of these texts will 

directly effect the interpretation of the other. 

Now in 2:1-10 there are some very positive indications 
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of a realised eschatology.18 In that in these 

verses, particularly vv. 5-8, the resurrection of 

the believer is' set in the context of realised 

eschatology, what is being suggested or inferred is 

that the author of the epistle is no longer interested 

in the resurrection of Christ as revent' per se, but 

much more is interested in it only inasmuch as it 

forms the basis for his theology of exaltation. If 

this is so then we must conclude, at least for the 

author of Ephesians, that the resurrection has lost 

its original significance as the pivotal point for 

faith and has been replaced as such by the exaltation 

motif in as much as th~~ in this epistle the believer 

himself is now exalted, in terms of function rather 

than status,19 because Christ has been exalted. ~he 

Easter event is thus no longer described as life

death-life of Christ but life-death-exaltati04 of both 

Christ and the believer. 

2.3 1:20 - 2:10 and the Baptismal Theme 

It is certainly true that the insistence 

that the believer has already risen from the dead and, 

at the same time, has been exalted with Christ (the 

aorist of 2:6) suggests that the whole section has as 

its background the ideology of baptism. This is 

confirmed by the very close relationship that exists 

between Col 2: 13 : xa.t' ~I-Llt<; ve:xpot<; 5v't0.<; 'tot'<; 

?inpa.1t't~ v O1>ve:Z;;;W01toCwe:v ~!Jl£<; croll o.f,'t~ 
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and Eph 2:5 

Without making any 

decision as to which of these texts is the 'original', 

20 if indeed there is any dependence, we can say quite 

categorically however, that it is the same salvation-

event that is being .described in both texts and, 

according to Colossians, this event is baptism. 
~:"~: 

The significance that is given to Ol)viysCpw 

in Col 2:12 must be given to the same word in 

Eph 2:6. This is a further argument for considering 

the ascension theme in the epistle as being part of 

a scheme of realised eschatology in that it has 

regard for man's final state which has been realised 

with the exaltation of Christ. 21 

It is notable that the ascension of the 

believer is characterised by the phrase ~v Xp"O"t~ 

22 
, IT]CTO~ • This pre-Pauline formulation23 does not 

have a stereotyped use in the Pauline corpus and 

here in Ephesians it is to be interpreted, in line 

with our presentation of realised eschatology, in 

terms of 'incorporation': the believer is now 

incorporated into the body of Christ. 24 We can 

then paraphrase 2:6 : 'if we (in baptism) have really 

attained to life with Christ, we also have a part in 

the triumph of the risen Lord and in his heavenly ascent 

to the throne~ I 
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3. THE TRADITIONSGESCHICHTE 

3.1 Literary Traditions 

The Greek text of vv. 20-23 may be set 

out as follows: 

V?tfpa.voo ?t6m1(; &.pX~' xa.t 
e~ou~Ca., xa.l ouv~~, xa.l 
xupL6't11'to,25 

xa.t mv'ta. ~1tf't~ev ~1t~ 'to~(; 
1(600;, a.b'totf 

xa.l a.~'t~v ~&ooxev xe~~~v ~1t€P 
.,ro. v'ta. 't"O b: x ~ T')O'"C ct-

[~ hxA.T')O'"C~ J ~L' !O"tL V 't~ 
aG¥a. a.~'to~ 

cf. Col 2:12; and less 
specifically 2 Cor 13:4 

cf. Mt 22:44; IMkI 16:19, 
Acts 2:34, Heb 1:3, 8:1, 
10:12, 12:2. 

cf. Col 1:16, 2:10; and 
less specifically Rom 8:38; 
1 Cor 15:24; Tit 3:1; 
1 Peter 3:22 

cf. Phil 2:9 

cf. 1 Cor 15:27 and less 
specifically Heb 2:8 

cf. Col 1:18 

cf. Rom 12:5; 1 Cor 12:27; 
Col 18 

When the text is set out in this fashion 

attention is drawn to several NT writings where phrases 

similar to, and in some instances almost identical 

to, each individual element of vv. 20-23 are found, 

as well as to the phrases which have their origin 
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with the author of the epistle and not in any tradition. 

It is further clearly seen that these traditions, 

along with the statements that owe their source not to 

any tradition but to the author himself, centre on 

citations that owe their origin ultimately to Ps 109:1a 

and to Ps 8:6a. But these citations, although 

unrnistakeable, are not introduced into the text with 

any introductory formula, as might well be the case 

if these citations were intended to stand as proof-

texts. We can therefore assume that the author of 

the epistle is not citing scripture as such, but rather 

is using traditional formulae which, although having 

their ultimate source in the psalter, have a more 

direct relationship with the kerygma and confessions 

of the early church. That this is so can be dernonstr-

ated by the literary form of the Psalm citations, 

paying particular attention to the occurrence of the 

same literary forms as they appear elsewhere in the 

NT literature. 

3.1.1. Acts 2:30-35 

Ps 109:1 is probably the most frequently 

cited piece of the OT in the NT. 26 Our interest is 

not in the whole verse as such but in the phrase 

Our intention is drawn to 

this phrase in Acts 2 for a number of reasons. In 

Eph 1:20 the citation of the traditional material from 

Ps 109:1 begins with the transitivex~e'~, ; the 
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only other transitive use of the same verb in the NT 

is Acts 2:30
27 

in an allusion to Ps 131:11. ~w 

x0;6'~ does not appear in the Ps 131:11 citation; 

, . 

'tov 6p6vo1f <TOU In the speech in Acts the author 

uses xet6 Ct;co as an equivalent to the e~~~~ of the 

LXX. In that the words of v. 30 only approximate 

to those of the psalm itself it is possible that the 

differences are to be accounted for by either a faulty 

OT manuscript or an erroneous memory and, consequently, 

if either of these apply, there is no special signifi-

cance to be attached to the use of x~eCt;co But, 

irrespective of the actual source of the psalm 

citation, this is unlikely in view of the author's 

obvious inference to the tradition associated with 

Ps 109:1 in v. 33 and the citation of the whole of 

the same psalm verse in vv. 34bf •. The deliberate 

use of x~ec~ in v. 30 can only be intended to intro-

duce, in as precise a manner as possible without the 

actual citation of Ps 109:1 the concept that the 

ci tation of Ps 1'09: 1 introduces in the climactic 

vv. 34bf. Two other observations are perhaps of 

more significance. Firstly, the citation of Ps 109:1, 

or, more correctly, the tradition associated with this 

psalm citation, has exactly the same purpose in both 

epistle and in Acts: it is used to lead up to the 

proclamation of the sovereignty of Christ. 
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Secondly, in Acts 2:33 with the reference to ~~ 

the concept of Christ's 

session at the right hand is connected directly with 

the concept of exaltation; that is to say, the basic 

consideration about the place occupied by the one who 

was raised from the dead leads immediately to a con-

sideration of his function and status as Messiah 

(v. 36). This is precisely the situation that is 

envisaged in Ephesians. In Acts 2:30ff the basic 

question that is being answered is 'How can Christ 

be David's Son if David calls him Lord (Luke 20:44) I ? 

The answer is provided by the speech attributed to 

Peter: Jesus was a descendant of David (v. 30) and 

God has now made him both Lord and Chri-st by raising 

him from the dead and elevating him to his right hand, 

as David himself had foretold. It was not David who 

was raised and exalted but Christ. The OT background 

of the speech in Acts 2 is no doubt very complex and 

a detailed analysis of it is not part of our task
28 

but even our brief examination of the part played by 

Ps 109:1 . in vv. 30-35 is sufficient to demonstrate 

the existence of a tradition based on this psalm verse 

which argued for the Messiahship of Jesus from the 

fact of resurrection. 
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Acts 2:33 also provides us with another 

facet of the tradition that is of some consequence 

for the interpretation of the ascension in Eph 1:20ff. 

In vv. 32f we read 'tot1'tov 'tbv ' IT]CTOt1v &'vtO"'n'}O"Ev l> 6£'0" 

obviously refers 

. 29 
to the resurrection; ~,ooed, can only refer to 

the same'event - or at least to the outcome of that 

event, as is emphasised by o~y This means that 

exaltation and resurrection are alternate descriptions 

of the same event. The same conclusion is reached 

by means of a different approach by B. Lindars as 

30 follows. and 'tot1'to 

f').t1C£'t£ xa.t &.xo~€'t'e are obviously Lucan 

. 31 d expressl0ns an 'tot1 and 

are re-statements of part of the citation 

from Joel 3:1-5 (LXX) in v. 17. The remaining phrases 

are then in all probability relics of the 

commentary on Ps 15 which is itself used by Luke to 

express another aspect of the resurrection. If this 

is so then ~loo6€C, refers to the resurrection event. 

Both approaches, our own and that of Lindarsj require 

that a local significance be attached to 't", o£~"4, 

as opposed to the more usual interpretation of the 

phrase as an instrumental dative. The local signifi-

cance follows from our argument above that in v. 33 

the predominant influence is Ps 109:1. 32 
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In Acts 2:35 the consequence of the 

resurrection-exaltation is that Jesus is both XUpLO~ 

and in Ephesians the consequence of the 

same event is that Jesus is ~?t€pc1\1(1) ~~ &px.:?\~ 

_9 t. t s:. ~.. ' '" • , t )' 
.. Xtu E~OU(j'Ca.~ Xa. ul)\1 ...... €(J)~ ')<o..L )NftO't1"'fOS' J<'Cl.I. ?ta.\1't'U~ o 'l/0t 0.10 S 

This observation is of some import-

ance for it suggests at least the possibility that 

the ascension account in Ephesians is not primarily 

to be regarded as either a comment on , or an explanation 

of, an historic event I but rather is to be seen as 

an attempt to offer a theological explanation for what 

has resulted from Christ's resurrection. If this is 

so then we may say that it is by way of resurrection 

and not ascension per se that Jesus is the literal 

fulfiller of Ps 109:1. Acts 2:16-36 , perhaps in the 

form of an homiletic rnidrash , or at least using 

rnidrashic methods , includes a citation of Ps 109:1 

"in which a traditional interpret9,tion is disallowed 

and an application to Jesus is established".33 

It is the same application to Jesus that is attested 

to by Eph 1:20ff. 

3.1.2. 1 Cor 15:27 

Ps 8:6 is cited on three occasions in 

the NT: 1 Cor 15:27 , Eph 1:22 and Heb 2:8. Our 

attention is drawn to the first of these texts because 

there is exact verbal agreement between the psalm 
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citation in it and in Eph 1:22. 34 Both these 

citations are at variance with the LXX version of the 

psalm text which reads mv't'B. ~'Jt~'t'aJ;0., ~'Jtom'ttO 't'lASv 

The citation of the psalm text in 

Heb 2:8 follows that of the LXX without variation. 

This is not the only indication that there is a 

relationship between the tradition as it is reflected 

in Ephesians and 1 Corinthians, the relationship 

being further indicated by the fact that in both con-

35 
texts &.pX~, !J;ou<TCe and 05,,0./,,1.1., not only appear 

in the same order but in both instances they are 

prefaced by the emphatic 'JtO.O'Il 36 

Thus far we have attempted to show that 

there were in the early church traditions based on 

both Ps 109:1 and Ps 8:6 and that these traditions 

which form the basis of the christological statements 

in Eph 1:20ff exist separately in Acts 2:30-36 and 

1 Cor 15:24-28 respectively. But the discussion 

relating to Ps 8:6 is not so clear cut as it might 

seem. The issue is complicated by the fact that 

whereas Ps 109:1 appears on its own, as in Acts 2:30ff, 

Ps 8:6 only appears in texts where it stands in close 

relationship to Ps 109:1. This fact in itself is 

evidence to suggest very strongly that the traditions 

associated with the two psalms underwent a further 

development when the traditions became conflated. 

This conflation of the traditions gives rise to two 
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questions: firstly, 'Can we show, in spite of the 

conflation, any development in that part of the con-

flated tradi.tion that was associated with Ps 8:6?' 

and secondly, 'Can we show an overall development or 

identify any stages of growth in the conflated tradition?' 

It is the first of these questions that concerns us 

initially; the second question must be left for our 

discussion on the theological presuppositions of the 

conflated tradition. 37 

In 1 Cor 15:24-28 the citation of the 

tradition associated with Ps 8:6 is determinative in 

as much as the citation of, or, more correctly, the 

allusion to, the tradition associated with Ps 109:1 

is made to agree verbally with the tradition associated 

with Ps 8:6. 38 In this peri cope the associated or 

conflated traditions refer to the triumph in the 

future parousia and not to the present kingdom. 

Feuillet correctly assesses the differences between 

1 Cor 15:24ff and Eph 1:20ff when he writes 39 liLa 

difference entre les deux textes est que la primaute 
.. , 

absolue du Christ, presentee dans 1 Cor., comme Ie 
, 

but encore a venir du developpment actuel de l'histoire 

, /' ".,.. ". est celebree dans Ephesiens comme un fait deja 

acquis". The fact that there is this theological 

difference in the way that the same tradition is 

used in both 1 Cor 15 and Eph 1 indicates, assuming 

that our theory that the eschatology of Ephesians is 
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'realised' is tenable, that the development of the 

tradition is from that reflected in 1 Corinthians to 

that of Ephesians. The basic development in that 

part of the tradition associated with Ps 8:6 is 

eschatological. But this is not the only development 

in the tradition; in Eph 1:22 there is also a cosmic 

dimension that is not found in 1 Cor 15:27. This 

cosmic dimension is emphasised in the previous verse 

by both ~1te:~V<.I) 40 and the phrase or, ,...6\1o\l!v 

~~ a.tmvc. ~oG~ &).},4 xa.1 !v ~~ ,...t).).ovu. 

point we will return later. 4l 

3.2 Theological Traditions 

To this 

In addition to the literary traditions 

that we have discussed above there ~re also 'theological' 

traditions, that is, verses which although having little 

or no literary connection with our text in Ephesians 

by using other language reflect the same theological 

presuppositions. 42 Here we will examine three such 

texts: 1 Peter 3:2ld-22, Col 1:15-18 and Phil 2:5_11. 43 

The essential similarities and differences that are 

found in the traditions present in these three 

pericopes can be seen from the following table: 
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1 Peter 3 Phil 2 Col 1 Eph 1 
\ 

Pre-existence of 
Christ 6b 15 

Christ & creation 16 

Christ & his 
relationship to 

(l8~1 the world 

Incarnation 6f 19 

Suffering & Death 
of Christ l8c 8 20 

Resurrection-
Ascension l8d,2ld-22a 9a l8b 20 

Subjection of 
powers 22b 10f 22a 

Head of the Body l8a 22b 

New Name 9b 

This summc~y chart shows that it is 

precisely the Resurrection-AscensioLl theologoumenon 

that is common to all four pericopes. The following 

discussion will show that not only is this so but, 

more significantly, it is in all four pericopes 

basically the same theology that is being set forth. 

3.2.1. 1 Peter 3:2ld-22 

The tradition reflected in these verses 

is very close in both literary and theological content 

to that which is present in Eph 1:20ff. Our interest 

centres on the fact that in this text the two themes 

of Resurrection and Session are brought together. 

The theological affinity that clearly exists between 

both Petrine and Pauline texts is such that we can 

surely conclude that the author of 1 Peter accepts 
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the Pauline concept of a victorious ascension in 

which Christ triumphs over all adversaries. In 

this peri cope the subjection of the powers by Christ 

(and his proclamation to the Spirits)45 is to be 

associated with an ascension, but at the same time 

there is nothing in this text that will identify 

this 'going' with the visible ascension from the Mount 

of Olives, as it is described in Luke-Acts. 4o The 

inference of this passage in fact points away from 

such an understanding. The ascension, or more cor-

rectly, the translation of Christ to heaven, is for 

the author of 1 Peter a fact of dogma which, with the 

reference to the Session at the right hand of God 

and subjection of the powers, he expounds as an 

'event' having significance'for both the material 

creation and the spiritual world. Although it is not 

impossible that the author of the epistle does know of 

a tradition in which the ascension is described in 

visible terms, his interest here is not on the ascent' 

per se, but on the consequence or goal of this ascent 

which, as Benoit rightly asserts,47 "is by de'finition, 

excluded from perception by the senses". That the 

author's interest is as we have described can be 

further substantiated by the fact that in v.21d-22 

no interval of time is supposed between the resurrection 

and Christ being at God's right hand. In the phrase 

(3:18) 
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and 7tV€()!JO.'tI. are datives of reference and 

consequently the entire phrase must mean that Christ 

died in the human sphere but was made alive at the 

time of the resurrection. 48 3:22 may be part of 

the same hymn as 3:18; even if this is not the case 

then at least it probably reflects the same underlying 

creed. In any event, v.18, 21d-22 are to be construed 

as forming one line of thought with the intervening 

vv. 19-21c acting as a parenthesis. The reference 

to the resurrection in v.21d acts as the link word 

by which the parenthesis is ended and a return is 

made to the original line of thought. We may then 

translate as follows: .. being put to death in the 

flesh but made alive in the spirit (through the 

resurrection) he has gone into heaven." This trans-

lation shows that no time lag is presupposed by the 

author. 

3.2.2. 49 Col 1:15-20 

The major theme of both the Christ

hymn and the additional redactional elements in this 

pericope is that of Christ and his relationship to 

both world and church. Since our interest at this 

point is entirely theological it is not necessary for 

us to attempt to differentiate between original hymn 

and later redaction, although it is not without sig

nificance to the argument that the greatest degree of 

similarity that does exist between Eph 1:20ff and 
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Col 1:15ff is, as far as Colossians is concerned, 

present in those elements of vv. 15-20 which, with 

the exception of 'tf\, h,XAT)(TC~ are not redactional. 50 

Our interest is basically in those elements of the 

pericope that are concerned with exaltation; that 

is, the hymnic v. 18b and the interpretative comment in 

v. 18d. According to v. 18b Christ is the 'beginning' 

not of creation, but of the 'new creation'; he is 

the beginning as the one who is first-born from the 

dead and as such in him the new eschatological age 

h b · t d 51 as een lnaugura e • In v. 18d the author of the 

epistle adds his own interpretative comment: Christ 

is not only the beginning of the new age but he also 

has absolute rule over all powers and authorities. 

This fact is emphasised by the emphatic ~~'t3, 

While it is conceivable that lv ~I.v could have the 

s~gnificance of 'in all respects' and thus be further 

emphasis, it is far more probable that this is a 

neuter construction which relates to the four times 

repeated 'to. .,w,v'ta;. • must also convey the 

sense of supremacy over all things by virtue of an 

lt d 't' 52 exa e POSl lone 

What is clear in all this is that Christ 

occupies the exalted position - or possesses the 

exal ted status - of &'p'Xn, 7tpW't6'toxo, 

by virtue of the resurrection. Thus it is clear 

that precisely the same features that are implicit 
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in the use of Pss 109 and 8 in Eph 1:20ff are present 

in Col 1:15-20; that.is, the exalted status or 

position of Christ is by virtue of the resurrection; 

by virtue of the same act he has inaugurated the new 

eschatological age; and, finally, his position or 

status as the resurrected one gives him cosmic 

authority. 

terms all refer to an historical act and this act was 

the resurrection of Jesus from the dead. 

3.2.3. Phil 2:5-11 

53 E. Lohmeyer has convincingly shown that 

the exaltation to which this early Christian hymn 

refers is the cosmic Lordship of Christ; Christ is 

Lord of the universe and not only cUltic Lord of the 

Church. 
" 

As in the previous pericopes our interest 

here centres upon the segment of the hymn which relates 

to the exaltation. In this instance it is v.9: 

which demands our initial 

attention. 

There are two possible interpretations 

for ~1t€putoO'v : it can either be given comparative 

force, in which case we are to understand that Christ 

now occupies a position to which previously he had 

t tt ' d 54 l't b' 1 t' f no a alne, or can e glven super a lve orce 
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in which case the ~~~p serves to contrast his 

exalted status with that of other powers. If the 

superlative interpretation is accepted then recognition 

must be given to the implicit proclamation of the 

uniqueness and absoluteness of Christ. 55 With regard 

to context, either interpretation is a possibility, 

al though the reference to 't'& 3volla. 't'~ ~~~p 7d!.v 3volla. 

wi th its implicit reference to x6p~o, - which itself 

indicates status - does offer some support to the 

latter interpretation. It is the x6p&.o, title which 

supplies more positive support. In the NT the x6p&.o, 

title is often associated with Ps 109:1 with its 

emphasis on 'the right hand of God' and subjection 

of all enemies. It is significant that the position 

'at the right hand' is one that is reserved for Christ. 56 

It may then be that behind the hymn in Phil 2 lies the 

thought expressed in the psalm text. If this is so 

then ~~€pl)vo11v could well refer to the uniqueness 

that is Christ's at the right hand of God. 57 This 

is supported by Acts 2: 33 where ~,o\'I,v is directly 

associated with a loose reference to Ps 109:1. In 

Phil 2:5-11 there is no direct reference to resurrection; 

but, as we have already seen, in Acts 2:33 ~vo\'Iv, 

while relating directly to ascension also quite 

explicitly refers to resurrection. The same must 

be true in Phil 2: Sf where the or.~ xa.C denotes both 

the transition from humiliation to exaltation and at 
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the same time introduces the element of reciprocity. 

Martin58 brings out the significance of this with 

his paraphrase: 'He became obedient to the utmost 

limit of death: that is why God has lifted Him out 

of death and honoured Him'. 

While it is true that the central theme 

of the hymn is the obedience of Christ, it is also 

true that implicit in this theme is the fact that 

Christ is, because of his obedience, elevated to a 

position of cosmic supremacy by way of the resurrection. 

It is at this point that the theological parallelism 

to Eph 1:20ff becomes clear. In Col 1:15-20 and, to 

a much lesser degree, 1 Peter 3:18-22 the consequence 

of Christ's exaltation was that the new age had begun. 

This theme is also present in Phil 2:11a, though in 

no emphatic form. This is indicated by !l;olloAoy&t'aeal. 

with its significance not of 'to proclaim with thanks-

giving,59 but 'admit' 60 'acknowledge'; creation 

openly acknowledges that Christ is now the rightful 

Lord of the universe by virtue of the fact that he 

has triumphed over all enemies and has entered upon 

his reign as Lord of the cosmos. Thus the eschato-

logical aspect that is present in Eph 1:20ff is also 

present, though not emphatically so, in Phil 2:5-11. 
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Thus far we have attempted to show that 

in Eph 1:20-23 there are two types of tradition which 

have to be considered separately: the literary 

tradition which is related to Acts 2:30ff and 

1 Cor 15:24ffi and the theological traditions found 

in the early Christian hymns (or hymn-like fragments) 

and additional redactional elements treated above. 

Our preliminary conclusion is that both these traditions 
. , 

reflect essentially the same theological concept: 

that of an exaltation of cosmic significance that is 

directly consequential to the resurrection and which 

has an eschatological perspective. The texts that 

we have discussed in no way suggest that the ascension 

was reckoned as an event separate and distinguishable 

from the resurrection. But in Luke-Acts, specifically 

Acts 1:9-11, it is precisely this form of the 

resurrection that is presented. Our discussion thus 

far has indicated that the exaltation or ascension 

motif in Ephesians is a theological motif which may 

well be based upon an enthronement ideology. But 

before we can further explore this possibility we 

must examine the ascension motif in Luke-Acts with a 

view to discovering the exact nature of the motif 

in this two volume work in order that we might either 

contrast or compare it with that of Ephesians. 
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· However, before we do this it is 

important that we examine briefly a third possible 

source for the traditions that we have outlined above, 

namely the Qumran Scrolls. According to K.G. Kuhn6l 

"it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the 

relationship of the language and style of the Epistle 

to the Ephesians and that of the Qumran texts can 

hardly be explained ,except on the basis of a con-

tinuity of tradition". It is this thesis that we 

will now examine. 

3.3 Eph 1:20ff and the Qumran Scrolls 

The two passages in the Scrolls which 

present some kind of exaltation theology and which 

62 are basic to the argument are 1 QH 3:19-22 and 

1 QH 11:10-12~3 

1 QH 3:19-22 

1 QH 11:10-12 

I thank Thee, 0 Lord 
for Thou has redeemed my soul from the Pit, 
and from the Hell of Abaddon 
Thou has raised me up to everlasting 

height 
••• Thou hast cleansed a perverse spirit 

of great sin 
that it may stand with the host of the 

Holy Ones 
and that it may enter into community 
with the congregation of the Sons of 

Heaven 

For the sake of Thy glory 
Thou hast purified man of sin 
that he may be made holy for Thee, 
••• that bodies gnawed by worms may 

be raised from the dust 
of the counsel of Thy truth 
and that the perverse spirit (may be 

lifted) 
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to the understanding which comes 
from Thee; 

that he may stand before Thee 
with the everlasting host ••• 

In both these hymns the concept of exaltation is quite 

clear and in these two instances at least it does seem 

to be associated with some kind of eschatological 

perspective. But these facts alone do not justify 

Kuhn's conclusion, particularly since the idea of 

resurrection does not seem to have been of major sig-

nificance within the community.64 With specific 

regard to Eph 1:19ff Kuhn also cites a number of 

other Qumran texts that are of some significance for 

his argumetit. The genitive construction in v.19b 

) is 

paralleled in various places, as, for example, in 

1 QH 4: 32, l rt! Il ':4 . 11 i ) J. 65 The first 

part of tht:: same verse ( 't~ ~?tep~AAO\l J,1€yeeo, ~, 

) also, according to Kuhn, is paral-

leled in Qumran, as in 1 QH 14:23, b \ 1 J ) 
11.:>h!) 66 Finally Kuhn also draws attention 

to the fact that the theme of Eph 1:19-21, which he 

defines as 'the final eschatological victory', is 

paralleled in 1 QS 4:17-20 and 1 QM 14:14f. The 

instances noted by Kuhn each in their own way point 

to similarities that exist between Ephesians and the 

Qumran texts, but whether these similarities are 

strong enough to prove conclusively that Ephesians 
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has been influenced in both language and theology 

by the Qumran texts is far less certain. What 

cannot be denied is that the evidence supplied by 

both Kuhn and MUssner demonstrates the existence of 

traditions in Qumran which centre on the eschatological 

unity between earthly and heavenly communities~ as is 

expressed by the re-creation of the individual and 

his consequent entry into the heavenly sphere. But 

the evidence supplied is not sufficient to demonstrate 

a dependence of Ephesians on the Qumran literature. 

Gnilka67 considers the sCl.me evidence and rightly con

cludes IIWenn darum die Qumran-Mentalit~t als echter 

Anknupfungspunkt ftir den Entwurf von pr~sentischer 

Eschatologie im unserem Brief zu bet~achten ist, 

bleibt zu vermerken, dass unser Verf. nicht der Sch~pfer 

dieses Entwurfs ist ll
• 

3.4 The Ascension in Luke-Acts 

Our interest thus far has been to determine 

the traditions that are basic to the ascension as it is 

described in Eph 1:20ff. Now we must turn our 

attention to a view of ascension, that of Luke-Acts, 

which seems to depend on a totally different set of pre-

suppositions. In the discussion that follows we shall 

attempt to isolate the traditions or presuppositions 

that are basic to the Luke-Acts view of ascension and 

thus we shall be able to comment on the intention of 
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the author in presenting the ascension in this 

fashion. 

3.4.1. Luke 24:50-53 

This peri cope is very Lucan, many of 

'the words, phrases and ideas of these verses occur 

very frequently in Luke-Acts. 68 
But even if we allow 

this it does not mean that there is no traditional 

material in the mind of the author at this point. 

A comparison of vv. 50-53 with Sir 50:20-22 indicates 

quite positively that it is this latter text which 

stands in the background of the Lucan composition, 

as the following shows: 

Sir 50:20-22 

~6~E xa~a~a~ k~~psv xerp~, 

a.~~o'J ~~t ~lIou.y l:XXAYp-Ca.V 

E~Aoxto.V 

xvpCou !x X£LAfwv ~6~oG xat 

!v, bV&~~L a6~o~ xavx~a~ 

x~t !OEU~~p~V !v ~pocrxUY~L 

~v~~~v xo.t V~Y £6AO~~£ 

~~v 8£ov ~V~OOY 
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Within this pericope e~~oyerv is very 

significant, being used by Luke quite specifically 

at both beginning (1:28,42,64, 2:28,34) and end 
. 

(24:30,50,51,53) of his gospel. In Sir 50:20-22 

the imagery is of a blessing priest and a responding 

congregation. The same basic imagery is present in 

both beginning and end of Luke, but in Lk 24 a 

necessary part of the response of the disciples is 

the knowledge that the promised redemption of Israel 

has been accomplished: the Messianic community, the 

new 'temple' of God, has been established. This is 

in stark and deliberate contrast to the beginning of 

the gospel where Zechariah goes to the temple and 

prays for the redemption of the nation. 69 The fact 

that Luke here, if not exactly dependent on Sir 50: 

20-22, has modelled his own pericope on this tradition, 

coupled with his deliberate and significant use of 

, points to Luke's understanding of the 

ascension event as it is portrayed here. The 

70 emphasis is not on the 'going' of Jesus as such 

but on the continuity between Christ and the Church. 

In Lk 24 the most important verse for Luke is v.49, 

the commissioning of the disciples; vv. 50-53 then 

serve, with words and concepts already familiar to 

his readers, both to conclude the gospel and to intro

duce his account of the mission of the Church. 71 
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3.4.2. Acts 1:9-11 

Lohfink72 has demonstrated that the 

great majority of words and phrases of Acts 1:9-11 

are Lucan. But even if we accept this as so it does 

not mean that vv. 9-11 are completely independent of 

traditional material; Luke may have composed certain 

phrases using language different from that of an extant 

tradition but nevertheless reflecting his knowledge 

of that tradition. Even more significant are those 

~NOrds or phrases which do not appear to stem from 

Luke. It is possible that at this point the author 

was referring, consciously or otherwise, to either 

the tradition associated with the ascension or 

translation of ~lijah (2 Kings 2) and that associated 

with the coming Son of Man (Dan 7) and he then builds 

up the picture of the ascension of Jesus using this 

traditional material. There are certain linguistic 

similarities between vv. 9-11 and both OT texts 73 

as the following comparison shows. 
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Acts 1:9-11 

xat ~at)~a €t~v ~A€
~6v~wv at~~v ~~npe~, I 
)Cat V€!tA~'~~~Aa@ev' ; 
~--& ;'JI;O ~~v b<peaA!-l~V' 
a.~~~v. )Cat <1>, &.v~livC
~ov~£, ~v €tc;; ~ov I 

o~eavov ~OP€VO!-ltvou 
a.f>~ot), xa.t t oo~ ~VOe€C;;' 
0'60 ~P€LO"tf)x€Lou,V ~v i 
!a-e f)cr-e:01. ).. € t)'Xo. t' " 0 l' I 
)Cat €r~a.v, ~AvOp€, ' 
ra.A L )..aro L, ~C ~O"tnxa.~€: 
aAt~ov~e, Eli ~ov otp_i 

, ~ 'I ~ o,vov; ov~o, 0 11CT'Ov, I 
~aA~peEt, &.p'~~~v i 
d <; ~ov b~go,V~V .2.1)~w~ . 
~ A E U .2:B~a.!:. .2Y _~.e. &~o J!. 
Ie £ Ugu.a-e € _a. ~~.2Y _1t.2? .. ~..u =-
6lf;.€J!.o'y'. €f" ~ov : 
o6pa.vov. 

4 Kings 2:1,9ff Dan 7:13 

xal ~ytV€~O ~v ~~ &v~y€,V 'teewpovv ~v ~pa!-la.~~ 
X~LOV ,~v au~€,~~ ~~v ~~, vux~o" x~t loot) 
'H)..LO~ &c;; €tc;; ~ov 06pa.vov, ~~~& ~~v VEPEA~V ~ot) 
xa.t ~~opEM~ 'HAL06 xa.t j -o~pa.vot), ~, vl3c;; 
'EA"ou,,,~ ~x fa.)..yd.)..wv •••• i -"&vep<rncov ~px.6!-l€vo" 
xa.l ~ytV€'to ~v ~~ ot.a.l3.t1va~ xa.t ~Q)' 'toU ~)..a,LOt) 
a.ho~c;;, xa.t 'tfALOb d~€ I 't~v ~€P~V ~q>e<lO"E, 
~poc;; 'EA"ou,L~ oX~~r. 'tC i xa.t ?tpoOTjvtx.e~ a.6'tt'V. 
~o I. fpw (j"Q I. ~P t v n &. va.).. n<p- I 
e~Va.L !-l€ &?to ~ot), xa.t €L~ev 
'E)..I.ou,l.€, yevnef)'tw on ' 
~h~M: ~v ~Vd)'lo,'t!. (j"QU ~?t' i 
t;!-l~. xa.t d~ev 'HALOr, : 
&~Af)PVVa.t;; ~ot) a.t ~a.I.,i 
M.v f01], !-l€ &vaM.~§a.v6fl€vdv , . ., 
a~o (j"Qu, xa.t €O"ta.r. (j"QI. 

ou'twc;;, xa.t blv ~~ yfv~a.r. 
•••• xa.t &v€)..TI<£8p 'H)..LOU 

~v au<J'O"€ .. ~~'~c;; € " 'tOY 

of> po.vbv. i 

Particularly significant are the close similarities 

Acts 1 :11 and &.V€)..f)<pe~ e:t (; 'tOY o6pa.v6v of 4 Kings 

2:12. The relationship between Acts 1:9ff and 

Dan 7:13 is not so clear; the Lucan reference to 

the cloud, followed by the observation that Jesus will 

come again in the same fashion, that is, on a cloud, 

could well indicate knowledge, or even indirect 

dependence on, the Daniel text. It is of course 

also true that the hellenistic world frequently con-

nected the clouds with the movement of beings from 

74 earth to heaven. 'Ava.)..a.~~VOflQ.L occurs in the 

Synoptics only at 'Mk' 16:19 but is used relatively 
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frequently in Acts.
75 It is only in Acts 1:2,11,22 

and 1 Tim 3:16 that it is referred to Jesus. It is 

perhaps beyond certain proof but we can nevertheless 

be reasonably sure that the word has its ultimate 

76 source in the LXX, and, moreover, that it was part 

of the exaltation kerygma of the early Church, as is 

evidenced by its occurrence in 1 Tim 3:16.
77 

The possibility of a relationship between 

Acts 1 and Dan 7 centres on the Son of Man identification. 

If it could be shown that Acts 1:11 does in fact refer 

to the coming of the Son of Man then it is highly 

probable that a relationship between the two texts 

would exist. Luke certainly knows of a coming of 

78 the Son of Man in glory, so the possibility of a 

relationship must be given a high degree of probability. 

The language of l:llb confirms this. only 

occurs three times in the gospe17~ and four times in 

80 Acts. It is probable that Luke takes the wvrd 

over from Q since Luke's formulation in 7:24 is 

identical to that of Matt 11:7; in both instances 

Jesus says to the crowd concerning John the Baptist 

though is never connected with the Son of Man tradition. 

in early Christian tradition was a terminus 

t h · f th . 81 ec nlCUS or e parousla. More significant is 

the fact that Luke frequently associated the word with 

the Son of Man tradition.
82 
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Our examination of the ascension account 

in Acts 1:9-11 indicates quite positively that it is 

of Lucan composition but at the same time it is a 

composition that owes its being ultimately to two 

pieces of early Church tradition. The identification 

of these pieces of tradition greatly assists us in 

our understanding of the purpose of the ascension as 

it is portrayed in Acts 1. Luke has composed Acts 

1:6-11 in an attempt to answer the two questions 

'Why did the Christophanies end?'; 'Why does the 

end not come?,.83 Luke's answer stresses two differ-

ing aspects of .his theology: the ascension has marked 

the final separation between the historical Jesus 

3.nd the Chllrch84 but at the same tir.,e emphasises that 

the Church, in its new role as the agent of mission, 

is still in continuity with Jesus who now himself 

occupies a new role - that of the exalted Lord who 

will at some future time return to the world. 8S 

. 4. THE TRADITIONSGESCHICHTE & TWO TESTIMONIA 

We have already seen that the basic 

traditions involved in the ascension theology of 

Eph 1:20-23 are those associated with Ps 109:1 and 

Ps 8:6. It is to these traditions that we now turn 

our attention. Our concern at this point is to 

examine the use made of each tradition in both the 
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NT and Jewish sources such that we may be able to con-

struct a Traditionsgeschichte for each citation. 

But not only are we concerned with the individual 

citations as such; our investigation thus far has 

indicated the existence of a separate tradition in 

which the citations from both Psalms were conflated. 

We shall also attempt to establish the Traditions-

geschichte for this conflated tradition. As \1Te 

attempt this our concern will be with theological and 

not historical development. Although in some 

instances it may well be that the development is 

historical, it is equally possible that in others we 

may find that the most theologically developed strand 

cf the traoition may well occur at a comparatively 

early juncture in the growth of the tradition. In 

each instance our concern will be to discover a develop-

ment such that the tr~dition found in Eph 1:20-23 can 

be considered as an end-point of that theological 

development. 

4.1 Psalm 109:1 

The Psalm reference in Eph 1:20 is 

allusive, not one single word of the LXX version of 

the Psalm is exactly reproduced. There is no intro-

ductory formula to indicate that an OT text is being 

86 referred to; the allusion or reference is incorp-

orated into the author's flow of language without 
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87 either pause or comment. Ps 109 is probably the 

most often cited piece of OT found in the NT88 and 

we must distinguish within v.l of the psalm three 

different elements, each of which constitutes a tra-

ditional formula in its own right. In the first 

place there is the motif of sitting at the right hand 

of God, which frequently occurs without reference 

89 being otherwise made to the psalm. Secondly, there 

is the I subjection I phrase (v. Ib).90 There are 

also those instances where the complete verse of the 

psalm is cited; in these instances the emphasis is 

on the phrase €L7t€y 
91 In 

Eph 1:20 only the session motif owes its origin to 

Ps 109:1; the subjection motif which is a~soc-

iated with it is not dependent on v. Ib of the same 

psalm, as one IT~ght expect, but is dependent on 

92 Ps 8:6. 

Every passage in which the phrase Ito 

sit at the right hand of God l is used shows a devia

tion from the LXX text,93 a fact which itself is 

evidence of both the widespread use made of the psalm 

citation and, more significantly, of the growth of a 

tradition which ultimately was dependent on this 

verse. The variation in Eph 1:20 is the inclusion 

of a participial phrase as against the imperative of 

the LXX. These variations do not prevent us from 
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concluding with F. Hahn94 that Ps 109 :1 ''has become 

the authoritative statement regarding Jesus' heavenly 

dignity and function". 

The psalm itself appears to have been 

originally an assurance of divine protection for the 

king on his enthronement. 95 Whatever its ultimate 

origin or Sitz imLeben it is almost beyond dispute 

that it lies behind every statement in the NT o~ the 

exaltation of Christ to the right hand of God. 

We have already argued that there was a 

NT tradition which originated from Ps 109:1 and which 

was used, at least in Acts 2:30ff and in Eph 1:20, 

to demonstrate that the resurrection proved the 

Messiahship of Jesus. We must now ask how widespread 

was this use of Ps 109:1 by Christians in the NT era 

and, furthermore, how different was this use to that 

of contemporary Judaism. 

Mk 12:35-37, followed by the parallel 

statements in Mt 22:41-46 and Lk 20:41-44, raises, 

but does not answer, the question about the applic

ability of the Son of David title to the Messiah. 

The setting given to this citation by Mark is con

troversy and therefore the psalm citation has polemic 

intent. But within this setting one thing is clear: 
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Jesus taught, or at least Mark believed,96 that the 

pSalm applied to the Messiah. The situation in 

Mk 14:62 and the parallel Mt 26:64 and Lk 2i:69 is 

even more complex, made so not only by the association 

of Ps 109:1 with Dan 7:1397 but also by the coupling 

of the Son of Man title with the citation from 

Ps 109:1. However, it does seem that the passage 

has a dual emphasis; initially the emphasis is on 

the parousia which will serve to vindicate the Messianic 

claim made by Jesus in v.61, but implicit in this is 

the fact that the Son of Man will be exalted by God 

prior to his parousia. This exaltation is itself 

also vindication of the Messianic claim. The Son 

of Man title presumably was associated with Ps 109:1 

both because of the association of the citation with 

Dan 7:13 and because of the futuristic setting given 

to the logion. The basic Markan understanding of 

the vindication of the Messiahship of Jesus is retained 

98 by Matthew. Luke removes the futuristic hope of 

the parousia but retains the Son of Man and Ps 109:1 

association and thus still presents the vindication 

. 99 100 motlf. As Bultmann has shown, the purpose of 

the trial before the Sanhedrin, especially as it is 

related by Mark, is to show that Jesus died for con-

fessing himself to be the Messiah. That Mark, 

followed by Matthew and Luke, associates this claim 

so closely with Ps 109:1 is sufficient evidence for 
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us to conclude that here the psalm was understood 

messianically. The last Synoptic text with which 

we have to concern ourselves is the highly contentious 

'Mk' 16:19. The use of &,yeA.fuJ,<pn d, 'tOY o~pa.yOV 

in this text suggests an affinity to those traditions 

which, as we have seen,underlie Acts 1:9_lli lOl the 

significant difference being in the use of the psalm 

citation which is absent from Acts 1. A further 

indication of similarity between Acts 1:9-11 and the 

'Markan' text is the incipient notion of contin~ity 

between Jesus and the disciples. There is little 

" thO t t th t " t" f· . . 102 th 1n 1S ex a 1S sugges 1ve 0 meSS1an1sm, e 

X~pf.O' title owing its source either to the psalm 

citation or else to the recognition that Jesus was 

now exalted. 

In the epistles it is much more difficult 

to find instances where Ps 109:1 .is used to assert 

the Messiahship of Jesus. In Rom 8:34 there may be 

103 a trace of this messianic theologYi the concern 

of this verse is certainly with the futuristic, 

eschatological acquittal of the believer and implicit 

in this is the fact that God has by resurrection 

vindicated Christ, as indicated by the emphatic 

, but the issue is far from clear. The most 

frequent epistolary use of the psalm is in Hebrews 

where it occurs six times, and in none of these 
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citations is the messianic significance of the psalm 

self-evident. In 1:3,13 the psalm citation is used 

to depict the heavenly enthronement of the Son of God. 

It is significant that this enthronement does not 

imply that Jesus as enthroned Son of God has the 

capacity to rule; nowhere in the epistle is Christ 

d "b d 1 104 "d f h Id bo h escrl e as ru er or JU ge 0 t e wor; t 

these are functions not of the Son but of the Father. 

In 8:1 the psalm citation has a different function; 

here it serves to bring together the themes of session 

and heavenly priesthood. Again no messianism is 

explicit in the text. In 10:12f the author returns 

to the theme which he has previously presented in 

1:3f; in both pericopes the author is intent on 

saying that Christ's present task, that of priest, 

has been fulfilled. Heb 12:2 differs from the pre-

ceeding citations in that it is basically hortatory 

rather than doctrinal, but at the same time it probably 

reflects a tradition much nearer to the messianic 

use of the psalm than elsewhere in Hebrews in that 

the citation implies an element of vindication. 

This is not though the main thrust of the passage 

which is set out in vv. 3-11. In Hebrews the psalm 

citation is associated with the 'Son of God' and 

'priest' titles, neither of which have any great 

messianic significance. Basic to all references in 

the epistle is the thought of Jesus' inescapable 

glory. 
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In Jewish sources the messianic inter-

pretation of Ps 110 is also evident, although it was 

also frequently applied to Abrahaml05 and David~106 

but these references are not earlier than the second 

or third decade of the second century. The difficulty 

of the messianic references is that they are all with-

out exception much later even than this, not being 

clearly attested before the latter half of the third 

t 107 Th l' t d t· 108 f th' " cen ury. e ear 1es avoca es 0 1S meSS1an1C 

interpretation are usually identified as R. Chama b. 

Charnina (c. 260 AD) R. Eleazar b. Pedat (c. 270), 

R. Levi (c. 300), R. Abbahu (c. 300) and R. Huna 

b. Abbin Hakohen (c. 350). But this difficulty is 

in itself not conclusive. As we have seen, the 

psalm was certainly interpreted messianically in the 

NT, a fact easily, though not necessarily best, 

explained if that was the standard Jewish interpretation 

of the psalm. Mk 12:35-37, and more particularly, 

the parallel Mt 22:41-46, seems to present the con-

temporaries of Jesus as accepting the messianic 

interpretation of the psalm as the norm of exegesis. 

Even if these passages belong to the authors of the 

respective gospels (as opposed to reporting the actual 

belief of the contemporaries of Jesus) they still 

offer some support to the argument. Strack

Billerbeckl09 argues very vigorously that R. Ishmael's 

application of the psalm to Abraham was devised as a 
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decisive counter to the messianic interpretation of 

the Christians. The evidence is not conclusive but 

in light of the acknowledged messianic use of the 

psalm within two centuries of Paul and because there 

is nothing in either v.l or v.4 of the psalm that 

the Jews could not have predicated of the Messiah 

there is sufficient warrant for supposing a messianic 

interpretation current in the JUdaism of the first 

110 century. 

In order to be able to determine a theo-

logical Traditionsgeschichte for Ps 110:1 we must 

now examine these Jewish citations in more detail. 

Th "t t" III e C1 a 10ns are 

Midrash Tehillim Ps 2 para. 9 

In the decree of the writings it is 
written, The Lord said unto my lord: 
"Sit thou at my right hand until I 
make thine enemies thy footstool ll 

(Ps 110:1) and it is also written 
R. Yudan said: All -these goodly 
promises are in the decree of the King, 
the King of Kings, "Tho will fulfill 
them for the lord Messiah 

Midrash Tehillim Ps 18 para. 29 

R. Yudan said in the name of R. Hama: 
In the time to come, when the Holy 
One, blessed be He, seats the lord 
Messiah at His right hand, as it is 
said, the Lord saith unto my lord 
'sit thou at my right hand' (Ps 110:1) 
and seats Abraham at His left, 
Abraham's face will be pale ••• 
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Gen R. 85:9 (on Gen 38:18) 

'And he said: what pledge shall I 
give Thee? and she said: Thy signet 
and thy cord and thy staff that is 
in thy hand' ••• AND THY STAFF 
alludes to the royal Messiah, as in 
the verse, The staff of thy strength 
the Lord will send out of Zion (Ps ex 2) 

Seder Elijahu R. 18 (90)112 

Wegen der Fttlle von guten Werken, 
die Gott an David fand, wird er 
ihn dereinst (in der endgeschichtlichen 
Heilszeit) zur Rechten der Schekhina 
setzen, wie es heisst Ps 110:1 : Setze 
dich zu meiner Rechten ••• 

b. Sanhedrin 38b (commenting on 'Till thrones were 
placed' Dan 7:9) 

One throne was for Himself and one 
for David. 113 Even as it has been 
taught: One was for Himself and one 
for David: this is R. Akiba's view. 
R. Jose protested to him: Akiba, how 
long wilt thou profane the shechina ••• 

Targum Ps 110:4114 

Du David bist bestimmt zum Fttrsten in 
der zukttnftigen Welt, darum dass du ein 
gerechter K~nig gewesen bist. 

Numbers Rabba 18:23 (on Num 17:21ff) 

I AND THE STAFF OF AARON' - that same 
staff was held in the hand of every 
king until the temple was destroyed, 
and then it was divinely hidden away. 
The same staff is destined to be held 
in the hand of the king Messiah ••• , 
as it says, 'The Staff of thy strength 
the Lord will send out of Zion 
(Ps 110:2). 
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The majority of these Rabbinic references 

refer, as one would obviously expect, to a future 

event. But at least in the Targum, which applied 

the whole psalm to David, the view expressed is quite 

different. The messianic figure is seen as a figure 

from past history who has authority in relation to 

the world in the present age. The same theological 

.approach is present in Seder Elijahu R.lS. This 

theological development is obviously related to the 

dwindling expectation of an earthly messianic fig".lre 

and instead an expectation that was of the shape 'we, 

the Jewish people, are powerless, but God will bring 

about his messianic Kingdom in his own time and by 

hi s own method'. This approach was still futuristic 

but at the same time, contained an elem9nt of what 

we have described as 'realised eschatclogy' 8 though 

of course this element played no major role in 

R bb "" "t t t" 115 a lnlC ln erpre a lon. 

Our examination of the NT psalm texts 

has shown a similar but more complex development. 

There is firstly the explicit claim that Jesus is the 

Messiah. This claim was first made, (according to 

Mk 12:35-37 and pars.) albeit in somewhat veiled 

terms, by Jesus himself. This theme was then taken 

up by the Church with their use of the Son of Man 

designation and the futuristic 'coming with glory' 

motif (Mk 14:62; Mt 26:64). 
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motif was not universally part of the tradition; 

it was, at least in one instance, replaced by an 

already realised eschatology (Lk 22:69; cf. Acts 

2:33-36). In the epistles the tradition is not 

traced back to Jesus but is set in the context of 

the proclamation of the death-resurrection of Jesus 

and its application to the believer. Sometimes in 

this there is a futurist expectation (1 Cor 15:24f), 

though in other instances this is not stressed to the 

same degree (Rom 8:34), or, at what we are terming 

the end point of the tradition, is not present at 

all, being totally replaced by a scheme of realised 

eschatology (Eph 1:20, 1 Peter 3:22). 

4.2 Ps 8:6116 

The Traditionsgeschichte of Ps 8:6 in 

the NT is much easier to trace. The ~Dst extensive 

citation of the psalm is found in Heb 2:6-8 where 

~. 4-6 of the psalm are cited. The author's 

exegesis however centres on vv. 4f. For him the 

first part of the citation (v. 4) is only important 

in that it serves to call attention to man, the cre-

ated human being. The exegesis of the psalm text 

t k th f f t ' 1 11 ' 117 a es e orm 0 an exege lca sy oglsm: 

God has subjected all things to man (propositio 

major) but at the present time all things are not 

yet in subjection to him (propositio minor); man in 

his present state does not function over all that is 
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created; the psalm, however, has a prophetic character 

for the author of the epistle and for him this aspect 

of subjection has been fulfilled with Jesus. This 

is the conclusio. It is important to recognise that 

for the author the prophecy extended even to the 

abasement of Christ. The purpose of the psalm 

citation in vv. 6-8a is contained in vv. 8b-9: the 

citation proves that the earthly humiliation of Christ 

will be followed by an exaltation which is itself 

interpreted in terms of the total subjection of all 

things to him. The citation to which the author 

refers is quite obviously that of Ps 8:4-6 with the 

omission of the LXX phrase XCLt xCL'tecY'"IT/O"tl<;; a,t 't<:> v &~t 'to. 

sPYa.- 'tGiv xe~p{j)v ero!}' 118 but it is introduced with 

the formula OLcjJ.CLp'tj)pa(~o M 1COD n~ Aeywv It is 

possible that this introductory formula signifies 

that at this point the author is more dependent upon 

what he recognises as tradition than on scripture as 

such. But this is unlikely. The author elsewhere 

in the epistle uses unusual formulations to introduc·e 

scriptural citations,119 most of which include, either 

implicitly or explicitly, a reference to the Holy 

Spirit. It is then probable that the author intended 

not that anyone citation should be understood as 

having special value because of its standing in 

tradition; in fact, quite the opposite. All rele-

vant scripture had equal value in demonstrating the 

relationship of Christ to both world and believer. 
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Before leaving the citation in Hebrews we should 

note one further purpose that the psalm achieved for 

the author: it gave him scriptural warrant for his 

understanding of Christ as the representative of 

mankind. This will be of some significance in the 

interpretation of Eph 1:23. 120 

Turning to 1 Cor 15:27 we find that an 

interpretation of the psalm which emphasises the 

exaltation of Chris~ and, more explicitly, the future 

subjection of all things to him. No attempt is made 

by exegetical method to show that this is how the 

psalm is intended to be understood by the community. 

Paul takes this interpretation of the psalm as his 

starting point and then restricts his exposition to 

an assessment of the .. a. ?to.v'ta. that are subj ect to 

Christ. The last thing to be subjected is death: 

as a result of the exaltation of Christ death itself 

will be destroyed because Christ was exalted from 

death. 

The fact that 1 Cor 15:27 uses as its 

point of departure the understanding of Ps 8:6 that 

is advanced by the author of Hebrews leads us to 

conclude that, since on all counts Hebrews is later 

than 1 Corinthians, the author of Hebrews uses in 

his argument in 2:8b-9 a traditional understanding 

of the LXX of Ps 8:6, while Paul in 1 Cor 15:27 uses 
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a theologically more developed form of the same 

tradition. This is to say that the understanding 

of the psalm verses in Hebrews is more 'original' than 

it is in 1 Cor 15:27. 

In Ephesians the argument has advanced 

one stage further. Ps 8:6 (with Ps 109:1) is applied 

to Jesus as though the interpretation which has been 

worked out in Hebrews and adopted in 1 Corinthians 

is self-evident. This fact partly explains why it 

is that the psalm citation is introduced into the text 

without any introductory formula: it is intended to 

be understood in its 'new' sense, as opposed to its 

OT d d ' 121 h' h' b' b h H b un erstan lng w lC lS aSlC to ot e rews 

and 1 Corinthians. The new understanding of the 

psalm in Ephesians gives it a cosmic dimension but 

at the same time relates it to the Church. We may 

suppose then that our author cited Ps 8 here not 

just to obtain an eloquent pleonasm but to indicate 

that his argument, as new as it might seem, was in 

fact ultimately based in scripture. But even so, 

we must emphasise that the author of the epistle 

uses the psalm citation in a way that not only intro-

duces this new cosmic understanding, but also in a 

way that introduces a new kind of eschatological 

perspective. Previously, in both Heb 2:8b-9 and 

1 Cor 15:27, Ps 8:6 had only been used with a futur-
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istic eschatological context. 122 In Ephesians this 

eschatological reservation that was attached to the 

exaltation motif in both Heb 2 and 1 Cor 15 has been 

abandoned; so much so that in Ephesians a virtually 

complete de-eschatologising of the motif has taken 

place. 

The argument thus far has been concerned 

to demonstrate that Eph 1:20-23 has a 'present' 

eschatological emphasis and that the traditions, 

both theological and literary, which are associated 

with this pericope have been subjected to a transition 

of emphasis such that the realised eschatology ;-;hich 

is the author's concern could be stressed. However, 

before we can go on and relate this judgment to the 

conflated tradition of Ps 109:1 and Ps 8:6 we must 

briefly survey the use made of Ps 8 in Rabbinic 

. 123 exegesl.s. 

In the Talmud Ps 8:5 is discussed in 

two places, though mentioned in several others. 

Vv. 6f has no special significance in Rabbinic interp-

retation and is not treated in any detail. 

significant references are as follows: 124 
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Sabbath 88b 

R. Joshua b. Levi also said 'When 
Moses ascended on high, the ministering 
angels spake before the Holy One, 
blessed be He, Sovereign of the Universe! 
What business has one born of a woman 
amongst us?' 'He has come to receive 
the Torah' answered He to them. Said 
they to Him 'That secret treasure, which 
has been hidden by thee for 974 generations 
before the world was created, Thou 
desirest to give to flesh and blood'. 
'What is man that thou art mindful of him 
and the Son of Man, that thou visitest 
Him' ••. 0 Lord our God, How excellent 
is thy name in all the earth'. Who 
hast set thy glory upon the Heavens. 125 

Sanhedrin 38b 

Rab Judah said in Rab's name: when the 
Holy One, blessed be He, wished to create 
man, He first created a company of 
ministering angels, and said to them: 
Is it your desire that we make a man in 
your image? They answered: Sovereign 
of the Universe, what will be his deeds? 
Such and such will be his deeds, He 
replied. Thereupon they exclaimed: 
Sovereign of the Universe, What is man 
that thou art mindful of him and the 
Son of Man that thou thinkest of him. 

R . H . 126 oSJ aSJana 

Rabh and Samuel quarrel: one says 50 
gates of Wisdom have been created in 
the world which, with a single exception, 
were put in charge of Moses, for it says: 
Ps VIII 6: Thou madest him but little 
lower than God. 

Midrash Tehillim on Psalm 8:5 

In saying that Thou makest him less 
only than God they were referring to 
Jacob who commanded the flocks to bring 
forth streaked, speckled and spotted young, 
as it is said ••• 
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In all these citations two things are 

significant. First, the psalm in Rabbinic literature 

is not interpreted with reference tb the Messiah. 

The argument advanced by Kanig127 that the psalm was 

already interpreted messianically in the time of Jesus 

is unconvincing; we cannot assume, as this author 

does, that Paul, who cites the psalm in 1 Cor 15:27, 

would only have seen Jesus in the 'Son of Man' 

citation in the psalm if he had known of Jesus' own 

use of the title. Secondly, the basic difference 

between Christian and Rabbinic uses of v.6 of the 

psalm is closely linked with the sources they used; 

the Rabbis followed the MT text but christian tradition 

(also the Peshitta) followed the LXX. The LXX 

.temporal interpretation of b ~ ~ r3pa.XUC;) is not 
- . 

followed in any Rabbinic exegesis of the psalm. 

Thus in christian tradition Ps 8:6 was interpreted 

in a vastly different way from that of Judaism; 

the messianic interpretation of the psalm, acquired 

in part by its close association with Ps 110:1, owed 

its source to an interpretation of the psalm com-

pletely unknown in Judaism. 

4.3 The Conflated Psalm Tradition 

Ps 8:6 is cited on only three occasions 

in the NT and in each instance in Heb 2:5ff, 1 Cor 

15:24-28 and Eph 1:20-23, the citation stands in very 
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close proximity to a citation of Ps 109:1. This we 

believe to be not mere coincidence, but evidence of 

the fact that, although there were separate traditions 

which developed around each citation, there was also 

a development which resulted in both psalm citations 

being brought together in one tradition and, as we 

shall attempt to show, it is in fact that development 

that is present in Eph 1:20-23. Further evidence 

for the association of Ps 8 with Ps 109 is found in 

Mk 12:36 and the parallel Mt 22:44. 

a citation of Ps 109:1 is rendered 

as against the LXX 

In these texts 

~1Ulxa:too 128 

?co &ov 0"'01) It is of course possible that Mk used 

a Greek text of the LXX which contained this and was 

then followed blindly by Matthew but corrected by 

Luke. But it is equally likely that Mark, and 

perhaps even Matthew also, was influenced at this 

point by Ps 8: 6 which reads ~?tox6:too 't(i5v 7I:o&ov 6.~'to\f. 

Before attempting to discover how and 

why it was that Ps 109:1 and Ps 8:6 were conflated 

by the early Church we must further examine the use 

that is made of these passages in Heb 1 and 2. 

This epistle differs from both Ephesians and 

1 Corinthians in that the psalm citations are not in 

the close proximity that would lead us to suppose 

that some association of the citations had been 
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made in an earlier tradition. Furthermore, again 

differently from Ephesians and 1 Corinthians, no 

obvious relationship exists between the citations. 

But this is in fact not really the case. There is 

a relationship, albeit a negative one, between the 

two texts as we shall show. The author of the epistle 

cites Ps 109:1 in 1:13 in such a way that two of the 

traditions associated with the psalm text - session 

and subjection - are referred to explicitly, and the 

third traditional interpretation, that associated 

with the xup~o, title, is at least assumed,129 but 

yet the author makes no comment on, nor adduces any 

theological proof from, the psalm text at this point. 

This is deliberate. The citation of Ps 109:1 is 

not used in relation to Christ's final victory but 

only as a proof text to demonstrate his superiority 

over angels. The author introduces Ps 8:6 into his 

text and it is now this citation that he uses to 

expound the themes of both victory and dominion. 

In other words it seems as if the author has 

deliberately chosen to explain these themes in terms 

of Ps 8:6 rather than use Ps 109:1, though he also 

made use of this latter citation. The choice of 

Ps 8:6 to express victory and dominion instead of 

Ps 109:1 is precisely the same choice made by the 

author(s) of 1 Corinthians and Ephesians. 
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We must now ask how it was that the 

conflation of these two psalm citations came about. 

Referring to 1 Cor 15:27 C.K. Barrett130 writes 

"The quotation of Ps CX.l leads Paul (by the exegetical 

device qezerah shewah ••• 

passage in Ps VIII 7 .... 

to a similarly worded 

A different verb is 

used (in Greek, in Hebrew it is the same) but verbal 

parallelism between the Psalms is close." There 

seems nothing intrinsically wrong with this judgement 

at first sight, but closer examination of the text 

concerned reveals a startling deficiency: why should 

the author of the epistle cite Ps 8:6 when it adds 

nothing to the point of view expressed by Ps 109:1? 

If we attempt to apply Barrett's reasoning to the 

association of both psalms in Eph 1:20ff a further 

difficulty arises, because in this epistle the author 

has deliberately chosen to use Ps 8:6 in preference 

to Ps 109:1 to express subjection because, having 

already cited part of the latter psalm (Eph 1:20b) 

he would surely have been able to call the rest of 

the verse to mind. That he does not do so can only 

be deliberate. There are two reasons for Paul's 

choice of Ps 8:6 as over against Ps 109:1. First, 

Ps 8:6 had already established itself in preference 

to Ps 109:1c in association with Ps 109:1b, a fact 

that is reflected by the use made of both psalms in 

Reb 1 and 2 and by Mk 12:36 and Mt 22:44. Secondly, 

Ps 8:6 expressed an idea or theological motif that, 
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in the opinion of the author, Ps 109:1c was not 

capable of suggesting. If the author had used this 

latter citation it may well have been implied that 

he was referring to a subjection of all things merely 

as a subjection of enemies. But by introducing the 

tradition which associated Ps 8:6 with Ps 109:1b he 

was showing his preference for the concept portrayed 

by u~o~~ which was absent from Ps 109:1b, and in 

so doing he has deliberately chosen to impart the 

concept of 'all things under his feet in reverential 

obedience' into his argument. 

of u?to~6.ouw confirms this. 

A brief examination 

The verb occurs 30 times 

in the NT. In only two of these occasions, Rom 8:7; 

Reb 12:9; is the idea of subjection primary. In 

the remainder, although the idea is included, it does 

not predominate. Of these remaining 28 references 

the word occurs some 14 times in codes of ethical 

instruction where the frequent addition of such 

phrases as I;y <1>6[3<::> XpI.O"totr (Eph 5: 31); c1>~ &'v1"\XE:V tv 

xupC~ (Col 3:18); OL&' ~~y XUpLOV (l Peter 2:13) 

to the concept of subjection implies that this sub

jection is conceived as an action which carries with 

it the notion of respect and, more significantly, 

these phrases impart a religious value into the con

cept of subjection.- In the remaining references 

the word has the sense of religious domination; in 

the majority of instances the reference is either to 
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'things' (angels, authorities, powers), or 'the 

world' being subject to either God or Christ. 13l 

The concept implied by the verb is then religious 

rather than physical domination. This preference 

is important for our argument: Ps 109.lc was, in 

the tradition employed in Eph 1:20ff, no longer con

nected with the session motif, although it did in 

fact remain an authoritative strand of tradition. 132 

The session motif was instead connected with Ps 8:6 

which was a statement about the already realised 

Lordship of Christ, expressed in terms of the reverent 

obedience of the entire creation. It is precisely 

this that is envisaged as having taken place in 

Eph 1:20-23 and consequently the eschatological 

reservation that was held by Paul in 1 Cor l5:24ff 

has now been abandoned. That which was previously 

applied to the triumph of the parousia is now applied 

to the present kingdom. 

Ps 8 is not properly a messianic psalm 

as Ps 110 is, in interpretation if not in origin 

(see our examination of the psalm in Rabbinic tradition), 

but it has become so closely associated with the LXX 

form of Ps 110 that it has acquired what we might 

term a "christological character" through its use 

in expanding the christology formulated in the mes-

sianic Ps 110. Our examination of Ps 3 leads us to 
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conclude that the particular value of this psalm for 

early christian writers was twofold: it allowed 

them to describe the resurrected Lord as the 'inclusive 

representative of redeemed humanity,133 and secondly, 

to clarify the cosmic implications of the universal 

Lordship of Christ and the total subjection of all 

powers. 

With this theological judgement in mind 

we can now move on to consider the christologies that 

are both explicit and implicit in the text in the 

light of the theological traditions that we have 

already examined. 

5. TWO DEPENDENT CHRISTOLOGIES 

5.1 An Enthronement Christology: Ps 109:1 

Both Judaism and the Graeco-Roman world 

were f&~iliar with accounts of resurrection~ In 

general terms we can say that in Judaism resurrection 

was seen as an event that would be shared only by the 

righteous and would happen at the end of time. In 

contrast to the resurrection of the righteous the 

souls of the wicked would waste away and be no more. 

We may cite as an example 2 Macc 7:14 (NEB) 

'Better to be killed by men 
and cherish God's promise to 
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raise us again. There 
will be no resurrection to 
life for you,134 

It was generally assumed that the resurrected would 

135 appear in the same form that they possessed on earth. 

It is difficult to summarise briefly the idea of an 

after life in the OT but it is at this point suf-

ficient to say, even with the new emphasis on man as 

an individual rather than merely being seen as one 

member of a corporate society that evolved amongst 

the Hebrews in the exilic and post-exilic periods, 

that the concept of resurrection never goes beyond a 

belief that Yahweh's righteousness will ultimately 

be vindicated, a vindication that will be made clear 

in an after life. 136 The only passages that are 

generally accepted as containing an allusion to 

individual resurrection are Is 26:18 and Dan 12:2, 

both of which are apocalyptic in nature and are 

probably to be dated late in the post-exilic period. 

If this is so then it is likely that these passages 

provide us with both the climax of the OT concept of 

resurrection and the beginnings of the Rabbinical-

JUdaistic development that reached its climax in 

1 Enoch. If Is 53:l1f does imply the vindication 

(resurrection) of the Suffering-Servant who had 

individual identity then this passage is unique in 

that it transcends all that is in the OT, in terms 

of both resurrection and after-life. 
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There is a radical difference between 

even the most developed of these concepts and that 

of the NT. In the NT resurrection was not merely 

proclaimed as the triumph at some future time of one 

man over death, but was the resurrection of the believer 

into the heavens, and, more specifically of Christ to 
41 

the right hand of God which had already taken place. 

It is precisely this, at least in as much as it con-

cerns the resurrection of Christ, that is claimed in 

137 Acts 2:22-36 as the following motif-analysis shows. 

The major christological emphasis in 

the pericope is the-assertion that the Jesus who was 

crucified xa.t xup~ov a.~'t~v· xa.t XpLO"t()V ~'1to'ljO""ev 0 

ez6, ; this has been accomplished by God raising 

him up from death (v. 32). This is not a Lucan 

motif; for Luke Jesus is Christ the Lord from his 

nativity (Lk 2:11) and it is as Christ that he suffers 

(Lk 24:26,46; Acts 3:18, 17:3, 26:23). Further to 

this it is significant that events which are, in this 

passage, associated directly with resurrection are 

elsewhere in Acts treated as separate events. These 

are resurrection as ascension (v. 34) which elsewhere 

is treated as an event quite separate from resurrection 

(1:6-11) and the resurrection as the outpouring of 

the Spirit (v. 33) which Luke earlier associated with 

Pentecost (2:1-4). On the negative side, we must 
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note that a number of themes which become prominent 

in the early church are absent from the pericope. 

No messianic or soteriological significance is 

attributed to the earthly life of Jesus even though 

he is described as a worker of miracles and his death 

was according to the plan of God. The death of Jesus 
~ 

is not related to any messianic suffering, neither is 

there any reference to the suffering of the Son of 

Man. The passage does not contain any referenc~ to 

the parousia or to any final judgement as either of 

these themes relate to Jesus. There is no direct 

reference to the life, death or resurrection of Jesus 

as being a part of the fulfillment of scripture, 

though obviously this may be inferred from vv. 22f. 

The speech attributed to Peter is 

permeated by an interest in David and by an obvious 

deliberate desire to relate the resurrection of 

Jesus to him. In the resurrection Jesus fulfills 

the promise and oath made to David (2 Sam 7:12; cf 

also Pss 88:4, 131:11; Acts 2:30) and, furthermore, 

he fulfills prophecies made by David. He is both 

successor and superior to David: David was buried 

and is still dead; Jesus, on the other hand, was 

buried but now has been raised to the right hand of 

the Father. Finally, we may note, Jesus, by his 

resurrection, becomes the literal fulfiller of 

prophecy; David is described as a prophet who receives 
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a promise. 

The motif analysis of Acts 2:22-36 

adequately demonstrates that the resurrection· 

christology is based on an exegesis of OT passages, 

primarily Ps 15:8-11 (vv. 25-28) and Ps 109:1 

(vv. 34f), understood in both an eschatological and 

messianic fashion. In all probability the psalms 

provided ideal sources for the early Church inasmuch 

as both Christian and Jew of this era understood 

that the psalms were written by David138 and, as 

139 Hayes corrunents, "who could speak more clearly and 

authoritatively about the eschatological messiah than 

David himself". 

It is but a short step from this point 

to an enthronement christology. Once the resurrection 

had become coupled with Ps 109:1 in tradition and 

allowing at the same time that this psalm was believed 

Davidic, it was surely natural that the concept of 

exaltation, which accompanied resurrection, should 

be placed in the heavenly sphere. The resurrection 

of Jesus was after all, so the early Church argued, 

not an event having its Sitz im Leben completely in 

this world;140 Jesus is not depicted anywhere as an 

earthly ~ssiah but much more as one who since the 

resurrection worked in and from the heavenly places.
141 
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But in saying this we must not over-estimate the 

dynamic involved in the movement from 'the Resurrected 

One' to 'the Exalted One'; exaltation does not merely 

imply that Jesus had gone into heaven - for the early 

Church this was axiomatic, but more significantly it 

denotes the special dignity that was now bestowed 

upon Jesus by virtue of the act of Enthronement. 

This special dignity was for the early Church more 

functional than speculative: it was seen as affording 

Jesus the position of supreme power under God. 

Acts 2:22-36 is not the only example of 

an enthronement christology in the NT, though it does 

provide the most detailed presentation. The sawe 

view is expressed in a more compressed form in both 

Rom 1:3f and Acts 13:33. Our interest in Acts 2:22-36 

is more specifically a result of its connecticn with 

the theology of Eph 1:20ff than it is a result of the 

peri cope containing the most complete form of this 

strand of christology. 

In attempting to show that the christology 

involved in the traditions which are present in 

Eph 1:20ff is primarily an enthronement christology 

based on Ps 109:1 we are saying something very positive 

concerning resurrection and exaltation: the resurrection 

and its theological correlate exaltation were inter-
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preted in the light of Davidic Messianism. 142 In 

this respect we should note that the first non-

Davidic interpretation of Ps 109:1 in Christian tra-

dition appears with Barn 12:10. 143 C.F. Evans -

suggests that the concept of exaltation to the right 

hand of God and the consequent share in Godls authority 

and rule was prior to the idea of resurrection in 

establishing belief in Jesus I Messiahship for, he 

argues, "it leads directly to it, while resurrection 

from the dead, as such, does notll. But this cannot 

be, for in the traditions we have examined we have 

seen that resurrection was the necessary and funda-

mental pre-requisite in the doctrine of exaltation. 

There is, with one possible exception, no insta~ce 

of exaltation being found in the tradition apart 

from its connection with r.esurrection. The possible 

exception is Hebrews, where the only definite reference 

to resurrection is 13:20; the ascension, on the 

other hand, is referred to quite frequ3nt1y and in 

1:3, 8:1, 10:12f, 12:2 the motif is quite definitely 

associated with Ps 109:1. Both 4:14 and 9:11-28 

refer to the fact that Jesus has passed through the 

heavens. Moreover, according to 10:12f and 12:2 

the ascension to the right hand of God takes place 

immediately after the crucifixion. In this epistle 

the ascension has a role that is quite unique to the 

NT: Jesus has been elevated to the right hand of 
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God in order that he may make intercession for the 

Church. In all this the resurrection is presupposed. 

In 1:3 we are told that the ascension occured after 

a concept that 

suggests something more than death. We understand 

that the reference to the resurrection can only be 

implicit because of the analogy that is being made 

with the activities of the High Priest and, this 

being the case, there can be no equivalent to resur-

rection. Other similar references where the 

resurrection is implicit are &'PX1lYOC;; 
144 (2:10, 12:2); 

(7:24); 

atwv(~v AU~pWG~V €~P~€VOC;; (9:12); and also in 

the reference to Christ as /-le:u(TI'J' I with its 

attendant word play wi th S~ae11X.TJ in 9:15ff. 

5.2 A Cosmic Christology: Ps 8:6 

'irJe have already examined 1 Cor 15: 24-28 

with a view to determining the traditions that are 

cornmon to this text and to Eph 1:20-23. The same 

text will also conveniently serve as a point of 

departure for our discussion of the cosmic aspect 

of the christology implied by Ps 8:6. 

We have also pointed out that there is 

verbal agreement between the citations from Ps 8 

that are found in 1 Cor 15:27 and Eph 1:22, although 
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in their agreement they differ from the LXX. But 

this is not the only instance of verbal agreement 

between statements based on the psalm citations. 

The same phenomenon occurs in 1 Cor 15:25,27 where 

there is exact verbal agreement between an allusion 

to Ps 109:1 and Ps 8:6; both citations contain the 

The phrase in v. 25 

must originate with Ps 109:1 as is shown by the 

presence of !Xep~~ Now it is hardly likely that 

the agreement between the citations is coincidental. 

It is more likely that P3ul, or perhaps the tradition 

on which he relied, deliberately altered the citation 

from Ps 109:1 in order to emphasise that both this 

psalm and Ps 8 are equally applicabla to the reign 

of Christ. Moreover, we note that in v. 25 mv'tGs 

has been introduced into the text to elaborate ~XepbQ)) 

again surely dependent on the occurrence of the same 

word in Ps 8:6 as cited in v. 27.· The author's 

interpolation of it into his allusion to Ps 109:1 

in v. 25 seems based on his understanding of the 

tradition which he follows, namely that the two psalms 

interpret one another. 

The cosmic nature of the apostle's 

thinking is also reflected by his use of ~v'ta . 
I 

it occurs no less than eleven times in 1 Cor 15:20_28. 145 

Since our concern is basically with the cosmic dimen-
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sion of Christ's rule we can for the moment ignore 

the references in v. 22. All the remaining references 

with the exception of the two instances in v. 24, are 

directly related to ~1CO't6.ouw and, therefore, to the 

tradition associated with Ps 8:6. The instances in 

v. 24, although not connected so directly with 

, do, in their association with xa.'ta.py€w 

reflect the same theology since the verb as well as 

meaning I destroying I (RSV) or I abolishing I (NEB) can 

also carry the significance of 'dethroning , • 146 

The significance of this interpretation is that it 

provides a way of bringing together both enthronement 

and cosmic christologies: in dethroning these powers 

Christ has taken their place and thus is himself 

now enthroned having cosmic powers in subjection to 

him. 

The third cosmic aspect in 1 Cor 15:24-28 

is present in the reference to apxa.C and ti;ouO"Ca.1. 

the plural forms, 'only being found here, Eph 1: 21 and 

Col 2:10, though the singular forms are found in 

Rom 8:38, Eph 3:10, 6:12; Col 1:16, 2:15. 

is only found in a similar list in Rom 8:38 apart 

from here and Eph 1:21. Even more significant than 

the scant occurences in the NT of these forms is the 

fact that neither apxa.C or e';o1)o"Ca.t. are found either 

in Hellenism or in Gnosticism in this sense of spiritual 
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147 
powers, though both forms occur fairly often in 

the Ascension of Isaiah, for example 1:4, 2:2, and 

in Test Levi 3:8. Whatever mayor may not be the 

specific identity of each of these terms, we can be 

certain that in total they are representative of the 

whole universe. We have already pointed out that 

the same theological presuppositions underlie 1 Peter 

3:21d-22,Col 1:15-18 and Phil 2:5-11 as underlie both 

Eph 1:20-23 and 1 Cor 15:24-28. In the Colossian 

and Philippian texts those things which are put in 

subjection are explicitly identified as both celestial 

and terrestrial. Admittedly in 1 Peter, 1 Corinthians 

and Ephesians the concept is not so clear. There 

is nothing in the language of 1 Cor 15:24 or Eph 1:22 

that suggests that these powers are otber than the 

angelic or superhuman beings who, in Jewish ~ythology, 

148 are the rulers of the various heavenly spheres. 

But 1 Cor 15:20ff makes it quite clear that these 

powers are enemies. This argues quite decisively 

against the Jewish mythological interpretation of 

the powers, at least in 1 Cor 15:24ff. The powers 

then must be cosmic entities that are both represent-

ative of the whole universe and at the same time 

hostile to God. 149 
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Our discussion thus far has centred on 

~ Cor 15, but since the same traditions underly this 

text as Eph 1:20ff, coupled of course with the fact 

that verbal agreement exists between the citation of 

Ps 8:6 in both texts, we can say without doubt that 

the same theology is also assumed and, therefore, the 

povlers are cosmic in nature and equally hostile to 

God. The cosmic aspect in Ephesians is further 

emphasised by the addition of xo.t ?to.v'to, bv6j.lo.'to, 

bvoj.l~oj.ltvou ot j.l6vov ~v 't~ o.t~v~ 'tou't~ &AN& Xo.! tv 

in Eph 1:21. One can ask at this point 

to what extent these powers have changed in becoming 

subject to Christ. C.D. Morrison asserts150 "By 

their subjection under Christ the invisible powers 

have rather lost their evil character, and they also 

now stand under and within the Lordship of Christ, 

as long as they are subject to him and do not seek 

to become emancipated from their place in his service". 

But Eph 6:10-13 militates against this view; here 

the Christian is still combating these powers and so, 

being hostile to the christian they', though defeated 

in principle, must be assumed to be hostile to God. 

Before leaving this discussion there 

is one more point, particularly as it refers to 

Eph 1:20ff. The statement of Christ's supremacy 

over these powers in v. 21 is not only intended as a 
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description of an event having merely an objective 

reality. The author may well believe that the defeat 

of the powers by Christ is an event that is historically 

verifiable. But even if he does understand it in this 

way, he has no obvious interest in proclaiming it as 

such. His interests extend to the subjective nature 

of the event; for him the importance of the ascension 

is two-fold: it has happened and, consequently, that 

which Christ has accomplished in the event, namely 

the subjection of powers, he has accomplished for and 

on behalf of Christians. The significance of the 

defeat of the powers is only to be found in the Church; 

i~ 2:1-10, the explanation of 1:20-23, the author 

moves from the objective victory over the powers to 

the effect of this victory on the believers. 

6. THE ASCENSION: THREE INTERPRETATIONS 

The above discussion has indicated that 

there are a number of 'differing approaches from which 

the constituent traditions and resulting ascension 

pericope in Eph 1:20-23 can be interpreted. We can 

distinguish these varying approaches as follo~s: 

historical: that is, the main emphasis of the author 

is concerned with a datable, describable event; 

pseudo-eschatological: this approach would understand 

that the ascension was not the final event, but that 
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both it and the subsequent session were interim 

events prior to the parousiai and finally theological: 

this approach emphasises not the ascension event as 

such, but' concentrates much more on the status and 

function of the ascended one and, at the same time, 

it would not seem to differentiate between a 'historical' 

resurrection and a 'historical I ascension. vIe have 

already suggested that it is this last approach 

that is taken by the author of Ephesians and it is 

now this possibility that we must examine further. 

6.1 Historical 

The historical or descriptive account 

of the ascension is found only in the 'longer ending' 

of Mark (16:9-20) and in Luke-Acts. Similarly it 

is only in these instances that a clear distinction 

between resurrection and ascension is clearly main

tained. Despite the recent efforts of W.R. Farmer151 

to demonstrate otherwise, it is doubtful whether these 

verses can be reckoned as being part of the original 

gospel. A detailed examination of them is not part 

of our task and is unnecessary for our thesis. The 

evidence cited by Metzger152 seems to prove adequately 

the non-authenticity of these verses. The ascension 

account itself is restricted to v. 19: ~ !lev 01;\1 XUPI.O, 

, 
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a verse very similar in part to ActS 1:11 &'va.h.1l-L<P8et, 

We should note though that 

the presence of &'va.'ha.!J.fXtvOj.lCU does not necessarily 

confirm that Mk 16:19 is in fact an example of a 

'describable' ascension; in fact the reverse may 

well be the case. 153 However, it is true that in 

vv. 9-20 a distinction is made between resurrection 

and ascension: resurrection has as its primary purpose 

the providing of visible proofs that Jesus survived 

death ( ~q)(:LVe:pwe" vv. 12,14) and provides opportunity 

for the disciples to meet with the risen Jesus; 

ascension is the event whereby this period is brought 

to a close ?nd it signifies the beginning of the 

mission of the Church (16:20). In Lk 24:50-53 anu 

Acts 1:9-11 resurrection and ascension serve exactly 

the same purpose as in 'Mk' 16:19f; the describable, 

visible nature of the event is however emphasised to 

a much greater degree in the Lukan texts, particularly 

Acts 1:9-11. 

In the three so called 'historical' 

accounts of the ascension there are a nQmber of com-

mon features. Firstly, resurrection and ascension 

154 
are two distinct events ('Mk' 16:5f, Lk 24:3-7,51; 

Acts 1:3a, 9-11). There is a time-lag between the 

155 events ( I Mk' 16: 14, t~e:pov 
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1) ·~~tpo. ; Acts 1:3 

o.~'t'ot', ) • The resurrection is not witnessed as an 

event, but the ascension is ('Mk' 16:14,19 a.~'t'ot', 

i.e. the eleven disciples; Lk 24:33,50, the eleven 

plus the two of the Emmaus road; Acts 1:2,6, the 

'apostles whom he had chosen'). Now if Eph 1:20ff 

contains an account of the ascension that is to be 

judged 'historical', we would expect it to contain 

some, if not all, of these features. But this is 

, 

not the case. The ascension as such is not mentioned; 

the movement of thought is from resurrection to 

session. Furthermore, instead of there being wit-

nesses to the ascension the believers are described 

as being involved in it (2:6). The only similarity 

be-tween the account in Ephesians and the 'historical' 

accounts is the presence of Ps 109:1 in Eph 1:20 and 

'Mk' 16:19. Our previous examination of the traditions 

present in both Lk 24:50-53 and Acts 1:9-11 and the 

purpose served by both these pericopes, as well as 

'Mk' 16:9-20, when coupled with the examination of 

the features that are common to the 'historical' 

accounts adequately demonstrate that however the 

account in Eph 1:20ff is to be described, it cannot 

be described as 'historical'. We may further add 

that with the exception of the citation of Ps 109:1 

in 'Mk' 16:19 all the traditions and themes present 

in Eph 1:20ff are totally absent from the accounts 
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in 'Mk' 16:9-20; Lk 24:50-53 and Acts 1:9-11. 

6.2 Pseudo-Eschatological 

156 According to L. Cerfaux "the phrase 

'is seated' or 'is at the right hand of God' 

proves that Christ is reigning while waiting for the 

Parousia II (our emphasis). The emphasised part of 

the statement stands in direct contrast to our 

findings thus far; we have found that the futuristic 

element is conspicuously absent from the traditions 

which are used to explain the ascension in Eph 1:20ff. 

As this text, along with Mt 26:64 and pars; Acts 2:34; 

Rom 8:34; Col 3:1; Heb 1:3,13, 8:1, 10:12, 12:2 

and 1 Peter 3:22, is used by Cerfaux, it is obvious 

that an examination of these texts is demanded. 

'tOl} 00po..vo'J 

The basic text for Cerfaux is Mt 26:64 

? eX 

where he claims that the 'session' is 

directly connected to the parousia. This is of 

course true, but what is significant here is that 

there is in this text a conflation of two traditions: 

that of the futuristic Son of Man, associated with 

Dan 7:13 and that of 'session' associated with 

Ps 109:1. Luke in 22:66-71 presents such a trun-

cated version of Mk 14:55-64 that he cannot be follow-
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ing Mark at this point but must be dependent on a 

separate source. Luke omits any reference to a 

future coming and instead elaborates the reference 

to the present exaltation and so emphasises what in 

Mark 14:62 is hardly even implicit: the glorification 

of Jesus does not await the parousia but is effective 

from the resurrection ( 6:iC() 1:00' v'l$v). IS 7 Thus the 

Lucan reference proves quite conclusively that 

Cerfaux's statement is not true for all texts. It 

remains now for us to comment briefly on the remain-

ing texts that he cites. Acts 2:34 depends for its 

futuristic reference on the following phrase (v. 3Sa) 

£un; certainly has temporal connotations, as in Mk 2:9, 

6:10; Lk 21:32; Jn 21:22f; 1 Cor 4:5 etc, but 

here the time element inferred does not relate to 

any time yet in the fu>t.ure but to a -'- . l..lme that has 

been fulfilled with the resurrection and exaltation 

of Christ (v. 36). There are certainly places where 

Luke does imply that the Kingdom of Jesus wil~ begin 

only with a future parousia, as in Lk 22:29f; 

Acts 1:6f; but this theme is not present in 2:34f 

where resurrection, enthronement and the continuing 

Lordship of Jesus through indefinite time are interp

reted essentially as one event. lS8 Rom 8:31-39 is 

concerned with the future as it will apply to the 

believer and not with any 'new' event, such as the 
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parousia, in which Christ will participate. The 

present ~(,..n \I and !v'tu"(Xo.ve;&. (v. 34) indicate con-

tinuing activity by Christ on behalf of believers. 

The future xoop'~~ seems to indicate a future con

frontation between believer and adversary, though 

the 'attack' is not completely a futuristic 

expectation, as is shown by the present xo,'to,xp" vas", 

(v. 34). The concern of the entire passage is 

with the assuredness of the believers continuing 

with Christ in both present and future time. In 

Col 3:1 there is no mention of any parousia, neither 

is it implied; indeed the presence of the aorist 

0"\)VTJ'(tp6r,'te makes any p.arousia spec".llation out of 

place at this point in the epistle. Lohse159 

comments appropriately: "God's eschatological act 

has already taken place; he has called man from 

death to life". In Hebrews the fu~uristic element 

is certainly more conspicuous than in any of the above 

texts and in the epistle is most pronounced in 1:13 

and 10:12f. In 1:13 the argument again centres on 

too, as in Acts 2:34. It may well be that the 

parousia is implied here but it is equally possible 

that this verse refers back to 1:3f, in which case 

the statement 

(v. 13b) is not intended to add anything 

new to the first part of the citation from the same 

psalm but is intended to emphasise the glory of Christ 
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(v e 3). A slightly different and more probable 

explanation may well be that the second part of the 

psalm citation (v. 13b) refers more explicitly to 

the time when Christ 

In 10:12f there is a definite reference 

to a time as yet unfulfilled ( 

~w, ) but even so, this has no definite reference to 

the parousia. The phrase is certainly intended as 

an expansion of the psalmist's fw~ and must denote 

a waiting period and so of course could imply the 

parousia. What is certain is that the psalm citation 

is included not primarily to infer a future parousia 

but to support the author's argument that Christ com

pleted his sacrificial \vork once and for all in his 

death. 1 Peter 3: 22 has .no futuristic content 

although else-where in the epistle in 1:7 and 4:13 

definite reference is made to a future revelation 

but again it is not associated with the psalm text. 

In light of all that we have said about 

the texts referred to by Cerfaux it would indeed be 

strange if Eph 1:20 did in fact imply a future parousia. 

In this text the subjection of the enemies has already 

been accomplished with the 'session' and consequently 

any futuristic element is absent. Whatever is 

intended by the ascension theology portrayed in 

Eph 1:20-23 we cannot show that the author in any way 
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implies that the ascension is to be understood as a 

prelude to a future parousia. 

6.3 Theological 

If the ascension was not regarded by the 

author of Ephesians as an event historically separate 

from the resurrection and if it was not seen as an 

event which served as a prelude to some future 

occurrence/we must now ask what is implied by the 

fact that the ascension traditions and resurrection 

traditions were so closely linked. We must ask 

in effect whether it is in this epistle that we find 

tradi tions :.rhich relate not to event I but to status. 

We have already argued that the traditions 

in Eph 1:20-23 centre on Pss 109:1 and 8:6 which are 

present in ~ conflated tradition. Of these two 

psalm citations the former is to be considered as 

primary for: (i) it is this citation that is connected 

directly to the resurrection motif (v. 20); it is 

the same citation that is applied to the resurrection 

and exaltation of believers in the corresponding 

verses in the following chapter (2:6f); (ii) it is 

the citation of Ps 109:1 that is determinative for 

the explanatory statements in v. 21b and , for the 

christological statement expressed in the citation 

of Ps 8:6 in v. 22 and for the final christological 
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statements in v. 22b: Christ is X£~An to the 

Church not, primarily, because all things are subject 

to him, but because he is at the right hand of God. 160 

Of these two reasons the first is of major signific

ance because it implies that the emphasis is not on 

ascension as such, but on its theological equivalent, 

exaltation; Christ is exalted not by virtue of any 

physical ascension, but by virtue of the fact that 

'he is raised from the dead'. The prime focus of 

the material is on the resurrection which God has 

accomplished and, sequentially, upon the fact that 

Christ is enthroned at God's right hand. Thus we 

see that the emphasis has indeed moved from event to 

status. This does of co~rse not mean that the 

author of the epistle had no knowledge of a physical 

ascension. It may well be, though we have no way 

of proving it, that the concept of a physical, histori-

cal ascension was in the author's mind. If this was 

so then we must say that the author chose to emphasise 

the 'theological' approach in preference to the 

'historical'. This would suggest that the question 

which confronted the author was no longer one of 

explaining the cessation of the resurrection appearances, 

but was one of explaining the relationship that existed 

between, on the one hand, the resurrected, exalted 

Christ and God, and on the other, the relationship 

between the resurrected, exalted Christ and the Church. 
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The language employed by the author is not so much 

metaphorical as theological, particularly such terms 

or phrases as 

165 

163 
hxA:I1O'"Cq.. I 

161 

In claiming that Christ is at the 

162 

right hand of God the author is affirming the absolute 

and complete authority of Christ over the whole 

universe so that to say" 'Christ has ascended and now 

sits at the right hand of God, I means simply that he 

lives and rules with the power and authority of God 

. 166 
himself". 

7. T~::E IDENTITY OF TEE ASCE}\IDED ONE 

In our discussion thus far we have sug-

gested that Jesus in his exal ta-tion was identified 

as the exalted Davidic Messiah, but this is not the 

only option open to us. 

7.1 Son of Man 

According to S.F.B. Bedale167 

"The words (He put all things 
under his feet) are quoted 
again (previously at 1 Cor 15:27) 
at Eph 1:22 with reference to 
Christ's supremacy over princi
palities and powers: that is, 
the triumph here described is 
the triumph of the Son of Man. 
Behind this lies, perhaps, the 
vision of Daniel 7". 
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There certainly is evidence to connect Ps 109:1 

with the Son of Man title, as in Mk 14:62 for example, 

where obviously the title owes its being to the 

presence of Dan 7:13. But the situation is not as 

clear as it is sometimes assumed to be. There are 

in all just six passages in early Christian literature 

which connect Ps 109:1 with the Son of Man title: 

Mk 14:62 = Mt 26:64 = Lk 22:69; Acts 7:56; Barn 12:10f; 

and in Hegesippus as recorded by Eusebius EH 2:23,13. 168 

We can immediately omit Barn 12:10£; here Ps 109:1 

is reckoned as Biblical basis for the Son of God title 

and, furthermore, it is unlikely even that the Son of 

Man phrase is here intended to be understood in titular 

fashion; if this is indeed so then we must assume 

that the title is used in a manner quite opposite to 

th f · - 1 169 - at 0 ~he gospe s. The text in Eusebius certainly 

elllphasises the title but the section seems to have 

been based or even modelled on both Mt 26:64 and 

Acts 7. 170 Lk 22:69 does not follow Mk 14:62 in 

citing the text of Dan 7:13 but does of course retain 

the Son of Man title. The citation from Daniel has 

no place in Luke's understanding of the glorification 

of Jesus as beginning from the resurrection. 171 

According to N. Perrin172 Acts 7:56 (and Mk 14:62) 

represents the remnant of a christian exegetical 

tradition in which the original interpretation of 

the resurrection in terms of Ps 109:1 was expounded 
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by the use of Dan 7:13. P · 1 d 173 errln can conc u e: 

"the resurrection of Jesus is now interpreted'as his 

ascension to God as Son of Man". Two things must 

be said against Perrin's argument. Firstly, since 

Luke deliberately chooses not to use Dan 7:13 in 

Lk 22:69 why should we assume that it is present in 

Acts 7:56? If it is present then we must admit that 

its emphasis has changed from a futuristic coming in 

glory to one which stresses the present exalted 

position. Secondly, in Acts 7:56 Luke seems to be 

relying on - and decisively altering - primitive 

174 traditions concerning eschatology. Here the Son 

of Man title is part of the Lucan re-writing of these 

traditions and does not itself then necessarily stem 

from Dan 7 at all. 175 From all this it becomes 

quite obvious that Dan 7:13 is not to be inferred as 

present in every instance where Ps 109;1 is connected 

with the Son of Man title; if it is in the back-

ground it is so much so that its futuristic emphasis 

can be totally ignored by the author, specifically 

of course by Luke. When we turn to Eph 1:20-23 with 

this in mind we see that the two basic elements vital 

to the Ps 109:1/Dan 7:13 tradition are both absent; 

there is no use of the Son of Man title and no 

reference to any eschatological or apocalyptical 

I coming I. Hence we can only conclude that if the 

tradition in this pericope is related to the Ps 109:1/ 
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Dan 7:13 tradition, it can only be at such a late 

stage of development that the original tradition has 

lost both its identity and its theological importance. 

A further possibility is that the Son 

of Man title is to be inferred in Eph 1:20-23 from 

the citation which ultimately owes its origin to 

Ps 8. In Heb 2:6ff there is a citation of Ps 8:6 

which includes uf~, 'l;otr &',,8puntoU and this pas-

sage does seem to be a continuation of Heb 1:13 

where the author cites Ps 109:1. In 1 Cor 15:25, 

Ps 8:6 is again used and it is possible that the Adam 

speculation presupposed in this context combined with 

tIle presence of Ps 8:6 would suggest the inference 

of the Son of Man title. But we must count as 

decisive against any theory that vrould automatically 

link the Son of Man title with the presence of 

Ps 8:6 the fact that in none of the instances men-

tioned above - and these are the only instances where 

Ps 8:6 occurs in the NT - is the Son of Man title 

used christologically and thus it must remain 

extremely unlikely that the title was in fact con

nected with this psalm. 176 Paul never uses the Son 

of Man title though of course this does not mean 

either that he does not know of the christological 

use of the title or that he does not present the 

implied theology without mentioning the actual title.
177 
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It is possible of course to explain the non-use of 

the title by Paul by referring to the fact that, 

with the exception of Acts 7:56, the title is never 

used by anyone apart from Jesus. But this explanation 

is hardly adequate; a much more likely explanation 

is that the title with all its futuristic implications 

was not itself adequate because it was not connected 

with a general resurrection of the dead. As 

Mowinckel178 correctly summarises: liThe Son of Man 

was inseparable from the realistic future hope 

according to which God's purpose for Israel would be 

fulfilled on a new earth, and not in any impersonal 

world of pure spiri tuali ty ••. ". In short, the 

Son of Man tradition had nothing to say about life 

being given to the dead and therefore could not stand 

behind Eph 1=20-23, or its parallel 2:1-10, where it 

is precisely this theme of new life that is dominant. 

7.2 The Davidic Messiah 

In his book Paul and Rabbinic Judaism 

W.D. Davies consistently argues that for Paul "the 

christian dispensation becomes understandable only 

in the light of his conviction that Jesus of Nazareth 

h M . h ~ J . h .,,, 179 was t e leSSla or eWlS expectatlon. How 

true is this statement in relation to Eph 1:20-23? 

To answer we must examine again a number of texts 

that we have already noted in relation both to 
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m.essianism and to other matters. 

We have already seen that Ps 109:1 was 

interpreted messianically, though not exclusively so, 

in Judaism, though admittedly these messianic applica-

tions of the psalm in Jewish sources are without 

€xception much later than the first century. But 

two NT texts offer some support for this understanding. 

Mk 12:35-37 is on all counts difficult to evaluate. 

Although the Marcan setting is unlikely to be original~80 
) 

it is probable that the logion has its origin with 

Jesus since it is unlikely that the evangelist would 

create a pericope which left itself open to such 

~biguity as do these verses. 181 Mark represents 

Jesus not as denying the Davidic sonship of the Messiah 

but as attempting to clarify the nature of m.essiahship: 

the messianic kingdom will not merely be a repetition 

of the Davidic kingdom; the messianic reign will be 

neither political nor military. The fact that 

Mk 12:35-37 contains a citation of Ps 109:1 which 

is applied to the Messiah by Jesus is of course sig-

nificant for reference to the same psalm citation in 

Ephesians, but of even more significance is the fact 

that the amendments which Jesus issues to the common 

interpretation are both, in their different ways, 

taken up by the author of Ephesians: the kingdom, 

significantly the kingdom of Christ and of God in 
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5:5, contains both Jew and Gentile (1:10, 2:14-20, 

3 :13-16); the messianic rule extends to the 

182 'heavenly places'. Both these points will be 

taken up again in our discussion of the christology 

of Ephesians. 183 The second text to which we must 

return is Acts 2:36, paying particular attention to 

the phrase (S,u xal XUPLOV a.~'tov xa.t XpLO""t~V l> ee~, 

~?toCTp"e The X~PLO' title is of major importance 

for Luke l'n A t 184 h L k 185 , t'f' th' c S; ere u e JUS 1 1es 1S 

description of Jesus by appeal to Ps 109:1. In a 

secondary sense the XUPLOC title is also justified 

by the same citation inasmuch as the m.essiahship 

of Jesus is confirmed by his resurrection. But 

wnat is of more significance here, however, is the 

background against which the speech is set, that of 

Jewish ffi'2!ssianic expectation. Jewish expectation 

foresaw an earthly messiah who would function as 

king (v. 30) but in the argument of Luke the enthrone

ment of Jesus was no earthly event (vv. 3lf). A 

similar argument is based on the words of Ps 15:8-11 

in vv. 25-28: the psalm cannot refer to David since 

David did go to Hades and his body did see corruption; 

the words therefore must refer to the messiah of whom 

David was a figure and in whose name he spoke these 

words. These words were only fulfilled by Jesus and 

therefore he must be the Messiah. 186 Not only does 

the citation of Ps 109:1 appear in the same form and 
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with the same function in both Acts and Ephesians 

but also, and this is of some importance, the Sitz 

im Leben of the messianic enthronement is identical 

in both writings. 

Evidence for the messianic identification 

of Jesus in Eph 1:20-23 is also provided by 1 Cor 

1?:24-28, the second piece of traditional material 

which, as we have seen, is closely related to the 

Ephesian text. In 1 Cor 15:27 (= Ps 8:6) the Greek 

text does not state to whom all things are being 

subjected. There are two obvious alternatives: 

Christ, to whom submission has been made initially; 

or God, "co whom Christ vlill eventually hand over 

dOlllinion vihen he himself has established it. T"lJ.e 

key to the interpretation lies in v. 28 where 

must refer to God's SU0-

jection of all things to Christ. This phrase deter-

mines the meaning of the same words in v. 27b; no 

different meaning from v. 28 can be intended. This 

in turn means that the subject of the psalm citation 

in v. 27a must be Christ and not God. But we must 

not overlook the fact that, according to v. 21, Christ 

is both Son of God and at the same time the incorpora-tor 

of mankind. Moreover, it is not primarily as Son 

but as Second Adam, that is, as the incorporation of 

mankind, that he will eventually reign over all crea-tion. 
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The author then sees the fulfillment of the words of 

Ps 8 in the representative man Jesus Christ to whom, 

in an assured future, all creation will be subjected. 

T0is interpretation is important for it allows us to 

conclude that the prime value of Ps 8 in early 

Christian tradition was that it enabled people to 

express the concept of the exalted Lord as the 

'inclusive representative' of redeemed society. 

~nis means that we have further evidence for the move

ment away from the Son of Man theology as we suggested 

above and for the recognition and proclamation of 

Jesus as the promised Messiah. It is this stage 

that we suggest has been reached in Ephesians. 
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1 ' 
R. Fowler 'Ephesians 1:23' ET 76 (1964) p.294 accepts 

that vv. 15-23 ~s to be construed as a unity but at 
the same time argues that the basic Greek sentence is 
in fact vv. 19b, 23b which is interupted by the 
parenthetical statement in vv. 20-23a. This gives rise 
to what Fowler describes as an 'envelope structure'; 
he translates: 'A power seen in the action of his 
mighty strength ••• by which all things in every way 
are brought to completion ' • But this theory with 
its associated translation is to be rejected because 
it does not consider sufficiently the relationship of 
v.19b to vv. lS-19a and because it totally ignores the 
relationship, both in terms of language and theology 
between 7tA1,pu..v.a. and 7tAilp<.q . .t.€VOU in v.23; cf n.lO and 
pp. 194f, 197-203below. 

2Cf for example, J.T. S~.nders "Hymnic Elements in 
Ephesians 1-3", ZNW 56 (1965), pp. 214-232, and New 
Testament Christological Hvmns, cambridge: 1971; 
p.24 n.l; G. Schille Frtihchristliche Hymnen, Berlin: 
1965; pp.l03f. 

3Cf G.P. Wiles, Paul's Intercessar\T Prayers, Cambridge: 
1974; pp. 22-29. 

4This criterion is noted by E. Stauffer New Testament 
Theology, Lcndon: 1955; pp. 33Sf. This however cannot 
be accepted as being absolute for the obvious reason 
that the author may well have had a deliberate reason 
for using either or both the language and style of 
the hyronic quotations elsewhere. The author could 
also be so familiar with the quotations that he uses 
similar terminology elsewhere quite ~nconsciously. 

5Cf 1: 20 h 'tor, ~7tOUpa.VCOL' with the same phrase 
in 1:3, 2:6, 3:10 and 6:12; 1:21 U'JtepO.yw 7t6.oT), 
&'PX,", xa.t €~ou,Ca., wi th 2: 2 &:pxwv 't~c; ::~oucrCa., 
'ton a.tpo, and with 3:10 tva. YVWPLaB~ vt1v 
'ta.r, &.pxa.r <; xa'c'rtiis ~~oucrCa.l~,·l: 23 ~o 1tA-n8~a. 'ton 
'ta. m~a. ~v 7t&nv 7tATlPOUJ.l€VOU w1.th 1:.r0 d, otxOVOJ.lCa.v 

&'va.X€<pa.A.a.LWcm.o-ea.t. 't<1 1to.v'tCf.. 
''Ja;. ?tA.TlpwBn't£ d, 'i'ttv 'to ?tA.flpWJ.1O. 

6See below pp. 5-9. 

7see below pp. 10-lS. 
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8The Christology of Early Jewish Christianity, 
London: 1970; p.128. 

9See below pp. 18, 23-26. 

10It is possible to take the X~~& clause as either 
connected to the participle 7tHr'te:uov~a.<; (v.19) or 
as being associated with all three ~C<; clauses. 
The latter interpretation is to be accepted because to 

.accept the former interpretation would be to make v.20> 
or at least to imply that it should be understood as 
subservient to 7uV"te:Uov~a, of v.19, which in our) 
interpretation we accept as secondary to the main theme 
of the passage. Cf T.K. Abbott The Epistles to the 
Ephesians and to the Colossians, Edinburgh: 1897; 
pp. 30f. 

11See below pp. 274-78. 

12The same is noted by H. Schlier Brief an die Epheser, 
Dusseldorf: 1971; pp. 86-89, 102-106 and L. C6~faux 
La Theologie de l'Eglise suivant saint Paul, Paris: 1948; 
p.255. 

13This phrase is only to be found in Eph 1:3,20; 
2:6, 3:10 and 6:12. On its significance see 
R. T. Lincoln ;, A Re-examination of 'The Heavenlies I in 
Ephesians u

, NTS 19 (1973-74), pp. 468-483. Cf below 
n.16l and pp. 302-06. 

14The phrase in 2:7 could refer to the angelic powers 
existing in this present age and thus have no reference 
to any future time. 

l5"HymniC Elements", pp. 2l9f. 

16Cf E. Lohse Colossians and Philemon, Philadelphia: 
1971; pp. 99f. 

17That Sanders be proved wrong is not essential to our 
argument. It is sufficient to establish that, 
irrespective of any dependence on Colossians, there 
is an intended connection between 1:20ff and 2:1-10. 
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l8The use of the perfect participle O"€qtf.01J,£vot 

in 2:5,8 is a hapax legomenon in the Pauline corpus. 
This use of the verb helps to create the very strong 
note of realised eschatology that is present in these 
verses. Cf B-D para 318. 

19In 2:1-10, particularly vv.1-4 the obvious inference 
is that in their exalted state the believers, being 
no longer subject to the Icommander of the spiritual 
powers of the air l , are now in a position of superiority 
over this figure. In 1 Cor 4:8 Paul refutes as 
heretical the notion that the resurrection or ex~ltation 
of believers had taken place. The fact that this 
doctrine is so clearly espoused by the epistle to the 
Ephesians may indicate a difference in authorship from 
1 Corinthians. On this cf. J .M. Robinson, I'Kerygma 
and History in the New 'J'estament ll

, in J.M. Robinson and 
H. Koeste~ Trajectories Through Early Christianity, 
Philadelphia: 1971; pp. 20-70 especially pp. 34f. 

20For a full discussion on the relationship between 
the two epistles cf E. ~ercy Die ProbleIT~ der Kolosser
und Epheserbrief, Lund: 1946; especially pp. 360-433; 
C.L. Mitton The Epistle to the Ephesian§, Oxford: 1951; 
pp. 55ff. 

2lEph 2:7 fcrbids us from accepting that the scheme has 
no futuristic content whatsoever. In light of this we 
must say that 2:6, with all its emphasis on salvation 
as a present event, is itself proleptic in that it also 
has regard for manls final state; the emphasis however 
is still on the fact that the final state can be 
achieved in the present time. Similar uses of a 
proleptic aorist are 1:3 and Rom 8:30. Cf R. Schnackenburg 
Baptism in the Thought of st. Paul, New York: 1964; 
p. 77. 

22In Col 2:12 the believers are raised lin Christl 
( ~v ~ ) but this is set in a conflict situation and 
is intended to emphasise the significance of Christ as 
over against the assertions of the false teachers 
(Col 2:8). 

23Cf W. Kramer, Christ, Lord, Son of God, London: 1963; 
pp. 141-146. 
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24J •A• Allen liThe 'in Christ' Formula in Ephesiansll 
NTS 5 (1958/59), pp. 54-62, argues that here, in 
contrast to the chief Pauline letters, the formula 
has an instrumental sense. Bu.t this argument fails 
to consider sufficiently the presence of the ~a; 
motif in the related peri cope 1:20-23. Our argument 
also speaks against that of G. Vermes, "Baptism and 
Jewish Exegesis: New Light from Ancient Sources ';, 
NTS 4 (1957/58), pp. 309-319, especially p.319, who 
argues that in Paul, Baptism is the IIChristianised form 
of the Jewish sacrament of circumcision ll • He also 
has not realised the significance of baptism and the 
doctrine of the believer being kv Xp&.<1't'iS ; cf 
below pp. 293-302. 

250n the significance of xt>pto'tn<; 
ship to &'px.1), kl;ovcrCa.. and OUV<I.f..Lc.<; 

and its relation
see below n.35. 

26 ( ) 
Mt 22:44, 26:64; Mk 12:36, 14:62, 16:19; 

22:69; Acts 2:34£; Rom 8:34; 1 Cor 15:25; 
Col 3:1; Heb 1:3,13, 8:1, 10:12,13, 12:2. 

Lk 20:42f, 
Eph 1:20; 

27The intransitive form of the verb is found in 
Heb 1: 3, 8: 1, 10: 12, 12: 2. 

28For a detailed analysis of this speech cf R. Zthnle, 
Peter's Pentecost Discourse, New York: 1971. 

29 ". 
Cf Acts 2:24, 3:15, 4:10, 5:30, 10:40, 13:30; 

1 Peter 1:21 etc. 

30Cf his New Testament Apologetic, London: 1961; pp. 42f. 

31 Cf Acts 1:4, 2:16. We should however not overlook 
the fact that ~'i'tC.yy&A.Ca. is a conunon NT word although 
this does not necessarily mean that it is not Lucan 
in this particular context. 

32In Acts 5:31 ~*6w occurs in the active voice and 
has God as the subject. If we are to interpret ~ 
O&l;&.<1" in both 2: 33 and 5: 31 as an instrumental 
dative then we are presumably arguing that Ps 117:16 
lies behind both verses. But the active voice of 
~t6w in 5:31 makes this unlikely for this verse and 
equally, since both verses obviously are intended to 
convey the same idea, for 2:33. 
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33E •E • Ellis, ItMidrash and Targum 1\ in Neotestamentica 
et Semitica(Festschr. in honour of M. Black),Edinburgh: 
1969; p.66. Cf also J.W. Doeve, Jewish Hermeneutics 
in the Synoptic Gospels and Acts, Assen: 1953; 
pp. 47-52; J.W. Bowker ilThe Speeches in Acts: A Study 
in Proem and Yelammedenu Form u , NTS 14 (1967/68), 
pp. 96-111. 

34With the exception that 1 Cor 15:27 contains the 
particle ya.p which Eph 1:22 omits. 

35KUp c.6TI1, which is absent from 1 Cor 15: 24 is found 
only in Eph 1:21 and Col 1:16 in the Pauline corpus. 
It is likely that a.pxn, ~i;oi)(jCCt and Ouv~r.<; 
are part of the tradition that became associated with 
this form of the citation of Ps 8:6 and, since there 
are other parallels between Col 1:16:19 and Eph 1:20-23, 
it is likely that xupr.6-cn, of Eph 1: 22 is not part 
of the tradition associated with Ps 8:6 but in some way 
owes its source to Col 1:16, or at least to the 
tradition reflected there. G. Scholem, Jewish 
Gnosticism. Merkabah Mysticism and Talmudic Tradition, 
New York: 1960; pp. 18f suggests that the author of 
Colossians kne~., of some Je1,.,ish tradi cion such as the 
(lost) Apocalypse of Z6~haniah which, in a citation 
supplied by Clement, uses both xupr.O'tT)' and 6povo(; 
which also appears in Col 1:16. But in view of the 
fact that we do not possess this document the theory 
is at best only speculative. Cf. M.R. James, The 
Lost Apocrypha of th~ Old Testament: Their Titles and 
Fragments, London: 1920; p.73. 

36The double use of ?to.O"'a. in 1 Cor 15: 24 may reflect 
a variant, possibly earlier, form of tradition; or 
it might be an emphatic addition to the tradition 
made by Paul for apologetic purposes. 

37See below pp. 52-58. 

38See below pp. 46-52. 

39A• Feuillet, 'ILIEglise, Plerome Du Christ dlapr~s 
Ephes 1: 23 II, NRT 78 (1956), p.458. 
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40. cY'ltepa.\I(I) occurs only here, 4: 10 and Heb 9: 5. 
In this third reference the significance is obviously 
'above' in the sense of 'vertically above'; in both 
references in Ephesians the significance is certainly 
much more than this. In 4:10 the following l~ 
1tA'rJPcOOv 'to. 1tO.\I'ta. gi ves an obvious cosmic significance 
to ~'lt€pO.\lW In that 4:7-10 contains the same 
basic presuppositions as 1:20-23 the same cosmic 
dimension must be assumed for ~7t£pa.vw in 1: 21. 
H. Merklein, Das kirchliche Amt nach dem Epheserbrief, 
Munich: 1973; p.69, says of 4:10 "Die Parallelit~t 
zu Eph 1:20-23 ist offensichtlich!" 

41See below pp. 65-70. 

42The use of the phrase 'theological tradition' is 
only intended to imply that the theological point or 
religious view which the author of Ephesians expressed 
by using a tradition based on Ps 109:1 and Ps 8:6 
was also current in the non-Pauline and pre-Pauline 
schools of thought in the early Church. Consequently 
these traditions can be expected to have differing 
sources a~d need not have any connection with each 
other except that they all emphasise the same view of 
"i:he ascension as that found in Ephesians. 

43Heb 1:3b reflects a different tradition. Here the' 
exaltation of Christ is linked directly to his 
sacrificial death, the language portrays Christ as the 
great High Priest; cf 4:14. The only clear reference 
to the resurrection in Hebrews is 13:20 where there is 
no refere~ce to exaltation. 

44 Tn, ~xx}.TJO"CI.L' is not part of the original hymn. 
In this hymn ~ was equated with x6o'\.J,o, but 
the author by his redactional addition completely 
changes the significance; cf below n.50; n.9 of 
chapter 4, and above pp. 21-23. 

45In both v.19 and v.22 'Jtope;ped, refers to the 
same event, as is evidenced by the repetition of the 
same verb in the same grammatical form. 

460n the ascension in Luke-Acts, particularly Acts 
1:9-11, see below pp.29-35. 
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47p • Benoit "The Ascension" in Jesus and the Gospel I, 
London: 1973 ; p. 215. The same may be said of the 
resurrection; it is not a 'visible' event. The NT 
emphasis on the resurrection is twofold: (a) it 
happened~ and (b) as a consequence of it, Christ was 
seen; cf 1 Cor 15:4-8. W.J. Dalton Christ's 
Proclamation to the Spirits, Rome: 1965; p. 186, 
correctly comments "the real but invisible ascension 
of Christ ••• is nothing more than the prolongation of 
his real but invisible resurrection". 

48 Zwo?to"too normally refers to the resurrection; 
cf Jn 5:21, 6:63; Rom 4:17, 8:11. 

49An ascension theology is also present, perhaps in a 
more explicit form, in 2:15. On this see below pp.123-28. 

50we take the analysis of E. Schweizer "Die Kirche als 
Leib Christi in den paulinischen Antilegomena" i:r: 
Neotestarnentica, Ztirich: 1963; pp. 293-316 and "The 
Church as the Missionary Body of Christ'i ibid; pp. 317-
329, especially pp. 324--326. The sum total of both 
articles is that Schwei~er recognises as hyronic vv. 15, 
16a, 16d, 17, 18a, 18b, 19, 20a. ~or a detailed 
examination of the variou8 attempts at analysis i:r: the 
130 years prior to 1965 cf. H.J. Gabathuler Jesus 
Christus: Haupt der Kirche-Haupt der Welt, Z~rich: 1965. 
For a more racent discussion cf E. Lohse,op. cit. 
pp. 41-61. 

51The same sense, the beginning of 3 new age, is also 
conveyed in the LXX by the use of, ?tp<Al't6'tolto, ' and 
~xf] • Cf Gen 49: 3 PovI3TlV, ?tpw't'o'toxo, I-10U o-t 
tax~, I-10U xa.t . &f>xn 'tGSv 'tExyoov I-10U • ~n the L-XX 
?tpW't6'toxo, 1S used 130 t1mes, usually 1n genealogies 
and historical treatments, to indicate not temporal 
priority but sovereignty of rank. 

52Cf E. Lohse,op. cit., p.56 n.176, W. Mlchaelis 
.. ?tpw't'6'toxo, II TDNT 6/ p. 881f. 

53Kyrios Jesus: Eine Untersuchung zu Phil 2:5-11, 
Heidelberg: 1928. The most recent thorough examination 
of the Philippian hymn is that of R.P. Martin, 
Carmen Christi, Cambridge: 1967. For his treatment 
and summary of Lohmeyer's work cf pp. 25-30. 
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54Cf for example, J. He'ring i' Kyrios Anthropos" 
RHPR 16 (1936), p. 208: "~'ltF-p.\),ot1\1 et ~6wx€\1 ~\10!-l:a. 
indiquent clairement l'investiture avec une dignite 
nouvelle et supplementaire" o. Cullmann The Christology 
of the New Testament, London: 19632 adopts Hering's 
view when he writes (p.180) " ••• after his death 
Jesus did not simply return to the form of existence 
he already had ••• before his incarnation. He has 
now entered a still closer relationship with God ••• ". 

55 Cf for example, F.W. Beare A Commentary on the 
Epistle to the Philippians, London: 1959, p.85: "The 
thought is not that God exalts him to a higher rank 
than he held before ••• No such comparison between the 
pre-existent state of Christ and his exalted state is 
envisaged". 

56See above pp. 5-9. 

57The same point is made by R.P. Martin op. cit. p.246. 

58Ibid p.23l. 

59AS advocated by J.B. Lightfoot St. Paul's Epistle to 
the Philippians, London: 18964 p.115. 

60So Arndt-Gingrich ad. loc. 

6l"The Epistle to the Ephesians in light of the Qumran 
Texts" in ~)aul and Qumran (ed. J •. Murphy - 0' Connor) , 
London: 1968 p.117. J.I'. Sanders'jHvrnnic Elements,' 
p.227. argues that while Kuhn's position is basically 
correct it is however something of an over-statement 
to argue that 1 QH draws on the same tradition as 
Eph 1-3. Some support for Kuhn is nevertheless offered 
by E. K~semann "Christus, das All und die Kirche" 
TLZ 81 (1956), pp. 585-590 who attempts to show that 
Eph 1-3 follows in general terms the outline of the 
Covenant Renewal Service of 1 QS 21-23. 

62Kuhn does not pay much attention to specific parallels 
between Eph 1:20ff and the Scrolls; F. Mussne~ 
"Contributions made by Qumran to the Understanding of 
the Epistle to the Ephesians" in Paul and Qumran, 
pp. 159-178 does however deal with the relationship 
between Eph 2:1-6 and Qumran (pp. 164-167) and in so 
doing cites 1 QH 3:19-22 and 1 QH 11:10-12. 
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63Translation from G. Vermes The Dead Sea Scrolls in 
English Hammondsworth: 1973 4 . 

64Ibid p.5l. 
in Qumran und 
esp. 383ff. 

Cf N. Kehl "Erniedrigung und Erhahung 
Koloss2l. II ZTK 91 (1969) .pp. 364-394 

65Cf also 1 QH 7:9f, 15:4, 18:8f; 1 QS 11:19f. 

66Cf also 1 QH 3:34, 11:29, 19:42. 

67Der Epheserbrief ,Freiburg: 1971 p.126. Mussner 
"Contributions 11, p.178 likei .. ,ise concludes 11 ••• the 
thematic material of Eph has its roots in a tradition 
that is also represented at Qumran ••. 11 (our emphasis). 
The Qumran evidence points to a coherence of traaition 
and not to a dependence. 

68 
E~AOY€'V occurs 14 times in the gospel and twice, 

thematically in Acts 3:24f; Xapa occurs 8 and 4 
times respectively; a similar use is made of 0,& 
1CO.v't6~ in Acts 3: 25, 10: 2; 'to tte.6v occurs 13 and 
24 t1mes respectively. G. Lohfink Die Himmelfah~t 
~, Munich: 1971j esp. pp. 147-151, 163-176 has 
carried out a very thorough and detailed analysis of 
the verses in question and concludes that the following 
pdditional words or phrases are also Lucan in origin: 
C~ay£,v; €Wt;; ~po, BneavCav, O,€~ &~' a~'t"~v; ~~e~pe*av 
et, 'Iepo\)Otl.A~. 

69This does not mean that Luke sees Jesus as a new 
High Priest, as is suggested by P.A. van Stempvoort 
II The Interpretation of the Ascension in Luke and Acts II 

NTS 5 (1958-59) pp. 37f. In Lucan Christology no 
significant part is played by the High Priest typology. 
Cf Lohfink Ope cit. p.169. 

70This is true even if &'vecpepe'to et (; 'to V o6p'av6v 
(v. 52) is original. It may well be that tHis phrase 
is a later redactional attempt to interpret oLe~ 
: &1\' a6't~v being absent from both ~ * and D although 
present in p75 XC ABC K et ale 

I 
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7lCf P. Schubert liThe Structure and Significance of 
Luke 24'i, BZNW 21 (l957);pp. 165-186, particularly p.165, 
where Schubert writes " ••• prominent and unmistakable 
is the obvious and close literary transition from 
volume I (Lc 24:50-53) to volume II (Acts 1:1-4) 
however obscure and puzzling, textually, grammatically 
and exegetically, its details have proved to be". 

720p• cit. pp. 186-202. Those definitely Lucan are 
~A€~6v~~v a~~~v; ~~~pe~; &~O ~rov b~6a~~v a~~~v; &, 
'~~€vC~Ov~€, ~v; ~opeuo~!vou a~~o~; &vope, ovo: 
?to.p€c,O"t1)xec,otLy a~~ot',; !y hrOf!<n:cn. A€Uxat't;j d l~a~€ 
~Af~ov~e,; ~~e~~e~ac,. 

73The similarities between Acts 1:9-11 and 4 Kings 2 
are well documented by R. Pesch "Der Anfang de 
Apostelgeschichte: Apg l:l-ll",EKK 3 (1974),pp. 7-35, 
especially pp. 15£, whom we here follow. 

74Cf A. Oepke, II veq>fA:n II TDNT 4, pp. 906f. ~~so 
significant are Exod 19:9 and Ps 98:7. The Sffine 
imagery is found in the NT in 1 Thess 4:17. 

751 : 2 ,11,22, 7:43, 10:16, 20:13,14, 23:31. Elsewhere 
in the NT it only occurs in Eph 6:13,16; 1 Tim 3:16. 

76 We have already seen that Luke 24:50-53 is based, 
directly or indirectly, on Sir 50:20-22; the fact 
that &.yaA~!3a.vo~c, is also found in Sir 48:9 is 
also strong evidence for this. The word again 
occurs in 1 Mac 2:58 with reference to Elijah. The 
word occurs in the LXX approximately 100 times. 

77 See below pp. 329f. 

78Cf 9:26. Cf also 12:40, 17:22. In 9:22 the Son 
of Man designation is applied to the one who will after 
three days be raised from the dead. 

79 Lk 5:27, 7:24, 23:55. Of these 5:27 and 23:55 are 
not found in the parallel Markan passages. 

80 Acts 1:11, 8:18, 21:27, 22:9. 

81 Cf Mk 8:38 and pars 13:26 and 
Mt 10:23, 16:28, 24:42, 25:31; 
1 Cor 4:5, 11:26; 2 Thess 1:10; 
3:11, 16:15, 22:7,12,17,20. 

x 

pars 14:62 and pars 
Lk 18:8; In 21:22f; 

Heb 10:37; Rev 1:7, 



829 : 26 , 12:40, 18:8, 19:10. 
22:18. 

Cf also 17:26f, 18:30f, 

83The phrasing of 1:7 may reflect Luke's knowledge of 
Mk 13:32; in both texts curiosity concerning the time 
of tile end is both rejected and forbidden. 
E. Haenchen,The Acts of the Apostles, Oxford: 1971, 
pp. 114ff argues that Acts 1:6-11 presents us with the 
contemporary situation against which Luke's own 
theological standpoint is directed. Luke apparently 
depicts the early Church's delimited expectation of the 
end and goes on to oppose it with 'compensatory factors' -
the Spirit and mission - which, so Haenchen argues, 
are hallmarks of the epoch of the Church. But ,the 
pericope can equally be interpreted as being a rejection 
of a narrow nationalism (1:6) and at the same time an 
espousal of world mission (1:8). This is a more 
reasonable explanation for the criticism of speculation 
concerning the end time in view of Luke 24:47-49. 

84C• F •D • Moule ilThe Ascension - Acts 1:9'1 ET 68 
(1956-57), p.208 well describes Luke's use of the 
ascension in Acts 1 when he writes: lilt is like an 
acted declaration of finality ••• it is an acted 
declaration of the opening of a new chapter; it is a 
metter of finality only within a certain period, for 
it is expressly linked with the hopes of Christ's 
returnll. 

85 For our assessment of the ascension theology of 
Ephesians as it relates to that of Luke-Acts see 
below pp. 71-74. 

86The only two instances of Introductory Formulae in 
Ephesians are 4:8 and 5:14, both of which employ 
oLb A~yeL Both citations introduced by this 
formula are problematic. 5:14 is not part of 
scripture as we know it, probably being part of a 
baptismal hymn of the early Church. The citation of 
Ps 67:19 in 4:8 differs in one essential element from 
the Lxx (which at this point follows the MT) but is 
an exact translation of this particular element as it 
is recorded in the PT. On this see below pp. 91-93. 
For our discussion on the introductory formulae in 
Ephesians see below pp. 111-15. It should also 
be noted, however, that the author does introduce 
unmistakable OT citations into the text of the epistle 
without the use of any Introductory Formulae, as in 
6:2ff. 
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87This is frequently the case with Ps 109:1, the 
citation being used in these instances ~o refer to 
the fact that the exaltation of Christ has taken place, 
or, as in a few instances, that it will soon take 
place. Cf Mk 14:62 and pars 16:19; Mt 26:64; 
Rom 8:34; 1 Cor 15:25; Col 3:1; Heb 1:3, 8:1; 
10:12ff, 12:2; 1 Peter 3:22. On the occasions when 
the psalm citation is used as a proof text the Intro
ductory Formula occurs as a variation of the form 
y&p AJ.Uto A£y£c. Cf Mk 12:36 and pars; .Acts 2:34. 

88V• 1 is cited in Mt 22:44, 26:64; Mk 
16:19; Lk 20:42f, 22:69; Acts 2:34£; 
1 Cor 15:25; Eph 1:20; Col 3:1; Heb 
10:12,13, 12:2;1 Peter 3:22 and v.4 in 
He b 5: 6 , 10 , 6 : 20 , 7 : 3 , 1 7 , 21. 

12:36, 14:62, 
Rom 8:34;' 

1:3,13, 8:1, 
Jn 12:34; 

89 Cf Mk 14:62, 16:19; Ro~ 8:34; Eph 1:20; Col 3:1; 
Heb 1:3, 8:1, 12:2; 1 Peter 3:22. In Mk 14:62 
and pars the session motif is associated with both 
the Son of Man tradition and a tradition derivea 
from Dan 7. 

90Cf 1 Cor 15:25. Both the session and subjection 
motifs occur at Heb 10:12f. 

91 
Cf Mk 12:36 and pars; Acts 2:34. In Heb 1:3 the 

session and subjection motifs are explicit but the 
emphasis is nevertheless on the unwritten phrase. 

92This is due to the fact that in Eph 1:20, Ps 109:1 
stands as one element in the conf1ated tradition 
Ps 109:1/Ps 8:6. On this tradition see below pp.52-58. 

93Th d 't' f th k' d th' t' e eVla lons are 0 ree ln s: e lmpera lve 
x6.90u is replaced by ~,!ernv ,cf Rom 8: 34; 
1 Peter 3:22; or by a participial phrase, cf Eph 1:20; 
Col 3:1; or by a preterite statement, cf'Mk' 16:19; 
Heb 1:3, 8:1, 10:12, 12:2. Mk 14:62 bears little or 
no relationship textually to Ps 109:1 but at the same 
time it cannot be doubted that this psalm, or at least 
a tradition based on it, lies behind this verse. 

94The Titles of Jesus in Christology, London: 1969; 
p.129. 
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95The date of composition and Sitz im Leben of the 
psalm are much in dispute. As far as the use of the 
psalm in Eph 1:20 is concerned the problem revolves 
around the messianic interpretation of its opening 
verses. D.M. Hay Glory at the Right Hand: Ps 110 in 
Early Christianity (SBL Monograph series vol. 18) 
Nashville: 1973; pp. 19-33, argues that there is little 
evidence that the psalm was originally messianic in 
sense. R. Tournay liLa Psaume CX II RB 67 (1960), pp. 5-44 
argues that the psalm was composed by ruling priests in 
the post-exilic - pre-Maccabean period and that it 
expresses a priestly Messianism of universal pretentions. 
C.H. Dodd According to the Scriptures,London: 1952; 
p.120 and B. Lindars Ope cit. p.45f both argue that 
the phrase 'Sit down at my right hand' could not have 
been applied to an earthly king because the NT age was 
no longer at home with the oriental imagery of the 
psalms. But allowing a pre-exilic date for this 
psalm, as is suggested bv Dodd and Lindars does not 
rule out the possibility that this psalm was applied to 
the Hasmonean Dynasty, even if it was not composed for 
them. If this is the case then the argument of both 
Dodd and Lindars is faulted, because it is at least 
possible that some memory of such an important political 
use of the psalm would have persisted well into NT 
times. This would make the application of the psalm 
to an earthly person certainly possible. For 
literature on the date and Sitz im Leben of the psalm, 
see Hay o~. cit., p.19 ns. 1-3. 

'96,Mk 12: 35-37 may well represent the authentic words 
of Jesus; it is unlikely that Mark would have com
posed or used a tradition which failed to answer its 
own question. Cf E. Lohmeyer Das Evangelium des 
Markus G~ttingen: 193~ p.263; F. Borsch The Son of 
Man in Myth and History London: 196~ p.394f; Hay 
Ope cit., p.llO. 

97The Dan 7:13 citation is retained by 
by Luke. On this see below pp. 81f. 
is almost certainly not authentic. Cf 
The Good News According to Mark London: 

Matthew but not 
The logion 

E. Schweizer 
1971; pp. 326f. 

98Mt 25:31 and to a lesser degree 19:28 infer that the 
Messianic enthronement will take place at the parousia. 
Both these verses reflect Jewish apocalypticism as 
found in 1 Enoch 61:8, 62:2. 
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990 • Linton "The Trial of Jesus and the Interpretation 
of Ps CX" NTS 7 (1960-61) pp. 258-262 argues that the 
condemnation of Jesus resulted from a 'literal' under
standing of Ps 110. But this does not consider 
sufficiently the Jewish understanding of this same 
text. 

100History of the Synoptic Tradition Oxford: 1963; 
pp. 269-271. 

101Cf n.76 above. 

102Basic to all the other synoptic texts was the fact 
that Jesus' claim to messiahship was vindicated by 
the resurrection/session or ascension/session. Here 
there is also a vindication theme, but it is the gospel 
message and not the claim of Jesus which is vindicated. 

103Further evidence for this may be the XpI.O"t~, 
'I~o~, title; it should however be noted that 
'ITJ(TO~, has dubious textual validity, it is present 
in pl,22,52 'f.. C L T Z a 'f but omitted by B E F G H 
S uY 2 D. Cullmann OPe cit. p.112 believes that 
+:he XpI.O"t~, 'ITp--oU, i:ormulation in the Pauline 
corpus is evidence that Pc:.ul was a'\"are that Xp"O"t~, 
was basically the Christian term for ll)l\.I}\. '; cf 
below pp.287-302, 313-17 :for our discussion of 
messianism in Ephesians. 

104 OY fe"A€Y XA."pov6~oy m\l'tmv (1: 3) probably 
must be understood as implying that the authority that 
was the Father's would ultimately be also t~e Son's 
and thus the 3ense of 'ruler' is present here, but not 
in any developed sense. Heb 2:5ff is also to be 
similarly interpreted. 

105Midrash Mekilta, commenting on Ex 15:7f, refers to 
Gen 14:9ff and Is 41f and then adds a paraphrase of 
Ps 110:1-4. The same texts are referred to in 
b Sanhedrin 108b. Cf J. Lauterbach Mekilta de Rabbi 
Ishmael Vol 2. Philadelphia: 1935; p.45; A. Guilding 
"Some Obscured Rubrics and Lectionary Allusions in the 
Psalter" JTS 3 (1952) pp. 51-55. 

106 The Targurn of Psalm 110 applies it to David. Cf 
also Seder Eliz. R 18 (90) as cited by Str-B IV p.457. 
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107Cf for example, Genesis Rabba 85:9 which interprets 
v.2 of the psalm messianicly. 

108It is possible that R. Akiba (c 125) also referred 
Ps 110 to the Messiah. In b. Sanhedrin 38b, in 
connection with Dan 7:9, he taught that one throne was 
for God and the other for the Davidic Messiah. Since 
Ps 110 is the only scriptural text which describes 
someone apart from God being enthroned it is possible 
that the Rabbi had Ps 110:1 in mind at this. point. 

109Str_B Vol IV Excursus 'Der Psalm 110 in der 
altrabbinischen Literatur', pp. 452-456, especially 
pp. 458-460. 

110At least one late Rabbinic text, Midrash Tehillim 
on Ps 2 para 9 applies Ps 110:1, along with several 
other texts, to the Nation of Israel. 

lllThe translations of the Midrash Tehillim are those 
of W.B. Braude The Midrash on Psalms (Yale Judica 
series) New Haven: 1959; (2 Vols); the translations of 
the citations of Talmud and the remaining Midrashim 
are those of the Soncino editions of the respective 
tractates, or as otherwise noted. For the sake of 
completeness we also include here rabbinic citations 
of other verses of nhe psalm, particularly v.4, which 
the rabbis also regarded as messianic. 

1~2Cited as in Str-B IV p.457. 

l13TO be understood as the Messiah, so J. Shacter 
Sanhedrin Vol 1 London: 1935 (Socino Edition); 
p.245 n.6. 

l14AS in Str-B IV p.457. 
thought of priesthood and 
no longer mentioned; the 
regarded as messianic and 

It is significant that the 
the name Melchizedek are 
verse has instead become 
eschatological. 

l15Cf S. Mowinckel He That Cometh Oxford: 1959; 
pp. 337-345. 

l16ps 8:3 is also cited at Mt 21:16. 

l17Here following S. Kistemaker The Psalm Citations 
in the Epistle to the Hebrews, Amsterdam: 1961; 
pp. 102-108. 
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118Th " h "" f t " ~s p rase ~s ~n ac present ~n 
it is omitted by p46 B DC K et ale 

~ A C D* P et a1 ~ 

119 e.g. 3:7, 5:6, 10:16. 

120See below PP.200-03. 

l2lCf B.S. Childs "Psalm 8 in the Context of the 
Christian Canon" Int 23 (1969), pp. 20-31. 

122This futuristic eschatological emphasis is clearer 
in 1 Cor 15 than in Heb 2. In the former text the 
subjection of all creation to Christ is an event which 
is not yet, but which must happen in an assured future. 
Cf J .K. Freeborn "Eschatology in 1 Cor 15" TU 87 (1964)" 
pp. 556-568; C.K. Barrett A Commentary on the First 
Epistle to the Corinthians London: 1968~ pp. 358f; 
F. Hahn Ope cit. p.132. In Heb 2 the initial 
emphasis is on the fact that universal dominion is the 
future destiny of man, but although Christ is exalted 
the future salvation which he will accomplish is not 
yet fully ~ealieed. Cf H.W. Montefiore A Commentary 
on the Epi3tle to the Hebrews, Londc~: 1964; pp. 58-61; 
w'.B. Wallid "T(-:e Use of Psalms 8 and 110 in 1 Corinthians 
15:25-27" J.Ev. Th. Soc. 15 (1972) pp. 25-29; 
S. Kistemaker OPe cit., pp. 102-108. 

123For a mcre detailed survey, see A. Vis The Messianic 
Psalm Citations, Amsterdam: 1939; pp. 24-28. 

124Citations from Soncino Edition'unless otherwise 
stated. 

125significantly the citation does not go on to 
include v.6 although this verse would have strengthened 
the argument being advanced by the Rabbi at this point. 

126C;tat;on f V" "t 26f ..L ..L rom ~s OPe c~ ., pp. • 

127E• KClnig Die lressianischen Weissagungen des Altes 
Testament as cited by Vis, ibid. 

128 cY?tox6:tw in Mk 12:36 is not well supported textually, 
only being found in B ngr W among the major witnesses; 
the alternative u7I:oit60toy is much better attested: 
N A K L X et ale But because ~1tox6:tw is not 
d~sputed in Mt 22:44 it presumably must be also read 
in Mk 12:36 
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129Cf 2:3 

1300 "t 358f p. Cl ., pp. 

131 Cf Luke 10:17,20; Rom 10:3; 1 Cor 15:27, 16:16; 
Eph 3:21, 5:24; Phil 3:1; Heb 2:5,8; James 4:7; 
1 Peter 3:22. 

132Cf Heb 10:13. 

133In the psalm ISon of Man I (v.5) may be taken in 
the generic sense but it is surely the first man as the 
ideal type or representation that is in the author's 
mind. . Heb 2:5ff, after referring to this prototype 
man concludes (v.8) "we do not yet see everything in 
subjection to him (= man). But we see Jesus ••• II. 

The author makes the transition from Adam, the 
psalmist's prototype, to Christ, the last Adam, in 
whom man's destiny is accomplished. Cf A.J.M. Wedderburn 
liThe Body of Christ and Related Concepts in 1 Corinthians ll 
SJT 24 (1971) pp. 74-96. For our own treatment of 
'inclusive personality I as it relates to Eph 1:20-23 
see below 9P.200-03. 

134Cf also 4 Ezra 4:27-30; 1 Enoch 62:13-16; 
2 Macc 12:43-45. 

135Cf 2 Baruch 50:1-4. 

136Cf Pss 49:15, 73:24. Ezek 37- contains a meta
phorical account of resurrection and relates it to the 
confident hope of a national resurrection from the 
'death' of exile. Cf G. von Rad Old Testament 
Theology, I Edinburgh: 1962; pp. 405ff; W.D. Davies 
Paul and Rabbinic Judaism London: 19703 ; pp. 285-320. 

137Here we follow J.H. Hayes liThe Resurrection as 
Enthronement and the Earliest Church Christologyll 
Int 22 (1968~ pp. 333-345, esp. pp. 338£. 

138Cf 11 QPSa 17:11 where it says of David "All 
these he composed through prophecy which was given 
him from before the Most Highll, as cited by Hayes 
Ope cit., p.339. 

139~0~p~.~c=i~t., p.337. 
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140Cf Rom 6:10; 1 Cor 15:20ff, 2 Cor 5:17; Eph 1:20-23; 
2:6; Phil 2:9-11; Col 1:20, 3:2; Heb 1:3f; 
1 Peter 1:3-5. 

141F ""1 t d" t" d" h " or a Slml ar ra 1 lon regar lng ent ronement ln 
the heavenly places, cf Test. Levi 2:10, 4:2., 
Jewish Apocalypticism often transferred many actions 
and concepts to the heavenly sphere, often in the 
process postulating their pre-existence. For a 
similar idea in Qumran cf llQMelch where Melchizedek 
is understood as a heavenly redemptive figure. On 
this cf J.A. Fitzmyer "Further Light on Melchizedek 
from Qumran Cave 11" JBL 86 (1967) pp. 25-41. 

142For our consideration of all other possible 
identifications, see below pp. 80-88. 

143R t"" th N T ttL d 1970 esurrec 10n ln e ewes amen, on on: ; 
p. 137. 

144Cf also Acts 3:15, 5:31. In both contexts &pxnr6, 
is associated with resurrection. 

14-
:) In v. 28 ["tal mv"tCL. ~v ?ti!o"1. v 

to the classical 1ta.v"ta.?tcl.cTI.v and 
the complete superiority of God; 

may be equivalent 
thus would emphasise 
cf below pp. 195f. 

146Cf J.Y. Lee "Interpreting the Demonic Powers in 
Pauline Thought" NT 12 (1973) pp. 54-69 esp. p.55. 

147So G.H.C. MacGregor, IlPrincipalities and Powers: 
The Cosmic Background of Paul's Thought", NTS 1 
(1955), pp. 19ff and the literature cited there; 
cf also Lee OPe cit. 

148Cf C.D. Morrison The Powers That Be, London: 1960; 
pp. 17-25. 

149Cf Schlier OPe cit. pp. 88f; Gnilka Ope cit. 
pp. 63-66. 

1500p • cit., pp. 32f. 

151The Last Twelve Verses of Mark (SNTS Monograph 
Series, vol 25) Cambridge: 1974. 
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l52B• Metzger A Textual Commentary on the Greek New 
Testament, London: 1971; p.125. The evidence 
presented there can be summarised as follows: 
vocabulary and style is non-Markan; the connection 
between v.S and vv. 9-20 is awkward; the subject of 
v. S is the woman, that of v. 9 is Jesus; &'VCl.O"'ta.<; o~ 
and ~p~~ov are appropriate at the beginning of a 
narrative but ill suited in their present position 
if v.9 is indeed the original continuation of v.S. 

153 Cf above p. 30 and n.76. 

l54This follows even if xa.l &.V€<P~P€~O et, 't~v 
o~pav6v is omitted from the text because an event 
separate from resurrection is quite definitely implied 
by Stifr~? O-7f' a.~~mv. 

l55The comment of C.F.D. Moule "Acts 1:9" p.206, with 
reference, amongst others, to Lk 24:51; 'Mk' 16:19; 
Acts 1:9 that "they all point in the direction of 
making 'resurrection' and 'ascension' interchangeable 
or identical rather than distinguishing them as two 
separate stages "is not tenable, at least as it applies 
to these te::;:ts. It may well be that in all texts 
with the exception of Acts 1 the resurrection and 
ascension are understood as occurring on the same day 
Dut even if the two events are part of one process, 
they are nevertheless two events, each of which has 
its own time locale. 

l56Christ in the Theology of St. Paul, London: 1959; 
p.52. 

l57Cf M.D. Hooker The Son of Man in Mark, London: 1967; 
p. 167, n.2: "it is possible that he has deliberately 
omitted these words. precisely because he understood 
them as a reference to the parousia, and this seemed 
inappropriate in a context concerned with immediate 
vindication". For the argument that Luke is here 
following an independent source other than Mark, cf 
E.E. Ellis The Gospel or Luke, London: 1966; p.260. 

l5SSo H. Conzelmann Die Apostelgeschichte, Tfibingen: 
1963; p.30. 

159~O~p~.-=C=i~t. p.132. 

l60See below PP.27S-S0. 
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l6lR • T• Lincoln Ope cit. p.480 seems correct when he 
summarises the theological import of this phrase as 
follows: liThe reference is to this heaven as it takes 
its place in the cosmic drama of redemption. • ••• In 
Ephesians heaven still has a controlling function, 
but now in a redemptive sense, for the significance of 
the ascension of Christ ••• is that it involved initial 
and terminal points, both considered as definite 
localities, the one where Christ was - on earth; the 
other where he now is - in heaven"; cf our own 
discussion below pp. 302-06. 

l62Cf above pp. 57f. 

l63Cf below pp. 274-78. 

l64Cf below pp. 280f. 

l65Cf below pp. 259-61, 280f. 

l66B• Met7.ger H'I'he Meaning of Christ I s Ascension" in 
Search thA Scriptures (Feschrift R.T. Stamm) ed. 
J. Meyers et al., Leidp.n: 1969; pp. 127f. Metzger 
cites with agreement K. Barth, Credo, London: 1936; 
p.113: liAs a sign and wonder this exaltation is a 
pointer to the revelation, that occurred in his 
resurrection, of Jesus Christ as the bearer o~ all power 
in heaven and earthll. P.E. Davies, IIExperience and 
Memory: The Role of the Exalted Christ in the Life and 
Experience of the Early Church" Int 16 (1962) p.192 
argues that liThe resurrection faith in the exalted Lord 
has its true ground and controlling frame of reference 
in what we know and accept of Jesus in the days of his 
flesh. The first and primary impulse towards this 
towering structure of faith comes from Jesus ll • Davies 
bases his argument on Mk 13:35f and 2 Cor 5:14,16 but 
his interpretation of these texts is not convincing. 

l6711Th~ Theology of the Church" in Studies in Ephesians 
(ed. D. Nineharn), London: 1956; p.74. 

l68T • Holtz "Die Christologie der Apokalypse des 
Johannes" TU 85 (1962) p.19, suggests that Rev 1:3f 
reflects a similar tradition. This is possible but 
if Ps 109:1 does lie behind this text it is so distant 
that the actual psalm citation is no longer influential 
in any respect. 
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" TDNT 8 .. pp. 480f. 

170Cf H. J. Schoeps, Theo1ogie und Geschichte des 
Judenchristentums,Tttbingen: 1949; pp. 79-82. 

171See above pp. 38f. 

172R d" "th T h" f J L d 1967 e lscoverlng e eac lng 0 esus, on on: ; 
pp. 173-179. 

1730p• cit. p.179. 

174 Cf C.K. Barrett, "Stephen and the Son of Man" 
in Apaphoreta (Feschrift for E. Haenchen) BZNW 30 
(1964), pp. 32-38. 

175Against this cf H.P.Owen, "Stephen's Vision in 
Acts 7:55-56", NTS 1 (1955), pp. 224-226, where it is 
argued that Stephen's vision is proleptic; he sees 
forward to the glory of the parousia. This would 
then infer a coanection with the Son of Man and the 
future 'colning' of Dan 7. 

176Cf E. Schweizer II ". TDNT 8, p.372. 

177practica11y all the imagery associated with the 
Son of Man in the Sy~optics appears in the Pauline 
corpus; e.g. the descent of the Son from heaven 
(1 Thess 4:16); the clouds (1 Thess 4:17); the 
judgment (Rom 14:10; 2 Cor 5:10)". For a complete 
list of parallels cf K. Smyth "The Heavenly Man and 
Son of Man in St. Paul ll

, Anal Bib 17, (1963), pp. 219-230. 
esp. p.227. 

l780p . cit. p.434. 

l79~O~p~.-=c=i~t. p.285. 

18012 : 35 does not specify who the hearers of Jesus are; 
v.37b refers quite vaguely to a crowd. In Mark the 
holders of the messianic dogma attacked by Jesus are 
described as 'scribes' (v.35), in the parallel passage 
in Matt 22:41-46 as Pharisees (v.41); in Lk 20 scribes 
are mentioned in the preceding peri cope and may be 
therefore intended to be understood in the actual 
parallel account (vv. 41-47) particularly since Luke 
follows Mark in the warning that Jesus issues to his 
disciples against the 'scribes'. Cf Schweizer Mark, 
p.254. 
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l81See above n.96. 

182 
See n.16l above. It is perhaps significant that 

in 2 of the 5 occurences of 1v 'tot', b:oupa.vCo", 
1:20, 2:6, the phrase is directly associated with the 
XpLO"'t6, title. 

~ 183Cf below pp. 287-302, 309-12. 

l84J 'd 'b d esus 1S escr1 e as Xt>PLO' on 
_i~pto, 'In:rotJ, 12 times and X~RLO' 

4' times. On the centrality of this 
cf Zehnle,op. cit. p.68. 

55 occasions, 
, I TJO"'O tJ , Xp L<rt~' 
title f(l)r Luke 

185we assume the speeches to be Lucan compositions, 
although containing much traditional material. Cf 
E. Schweizer, "Concerning the Speeches in Acts" in 
Neotestamentica, Z~rich: 1963. 

l86A similar argument based on the same psalm is 
advanced in the name of Paul in Acts 13:34-37. 
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CHAPTER 2 

1. EPHESIANS 4:8-10 IN CONTEXT 

This pericope at first sight stands as 

an integral part of the larger section 4:1-16 which 

deals with the question of the unity of the Church 

in the light of the apparent diversities that exist 

within the Church. But there are good reasons for 

considering 4:8-10 as a separate entity, having both 

a definite beginning and end. Eph 4:6 has every 

appearance of being doxological: liLa phrase se termine 

par la mention 
. \ 

'un seul D~eu, Pere de tous', laquelle 

" . s'elarg~t dans une a~~le clausule qui a valeur de 

doxologie eCc qui. convien'c bien ponctuer 
,/ 

de la peri cope IV: 1-6: ,0 2i~t ICc~~~:,;y zc~% 

la fi.nale 

,.VCl.GV 

Xc.! h 7JJ:cn v 
1 

II , vihereas v. 7 is not included in this 

peri cope because "c ' est l~ une affirmation nouvel':;"E; 

et qui fait corps avec la citation du verset suivant 

2 et avec son explication en IV:9s". It is also of 

some importance to note that vv. 8-10 can easily be 

omitted with no obvious break being caused in either 

the flow of the text or its meaning. 

It would seem, therefore, that the 

mention of 'gift' in v. 7 leads the author to cite 

a version of Ps 67:19 in v. 8 which he then feels it 

necessary to comment upon in vv. 9f. In v. 11 the 
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author returns to the original theme, the diverse 

gifts and the unity of the Church. Therefore, 

although accepting Cambier's view that there is a 

break between v. 6 and v. 7 as above, we can see 

that v. 8 is only connected to v. 7 by the cOmuon 

idea of 'gift(s) I and that in fact the natural pro

gression of thought is from v. 7 to v. 11. V. 8 

stands as a scriptural citation intended to Iprove' 

the previous verse, but because the citation is open 

to ITore than one interpretation the author offers his 

own interpretation of the OT text that he has cited 

in vv. 9f. These considerations have indicated that 

vv. 8-10 I al thol:gh an integral part of the larger uni-t 

vv. 1-16, can be treated separately from the remainde= 

of the unit, at least in terms of function and purposG 

within the epistle. This is not to say tl-.a-t vv. 8-=-'G 

have no significance for the surrounding context, for 

as we shall see below,3 these verses cannot be interp

reted without reference to 'to !-Lz'tpov 't?j, OWP€U:, 

'tou Xp~()""ou (v. 7) '; but at the same time vv. 8-10 

must themselves be interpreted so as to allow us to 

interpret vv. llff without unnecessary disruption 

of the flow of thought in the whole pericope. We 

shall proceed therefore to examine firstly the OT 

citation and secondly the nature and purpose of the 

explanatory corrment that the OT citation required from 

the author. 
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2. PSALM 67:19a A CITATION (= EPH 4:8) 

2.1 Textual Traditions 

2.1.1 The Targums 

The text of Ps 67:19a that is cited by 

the author of Ephesians does not follow either t'he 

LXX or the MT. The LXX version, which renders the 

MT quite faithfully, 4 is 6.v8i3Tl<: d(; v, 
UV°(; 

o.tXj.lO.A(J.,'-o-Co.V €'Aa.;3c:(; o6flG.'to. ev &.vep<t'7v:.~ 
5 The author 

of Ephesians has changed the verbs from the second 

person to the third person, a change which, if not 

necessitated by the context, is certainly more suit-

able in the present situation than the second person 

v!euld be. This cnange is, for our purposes, unimport-

ant. Much more important (and much more difficult 

to explain and to account for) is the change from 

the LXX (and its MT equivalent) ·2} .. cq3.s~ c,o;..;.c:.-:c, ....... w 

&.'Jep~r~ to )l 
c:ow".::'.) 06/-la.. .. o. 'tor, av6pWrcol.' This 

rendering is, however, equivalent to the version of 

the psalm which is found in the Targlliu which reads 

as follows: 6 
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T~is then being the case, it is conceivable that 

the author was citing at this point, deliberately 

or otherwise, a translation (possibly his own if he 

was in fact citing the Targumic text deliberately) 

of the Targum in preference to either the LXX or 

MT.7 It is quite possible that the Targumic tra-

dition of Ps 67:19 was known in the Early Church: 

Tertullian cites Eph 4:8 as eleganter filiis hominum 

non passim hominibus8 which is certainly at least 

possibly derived from the Targumic >' '. J 

the same tradition or version may also lie bepind the 

fact that Justin Martyr twice cites Ps 67:19 as 

9 But the evidence provided by 

Tertullian and Justin Martyr is in no i'lay to be re-

garded as conclusive: both could well have been 

influenced by Eph 4:8. Also vie should note that 

although filiis hominum is certainly the equivalent 

of the Targumic X l'l'J we have no 

other indication that Tertullian was in any ,,'lay 

influenced by the Targumic text. The situation is 

no clearer in Justin Martyr because he was in no way 

bound to any particular yersion of the OT; indeed 

many of his citations seem to correspond to no known 

10 version of the OT text. 
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At this stage we can do little more than 

admit the possibility that the author of the epistle 

had the Targum, or at least a Christian tradition 

which knew this form of the text, in mind when he 

cites the psalm text in 4:8. Further discussion 

of this matter must now be left until section 2.3.2 

below when the Rabbinic interpretation of Ps 68 

(= 67 LXX) and its possible consequences for Eph 4:8 

will be considered in more detail. 

2.1.2 A Variant Hebrew Textual Tradition 

It has to be admitted, even if the author 

is being i~fluenced in any way by a Targumic tradition 

as outlined above, that this tradition only influences 

one word in the Ephesian citation (~&ooxev for 

~~~~e, ) and does not influence in any other way the 

11 form or interpretation of the psalm text. This 

then opens the way for a second possibility: the 

citation in 4:8 witnesses to a Hebrew text which 

read \J) n instead of n ~ ~ 12 and that it 

is this text, or more probably a translation of it, 

that underlies the citation in 4:8. There is no 

textual evidence to support such a contention however, 

so this can only be . t 1 13 conJec ura • We should not 

overlook though the fact that there is internal 

evidence which does suggest quite strongly that 

already existed in the form of the text of 
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Ps 68: 18 known to the author of the epistle'. The 

key word in the argument of vv. 7-10, and the one 

word that links th~ OT citation with the thoughts 

expressed in vv. 1-16, is in fact ~OwXe, and 

consequently it is unlikely that the word was 

inserted into the citation by the author of the 

epistle in place of any other. It is then at least 

plausible to suggest that the version cited by the 

author depends ultimately on an original Hebrew 

. 14 varlant. But this internal evidence alone is 

not sufficient for us to decide in favour of the 

possibility of a variant textual tradition under-

lying the citation of Ps 68:18 in v. 8. As with 

our discussion of the possibility of the citation 

bein.g" based on the Targum, 1tle must nOl" leave the 

matter for further discussion as under 2.3.1 below, 

when the OT interpretation of Ps 68 and its possible 

consequence for Ephesians will be discussed. 

2.1. 3 A Modified Text 

There is yet a third possibility: the 

author of the epistle deliberately chose to alter 

the LXX or MT text in order to obtain from the OT 

citation a meaning more suited to his purpose than 

was supplied by the text in its original form, so 
/ /' /, /' 

that "Ie predicateur chretien reconnait cette idee 

dans la seconde proposition du psalmiste qu'il trans-
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forme radicalement pour l'effet ~ obtenir (impossible 

d'expliquer cette modification par une autre version 
/" .... 

grecque ou par un targum ou par une metathese des 

lettres du mot hebreu) ".15 Bonsirven considers the 
./ 

author's use of the OT text as "typologie forcee et 

A 16 
poussant jusqu'a l'extreme limite la loi du genre" 

We have already pointed out that the weight attached 

to the word ~bwxc, in the relationship between 

vv. 7-10 and the surrounding context in vv. 1-16 

makes it extremely unlikely that the author deliberately 

modified the text to suit his argument. But this 

does not negate the possibility that the author citedan 

interpretative paraphrase known to himself and his 

readers "'hich was understood as stating very plainly 

the intended meaning of the Psalmist. This could 

well be the case if it ",as understood that n j 

had the proleptic significance 'to fetch', being 

understood in the form 'to take in order to give,.17 

If this were so then ~Owxe:.:;; S6f.io:'ta. 'tot'.:;; &'V6p6mOL':;; 

could easily be accepted as a correct interpretive 

comment or explication of ~Aa.!3e:, oOf.iO-'ta. ~v &.vep~'I(w 

and is therefore to be described as an example of 

h 
. 18 

pes er exegesls. As with the preceeding examination 

of the other two possibilities discussed, we must now 

leave fUrther discussion on this point to 2.3.3 below 

when we will examine the NT interpretation of Ps 67;·18 

and its consequence for Ephesians. 
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2.2 Ps 67 in the New Testament : Two Theories 

2.2.1 The Acts of the Apostles: Lindars' Theory 

According to B. Lindars19 Ps 67:19 is 

also alluded to in Acts 2:33, 5:31. 

With respect to 2:33 Lindars comments 

that lithe use of ',AQ(3wv testifies to the unmodified 

text of Ps 68:19". 20 
(= MT) We can summarise his 

argument as follows: he takes as his point of depar

ture the phrase ~ o~&.~ o'fiv 't'o~ e£o~ ~1\rwee:tC ~v 

't'£ ha:yy£).Ca.v (Acts 2:33) which he believes owes its 

structure to an OT tradition which is a combination 

cf either Ps 109:1 or Ps 117:16 with words from 

Ps 15:11. Lindars suggests that at first sight the 

latter pairing Ps 117:16 with Ps 15:11 seems more 

likely in view of the close similarity between o£~l.a 

Xl)pCOU lSvWO"EV of Ps 117:16 and ~ O€~&.~ 

~VWe€tc of Acts 2:33. But, he argues, a close 

examination of 5:31, a passage that, in his view, has 

close affinities with 2:33, proves the case to be 

otherwise. The argument now centres on whether or 

not ~ o£i;&.q. is to be translated as an instrumental 

dative: if so then Ps 117:16 is, in all probability, 

its source i but if this is not the case then an 

alternative source must be found. Lindars argues, 

correctly so we believe, that the presence of ~*6w 
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in the active voice with God as its subject in 5:31 

indicates that the dative is not instrumental but 

merely indicative of place. This then must mean that 

Ps 109:1 is to be understood as the OT basis for the 

tradition in both 2:33 and 5:31. The question then 

must be asked, according to Lindars, as to the source 

of ~~6w which, although couplsd with a phrase from 

Ps 109:1 in both the texts of Acts is not part of the 

21 
psalm. 

Ps 67:18 

Lindars identifies the second source as 

&':vep6ntq> }, with the verbal link being provided by 

A~SWV. According to Lindars this, which he admits 

IImay not seem very probable at first sight ll22 is con

firmed by o~ yap ll.c:.u 1. 0 &'VZpTI d <; ~oi)<; otp~vou, of 

2:34a. 23 

The above argument requires that 2:34a 

be closely related to 2:33 not only in the actual 

text of Acts, but, and this is even more necessary, 

that the relationship exists in the tradition that 

underlies the text. That a close relationship exists 

in the text there can be no doubt, but it can hardly 

exist in the tradition which underlies the text. 

The citation from Ps 109:1 was a well known piece of 

OT tradition which was used to • prove , among other 

things the Lordship of Jesus, and in the instances 

in which it is used in this way24 (or indeed in any 
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other \-lay) , it is never connected with Ps 67: 19. 

The phrase 

is a piece of LUcan editorial material by which he 

connects his conclusion that Jesus is 't~) OE:t;I.G. o'?;v 
• • 

'to~ elSO\) -&vwed <; (2: 33a) with the scriptural warranty 

for such a statement (2:34bf).25 We have thus shovm 

that Acts 2:34a does not in fact confirm the probability 

of Ps 67:19 being the tradition underlying Acts 2:33b. 

This now casts serious doubts on the theory that 

Aa~wv of Acts 2:33 is in any way related to the 

tradition in Ps 67:19. 

If our argument is correct and Ps 67:19 

is not alluded to in Acts 2:33 then it is obviously 

all the more difficult to maintain that the same 

psalm text lies behind 5:31. Lindars argues -that 

the presence of 'to\) 60~va.L in such close proximity 

to 't1'\ 6E:t;~a a,~'to'J supports his identification of 
• 

Ps 67:19 as the source for Acts 5:31. But if Luke 

was aware that this material was traditional and if 

he vlas equally aware of its source, then it is 

difficult to see why he should use O'~t instead of 

A.C4-l~o.vw at this point. The answer is surely that 

6'&v~b is not in any way derived from a tradition 

depending on Ps 67~19 but, at least in this instance, 

is for Luke simply an alternative way of expressing 

that which elsewhere he expresses in the phrase 
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xat x~puxa~~~ !~t ~~ '~y6~u~~ a~~oU ~e~&yo~ay xal 

~e:01.\I ~p~'t'i5v et, m\l~a ~a. ~e~ (Luke 24:47). 

The argument above has shown that it is impossible 

to say wi,th any degree of certainty that Ps 67:19 

occurs either in Acts 2:33 or 5:31. This is 

important because, as we shall see later, one possible 

interpretation of Ps 67:19 in Eph 4:8, although not 

depending on a possible occurrenceof the psalm in 

Acts, would be very much strengthened if it could be 

shown that Ps 67: 19 in a.' diff.erent, form from t:lat 

of Eph 4:8 did occur in either or both Acts 2:33, 5:31. 

2.2.2 Eohesians: Lock's Theory 

W. Lock26 could write of Ephesians "it 

has been called the Christian 68th Psalm and recclls 

in many ways that great Jewish Psalm of victory •.• 

He [the author] quotes it and applies it to Christ 

(iv:8) but besides this quotation'there are many 

points of similarity wi thi t in thought and language II'. 

If this view is correct we should have yet another 

point of departure for the interpretation of Eph 4:8. 27 

We shall then examine this view in some detail, pay

ing attention to the individual texts cited by Lock 

as being based on, or related to, phrases in the 

psalm. 
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The first point of contact between -the 

epistle and the psalm is, according to Lock, the 

idea that the Christian Church has become God's 

d"\velling place. Here Lock cites Eph 2:22, 3;17 

and Ps 67:17 which are as follows: 

Eph 2:22 

Eph 3:17 XC~OLX~L ~ov XpL~~Y o~a ~, ~C~£W, ~v ~cr, xcpo(~~, 
tl-lUlV h &'y6:1C'IJ 

Ps 67:17 '1';0 ope, 0 doox1'lV8v 0 e~o, Xa,;;uLX£t'V b ~f>'t61 xa,t o xiSpc.o, xc~cO""XYJiJWv£~ zt, 'tt:}.o, 

There are no obvious literary similarities. Eph 2:22 

cannot be separated from 2:l9f, the peri cope being 

concerned Hi th the building up of -the new -temp::"e I 

which is of course the Christian corrIDunity. 2:22 

expresses the logical conclusion that must follo"T 

from the fact that Christ is the corner stone of tne 

nevI structure (2: 20) : by his agency believers become 

part of this structure. 28 The same idea is expressed 

more explicitly in 3:17. Although it is not possible 

to show that either or both of these Ephesian texts 

- d b L k - ddt on Ps or7 29 
clte y oc are ln anyway epen en 

what is at least certain is that both express the 

'd 30 same 1 ea. 
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The second supposed similarity noted by 

Lock is that both Ephesians (3:16, 6:10) and the psalm 

(vv. 29,36) emphasise God's gift of strength. 

Eph 6: 10 'toU A-OI.?\oU lvol.)v<l.l-loUcr6e!v Xl.)pC~ xa.t ~\I 't~ xpa.'tel. 't~, 
to"X,vo, a.b'tou 

Ps 67: 29 01)v<4J,oxrov (, eeo, 'toU'to :s xa.'tTlp'tCmo wry 

Ps 67:36 b eeo, 'I<Tpa:T')A- a,f>'ttl, 0Uxn:c. Mvat-1L.v xa.t xpa.'ta.CCI.)O'\V 'tl\> 
').~ a.b'tou 

Again we note that there are no obvious 

similarities that would suggest a literary dependence 

by the author of the epistle upon the psalm. 3ut, 

on the other hand, it is conceivable that someone 

who was familiar with these particular phrases i~ 

the psalm might well be responsible for Eph 3:16 and 

6:10. 31 

The third similarity noted by Lock is 

that in both psalm and epistle the same description 

of God's people - as God's inheritance - is found. 

Lock cites Eph 1:1832 and Ps 67:1033 : 

Eph 1: 18 't~ et Uvo.I. {,j.lO-, •••• 'tC, ~ ?\A-oU't'o, 't~, o·6~n' ~, 
XA-npovo~Ca, a.~'toU !v 'tor, ~yCoc., 

Ps 67 :10 !3pox;tJV lxouCTl.a.v &.<pOpLer, b ee~, 'tiJ x":T')povo~Cq. <TOU 
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This is the weakest similarity to which Lock points. 

Neither of the verses cited by him actually describe 

the people of God as God's inheritance. 

expounds the hope to which God has called his people, 

wi th a probable play on the similarity between x~fp-~ (; 

and X~llpOVO/-L'a. • The psalm, on the other hand, refers 

to the benefits received from God. 

The last important similarity to which 

our attention is drawn is the emphasis on God's 

graciousness in Eph 2:7 and again in Ps 67:11. 

Eph 2:7 

Again we note that the siIT~larity between 

these two texts rests much more upon the fact that 

they both express the goodness of God with XPTiv-,;O'l:y}1:1. 

than upon anything else. In Ephesians the concern 

is primarily with the kindness of God expressed by 

means of his salvation; in the psalm the concern is 

primarily with the kindness of God in his provision 

of homes for the poor. 

Lock also calls our attention to two 

supposed similarities between the epistle and the 

psalm which are of much less consequence - the exhor-
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34 tation to sing psalms (Eph 5:19, Ps 67:5,34) and 

finally, the fa'ct that the epistle begins with the 

35 
words with which the psalm ends: €~AO'Y'l1't~' ~ e€~,. 

NO single instance of this supposed 

similarity between Ephesians and Ps 67 is sufficient 

on its own to convince anyone that such an affinity 

as Lock suggests does exist. But the fact that 

there is at least the possibility that in six 

. t 36 th 1 . h th I . d -lns ances e psa m was ln t e au or s ffiln wnen 

he wrote the epistle, coupled with the certain citation 

of the psalm, albeit in a version differing from both 

MT and LXX, in Eph 4:8, is not easily discounted. 

We intend therefore at this point to let the hypo-

thesis that Ephesians and Ps 67 are, apart from 4:8, not 

entirely without connection stand. This hypothesis, 

along with two other interpretation3 that can be 

derived from previously cited evidenca, and one further 

possibility that we shall find exists, will be more 

thoroughly discussed and some conclusions drawn in 

section 4 below. 37 

2.3 Ps 67 and its Interpreters 

2.3.1 The Old Testament 

Oesterley is typical of many commentators 

when he says of Ps 68: lilt may be safely said that no 
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other piece in the Psalter offers the student dif

ficulties so great as those presented by Ps 68. 

The majority of scholars, attempting to find a single 

(or even a double) thread running through it, are 

reduced to a theory of textual corruption so extensive 

as to necessitate a.practical rewriting of the whole 

and, even so, the results are never quite satisfact-

38 ory". But this view of the psalm fails to con-

sider the fact that the lack of both unity and 

sequence may well offer the clue to the correct under

standing of the psalm as it is presented to us in the 

QT. If the psalm once formed part of the accompani-

ment of a soleffil1. fes"ci val procession then the various 

sections of the psalm vJould be expected to be related, 

not to each other by any literary means, but to the 

various ritual actions of the procession, each separate 

section of the psalm acting as an individual accompani

ment to a particular action in the procession or 

festival. 39 

Irrespective of our ability to identify 

the Sitz-im-Leben of the psalm correctly we must note 

that the dominant themes in the psalm are those of 

God the conqueror redeeming captive Israel, and, 

secondly, tQe subsequent sharing with them the gains 

of his victory.40 Nowhere in the psalm is the first 

of these motifs more explicit than in v. 18ff: 
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Yah'vleh ascends as conqueror the hill which he has 

41 chosen; the worshippers celebrate this fact, 

recognising at the same time that they, the nation 

of Israel, have been saved from death and their enemies 

have been overpower~d. The purpose of the ascent is 

that Yahweh, as king of the world, shall sit on the 

throne of Sinai. 42 

We accept then that Ps 68 is a triumphal 

hymn in which the defeats of the Egyptians and the 

deliverance of the Israelites became mythologised 

Ivhen the hymn ',vas adapted to suit its role as an 

accompaniment for a religious festival involving the 

king. This interpretation of the psalm y,Till, as we 

shall see, play an important role in our final 

assessment of the Ascension theme in Ephesians. 

2.3.2 The· Rabbinic Material 

As we have seen Ps 68 is probably the 

most difficult psalm in the psalter, but the Targurnist 

seems quite unaware of the difficulties. He assumes 

that the psalm speaks of the giving of the Law to 

Moses on Sinai. The Targumist's understanding of 

v.18 fits into this general pattern of interpretation: 

he simply refers this verse to Moses' ascent to heaven 

to learn the law and then to teach it to the sons of . 
men ( ;., 

"\ '" ... , 

) . The verse in the psalter 
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which speaks of I gifts' (-11J""\!J ) in all probability 

led the Targumist to see in it a reference to the gift 

par excellence: the Law of Moses. A consequence 

of this is that he has taken 

OT~} as referring to the presentation of this - - -
'gift', i.e. the Law, to the Nation. It would seem 

then that this interpretation of Ps 68:18 necessitated 
...... -, , 

the change from I: i)) rather than re-
I 

suIted from it. 43 

Ex Rabba 28:1 to Ex 19:3 provides us 

with three alternative meanings for 

D iJ1J~ the last of which corresponds in large - -
measure to the interpreta~ion accepted by the Targumist. 

The fact that Ex Rabba cites Ps 68:18 according to 

the MT but understands it, or at le~st offers one 

interpretation of it, in a way that corresponds to 

the Targumic rendering of the same verse is further 

evidence that the Targumic paraphrase necessitated, 

rather than depended on, a change from n p,) to 

\; S n The three interpretations offered by 

Ex Rabba 28:1 are as follows: 44 

"And Moses went up unto God. It is 
written,Thou hast ascended on high, 
Thou hast led captivity captive. 
What is the meaning of 'Thou hast 
ascended?' - Thou hast been exalted 
because thou didst wrestle with Angels 
on high. Another explanation of 
'Thou hast ascended on high': no 
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creature has prevailed as Moses did 
Another explanation of 'Thou hast 
ascended on high/ thou has led cap
tivity captive': one who enters a 
city usually takes away something 
unnoticed and unprized by the inhabi
tants/ but Moses 'ascended on high and 
took away the Torah on which all had 
their eyes - hence: thou hast ascended 
on high, thou hast led captivity captive: 
Lest you think that because he captured 
it, he took it gratis, the Psalmist adds: 
Thou hast received gifts among men, that 
is, it was given to him for a price. 
Lest you think that he actually paid in 
money, the Psalmist assures us that it 
was 'gifts' namely, that it was given to 
him as a gift.4~ 

Ps 68:18 also provided the basis for a very different 

strand of Rabbinical teaching, namely that the Messia0 

would receive gifts from men. 

in Pesachim 118b: 46 

This is clearly seen 

Egypt is destinec to bring a gift to 
the Messiah. He will think not to 
accept it f~om them; but the Holy One, 
blessed be He, will instruct hiili, 
'Accept it from them: they furnished 
hospitality to my children in Egypt'. 
Immediately nobles shall come out of 
Egypt (bringing gifts). 

The last mentioned strand of teaching 

is obviously not our concern; it has no bearing 

upon either the actual citation in Eph 4:8 or upon 

-the interpretation of the psalm text. But from the 

evidence cited from both the Targum and Exodus Rabba 

we can conclude that there was a very definite tra-

dition associating Ps 68, particularly v. 18, with 
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Moses. Since, as we have already seen, the 

citation in Eph 4:8 does resemble, at least textually. 

the Targum and, in addition to this, ~O 

) is "une formula 

tr{s Rabbinique" I 4 7 it is at least possible that 

the same association must be made in the epistle as 

in the Rabbinic Literature, that is, the association 

of the psalm with Moses. Thus we have established 

48 the second of our hypotheses: the Ascension motif 

in Eph 4:8, by virtue of the association of the motif 

with the Rabbinic interpretation of Ps 68:18, is to 

be defined in terms of Christ the New Moses. 49 

2.3.3 Ps 67:19 in Eph 4:8: Caird's Theorv 
• 

G B C . d' 50 . d l' -. . alr'S concern In ea~lng 

Eph 4:7-11 is to discover what the author meant by 

the descent of Christ. His thesis is "that. the 

descent in question is to be uncerstood as C~rist's 

return at Pentecost to bestow his spiritual gifts 

51 upon the church ". Our interest is not in the 

descent as such, but, in so far as Caird's theory 

sheds further light on the citation in Eph 4:8, we 

will have to examine his argumen-t briefly. A second. 

feature that interests us is that if Caird is correct 

then any theory that interprets Eph 4:8-10 in -terms 

of the descent of the Divine Redeemer, that is, in 

G · . b' 1 t d' , d 52 -nostlc terms, lS 0 VlOUS Y con ra lcte • 
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The evidence presented by Caird falls 

rnto three classes: textual, grammatical, and 

liturgical. The first two classes, as they are not 

our irrmediate concern, we shall only summarise. 

Textually Caird, along with all modern exegetes, 

considers ~pw~ov (Eph 4:9 in some MSS) as an interp

retative gloss.53 But Caird differs from many 

exegetes by accepting that ~pahov was an erroneous 

gloss: the author in Ephesians was (in his opinion) 

- d' b d 54 G . l~ de uClng a su sequent escent. rammatlca ~y 

Caird takes ~1'i, y1'1<; as a genitive in apposition to 

":0 ~a:nDn:pa, , suggesting that to accept it as a 

partitive genitive/ (thus accepting a translation 

I thE lO'tlEr J:)arts of the earth' Ii. e. the under-viorl6) 

is to run contrary to the theology of the E~ist~E: 

the conflict with the 'principalities and powers' in 

Ephesians takes place t'Ji:OVOa,vCO~' not in . 
Hades; "if Christ wanted to overthrow the powers 

of darkness, what was required was not a descent 

into Hades but an ascent to heaven, and this is pre-

cisely what the quotation from Ps 68 is taken to 

assert 'when He ascended on high, He took prisoner 

a host of captives' " 55 At this point it is suf-

ficient that we note this comment. 

The liturgical evidence, the third and 

final class of evidence cited by Caird is much more 
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relevant to our concern. According to Caird lithe 

argument of Ephesians 4:7-11 is clearly this: Psalm 68 

is no longer to be regarded as a Jewish Pentecostal 

pSalm, commemorating the ascent of Mount Sinai by 

Moses and his subsequent descent to bestow the Torah 

upon Israel; it is a Christian Pentecostal psalm, 

celebrating the ascension of Christ and his sub-

sequent descent at Pentecost to bestow spiritual gifts 

upon the Church ll
•
56 Caird arrives at this conclusion 

after c~nsidering the relationship between the citation 

in Eph 4:8 and the Targum to Ps 68:18, - he argues 

that the Targum preserves an ancient tradition of 

exegesis which in origin antedates Ephesians but was 

k~own to its author. If our author is correct then 

there is of course a great similarity between Acts 

and Ephesians in that it is these two works (and only 

these) which connect the events of 'ascent' and 

'descent' to Pentecost. It is worth noting that in 

his argument Caird does not refer to the same evidence 

as does B. Lindars57 but instead he cites the Rabbinic 

treatment of Ps 68:1158 which he claims is the basis 

for Acts 2:3ff. 

In summary fashion we can say that Caird 

argues that the emphasis in Eph 4:7-11 is not on 

Ascension as such, but on the 'descent' of Christ.
59 

We shall argue below60 that the converse is in fact 
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-the case. At this point it is sufficient to say 

that we believe that Caird's argument is 

strong enough to have established a third hypothesis;61 

the ascent and descent in Eph 4:7-11 are to be interp

reted in light of the Christian Pentecost tradition. 62 

2.4 The Introductory Formula OLD 1£,(,;,,,, 

Before leaving our examination of the 

psalm citation in 4:8 we must consider in some detail 

the formula that is used to introduce the citation 

and at the same time make some attempt to resolve 

the associated problems. The Introductory Formula 

0(,0 )~;;ys~ occurs five times in the NT: Heb 3:7; 

?lO:5; James 4:6; 63 Eph 4:8; 5:14. Eph 5:14 is 

the only occasion when the formula introdLi.ces a -:::ex-c: 

6L: 
that is not found in the LXX as we now have it. r 

The use of this Introductory Formula in 

Eph 4:8 and 5:14 gives rise to three basic problems. 

Firstly, in both texts the subject of the verb is 

left undefined. 65 Secondly, although the OT is 

either cited or alluded to on several other occasions 

in the epistle,66 it is only in these two texts that 

an Introductory Formula is used. We must obviously 

ask \vhy this is so. The third issue is the natural 

correlate of the first two: what, if any; is the 

relationship between the two citations. 
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There are two possible subjects for 

. . ei ther ee6, or ypa.<pn • It is unlikely that 

6e6, is to be supplied as it is not specifically 

67 implied by the context, whereas elsewhere in the 

Pauline corpus ypa.<pn in the sense of either a specific 

author or scripture generally, is obviously intended. 68 

But there is also the possibility that the author did 

not intend either 8e6, or ypa.<pn to be specifically 

understood as subject. It is conceivable that this 

is a deliberately vague use of an Introductory Formula 

by the author, implying that neither text is to be 

d t d . t 1 69 Ith - th t t f un ers 00 as scrlp ura, a ougn e con ex 0 

4:8 and the fact that the author comments directly 

upon the citation militate strongly against this view. 

This, coupled with the fact that this Introductory 

Formula was used elsewhere in the NT as well as in 

Philo and the Mishnah70 to introduce definite OT 

citations lead us to reject this third possibility. 

We therefore conclude that the subject of Afye~ 

is ypa.<pn in either particular (the psalm section 

of the Scriptures) or general (scripture as a whole) 

terms. We therefore accept that the purpose of 

OL6 AfY€L in 4:8 is to tell the reader that that 

which follows is to be understood as scripture.
71 
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Although the author of the epistle 

frequently uses scriptural citations it is only in 

4:8 that he employs scripture in a way that is at all 

similar to a proof text; in the other instances he 

rather presents his own argument by the use of 

scriptural words. 72 The author uses 4;8 to substan-

tiate the argument that he has just advanced, namely, 

that each individual Christian has received the gift 

of grace. We note I hOvlever, that regardless of the 

fact that the same Introductory Formula is employed 

in 5:14, the citation there does not fulfill the s~ue 

purpose as in 4:8. The argument advanced in the 

verses that immediately preceed 5:14 is that light 

will expose a:l evil and in this ins-cance it is ~che 

a:cgU:'Tlent that substantiates t~le theology that is 

e;x:pressed in the citation: Christ himself \!,Jill appear 

and give light to the faithful. 73 It is thus entirely 

possible that having decided that the citation in 5:14 

required an Introductory Formula then the author was 

influenced by the one he had already used in 4:8. 

There is then no vlarrant for the citation in 4: 8 being 

regarded as anything less than scripture because the 

same Introductory Formula is used with this text as 

. h h . t 1 . . . . 5 14 74 Wlt t e non-scrlp ura Cl~atlon In : • 
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We have already offered some comment 

on the relationship between the Introductory Formulae 

in 4:8 and 5:14; it now remains for us to examine 

the citations that these Formulae introduce, particul-

arly in light of the suggestion made by M. McNamara 

75 noted above. Although it is not possible to be 

specific at this pOint it would seem unlikely that 

both 4:8 and 5:14 could have once formed part of the 

same hymn, at least not in the form in which both 

citations now stand. The words of 5:14 form a 

metrical triplet 76 which is not the precise form of 

4:8; the citation in 5:14 has all the appearances 

of a baptismal hym.l1., whereas the ci ta-tion in 4: 8 ho.s 

nothing wi thin it -that ""ould suggest baptism. 'I'here 

is aJ..so a difference in the style of lang-uag-e emi:J.ioY26 

in the t,t10 citations: 5: 14 contains language th2.t is 

quite possibly associated with the paschal celebrations· 

77 of the Early Church whereas the language of 4:8 is 

that of exaltation. .""6,. further point is that although 

5:14 is not a direct citation of any known scripture, 

it does represent the general sense'of several OT 

78 passages whereas 4:8 is, to all intents and purposes, 

a direct citation of a psalm text and it is not like.iy, 

though by no means impossible, that an early Christian 

hYITill would contain both direct scriptural quotations 

and references so indirect as those of 5:14. 

Finally, we would point out that as 4:8 is 'scriptural' 
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there would be thus no real reason to decide that 

it was cited from a hymn rather than from the psalm 

of which it was part. 

2.5 The Concept of 'Gift' in Ephesians 

t 1 . . E h' 79 occurs we ve tlmes In p eSlans 

and on no fewer than five of these occasions is the 

verb associated with 80 The verb in the 

epistle is never directly ,associated with the giving 

of the Holy Spirit. In the other Pauline epistles 

(including the Pastorals) the verb is associated with 

at Row 12:3,6, 15:5; 1 Cor 1:4, 3:10; 

2 Cor 8:1; Gal 2:9; 2 Tim 1:9. The verb is 

associated with the gift of the ~b1y Spirit at 

Rom 5:5; 1 Cor 12:7; 2 Cor 1:22, 5:5; 1 Thess 4:8. 

Omitting s:..1ch 
. ,., 

epls"C.l..eS as 1 and 2 Thessalonians, 

1 Timothy and Titus ,,'There the verb does not occur 

with sufficient frequency for statistical judgements 

to be made, we can conclude from these statistics 

that 8CCL;;)J._ and x5.p~c; are linked together in Ephesians 

with a far greater frequency than in any other 

Pauline epistle. This conclusion is not without 

consequence and, as we, shall see below, is of sOwe 

importance in our evaluation of the oo~a~a of 4;8. 

The concept of 'gift' in Ephesians is 

expressed by the substantives 00500\1 , 81 82 d an , 
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83 061-la. D!J;pov is otherwise almost exclusively 

confined to Matthew84 and Hebrews
85 

in the NT. 

Apart from these two books the word occurs only at 

Mk 7:11;86 Lk 21:14; Rev 11:10; Eph 2:8. Although 

&Dpov is used for gift in the sense of a present 

from one person to another87 it is used much more 

co~~only to describe a contribution to the temple
88 

. f' 89 or a sacrl lce. The occurrence of owpov in Eph 2:8 

is hapax legomenon in the Pauline Corpus and, by 

v~rtue of this fact and in light of the peculiar way 

it is used in the epistle, its interpretation is no 

easy matter. The fact -that there is no gramrnat.':"cal 

agreement between ';;oV'i.:O and indicates tha'c 

is noL:. a 

parenthetical cornment intended to elucidate ~~(;-.-: ... " 

It is much more likely that the author is emphasising-

and defining ":7J x~p~"~[, by denying those things which 

are in apposition to it: "first of all the objective, 

source ')\.o'pl. ~ by obx &1; '~I-lwv and, secondly I of the 

subj ecti ve element by ovx ~1; tpywv II 90 But, this 

explanation does not fully solve the problem of 

interpretation. As we have seen &Dpov is used almost 

exclusively to signify votive gifts offered by men 

to God. This is decidedly not the way in which the 

w0rd is used in Eph 2:8. The answer to the problem 

may well lie in extra-Biblical sources. Philo dis-

tinguishes between 661-lo, and 86vl.~ on the one side as 
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less valuable and &;sPOY and Owpea on the other as 

91 more valuable 'and consequently testifies to a 

period in time when a new value had been given to 

~OY and it is this new value that the author of 

Ephesians has in mind in his use of the word. 

Whereas once it signified the gifts offered by men, 

now, in light of his own Christian experience, the 

author can apply it to the supreme gift of God; this 

£or him is the whole concept of salvation. What the 

author has then done in effect is to transfer the 

onus of sacrifice from man to God. The Owp6v 't01S 

eeo1S is then nothing less than Christ himself. 

~~ apart from its occurences in 

J 4 10 d Ub 6 4 1 . A t 92 ~. th n : an ~e :, occ~rs on y 1n c sana 1n e 

93 Pauline Corpus. In Acts it always refers to the 

HOly Spirit but in the epistles it is invariably 

associated with Xo.pc., • Ephesians is no exception 

to this. 94 Eph 3:7 does not present any particular 

problem of interpretation; the author has simply 

repeated the comment he made in 3:2 with the difference 

that that which was described as o08eCcrn, 1-10L et, 

is now described as Owpe&v 't06 6eo1S • The 

reason for this change would seem to be that ~eo. 

was understood in a more legal sense, denoting a 

95 , 
formal endowment and, in saying eyeY'l'jefty oCa,xovoc; 

1-10c. 
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, the author 

is stating his claim to apostleship in the strongest 

possible terms. 96 In Eph 4:7 the emphasis is again 

At this point the author 

obviously has Rom 12:6 and 1 Cor l2:4ff in mind. 

But the one significant difference between these 

texts and 4:7 is that the author of Ephesians chooses 

to use &upea instead of x.apc.CJl.la. which is the most 

usual word for gift in the Pauline corpus. 97 The 

reason for this is quite simply that x.a.pc.CJl.lo. is never 

used in the Pauline Corpus for Xap .. <,; 'toU 8£oU • 

In both Rom 12:4 and 1 Cor l2:4ff the author talks 

in general terms of the gifts that v2rious members 

of the church have received; in Eph 4:7 the author 

is more explicit: the supreme gift is x.ap .. ~ which 

is given to each believer 'according to the measure 

of the gift (of the Grace) of Christ'. The reason 

for the author's explicitness is that in these letters 

the gifts are the gifts of the Spirit; in Ephesians it is 

the gift of the exalted Lord and is Xa.p"<,;. 

A5~ only occurs three times in the NT 

apart from Eph 4:898 and in each of these instances 

the idea conveyed is that of a material gift. The 

question to be asked concerning the occurence of the 

word in Eph 4:8 is, therefore, what precisely is the 

author intending to convey. A number of facts have 
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to be discussed before we can come to any decision 

on this matter. Firstly we must note that OOl-la. 

is not the author's own word, but it is that of the 

psalmist. We cannot surmise that the author of 

the epistle retained the word simply because he wished 

to stay as close to the psalm text as possible for 

as we have already seen, he was prepared to accept a 
I 

version of the psalm that differed from both LXX and 

MT, implying therefore his willingness to deviate 

from accepted texts in order to facilitate his own 

argument. Obviously therefore 06l-l~is used quite 

intentionally by the author of the epistle; he 

obviously understands the word to convey precisely 

the sense that he intends. The word in its original 

context in the psalm does refer to material gifts 

as offered by a captive nation to a conquering king. 

This could be the sense implied by the author in 4:8 

but it is unlikely in view of the deliberate change 

from f..a.J.J.j36. vw to OC ~.J.I. In the immediate pre-

ceding verse the author has used Aa.!-L!36.vw in 

conjunction with X,a.p", a use which if not peculiar 

to Ephesians is very typical of it. Now if in 4:8 

o6~ is intended to refer to material gifts then the 

author has used oe~, , which immediately precedes 

it, in a sense which is quite unique to the epistle. 

In light of the fact that SC&~l~ has been introduced 

by either the author or his source into the text -
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and if the latter is the case we can only surmise 

that the author has not disagreed with the word that 

the source had chosen - we can discount this pos-

sibility. If material gifts are not intended by 

06;.lG.- then the obvious inference is that either some 

form of spiritual gift or ability or the supreme 

gift of 'grace' (an indirect reference to the 'gift' 

of Christ, cf 5:25) is intended. As we have sug-

gested, the fact that o6~~ is linked wi th 5~ ew;.u 

-would suggest the latter to be the case. The 

problem here is that 66p.G.- occurs in the plural form 

and should surely have been singular if 

was intended. It is therefore probable that o6~a 

does in fact refer to some form of spiritual gif~ 

or a.bili ty I but the rac-t that it is linkec. with G: 

~vVould suggest tha'c -the intended meaning is as in -che 

'he gave spiritual gifts to ma~ ~y 

virtue of the grace tha-t was already theirs'. 

Our examination of the concept of 'gift' 

thus far has shown that owpov Swozo, . and (Op.a. 

al though having slightly differing emphases ·in 

Ephesians, do all, at least by implication, refer to 

With this in mind we can now 

comment on Eph 4:11. 
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The substance of Eph 4:11 is parallel 

to that of 1 Cor 12:28 but this parallelism should 

not be allowed to obscure the differences that there 

are between these two verses. Two of these concern 

99 us: firstly, it is Christ who is the giver of the 

gifts in Ephesians and not God, as in 1 Corinthians 

and, secondly, the preference of the author,of 

Ephesians for ot&q.H rather than the ,"CeT~JL of the 

earlier epistle. 1'le have already pointed out tha"c 

Eph 4:11 follows directly on from the thought of 4:7; 

in this latter verse ~n X6p~~ and 

are " - - 1 100 sure.LY paral.l.e . 

sequent:i.y the subj ect of ot o::J:':.~ is not Christ bat 

GC)c .... If is -ct~2 case i'c ~·e cc~T~e s c..ppa:ce::t: -'- -~ -,--
'- ....... c:.. '-

ing explanation has resulted in a change of subject 

for 6CO<.01.H in 4:11. In other words, if the author 

had not sought scriptural warrant for his argument in 

Ps 67, and always supposing that his argument was 

otherwise unchanged, then the subject of 6Cc.w:.H 

in 4: 11 "'."ould have been God, as it was of .. C6nfH in 

1 Cor 12:28. This shows how closely connected 4:11 

is with )che thought of the preceding verses and at 

the same time enables us to explain the purpose of 

101 
the scriptural citation. It is generally assumed 

that it is the in 4:7 that reminds the author 

of the citation, the emphasis and connection between 
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the author's text and citation being the concept 

"gift' • This of course cannot be completely denied 

but it is at least equally probable that having -the 

OT text in mind the author sees that the phrase 

which 

though not essential for his original purpose, when 

applied to Christ summarises all that he intended 

""i th the phrase We are thus 

suggesting a twofold development in the use of the 

OT citation: originally it was intended that the 

emphasis would be placed on 

and it was in line with this that the 

author of the epistle used BbwX8V instead of 

But, in addition to this, in the light of his own 

understanding of the ascension, he was able to 

incorporate the otherwise redundant phrase 

This -cheery 

also provides an answer to the second difficulty~ 

in 4:11 was used deliberately to emphasise 

the connection between this verse and the OT citation-

the gifts are the gifts of the exalted, victorious 

Christ. 
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2.6 Colossians 2:15 and Ephesians 4:8 : 

A Theological Parallelism? 

Before turning our attention from the 

psalm citation in Eph 4:8 to the theological comment 

on the citation in the following verse we must examine 

Col 2:15, a verse that has theological if not literary 

affinities with the psalm citation. 

in this verse is in both the use of 

and the terms &'px.a.( and ~~oucrta.&.. 

Our interest 

8p&.<l.fJ.[3€UW 

Both these 

latter terms are of course present in Eph 1:21ff and 

if therefore we can show some similarity in theological 

content between the ElPL<l.fJ.[3€U:c-O-S of Col 2: 15 and 

we shall have established 

that the theology of Eph 1:21ff and Eph 4:8ff is a~ 

least basically of the same type. 

In an examination of Col 2:15 there are 

two major problems, first, whether God or Christ is 

intended as the subj ect of &'-1t€xoucn4t€VO(; and secondly, 

what is the exact intended meaning of epLa.!-l[3dicm.~. 

A minor problem concerns the identity of 'ta.~ &'pxQ" 

Turning to this minor problem 

we believe that here the words must refer to the 

supernatural powers which it was believed once domi-

nated the world. It is true that the phrase need 

102 only refer to human powers but here, as elsewhere 

in the Pauline corpus, the context of the phrase demands 
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that cosmic or supernatural powers be understood,l03 

the meaning being dictated by Col 1:16 'the invisible 

orders of thrones, sovereignties, authorities and 

powers' (NEB).104 The cosmic and supernatural sense 

is frequently found in the Jewish-Christian apaca-

1 t " "t" 105 b t "t" t f d" h yp lC wrl lngs u 1 lS no oun ln t e·pagan 

G t " "t 106 nos lC wrl ers. 

The problem concerning the interpretation 

of epLCLIlf3e~ro is not quite so easy. Liddell and Scottl07 

give three possible meanings for this verb: triumph, 

lead in triumph, divulge or noise abroad. Each of 

these meanjngs in supported by references to Greek 

11terature and of these references, 21 in all, no 

less than 14 are instances cited under the first pos-

sible meaning, where the verb is used absolutely or 

is followed by a prepositional phrase, so that the 

cumulative effect of reacing them one after another 

is overwhelming: the image behind the verb is that 

of a tumultuous procession celebrating a military 

victory. But an examination of these fourteen texts 

1 th t "th f "bl t" 108 th revea a Wl ew POSSl e excep 10ns e sense 

intended is not that of winning a victory but rather 

the celebration of a victory. We must therefore 

conclude that epLCLIlf3euc.o when used absolutely or with 

a prepositional phrase is in fact best translated 

'to celebrate a victory. ' Now epr.CLIl!3euc.o occurs in 
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the NT only in 2 Cor 2:14 and Col 2:15 and in both 

instances it is followed by a direct, personal object. 

This means that the meaning intended in these two 

passages need not be in agreement with the use 

intended when the verb is used either absolutely or 

with a prepositional phrase. Apart from Col 2:15 

Liddell and Scott cites only three texts '\"here the 

verb is followed by a direct, personal object and in 

each of these instances the meaning is quite clearly 

'to lead conquered enemies in triumph'. The lexi-

cographers also offer a modified meaning at this point, 

namely, 'to lead in triumph as a general does his 

army' • E1.lt as the only evidence offered for this 

modification is 2 Cor 2:14 it seems extremely unlikely 

that this modified meaning can in any sense be primary, 

or indeed if this sense of the verb can be justified. 

It is much more likely that the verb in Col 2:15 is 

to be interpreted, as in the other instances when the 

verb is followed by a personal object, 'to lead as a 

d . . t d ' 109 conquere enemy ln a V1C ory para e • 

With regard to the problem of the 

interpretation of &:1texouoU.!-l€YO, there can be no doubt 

that God remains formally the subject, but the real 

question is whether by v.lS the author is thinking 

more in terms of Christ as the agent? If God is 

the subject then the meaning must be 'stripping' or 
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'disarming' • If Christ is the subject then the 

meaning must be 'stripping off from himself', or 

'divesting himself (of) I. If God is the subject 

t~ , s::. r en a.7(8Xu't)OI-la.L must be in the middle voice, a 
- - " 

situation that is not without its own peculiar problem.~~u 

If Christ is the subject then the question becomes 

'divesting himself of what?' The only two possibili-

. . h . f 1 h th d' h . . . III tles are lS es or 1e powers an aut Orltles. 

The first of these possibilities seems to us to lay 

itself open to a dualistic interpretation of the 

death of Christ that is as theologically unacceptable 

to us as surely i °c "\vould have been to Paul himself. 

7he second possibility seems to liS equally unacceptable 

theologically; nOl.v:"lere else in scri.i:ycure do We fi.nd 

ev~d2~C2 to suggest that i.t was eve~ ~21i2v2d t~at 

the I pOl.vers and authori. ties' were atCcached to Ch~i.st 

in such a way that he should be able to disrobe himself 

of them. We therefore, in spite of the lack of al'"ly 

exact parallels, consider 6.7CE:X000iJ.C.~ to be a verD Ul 

the middle voice, and thus we understand the subject 

of the verb to be God. This also means that we 

interpret , 
tv a.~,"C) (2:15) as I in him' I meaning Ch:;:-ist. 112 

• 
We therefore translate the verse in question as follows 

'He (God) disarmed the principalities and powers and 

made a public example of them, leading them in a 

triumphant procession in him (Christ)' 
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This translation brings out the sig-

nificance of Col 2:15 for an understanding of the 

citation of Ps 67:19 in Eph 4:8 and at the same time 

serves as an indication to the significance of the 

ascension theme in the Ephesian epistle. The major 

emphasis in Col 2: 15 is on &'?c.sXOvvC,/-l£VOo;; and 

and in both instances God is the subject and Christ 

is the agent. Precisely the same theological point 

is being made in Eph 4:8 with the phrase 

and tl;oi.JvCa.I. that are 

the objects of both o'1I:€X01.Jva.!-lE:vo<;; 

It is not merely 

coincidental that in Eph 1: 21f c.PXd 

That this is so, when viewed 

in light of the fact that the same entities are the-

objects of theologically similar phrases in both 

Col 2:15 and Eph 4:8, indicates quite strongly that 

the ascension theologies of Eph 1:21 and 4:8 are at 

least basically of the same type and are not dis-

siIT~lar to that expressed by Col 2:15. The signifi-

cance of Col 2:15 is that it establishes that the 

ascension themes in Eph 1:20ff and 4:8ff are not at 

variance; in both instances the author expresses the 

same concept, though using very different language 

and traditions. 
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3. PS 67:19 AND ITS INTERPRETATIVE COJVJXlEI\.J"'T (4:9-10) 

Having discussed in some detail the actual 

psalm citation in Eph 4:8 we must now turn to the 

author's own comment on the citation in the two verses 

which iITwediately follow. In this section three 

things will be our primary concern; the use of the 

terms c.va.Pa.C vav and xcv'Cc,j3a.' VC,lV and, arising direct:ly 

from these linguistic considerations, a consideration 

of the possibility of the interpretative COffiITlent 

having as its base the doctrine of the so called 

Gnostic Redeemer Myth. But before examining either 

of these two concerns, there is a prior consideration: 

the use of Deut 30:12-14 in Rom 10:6-8. It is 

necessary to consider this because of the similarities 

that exist between the treatment afforded to the OT 

citaCcions of Deut 30:12-14 and Ps 67:19 by the re-

authors of RO~Tlans and 

similarities are as follows: both texts cited Giffer 

from the accepted Biblical text and at the same time 

are similar to Targumic versions of these same tex-ts; 

both OT texts are interpreted in the light of salvation 

history; both OT citations follow Introductory Formulae 

based on 114 
; and finally, and this is of 

major importance I both texts refer to the xa.'Ca,pa.u~(; 

theme and offer at the same time an interp-

retative co~uent on this motif. 
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3.1 The 'Comment' as a Rabbinic Formula: 

Rom 10:6-8 

Our main concern at this point is with 

the last mentioned similarity, namely the xa~a~~L' -

&.Vo./3O.o"L' theme and the interpretative comment. In 

our discussion on this point we shall also find it 

necessary to refer to the first similarity, namely 

the fact that Rom 10:6-8 has affinities to certain 

Targumic treatments of the OT text concerned, 

Deut 30:12-14. 

A unique feature of Rom 10:6-8 is that 

on three occasions within these few verses the apostle 

rites a text (from Deut 30:12_14)115 and immediately 

follows the citation with its application to the 

contemporary NT situation. This he does by means 

of the phrase ~o11~' ~(j';l.v: 

~c, &.va~~~GL et, ~~v o6po.v6v ~O~~' ~~LV XpL~~V xo.~a~yetv 

~C, xa~a~~~aL et, ~v~~u~v, ~O~~' e~Lv ~ ,,) '" 
eX v£Xf"J/ OV().QQo~IV 

xat ~v ~ xapoC~ vou. 

This method is found in the rabbinic writings l16 and 

lire calls the pesher commentaries of Qumran where a 

biblical text is cited and is immediately applied to 

a later situation with the words 'Interpreted this 

concerns ••• ' ( ~~ I' W"9 ) 11.117 An example 

118 
of this is the Qumran pesher of 1 QpHab 2:1-10: 
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"Behold the nations and see, marvel and 
Be astonished; for I accomplish a deed 
and in your days but you will not believe 
it when told (Hab 1:5) 

Interpreted this concerns those who were 
unfaithful together with the Liar, in 
that they did not listen to the words 
received by the Teacher of Righteousness 
from the mou-th of God. And it concerns 
the unfaithful of the New Covenant in that 
they have not believed in the Covenant of 
God and have profaned his Holy Name. 
And likewise this saying is to be 
interpreted as concerning those who will 
be unfaithful at the end of days. They, 
the men of violence and the breakers of 
the Covenant, will not believe when they 
hear all that is to happen to the final 
generation from the Priest in whose heart 
God set understanding that he might 
interpret all the words of His servants 
the Prophets, through whom He foretold 
all that i:lOuld happen to His people and 
His land~'119 

At -c.hlS point 'life mus"t note "che SilTlilari-ty 

between -cne use of Deut 30:12-14 in Rom 10:6-6 and l~ 

the Palestinian Targum (PT). Both Romans and -c[-le PC: 

render the MT on the ascent to heaven quiJce li"cel.-aJ..J..y 

and both paraphrase the MT 'going beyond the sea' as 

120 'descending into the abyss' (literally: , into 

the depths of the Great Sea'). The PT to Deut 30:12-::L4 

is as follows: 

"The Law is not in heaven that one may 
say would that we had one like the 
prophet Moses who would ascend to heaven 
and fetch it for us and make us hear the 
cOITlJ.llandment that we might do them" 
Neither is the Law beyond the Great Sea 
that one might say "Would tha-t we had one 
like the prophet Jonah who would descend 
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into the depths of the Great Sea and 
bring it up for us and make us hear the 
Commandments that we might do them,,121 

~nese similarities do not necessarily 

point to Rom 10:6-8 being dependent upon an actual 

text of the PT, although this possibility cannot be 

completely discounted,122 but they do at least imply 

that both Rom 10:6-8 and the PT to Deut 30:12-14' 

reflect a co~~on tradition and a common methodology. 

The significant difference between the epistle and 

the Targum is in application: Rom 10:6-8 applies 

what the PT says of types ("one like the prophet 

Moses ", l.ike the prophet Jonah") to the unique 

~~ prototype, Christ himself. 123 

In the application of the DeuteronoDic 

Tl-:e passag-e is applied to Jesus by Paul, \v-:-"ereas in 

its initial context it was intended to persuade the 

Israelites to obey the Law because the Law had now 

been made known to all. The first notable -thing 

about this new application is in the use made of 

L~e words are not applied 

to Jesus directly but their use presumes that their 

application to Jesus is understood; it is Jesus who 

has and similarly has 

The author's comment on 
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the first of these phrases restricts itself to an 

understanding of incarnation and that on the second 

to resurrection. Thus the first significant point 

concerning the use of Deut 30:12-14 in Rom 10:6-8 

is that the schema envisaged is descent-ascent and, 

equally important, this ascent, although understood 

as being to heaven, is expressed in terms of resur-

rection from the dead. The second significant point 

is again concerned with the application of the pas-

sage to Jesus. The justification for this application, 

according to Paul, is as follows: God has given the 

Torah (represented by statements from Deuteronomy) 

and t"hi. s To::::-ah reaches its ss;.o.;; in Cnri st; , the Torah 

is God 1 s gift: and therefore Ch;:ist is equally God 1 s 

gift. Thus, at least in secondary fashion, the 

inferred context of the descent-ascent schema is 

dependent upon an understanding of the concept of 

We are thus able to make the following 

conclusions. Firstly, the ascent-descent motif was 

well known in Rabbinic Judaism,124 though we note 

that both parts of the motif are not necessarily 

applied to the same person. But nonetheless we must 

reckon "vi th this as an obvious possibility once the 

doctrine or motif had become established. Secondly, 

the exegetical me-chod whereby a text was cited and 

then, by way of rhetorical interpretative comment, 
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applied to a completely different contemporary situ-

ation was also well known both in Rabbinic Judaism 

and in Qumran. We have thus established that the 

features present not only in Rom 10:6-8, but also in 

both the citation of Ps 67:19 in Eph 4:8 and the 

interpretative comment which follows, Eph 4:9-10 are 

both part of the tradition of Rabbinic Judaism. 125 

3.2 Linguistic Considerations 

Notwithstanding the conclusions we have 

reached above, there is a strong body of opinion that 

would argue that both and are 

'cechnical ';lOraS for the IT,otifs of Ascent and Descent 

that have their source not in Jewish thought at all, 

but ra-t::'[1er in -the ccho-c.ght forms more frequ.ent:ly 

-,-Ii th that type of first - or second - century though 

- 1 d..c . d'G .. I 126 more genera~ y eLlne as nostlclsm. It is 

to these linguistic considerations that we now turn. 

Our procedure will be as follows: in each case we 

shall examine the word as it occurs in the NT, paying 

particular attention to John and Paul, with a special 

emphasis being given to instances where both a.,va.;3a.Cv.:;w 

appear together and are obviously to 

be considered as part of the &:vG..~dViSf,.V 

motif. 
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3.2.1. 

In both LXX and in secular literature 

&.\IO.f3a,C YE:lV' has as its primary meaning the movement 

from a lower to a higher level. 127 For us the most 

interesting use is that of Angels of God ascending to 

heaven after completing their tasks on earth, as 

recorded in Gen 28:12; Judges 13:20 and Tobit 12:20. 128 

It is notable that in the LXX there are only two 

occasions where the ascent-descent motif is to be 

found, and in these instances, Prov 3:30 and Baruch 

3:29 the motif is more implicit than it is directly 

expressed. In both instances the idea being put forward 

is that no man has yet ascended to heaven and obtained 

, 2° 
wisdom which he has then delivered to the earth.~ ~ 

These texts, as isolated and as different as they are, 

serve to strengthen our argument that the ascent-

descent motif was well known throughout Judaism in 

both the pre-Christian and early Christian eras. 

Acts 2:34 is a text that makes the same 

point as these OT and Apocrypha examples. This text 

is all the more interesting because it is set in a 

conflict situation. Again we must surmise that 

&vaf3a,CYE:lV here expresses a theological idea that was 

"I d d b th J "h d" 130 eaSl y un erstoo y e eW1S au lence. There 

is no descent motif as such in Acts. 13l 
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In the Gospel of John, the situation is 

far more complex, made so by the identification of the 

one who descended and ascended wi th ~ lIfoc ,\;011 

132 Leaving aside this problem133 we can 

make the following comments which are relevant to 

our argument. In John I s Gospel &'va.I3a.CV€lV is a 

technical term for the ascension and is understood 

as such. 134 This ascension necessitates a previous 

descent. 135 

, Ava.f3a.CV€lV is used infrequently in the 

Pauline Corpus, occurring only at Rom 10:6; 1 Cor 2:9; 

Gal 2:1,2; and Eph 4:8-10. In Romnns and Ephesians 

the word obviously refers to the ascension and t~lese 

occurrences of the term c~n therefore be classified as 

'theological , • 136 Of the remaining texts 1 Cor 2:9 

cannot be used as an example of a Pauline theological 

use of &'va.{3a.Cv€nl with any certainty because here the 

term stands in what is obviously intended to be a 

quotation which sounds as if it came from the OT137 

although it must be admitted that 1 Cor 2:9 does not 

138 parallel anyknown OT text. In Gal 2:1f the word 

is used in the obvious non-theological sense, as in 

the Synoptics and Acts. The fact that &.va.I3a.Cvent 

appears so infrequently in the non-theological sense 

in the Pauline Corpus could suggest that Paul was 

a\'lare that the term was a well attested terminus 
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technicus for the ascension, particularly in view of 

its use in conj unction with xa:ra(3a.C VEL,.V in Rom 10: 6-8 

and Eph 4:8-10. But there are difficulties with this 

suggestion. Firstly, apart from the texts noted, 

Paul never writes elsewhere of anyone 'going up' or 

'ascending' and so does not provide us with any 

alternative expression with which to compare his use 

of &.val3aC V€ty 
139 Again, on every other occasion 

when the ascension is referred to in the Pauline 

Corpus, with the obvious exception of Rom 10:6-8 

and Eph 4:8-10, the emphasis is not on the fact that 

Christ "went Up", but that Christ is "in heaven ll
•
140 

This in itself could indicate that the xa~a~L' 

i£vci~, 

theology. 

motif is in fact foreign to Pauline 

If this was the case then the problem 

would be one of first identifying the source of 

this theological motif before commenting on its Pauline 

application. We have already shown that in both 

Rom 10:6 and Eph 4:8-10 the motif seems to owe its 

beginnings to Rabbinic Judaism. This fact is not 

contradicted by texts which cite &'vaf3a.CV&LY in the 

theological sense, but yet not as a part of the 

These two facts 

indicate quite strongly that &'vaf3aCVelV and the 

motif are part of the Jewish 

milieu of thought and in this way not foreign to 

Pauline theology, although perhaps a secondary feature 

of it. 
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3.2.2 xo/taSq.C vet" 

Ka .. t~CVelY : is the complete opposite of 

&~aCve~geographically, spatially and cultically. 

In the LXX the term appears most frequently with 

"th h" 141 t" 1142 " "f" e1 er a geograp 1C or spa la s1gn1 1cance. 

A more useful occurrence,in that it provides us with 

a more plausible parallelism to the Pauline use of 

the term, is Gen 11:5 with its reference to God 

M
r."I ':'"\ ,,..., .... 

, 1:! I : I • 
"j • 

) descending to see the 

city and tower which had been built on the earth. 

This example, as unique as it is in OT literature, 

does provide a possible source for the use of 

xo:ml3a.CveLV to describe the descent of God to earth. 

In the NT, particularly in the Synop~ics 

and Acts, xa:ta.l3a.CveLV occurs in the same sense as in 

the LXX, that is, with either a geographic or spatial 

significance. In the Gospel of John however, the 

word has specific theological significance. Here the 

143 is equivalent to the Incarnation of Jesus; 

the direct contrast between the ascent and the descent 

is seen by John as proof of the Incarnation. 

In the Pauline Corpus xa.-ra.I3a.C velV occurs 

only on three occasions: Rom 10:6-8; Eph 4:8-10 and 

1 Thess 4:16. It has been argued that the XO(t6..~,,~ 

theme as distinct from the actual occurrence of the 
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d 0 " . 1 t 1 - .' th Nr;1 144 wor xa/~a.pa.1. V€lV lS a so presen e sewhere ln - e 1. 

It is certainly true that the 

theme is present in-the pre-Pauline hymn in Phil 2:6-8, 

although here the theme as presented stands in a 

dl.fferen·t theological tradition: the motif is no 

longer the descent-ascent of the redeemer figure 

per se, but is concerned to express the consequences 

f -. t f h . l' t' 1 t t' 145 o sucn ln erms 0 uml la lon-exa~ a lone Thus 

it would not be expected that either the 

or ~Va.Pa.CVE:cV terms would be present in this pericope. 

The fact that xc..,.c..Pa.!VE:l.V does occur so infrequently 

in the Pauline Corpus may indicate the author's 

apparent refusal to use the term except in its theologi-

cal Sense, but this suggestion can be only speculative 

since Paul nowhere else uses any o°cher terminology to 

express the idea o~ 'descent' either spatially or 

Act.-:li ·ttedly I though.. the terTr, doe s 

appear in 1 Thess 4:16. This text is unique in as 

much as it is the only example in the Pauline Corpus 

of 
1.6·6 

:<':::'1;"(:,30..£ VS~V' being used in an Apocalyptic setting I ~ 

the 'descent' obviously referring to the parousia. 

The fact that in this Apocalyptic setting in 

1 Thessalonians (as well as in Revelation) the term 

is used to designate the movement of Christ 

(1 ~hessalonians) or his representative or even 

embodiment (Revelation) from heaven to earth does 

support, though not prove, the speculative suggestion 
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made above, although since the reference to the 

descent in Eph 4:8-10 is not in anyway futuristic 

it is extremely unlikely that 1 Thess 4:16 can be of 

any further assistance in the interpretation of our 

text in Ephesians. 

Our discussion of xo:ta.f3a,CV£lV has shown 

that this term was used to signify the descent of 

God, or in some cases the descent of a divine per-

sonality, and furthermore, that Jewish traditions 

underlie the use of the motif in the Pauline corpus. 147 

Our argument that the separate Xa.-ro.f3a,CVelV 

and &'va.f3a.(Y£lV terms as well as the more complex 

&.~~ motif, particularly as they 

occur in the Pauline Corpus, have their sources in 

Judaism does not prove that there is no Gnostic 

influence in Eph 4:8-10, or for that matter in 

Rom 10:6-8. It does however demonstrate that the 

terminology used in the author's discussion of the 

ascension in the epistle in question was well known 

in spheres far removed from Gnostic influence. 

Before leaving the descensus theme we 

shall comment briefly on the motif as it is found in 

the Ascension of Isaiah. 148 There are two references 

in this document to the descent of a Saviour/Redeemer 
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figure; 10:7-31 and 11:24_26. 149 
Both texts are 

in the so called 'Vision of Isaiah' section of the 

Ascension document; that is, that part of the docu-

ment which comes from Christian, or at least semi-

Gnostic Christian circles. The Ascension of Isaiah 

is too late to have influenced Ephesians,lSO but it 

does point to the fact that the 

J -" G -'- " " 1 ISl 11 " <nown a~so In nOS~lC Clrc es, as we as In 

Rabbinic Judaism. It is to these Gnostic circles 

that we now turn our attention. The function of 

this next section of the essay ,,-.rill be to assess 

the possibility of Gnostic influence on Eph 4:8-10. 

\'~e shall do this by examining Gnostic Jcradi tions COYl-

ce:::-~1.ing" the Redeemer figure that haVe been adj uc.g"ed 

"":J7 \To.::ious sc1~olCirs a5 being" COll"temporary or ne2..L 

contemporary "\vi th Ephesians, IS 2 and, seco~1.dly I bV a~1. 

examination of the Gnostic theories that have ~een 

proposed for our text, Eph 4:8-10, in particular. 

3.3 Some Gnostic Theories of a Redeemer Mvth 

3.3.1 Pre-Christian IGnosticism":1S 3 The Scholars 

Prior to the twentieth century the tra-

ditional view of Gnosticism has been that presented 

by the writings of the Church Fathers who viewed 

Gnosticism as a Christian heresy. This view has 

been affirmed by such scholars as A. Harnack, 
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F.C. Burkitt, T.W. Manson and A.D. Nbck. lS4 

This long standing theory was rejected by members of 

the Religionsgeschichtliche Schule who, writing 

at the turn of the century, were the first to argue 

for a pre-Christian origin of Gnosticism. The 

leading spokesmen on this theme were W. Bousset and 

R. Reitzenstein and, writing s decade or so later, 

R. Bultmann. It is to the arguments of these 

three scholars that we now turn. 

W. Bousset 

Bousset well summarises his own view 

when he writes: J'Gnost-icism is first of all a pre-

Christian movement which has roots in itself anG. is 

to be understood in the first place in its own terms 

and not as an offshoot or a by-product of the 

Chr · t· 1··" ISS 1S 1an re 19lon • In an earlier work156 

he had argued that the Gnostic teachings reported by 

the Church Fathers were in fact much older than the 

Fathers and had actually come about by the transfor-

mation of older oriental myths by Hellenistic 

philosophy. Bousset referred primarily to the 

Mandaean materials which, he-argued, proved the pagan 

and pre-Christian character of the Gnostic Redeemer. lS7 

Further evidence for the pre-Christian nature of 

Gnosticism can, according to Bousset, be gathered 

from Philo, the Chaldean oracles and, especially, the 
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Hermetic literature. lS8 
This last point is of some 

importance because, as we shall see, Reitzenstein 

also places the weight of his argument on the Hermetic 

literature, paying particular attention to Poimandres. 

R. Reitzenstein 

In any consideration of pre-Christian 

Gnosticism the works of R. Reitzenstein are of prime 

importance. We shall only concern ourselves with 

one - the first - of his major works in which this 

theme is discussed - Poimandres - Studien zur 

griechisch ~gyptischen und frfihchristlichen 

Literatur. 1S9 In this work Reitzenstein attempts 

~o prove the pre-Christian origin of the Gnostic myth 

'of the Primal man by using the Naassene Sermon in 

160 Hippolytus; Refutatio V, Book Omega of the 

alchemist zosirnos,161 book 8 of the Neo-platonist 

Jawblichus and, and here the weight of the argument 

lies, the Hermetic tract Poimandres. 

According to Reitzenstein the Hermetica 

contained teachings which were the culmination of a 

long development in pre-Christian Egypt. He believed 

that the doctrine of ~yepWKO' or Primal Man found in 

P ' d Ch 't' 162 I th' t t Olman res was pre- rlS lan. n lS rac 

the Primal Man sinks into nature from heaven but 

receives a saving revelation and re-ascends to his 
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celestial sphere. This teaching was, according 

to Reitzenstein, borrowed from the Persian Avestan 

teaching of the Gayomart. 163 In summary fashion we 

can say that Reitzenstein believed that Poimandres 

was evidence of a Gnostic Redeemer myth in which the 

Primal Man - a concept with roots in the Iranian 

Gayomart - functioned as a redeemer. It is important 

also that we note that both Reitzenstein164 and 

Bousset165 believe Poimandres to be a first century 

document. 

A severe .criticism of the theory advanced 

by Reitzenstein and followed by Bousset has be6~ made 

by C. colpe166 who shows that Poimandres, does not 

. f t t th P' 1 M R d f' 167 ~n ac presen e r~ma an as a e eemer ~gure. 

Neither is there a descent as such of a Primal Man. 

The early date for the Poimandres has 

also now been shown to be in serious doubt, most 

scholars agreeing that the material, at least in its 

present form, must be dated sometime between the 

second and the fourth centuries. 168 This probable 

later dating for the document does not necessarily 

render it valueless for the discussion since it is 

conceivable that the material it contains - or even 

the traditions which underlie the material as it is 

presented in the document - is of an earlier period 
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which itself could well be contemporary with the 

NT era. 

R. Bultmann 

If Bousset and Reitzenstein provided the 

potential, then it was Bultmann who, building on their 

foundations, provided the 'working model' of the 

Gnostic Redeemer. For him the antiquity of the 

Redeemer Myth was a 'fait accompli' since Reitzenstein; 

he "therefore never appears to doubt that the 

'redeemer myth' in all its essential parts existed 

long before the Hellenistic Age" 169 and even in com-

paratively recent times has remained convince~ of 

th ehr ' t' t f G t .. I 70 e pre- 1S 1an na ure 0 nos 1C1sm. Having 

once accepted the antiquity of the myth Bultmann finds 

it comparatively easy to find parallels to prove 

that the myth underlies the Gospel of John. The 

fact that these parallel texts, found in Mandaean 

and Manichaean literature, the Odes of Solomon and 

the apocryphal Acts of the Apostles, are themselves 

much later than both John's Gospel and early 

christianity is for Bultmann quite irrelevant, 

since the myth to which they attest is, in his con

viction, much older. 171 
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In an early but none the less important 

article Bultmann172 lists some 28 characteristics 

which together, so he suggests, form the outline of 

the Gnostic Redeemer Myth. Basic to this outline is 

the conviction that the origin of the Mandaeans lay 

ultimately with a group of the adherents of John the 

Baptist. He therefore can conclude that the Mandaean 

texts have preserved one of the purest forms of the 

early oriental Gnostic Redeemer Myth. But this basic 

conviction is by no means as evident as Bultmann and 

his followers173 would claim. R.E. Brown argues very 

forcibly that behind the Johannine theology lies the 

OT speculation about personified wisdom, as well as the 

vocabulary and thought patterns cf sectarian Judaism 

as found in the Qumran Scrolls. With these background 

materials in mind he comments II ••• one cannot claim 

that the dependence of John on a postulated early 

Oriental Gnosticism has been disproved, but 

Since these proposed sources of influence OT Wisdom 

speculation and Sectarian Judaism are known to have 

existed, and the existence of Bultmann's proto-

Mandaean Gnostic source remains dubious, we have every 

reason to give them preference ll
•
174 
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Despite the criticisms pointed to above, 

many scholars have followed Bultmann in the assumption 

f Chr ' t' G t" 175 o a pre- 1S 1an nos 1C1sm. But even amongst 

these scholars there is little agreement; as is 

obvious from the following statement of SChmithals: 176 

3.3.2 

"We must also note that the later the 
period, the more securely is the figure 
of a heavenly redeemer-emissary 
appearing in historical form established 
in Gnosticism, while early Gnosticism, 
especially pre-Christian Gnosticism, 
was not yet acquainted with this figure". 

Pre-Christian "Gnosticism": 

Some New Testament Texts 

Since the establishment of the theory of 

pre-Christian Gnosticism several NT texts have beon 

cited by various exegetes as evidence of this 

phenomenon. The texts fall largely into two classes, 

those which were originally intended to contradict a 

Gnosticism which had been espoused by the recipient 

of an epistle and secondly, those texts which are 

evidence of the borrowing, or in some cases, adoption" 

of Gnostic elements. At this point it is sufficient 

that we examine in summary fashion the major examples 

of both classes. This examination will serve as a 

background against which we shall examine in much 

more detail the theories concerning the Gnostic 

Redeemer Myth in Eph 4:8-10 that have been suggested 

by various exegetes. 
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Recent studies by C. Taloer"c have sougll:t 

to show that the purpose of both Luke ane. Acts is 

anti-Gnostic. 177 But TiL Schmithals who, even as we 

shall see below, is able to identify Gnostic or anti

Gnostic elements in texts in disagreement with most 

other exegetes, is unable to support Jchi s 178 "cheory. 

Schrni tha1s himself claims that Gnosticism is combatcced 

in both Thessalonian Epis"c1es I Galatians and Corint~l.ians; 

Paul's admonition against fornication, 1 Thess 4:3-6, 

is directed against Gnostic licentiousness, and his 

reassurances regarding the future resurrection of the 

faithful is a corrective for those gnosticized be:ievers 

179 a {uture resurrection. III Gc..lo.t.i2.~-:S 

Schmi -c.ilals makes reference "CO five "cexts, all of which, 

he arglies, prove that ~ne 'oppo~ents' were Jewish 

180 G::::os-c_ics. 

a long line of scholars I/vho have sugges"ced that Pau.l' s 

opponents in Corinth were Gnostics. T~1.ese opponents 

are, so he believes, 'fully fledged' Gnostics who are 

characterised by their pride in their knowledge and 

in their libertine behaviour. The most extreme 

example of Scrum thals' Gnostic exegesis is his -tree:c-

ment of 1 Cor 10:16f£ in his view, a Jewish 

Gnostic rite rather than the Christian Co®~union. 

Both 'che methodology and exegesiS of Scr1.l11i thals ~J.ave 

been severely attacked. by many exegetes, including 

:chose who 'Illith him believe Gnosticism to be a pre-
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Ch . t' h 181 rlS lan p enomenon. Finally we must note 

that the Colossian heresy is widely identified as 

Gnosticism. 182 Colossians is sometimes identified 

as an instance where Gnostic motifs are not only 

combatted, as in Col 2:8, but also where these motifs 

are absorbed, as in 1:19 ~N)~ and 1:18,24 

't~ 0'(410. Xpl.crtQ~83 

Several texts have been suggested by 

various exegetes as indicative of a borrowing or 

adoption of Gnostic motifs. In the Synoptics 

both Bultmann184 and Haenchen185 draw attention to 

Matt 11:27 (= Luke 10:22) but conversely W.D. Davies 

has argued that this passage has a Jewish, particularly 

Qurnranian, background. 186 It has been argued that 

the 'wisdom' section in 1 Cor 1-2 reflects a pre

Christian Gnostic Sophia myth. 187 There is no denying 

that the figure of Sophia does play an important part 

in later Gnostic systems, and there are grounds for 

believing that such wisdom speculation has its beginnings 

in the Jewish wisdom literature of the inter-testamental 

period. But this is not to say that Paul necessarily 

had this myth consciously in mind when he wrote the 

epistle in question. It has also been argued that 

the Pauline teaching about the fall of creation 

(Rom 8:19-22), Adam (Rom 5:12-17), the contrast between 

and ~V€l)l-la.'tI.XOC (1 Cor 2:l4f, 15:21, 44-49) 
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and between 9J:)G and vXo-:-o,;; (Ro:m 13:11-13, 

1 Thess 5:4-6), as well as the references to 'demonic 

rulers of this age' (l Cor 2:6-8, 2 Cor 4:4) and to 

the dangers of marriage (1 Cor 7:32-34,38) are at 

- ~ k' ~ G t" 188 ~eas~ a In LO nos lClsm. 

Far more important for our consideration 

are those texts which, it is argued, indicate that 

Paul had knowledge of "ehe Gnostic Redeemer Myt~1 or 

at least was aware of some of the features co~uonly 

associated with this myth. It is held that in 

1 Cor 2:8 Jesus is presen-ted as the unknown redeemer 

Q2SC21.G.S =rC:Tl 
I8S God. 

2S ~{no::.'>C 

ignorance of the rulers 

T:-:i S fJ2..Y ~e so l 
.:. -'-

:=::::OlT: 

or si ':cua'::.io~-J. ....... 5 

'f//.ci t:irJ.g 11 .. There 11as bee:rl considerable su:~~o::t. 'for 

the view that Phil 2:5-11 is based on a Gnostic proto-

. 191 type. But other scholars have argued that it is 

iiTlpossible to decide wha-t category 

Hellenistic-Jewish, Iranian, or Gnostic has providec. 

the actual background myth upon which the hymn is 

'°2 based . .L:? The myth, so it is asserted, is also 

- . ~l 1- d d . 2 C 8 9 193 . -.-nrler y a ~u e to In or:, a text wn~cn 

maintains that Chris'c was pre-existent with God .. vi th 

all the wealth of heaven's splendour, but for our 

sakes he became poor. The theme of the text is ·thus 
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the self-abasement of the Incarnation. 

This brief survey of the evidence supplied 

by both scholar and NT text alike enables us to draw 

the following conclusions. There is no agreement 

amongst exegetes as to a working definition of 

Gnosticism and far less agreement over what texts are 

in fact proof of a pre-Christian Gnosticism. In most 

cases, though admittedly not in all, the so-called 

'Gnostic' features are quite capable of a comp16tely 

different interpretation. And it is at the same 

time extremely doubtful if any of the texts cited thus 

far demand a Gnostic interpretation as being th3 only 

one admissible exegetically. We must then concl~de 

that the textual evidence for a first century 

Gnosticism, at least in any developed form, finding 

its way into the New Testament is at least of 

dubious quality. 

With this summary type conclusion in 

mind we can now turn our attention to Eph 4:8-10 

and the possibility of the presence in this text of 

the Gnostic Redeemer Myth. 194 Of all the texts that 

we have previously cited, the most remarkable 

resemblance to the Myth appears in this text. The 

Myth, if present, is found in vv. 9f where the author 

has attempted to explain what he believes the &'vo.!3a.CV€{\I 
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reference in the psalm citation in the previous verse 

actually means. As we have already noted vv. 9f is 

of the nature of an excursus in the text and is not 

in fact necessary to the argument. TI'l.US if these 

verses do in fact portray the Gnostic myth we must 

conclude that their author placed great importance 

upon this christological interpretation. The 

expression 

according to Bultmann "does not mean the descent into 

Hell, but corresponds to 'he ascended' and means the 

pre-existent Son's journey to earth. And -the idea 

that he conquered the inimical Spirit-powers by his 

journey to heaven the auJchor finds expressed in "che 
- c

~-l.-,,,, DS~i-'-~-~" 1.:::)::> 
l..llC; _ G....!... L.C~ ... 

in terms of the Gi'l.ostic Redeemer 2!~yt:I-" be free from 

possible instances of the Myth in the New Testament? 

The answer is of course that it canno-t; exactly the 

same general criticisms apply to this treatment of 

Eph 4:9 as applies to all the other ~~ texts which 

have been assumed by various exegetes to supply evidence 

of a pre-Christian Gnosticism. There is little or 

no agreement amongst the scholars; Bultmann is 

~ - I -, S hI' 196 H " 1 9 7 L01. ow-ed. Dy Cl ler I '~aencnen 
198 and Gaugler; 

199 C - 200 d his thesis is rejected by Mussner, o-Lpe an 

most B . -'-' - -'- 201 . rl~lsh exege~es. There are other theories, 
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as for example that pu-t forward by? ---202 Pokorny 

\v-11.o I building upon. the wor~"'- of H.M. Schenke I 203 

develops the theory of an ~~l.thropos-Myth based o~ 

Gen 1:26ff. Both these authors argue that there 

was no Redeemer Myth in the full sense before 

Manichaeism and that this myth represents the climax 

of a long process of development and was not its 

. . 1 ' "- . . J- 204 orlglna s~ar~lng pOln~. 

The weight of the arguments we have 

cited obviously indicate that Eph 4:9f is not to be 

interpreted in a way that would allow a Gnostic 

understanding of the Redeemer f!gure to be arrived 

B~u.-c. ou:::- argu.rnerl~ts l'1a.ve "beei1. based very IYLuch on 

secon~ary material, although of course atte~tio~ ~as 

been drawn 'co some primary material. 

case we ~elieve t~at we are correct 

fourt~1 hypothesis, w}lich "vve lnerycioned earlier 'co 

stand temporaril~ that is, 'The ascension in 

Eph 4:8-10 is to be interpreted in light of the 

descent and re-ascent of the Gnostic Redeemer Figure'. 

Thus far we have examined Eph 4:8-10 

and have concluded Ul.at 'chere are four possible 

theories regarding the interpretation of the ascension 

theme in this text. ~'Je shall now examine each 

in'cerpreta'cion or llypo'chesis separately I paying 
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attention not only to the external arguments that 

support the hypothesis but also - and here the main 

weight of the discussion will be - paying particular 

attention both to primary sources and to the exegesis 

of the text. 

4. THE ASCENSION: FOUR THEORIES 

4.1 A New Moses 

The theory that Eph 4:8-10 is intencec 

to portray Christ as the new Moses rests largely on 

the possibility of the Rabbinic interpretation of the 

citation of Ps 68:18 being present in this text. 205 

As we have shown206 there can be no doubt that 

Ps 68:18,19 was in Rabbinic tradition associated very 

definitely with Moses and his ascent of Mt. Sjnai. 

At first sight it would appear very probable that this 

interpretation has been carried over into Eph 4:8-10 

with the psalm citation being so closely linked with 

the Targurnic interpretation of Ps 68:18. It would 

seem almost necessary to argue that the whole point 

of the change from ~)..a,~€(; 06(.l0.'t0. ~v &.vep6nt~ to 

~&ooX€V 06(.10.'t0. 'tor, &.yep6ntoL~ is that the author 

wishes to cite this phrase according to its Rabbinic 

understanding, with the underlying inference being 

obvious: the Rabbinic authors attach this text to 
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their understanding of the ascent of Moses to obtain 

the Law; we attach the same text to our understand-

ing of Christ's ascent, not to Mt. Sinai, but to 

h3aven from where he will give not the Torah, but the 

New Torah, which is in fact the totality of gifts 

that are present in the Church! ·But the great 

weakness of this theory is that in the verses which 

the author inserts to clarify the meaning of the 

psalm citation there is no suggestion of the Moses 

theme. 207 The Targum, if it has any influence at all, 

influences only the actua.l text of the citation; it 

has no bearing at all on the theological statement 

being made. Exactly the same thing applies to Rom 

10: 6-8 where, a,s we have seen, the text is influenced 

by the sar.~ traditions that are present in PT to 

Deut 30:12-14 but, by means of a methodology almost 

identical to that USEd in Ep~ 4:8-10, a quite different 

theological concept is introduced'. The fact that 

both Rom 10:6-8 and Eph 4:8-10 contain OT citations 

which, at least textually, may owe their origin to 

Rabbinic traditions which are concerned with Moses, 

but which at the same time introduce interpretative 

comments which are not concerned with the Moses motif 

is good reason for suggesting that this motif was, 

although known by Christians, not in current vogue -

either in the church at Rome or amongst the recipients 

of the Epistle to the Ephesians. 
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Whereas then the Moses motif may well 

be present in the actual tradition which lies behind 

the citation of Ps 67:19 in Eph 4:8 the author IS own 

interpretative comment on the citation in vv. 9f 

forbids us from accepting that the motif was in any 

way in the authorls mind in a positive fashion. 

4.2 The Ascension and Pentecost 

The second hypothesis that we have noted 

is that Eph 4:8-10 is to be interpreted with the 

emphasis not on the ascension but on the I descent I 

which is in fact the descent of the Christ at Pentecost 

to bestow spiritual gifts on the Church. Thi~ theory 

is associated with G.B. Caird, B. Lindars and J.C. Kirby. 

Caird, as we noted, divided the evidence for this 

hypothesis into three divisions: textual, grammatical 

and liturgical. In our approach to the text we shall 

use these same divisions since they provide an apt 

point of departure not only for an examination of the 

views of these exegetes but also because they provide 

a very suitable starting point for our own exegesis 

of the text. 

Essential to this hypothesis is the theory 

that the I descent I post-dated the lascentl. Cairdls 

argument for this is based upon an understanding that 

~p~ov found in B1K1P and in the majority of Latin 
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MSS and inserted into X and C by correctors, is a 

gloss which erroneously interprets the text and 

secondly that ~, ~, is a geni ti ve of apposition. 

There can be no doubt that ~pm~OY is a gloss, but the 

fact that this gloss is found in B and is added to X 
and C would suggest that this gloss witnesses to an 

understanding of Eph 4:8-10 that was quite widespread 

in the Early Church. Certainly the author of John's 

Gospel knows only of a descent at the Incarnation 

which was followed after the resurrection by an ascent. 208 

In this Gospel the coming of the Spirit to the Church 

is never associated with xa.~a.f3a.C Y£L" • Luke never 

discusses an incarnation or descent of Jesus, though 

of course he does describe in detail the ascension event 

and the coming of the Spirit to the ChTIrch. This 

latter event is never described by 

it ever associated with Ps 67. 209 

xa.~CL[3aCY£lV nor is 

In view of this 

it is difficult to see how 1C~~OY' could have been 

an 'erroneous' gloss; all the indications are that 

it was an interpretative gloss. Indeed, to argue 

that it was an 'erroneous' gloss is to assume that 

the scribes who produced the MSS which contain the 

gloss were all aware of the tradition which presumed 

that the ascent preceded the descent - a tradition 

for which evidence is totally lacking in the NT. 

There is little or no agreement amongst grammarians 

about the identity of the genitive construction 
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Winer 210 identified the 

construction as a genitive of apposition. Accord

ing to Blass-Debrunner2ll the genitive is neither 

partitive nor appositive, but is to be interpreted 

as meaning 'the regions under the earth', i.e. a 

comparative genitive. Moulton2l2 is undecided, 

admitting that it may be partitive, appositive 

or comparative. Now iu is true that Ephesians does 

contain examples of the genitive construction which 

t b 1 d . t' 213 b t th' . mus e c asse as appcs1 1ves, u 1S 1n 

itself does not prove that 'to. xa.'tW't€pa. 'tiic; ~c; 

must be similarly interpreted, though this is in fact 

likely for the followi~g r~asons. Firstly, as Caird 

has himself pointed out, 214 since ~he powers that are 

conquered by Christ are a 

descent into either Hades or some other undefined 

underworld is otoise. Secondly, in the epistle 

215 
there is no threefold division of the cosmos; 

if there is any division envisaged then it is a two-

fold one as in 1:10: 

A less certain piece of evidence is provided by 

the text itself. Most Greek texts read 

• The UBS text (2nd edition) 

brackets fJ.€PTJ and so notes it to have dubious 

textual validity, although no evidence is provided 
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to support such a judgment. Mfp~ has the authority 

of X ABC DC K L P but is omitted by p 46 D* G: the 

versions and the Fathers are almost equally divided. 

The fact that ~€p~ is omitted by p 46 D* and G is 

in itself sufficient to justify the UBS judgment. 

If ~fpT\ is omitted it would seem likely that 't~, 

~, was intended to be understood as a genitive of 

apposition. Thus at this point Caird's grammatical 

judgement seems to be correct, though this alone is 

not sufficient evidence to SUbstantiate his claim 

that the descent refers to the Pentecost event. 

Before we turn to the liturgical evidence 

~le must cornrner:Jc on the aesension theme as argued for 

in Ephesians by Caird and its apparent similarity 

with the ascension theme in Acts. If Caird is correct 

then Ephesians and Acts stand theologically very close 

together at this point, being the only two NT docu-

ments to distinguish the ascension of Christ and the 

gift of the Spirit from the events of Easter. Caird 

argues that there is no common chronological tradition 

behind these works but that Acts, chaps 1,2 and 

Ephesians 4:7-11 are a Christian development of 

rabbinical teaching; as the Law was given on Sinai 

fifty days after the Exodus so was the Spirit given 

fifty days after the 'Exodus' which Jesus accomplished 

in Jerusalem, just as, according to the Rabbis, at 
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Sinai the Jews heard the words split into seven-ty 

216 tongues. But Caird's argument neglects two 

important points. Firstly, in the Early Churcn we 

have no evidence of Ps 67 being part of the tradition 

concerning the gift of the Spirit; the theory put 

fonvG.:Ca. DY LindG.:Cs Jche:t Ps 67 :19 in i-ts undeveloped 

form lies behind AcJes 2: 33 and 5: 31 we have aireaa.y 

Sr:O\vl1 to be untenable. Secondly, and even of more 

i;T,portance, is t:'1e fact that the ascension -theme in 

Acts 1-2 is not a unified theme. As "ve have seen in 

Chapter 1 there is a tradition in the , speech in Acts 

2: 14-36 \'Ir-.:.icll is very differel''J:t f:COiTl the -traci ~iOlJ. l~-: 

~:cesent form to Jewish 

already pointed ouJe I the tradition of the ascensio;.'1 

in Acts 2: 14-36 (which is a non-Lucan tradi tion) ~~no"'ls 

noJehing of an ascension or outpouring of the Spirit 

as events ,£ th ' . 217 
separa~e Lrom le resurreC~lon. The 

fact that the tradition in Eph 1:20-23 is related to 

Jehe tradition in Acts 2: 14-36 speaks decisively againsJc 

the argument advanced by caird. 

The liturgical argument accepted by 

Caird is referred to in more de·tail by J.C. Kirby. 

He shows that in the Jewish Liturgy the Psalms for 
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Pentecost were 29, 68 and the lessons ::::rom 'cr1e Torah 

were Genesis 14, Exodus 19-20 and Numbers 18 p Kirby 

arg"ues thaoc since in Ephesians 'direct 1 references to 

some of these passages are to be found it is likely 

t"hat "t}:ere is some clOSe relations}lip beoeween Ephesians 

T1-'~e argument that~ El:)hesia.l:s cOil~ains 

a 'direct' referenCe to Ps 29 is far from convincing. 

~le argument centres on -the aI)pearance of t:rle -t~ t.J..e 

in Eph 1:6. Our atte~-:tion is dra\-rn to 

'ehe c.ifference between the lVLT and LxX versions of 

P 29 -c 218 s .0. The difference may Well De, so We are 

told, becaUSe the LXX translators may have had 

',-)2snUrlJ.~ in -tJ:eir hebrel.~l -text: at t~~is point: for ;i':c1:ey 

t.ici ~0le I! 2:9 

simi:arity betWeen 

"-,.~e are giVen a Christian explanation of some of "t:~-~e 

-Ce:1 presumably I 6:2 

are quoted from Exod 19-20. But it should be no'eed 

"chat Eph L1:25 is an almost exact ci-cation of ZeC:-l 8:16 

and is not unlike Col 3:8f; and 4:26 is a citation 

froN Ps 4:4. vIe do not deny t:'1at a moral code, 

possibly based on "the Ten Cornrnandmen'es I was in 'ehe 

authors mind in Eph 4: 25-31, out the fact 'chat o"ther 
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Script~re lS cited in this passage: co~pled wit~ 

would indicate very strongly that the peri cope in 

question is to be described as the autho~s free 

composi tion, rather than to be -cInders-tood as .evidenc-

ing a liturgical background. 

There are no references to Gen 14 or 

NUIT~ers 18 in Ephesians, and the references to 

Ps 29 and Exod 19-20, far from being 'direct' are 

extremely doubtful. We are thus left with the 

cita~ion of Ps 67:19 and the one definite citation 

SU==lclen~ evidence to substantiate the liturgical 

connec~lon between ~pceslans and Pentecost. 

A closer examination of the evidence 

provided by Caire in support of his view has shmvn 

that it in fact will not substantiate the conclusion 

that he has drawn. Consideration of two of the three 

areas with which Caird is concerned: namely U1e tex-tual 

and liturgical, indicate results which cannot suppor'c 

the -[_hesis that the descen'c is subsequent to -the ascent. 

Indeed, the fact that 7CG~>:OV has every indication of 
I 

being a correct interpretative gloss and that 

appears -to be a g-eni ti ve of apposition v/ilen 

co~~~ed with the fact that the liturgical connection 

- ..- "': 
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between Ephesians cannot be substantiated is sufficient 

to convince us that the descent was prior to the ascent 

and that thus the 'even~ ~eferred to in Ephesians 

are incarnation and exaltation. 

4.3 The Gnostic Redeemer Hvth 

A "chird hypothesis that we have encountered 

argues that the ascension in Eph 4:8-10 is expressed 

in terms of the descent and ascent of the Gnostic 

Redeemer. This theory requires that it be established 

that t~le~e was a pre-Christian Gnos-ticisill, or at least 

-t~a·t tIl2 Gnos.1c.ic Redee:Tler My-tl~ was sufficieni::'y Q2velo~')ed 

taken over by the author of Ephesians. If trLi. s 

a~e technical terms for the ascent 

and descent of the Redeemer. If the basic require-

ment cannot be met_ satisfactorily but a-t the saine 

time it can be shown that and 

are used in Ephesians in their technical (Gnostic) 

sense -then we shall have to conclude that what we have 

in Eph 4:8-10 is an incipient, undeveloped, Gnosticism 

which "vas presumably to play its part in generating 

the fully fledged heretical system of the second and 

ensuing centuries. 
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We have already noted how Reit:ze:1s-;::eL1.,· 

Bousset and Bultmann all argued for the existence of a 

developed form of Gnosticism in the first century of 

the Christian era. This Gnosticism "vas, accordi:r-;.<;;- t:o 

these scholars present in the Pcim2ndres 1 , "vhich .. 

seen hovi both these asserc;::ior~s :'1ave beer: disl'Yclteo. by 

scholars. Our concer:1 here 

dating of Poimandres but with its con-tent, at leas-t 

as much of it as is concerned "Vii th, or speaks of, an. 

Ascent motif. 

of 

In Poimandres 24-26 there is an account 

aSCel1.-C of J.Vla~,,: vl~l.ich describes l:is 

feat:::.res of JC}-.L2 aCCOl:~-:"C are 

l!YO~Li 1"1a"'J8 ta\.:g~·::'c me ev<sr'S:7-c:.[1illg- I \0"iS~C~2dJ 

l-;'OUS; hu.-t tell me also l'lOW the asce:i-C: 
c,,\;6~o'J Jcakes pla.ce.. To tl1is 

Poimandres replied. First, at the dis-
solution of -the material body you surrender 
the body to change, and the form you have 
d- , e s ( 1-~' C ' c, " 'lsapp ar l~OU)-:C';) :..J.c:; 2V C'.)C~i\'Du~~ 

r;;CLi us.:;-..L:,~r;;o\~ r;ofD '01\;' ~(OV 7caoCLO: C~~)~ C"'~)'1:0 re8 
2:" IiAAO;~':7~'), :~,:~(: sT50~~' £ ... ~:2-

C~?C~/~~ V2~C~~ ) and you surrer:.der your 
character to -che demon as ineffectual. 
fuld the bodily senses return to their 
sources; -they become separaoce parts ano. 
are compounded again for effec-tiver:.ess. 
~illd passion and desire go into the 
irrational nature... (25) fu-.i.d so he -then 
gOes upl.vards (;~C~~ o:S~~~ ~ n.O~-;~~·; "'"-"w 
'through the :-Iarmony I and -co the first 



circle he gives the capacity to grow 
or to diminish, to the second ••• 
(26) And then, freed (stripped) of all 
the activities of the Harmony, he reaches 
the nature of the Ogdoad with his own 
power, and with those who are there he 
praises the Father. Those who are 
present rejoice together that this one 
has come, and becoming like those with 
him he hears also certain powers above 
the nature of the Ogdoad praising God 
with a sweet sound. And then in order 
they go up to the Father, change themselves 
into powers, and having become powers 
they come to be in God. (xa.t 't"6-re -rOl;e, 
&v€pxov-ra.~ ~p3, -r3v ~-r~pa, xat a.~-rot et~ 
Ov~~e~, e&v-ro~, ~apa6L66ruT~, xa.t ouv'~e~, 
yeV6/-LEVru ~v e~ y'Cvov-ra.~) 
This is the good end of those who have 
obtained knowledge, ( -totJ-ro f;(T'u -r8 
&ya8&v -r€~o, -rot~ yv~v~axnx6~~ ) 
to become God (eeooe~va.~ ) • What then 
are you waiting for? Will you not, as 
one who has received everything, become a 
guide to the worthy ( -ror, &1;CO~t; ) so 
that the human race may by means of you be 
saved by God? (01.& croti ,)~O eeotJ ow8'.l). 222 

As Colpe has noted,223 this is not the ascent of a 

Redeemer figure who is himself redeemed, but the ascent 

of Primal Mcm through various stages of being until, at 

the eighth sphere, he reaches perfection. It is only 

in this 'perfected' state that the Primal Man can enter 

. t G d d f' ddt' 224 Th' , f 1n 0 0 an so 1n re emp 1on. 1S 1S 0 course 

very near to the Gnostic doctrine that redemption is 

accomplished when the souls of men are collected and 

borne upward by the Redeemer who has become Man, but it 

cannot be described as Gnosticism proper because the 

Primal Man is not the Redeemer figure. In the final 

two chapters of Poimandres, although they form the 
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climax of the work with the divine call and comrnassion-

ing of the prophet, the 'Gnostic' theme goes out of 

focus. The prophet says of himself " k~ ol e~x.ap'~' 

xa.t E~>"Orfpo., ''to V 
J 1tCL't'£pCl> ". 'tli'lv ~}.oov " &'vtl.eev u?t' a.~'to11 

ou VO+Looe et, xo.t O&. oa:x.eet, 
.. .. 'tou ?ta;v'to, 't'T)V CP~Q1. v xa.t ~v 

J,!eyCO"'n')v efa.v, xa.t '~'(Jla.&. XllP~crn-av 'tor, &'v6pOntol., 't~ 'tfl' 

£~O"ef3f 1.0., xa.t YvWa-eoo, x6.>..>..o, II to which Dodd 

comments "Here we clearly have a first-hand document 

of the prophetic consciousness, which may fitly' be 

compared with the accounts given by Isaiah, Jeremiah, 

Ezekiel and other Hebrew prophets of their call" 225 

We may say then that the message of Poimandres, that the 

knowledge of God is the way to immortality and, conversely, 

that the love of the body and its pleasures lead to 

ignorance and de~th, is 'Gnostic'; but in that it does 

not contain the idea of a Redeemed Redeemer, which is the 

central feature of the Gnostic Redeemer 1-1.yth, it is not 

I Gnosticism '. Thus the case for" the existence of pre-

Christian Gnosticism, within the terms of our original 

definition, cannot be established using the Hermetic 

tract Poimandres. More particularly, even if we allow 

that either Poimandres or the traditions which it contains 

are earlier than Ephesians, the ascension as described 

in this document is not such that it could have provided 

a parallel which could have influenced the author of the 

epistle; in the epistle the ascension motif centres on 

the joint themes of triumph and the special proximity of 
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the ~ ~ R d '''' - 226 h ' ascenaea.e eemer t:o \..:rod w ereas In ?oimandres 

the emphasis is on the journey of Man throug}1 the 

seven heavens and on his consequent: 'entry' into God 

by which redemption is achieved. ?oirnandres is not 

the only documenJc 'chaJc contains an account of a:'1 

ascension or heavenly journey; similar accounts can De 

found, for example, in Enoch (Slavic and Ethioj,:>::"c) ; 

the Ascension of Isaiah; Babylonian 'J:'almud: 

Chagiga 14:10ff; ~estament of Levi and the Ascension 

+= M 227 0-,- ~oses. 

We have already discussed the ~ , 
c:., :.;:.:~;:<::.. v ~.:: '". ') 

terminology at some length and have 

co::cluded -that I since bo-tll termino::;"ogy ana ",,-:'o-t::""': s 'Jers 

- ~ . 
:J ~u.c..al SEll the terms as far E..S 

- .. 
,-v C .. 2 :=:c.:-~_:,-

ascent: to the heavenly plaCES 

the co!"nple-'cion of 1-1is 

in the LXX t,:..ic.pc.: vs~ v has as its primary meaning t::~le 

movement from a lower to a higher level but. our con-

tention is that in the texts cited above what is implied 

is not a physical movement simpliciter but an 'ascent' 

",·"hicn takes place in the post-physicaL or exal-::ed state. 

Tobi'c 12:20-22 and i..uke 24:50-53 and if i-t could be con-

- r r 
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c11.:.si vely shown that °che iatte::::- °cext: idas in. an.y way 

dependen.t on, or snmtls evidence of the forme::::- t:ext, 

then. o~r contention is con.siderably strengthened. 

We acknowledge that this particular use of ,2:,vCPGC>2~'; 

in these LXX tex-ts does not p::::-ove our argument: L:~lat -t1-::::"s 

has ::.. 'cs so-c.rce 

as a termin~s technicus in Jewish tradition, b~~ we 

believe, is the first stage towards such a proof. For 

us the decisive s~age of the argument :::"s the fact that 

in cche Pa-c.line Corpus tlle only places where "che cOl'Clplete 

t:8xts Rom 10:6-8 and Eph 4:8-10, booth of which a::::-e no';: 

o~ly based on OT citations, but at the same time offer 

t:vpical Jewish exegeses of these cit:ations. 

~2~ieve is s1.:.ffici8nt: to show that 

2.5 a 

,- '..- ." , ...... - - - r-..-., '- __ c...,,--,,- _ ~_\...I __ 

Go" 

source in a 'Gnostic' t:radition. 

The ability to prove t:hat the motif has a 

Je"\vish background and the in.abili-ty Jco show an.y Gnostic, 

background exis·ts for the motif I coupled wi'c~l cc[-"e over-

't,-helming vJeighCc of evidence against a pre-Cilristian 

GnosticisL'l must make us conclude that 

'chcori.cs or hypot:hc:sc:s concc:::::-ningthe ascc:n.S.l.0C cI1cme 
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in Eph 4:8~10, that of an interpretation in light of 

the Gnostic RedeeI:1er Myth, is no-t prove:-:. 

4.4 ~he Victorious Kina 

This theory, the last of the four that 

we }l.ave pu-t forward as possible keys to the inc:er:;,.::)re-;:2:tiorl 

of the ascension theme in Eph 4:8-10, is, 

sight: I supported by very Ii tJcle evidence. 

believe indicate that this interpreta~ion is the correc~ 

one for -the ascension theille tl1.lS pericope l ar:.d. i-t 

lS ~c~iese strands of evidence thaJc we shall nmv exaf;,.i:i.l.e 

in more detail. 

('- <-? 
OJ .. 

that t~e act.hor of Ept.:.esians 112.s tIle pS2.1In l~.<. ml:'-~G. 

but when it is coupled "vi th an interpretation of ?s '--" f v, 

VJ"hich sees Jche psalm as essentially a hymn w1c.-.licr-" descriDes 

God as -t~l.e conqueror who l"1as redee~Tled Israel from ca:;.::)-

-ci vi ty and at the same Jcime shared with them the gains 

..c t" . . t 229 O.L nlS VlC ory, i Jc assumes a position of SO;--'le 

imporJcance in Jcr-.:.e final interpretation of the perico:;?2_ 

It rne aI1S I in fact tha-t Epl'1 4:8-10 :rmls-t nOv1 b2 in"Cerp-

reted in the ligh-t of not merely the actual psalm 
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ci-;:atioD in 4:8, bl.l~ iIl ·'--'---a 
L..J....LC ':"ig-lJ.t of a total -unC.er-

s':canding of -che psalm vlhich must of necessity. i~cluc5.e 

the Sitz-im-Leben of the psalm. Thi sin .:c llr l-: r: .. 2 c. ~l S 

~cnat Eph 4 :8-10 must be reae. not only pres-ccpposing a 

prior combat and victory, but also some cele~ratioD of 

this victory. In the actual pericope 4:8-10 t~ere is 

no-ching that enables us to iden-tify ei ther cOlTl~at I 

victory or celebration of victory except -cnlS reference 

to Cnrist. as t.l1e ODe '.",-ho " 
" ':,J • 011- -

c:;~;5 __ .,:; z'.;.~ -0\:0'::; ..L J..I,.'C 

explici'c subject of the peri cope is I Cl"1ri st I ; -t:18 

implicit subject is the 'king'; therefore the ideDti-

ficatioD is being made between Christ and king. This 

being the case the reader is reminded of Sph 1:20-23 

- - . 
2~:._-.:.e.3=-c..:_s .. 

:.. s cOlJ.ce2:"'~ed '" It ~s as king -;:~a-c Christ 

aDe. equally ~-c is as kiDg tnat Cnrist 

ana, I"u.creOVer I 

and consequently has 
C , 
,/iCO 

ID o-cher -words it is the in'cerpretation of 

:S~:Jn 4-: 9 in light of Ps 67 as a vlhole tha'c enables -ccs 

-co sho\",- that the same t:heology is being expressed in 

~th Eph 1:20-23 and 4;8-10. 
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The second piece o~ evidence is concer~eG 

\vi th the in-terpretatio:;]. of Col 2: 15 G 

expresses the s~ue theological sentiment as Eph 0:8-~O 

has already been argued for by 
_ 230 

BU-L trllann i.tJl-:O recog-nis2s 

that in both °chese -texts -the point being inade is dla-t 

Christ:" s ascent to heaven is simul-taneo1.:.sly -the acOc of 

subjugating the demonic "IlOrld-rulers. We have alreacy 

lC -ter:ns of the Gnos-cic Redeemer .i.VIyth, bu-t at. this poinoc 

we ~elieve that Bultman:;]. is correct in arguing t~at 

Co~ 
~ -,-
/ 0 "' -"'-...,.} 

t~is lice of reasoning. 

- -' . 
c.~_Ci. C2 ~ '::: .J~-- 2.',~ ~():~ '<? 

as we have in-terpreted vIe need not suppose ~l.ere 

-t~;.at the recipienocs o~ Ephesians knevl Colossiar:.s;: 

abili ty to recognise that Ps 67 was in tr-le mind. of tjle 

a-u.thor J or to put it. another way, was part 

i!:lportan-t part at that of the theological tradition 

upon -\llhic~l. the author of -the epis-tle draws I was SU:L-

ficient for theill to interpre-t or understand. Eph 4:8-10 

as intended. by the author. Our arg-tllnent is -crla-~ DSCa-c.s2 

language and t~'1eo'::"ogy reflects JC~le S2me theolog-ical 
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-tradi tion as found in Eph 1: 20-23, ','Ie have good reaSOtl 

for saying -tha-t bo-tn Eph 1;20-23 and 4:8-10 ma;-\:.E -Cr-ie 

samE thEological point: both texts express CelIe 

ascension in terms of victorious Kingship_ 

derr.onstrate sane "CO De ~crl:e --,-
u~ 

~:8-~0, we havE no reason to believe it to be ot~erwise. 

The final strand of evidence concerns boL~ 

the content and context of the psalm citaLion of 4:5. 

One of the difficulties in interpreting the psa~~ 

t~e first part of the citation 

,"- ," -- ..... , 
."" ",./'-' .... 

given . .c-,-
gll..l.S to hi s Cl'1urch I and consequently the secc_~~. 

half 0= the citatio~ 

One must therefore ask \iil-:.y ~tr:e 2:t..:tnor 

chose deliberaCcely to include -(::he ,;lhole c:' -cation, ,t-'c.,L-

ticularly in lignt of the fact that it 
. ,~, .-
lS -CDlS Seerrt:Lng·...:...y 

unnecessary firsce pa:ct of jche cijeation vlhich forCeS -the 

autho:c:- t:o include a COiTlJ.llent \~Thich is designed to cJ..2.r:'fy 

its interpretation. 

t.he aut~~or i s rnir1d 2~e -t-wo ideas I firs-tly; .!CD2.-t C~-.. '::~ 31: 

is enjehroDed at God's r:'ght nana, and therefore r'LlUs-t 
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be eXer 2i sing autr-lori ty in -che entire cosrnos as ~Gn9· J 

, 
and secondly, that it is a king's prerogative to giVe 

gifts. The au.thor sees "c[-;:ese ~cwo iceas mace eX:)~:'Cl·,::: 

in the citation of ?s 67:19 and as both ideas are, as 

:car as C~t-:rist I s ~ingship was concerned, 

citing the entire verse from the psalm. 

quite .:: - ....... -- ~-'->-J..J.l..C..L-

'='~~i S 1"12 6.oe s 

very easily, because t~'1e first p·hrase of ~che ci ta'tion 

expresses a theology tnat ~J.e has previOl:s1y himself 

expressed in other terms, and making use of o"c:'-£r 
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I J • Cambier, liLa Signification Christologique 
D'Ephesiens IV 7-10", NTS 9 (1962-63); p.263. 

3 pp. 115-22. 

5The variants to Ps 67:19 in the critical editions of 
the LXX do not affect the important words ~Q~£5 
S6f.1a.'ta. iv' - 6.vepW?t~ • The readings of Bo, Sa 
4a R(s), noted only by 8eptuaginta Soc. Scient. 
Gottingensis, auctoritate edidit A. Rahlfs, X. 
Psalmi cum odis, Gattingen: 1931 are almost certainly 
influenced by Eph 4:S. 

6The text of the London Polyglot, quoted by 
M. McNamara, The NT an0 the Palestinian ~argum to the 
Pentateuch, Rome: 1966; p.70. Tr.~ same interpre
tation ('gave' instead of 'receiveC') i3 also fcund 
in the Peshitta. 

7The final redaction of the Targum is probably to 
be dated in the 4th or 5th century h.D. But this 
late date .does affect of course the age of the 
traditions that it might contain. For the argument 
that the Targum to the Psalms is,. 2:t least in part, 
very ancient and contains references that are 
probably pre-G1ristian, cf McNamara, OPe cit. p.Sl; 
B.J. Roberts, The Old ~estament Text and Versions, 
Cardiff: 1951; p.209. 

SFor a more detailed discussion of the use made of 
Ps 67:19 in the first 200 years or so of the Christian 
era see below pp. 354f and 363-66 with particular 
reference to Tertullian. 

9Dial 39; S7. For a further discussion of these 
texts see below pp. 

10Cf J. Srnit Sibinga, The OT Text of Justin Martyr, 
Leiden: 1963; especially pp.13-16, 149; P. Prigent, 
Justin et L'Ancien Testament, Paris: 1964; especially 
pp.10-1S. 
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llLindars, OPt cit. p.52, commenting on the relation~ 
ship between Eph 4:8 and the Targum to the Psalm text 
believes that "it is much more likely that we have here 
a real case of coincidence rather than actual 
dependence". 

12H•J • Thackeray, The Relation of Paul to Contemporary 
Jewish Thought, London: 1900; p.182, suggests that 
flpSll may have existed in the basic underlying MT 
tekt instead of .r Cl e S . But it is not likely, even 
if this variant existed , that it would yield ~&cX€V 
in the Greek text and ,~fl ~ n) in the Targums. 

13E • E • Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament, London: 
1957; p.144, argues that it is "more probable" that 
~&wX€V represents an interpretation of fl pj than 
the existence of a variant Hebrew tradition such as bpn 

14This would not be so of course if the author of 
Ephesians knew the psalm text as part of a collection 
of proof texts. The argument for the existence of 
such a collection of texts has gained new impetus 
since the discovery of relatively brief collections 
of Testimonia at Qumran (4Q Test; cf 4Q Flor). 
Even if the existence of such a collection is admitted , 
we believe that it was not used by the author of the 
epistle. Our argument for this is as follows: 
(I) The non-use of Introductory Formulae in the epistle. 
Presumably the author would want his readers to know 
that his use of OT citations was in line with the 
rest of the early Church, and his proceedure for 
establishing such a point would surely be his use of 
OT formulae complete with Introductory Formulae and 
so suggesting a previously established authentication 
for his choice of OT text. But as the author seldom 
makes use of Introductory Formulae this would not 
appear to be the case. (On the use and non-use of 
Introductory Formulae in the epistle see below pp.111-15. 
(2) Ps 67:19. The fact that this citation is used 
with an Introductory Formula may suggest, in light of 
the above, that it did in fact come from a Testimonia 
collection, but the fact that this is the only definite 
occurence of this particular citation in the NT and, 
furthermore, when it is used the author finds it 
necessary to add his own interpretive comment, count 
against any such suggestion that the author was using 
a collection of proof-texts. 

A brief survey of the material both prior and 
subsequent to J.R. Harris, Testimonies, (2 vols.), 
Cambridge: 1916, can be found in D. Moody Smith, 
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"The Use of the Old Testament in the New lI in 
The Use of the Old Testament in the New and Other 
Essays, (Studies in Honor of W.F. Stinespring), ed. 
J.M. Efird, Durham, N.C.: 1972; pp. 25-30. 

15J • Bonsirven, L'Exeg~se rabbinigue et L'Exeg~se 
paulinienne, Paris: 1939; p.308. 

l60p• cit. p.309. 

l7This is noted by Ellis, Use of the OT, p.16, n.3, 
who further comments: liThe fact that Paul's 
interpretation is found in the Syriac and the Targum 
shows that it is not merely arbitry; it may point 
rather to his close acquaintance with the Aramaic and/ 
or Hebrew ll • 

l8ACCordl"ng t B L" d "t 52 th o • ln ars, op. Cl ., p. , e 
citation in Eph 4:8 is llmost probably a case of 
Midrash pesher". The use of this term has been 
severely criticised by M. Black, liThe Christological 
Use of the Old Testament in the New Testament ll , NTS 18 
(1971-72), pp. 1-14, who comments (p.l) with par=--
ticular re:terence to Qumran, IImidrash-pesher is a 
!IlOdern invention probably best forgotten". 

190p• cit.) pp. 51-56; cf also J. D'lpont, IIAscension 
du Christ et don de l'Esprit d'apr~s Actes 2:33 11 

in Christ and Spirit in the New Testament (Festschrift for 
C.F.D. Moule), ed. B. Lindars and S.S. Smalley, 
Cambridge: 1973; pp. 219-27; G. Kretschmar, 
"Himmelfahrt und Pfingsten II, ZKG66 (1954-55), pp. 209-53; 
H.J. Cadbury, "The Speeches in Acts" in The Beginnings 
of Christianity, I, ed. F.F. Jackson and K. Lake, 
London: 1933; pp. 402-27, especially pp. 408f. 

20~O~p~.~C~i~t. pp. 53f. 

2l~ne tradition could originate with Luke himself, 
al though the use of the hapax legomenon ~?t€pt)1jr6w 
in Phil 2: 9 where 't-" &€l;r.~ 'toU oeoU is surely at 
least implied, does, in our view, count against this. 
Even if Luke is the author we can still ask whether 
or not an OT text lies behind the formulation. 

2200• "t 44 -=_;.c:.!!:.--;C::::.;l=-=.. p. • 
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23Lindars does not elaborate on how this phrase does in 
fact confirm his theory. 

24 Cf, for example, l~ 12:36 and pars.~ Heb 1:13. For 
a listing of the NT citations of Ps 109:1 and the var
ied traditions associated with this text cf chpt.l, 
n.26. 

25It is possible that Acts 2:29ff is a polemic against 
a son of David messianology. This fits well with 
E. Schweizer's categorisation of Acts 2:33b, 36; 
as being the 'reply to the problem posed by the 
misunderstanding' (that the Messiah must be a son of 
David) • Cf Schweizer, i' Speeches '\, p.208. 

26The Epistles to the Ephesians, Westminster: 1929; p.ll. 

27Th , . b' 1 . t t . t . f 1S POSS1 1 1 Y assumes a grea er 1mpor ance 1 we 
accept with Dodd, Scriptures, pp. 28ff that thG 
early Christian interpretation of scripture is not 
atomistic but instead the citing of certain texts 
functioned as a pointeL to the whole context. A 
differing view of christian interp~etation of scripture 
is put forward by Doeve, op.cit., Pp. 91ff who argues 
that in the first century the understanding of the 
context of any scriptural citation is the whole body 
of scripture. It would seem to us that Doeve is 
possibly correct when the scriptural citation is being 
used as a testimonium, that is, scripture being used 
as a witness to the validity of an event, but we 
accept Dodd's argument when, on the other hand, the 
scripture is being used as a midra3h, thct is, the 
event in question being used to provide the key to 
understanding the scriptural citation. For this 
distinction between Testimonia texts and midrash 
texts cf E.E. Ellis, IIMidrashic Features in the 
Speeches in Actsll in Melanaes Beda Rigaux, ed. 
A. Descamps and R.P.A. de Halleux, Gembloux: 1970. 

28In the Synoptics and Acts xo/toc.xfoo signifies 
'living in (a place) " e.g. Mk 4:13; Lk 13:4; 
Acts 1:19,29. In the Pauline corpus the word does 
not signify the material concept of house, horne or 
city but is used to describe the way in which God 
'lives' in Christ (Col 1:19, 2:9) and Christ in the 
believer (Eph 3:17~ cf 2:22). This use is certainly 
much nearer - and so could possibly derive from - the 
use of the verb in Ps 67:17, although it must be 
admitted that since the language of the psalm is 
anthropomorphic the verb may be used in this instance 
in a way that does not differ radically from that of 
the Synoptics and Acts. For our discussion of the 
use of xottol.xfoo in Eph 3:16 see below pp.209f. 
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29J • C• Kirby, Ephesians: Baptism and Pentecost, 
Montreal: 1972; p.146, notes the same affinity 
between Eph 2:22 and Ps 67:17. He further notes a 
possible similarity between 'tot'e:; l)~olS ~"'e:; &''Jt£l.eeCa.t; 
(Eph 2:2) and the continuation of the verse of the 
psalm which is actually cited in the epistle: yap 
~'Jtel.eo~V~et; ~o~ xa~aaxn~l.. 

30The same idea is also expressed in 1 QS 8: lilt 
shall be that tried wall, that precious corner stone, 
whose foundations shall neither rock nor sway in their 
place. It shall be a Most Holy.Dwelling for Aaron 
(Translation taken from Vermes, Scrolls ,p.85). 

3lThis is particularly so with respect to Eph 6:10 
and the psalm texts. Eph 3:16 is set in the context 
,~f the prayer that the inner life might be strengthened; 
6:10 and the psalm texts are set in the context not of 
prayer but of the response of man set in the midst of 
his enemies, both physical and spiritual. 

32The description of God's people as God's inheritance 
is in fact much more explicit in 1:11 : ~v ~ xa.t 
!x}.. npWeTlLe lI. 

33But cf Deut 9:29 : xa.t T 
C')~o" 

34Eph 5:19 is reproduced in (or from) Col 3:16£. 
Cf C.L. Mitton, Ope cit.,p.253. 

35This formula is surely traditional, being part of the 
larger formul::l d}..o"'("TJ'tot; 0 eeOt; xa.t ?\(J.~fi? ~o~ 
~lI !-rICTOl) Xp(,~o~, ~ - as found in 1 Peter 1 :3; 
2 Cor 1:3. 

36we reject the similarity supposed by Lock to exist 
between Eph 1:18 and Ps 67:10. 

37If the Targum does present us with the source of the 
version of the psalm as cited in the epistle then it is 
at least possible that we should understand the ascension 
in terms of the ascent of Christ the 'new' Moses, the 
argument being that the use of the Targumic version of 
the psalm implies that the Targumic application of 
the psalm to Moses ought to be accepted and understood 
as being in the mind of the author of the epistle. 
If Ps 67:19 does provide the source of both Acts 2:33 
and 5:31 then a second theory, based on the association 
of the psalm-verse with the Pentecost tradition, can be 
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adduced, namely that in Eph 4:8 the ascension is the 
immediate and necessary precursor to the giving of 
the Spirit. A third theory for the interpretation of 
the ascension can be derived from the arguments of Lock 
that we have already cited. This interpretation is 
based on the understanding that the author of the 
epistle had the entire psalm in mind when writing 
the epistle and would thus see the ascension in terms 
of the victorious kingship of Christ. The fourth and 
last theory depends upon the existence of a pre
Christian 'gnostic' redeemer myth which, so it can be 
argued,must underlie the author's use of the psalm 
text and his interpretative comment in vv. 9f. 

38 
W.O.E. Oesterley,The Psalms, London: 1939; p.320. 

The same author further notes that "it is obviously 
impossible to date a compilation like this. Parts 
may be very ancient; the 'Song of Deborah' is one 
of the sources. On the other hand, there are 
indications (mainly philogical) of a very late period, 
and the psalm, in its present form, must be assigned 
to the latest age permitted by the general history of 
the Psalter". (p.321). For a very brief summary of 
the various attempts to date the psalm, cf P. Drijvers, 
The Psalms: Their Structure and Mea!1ing, London: 1965; 
pp. 224f. A comprehenaive survey of the problems 
associated with this psal~ is provided by W.F. Albright, 

IIA Catalogue of Early Hebrew Lyric Poems (Psalm LXVIII)", 
HUCA 23 (1950-51), pp. 1-39. A shorter survey is 
that of S. Iwry, "Notes on Psalm 68", JBL 71 (1952), 
pp. 161-5. 

39A sirnila~ solution is offered by G.W. Anderson, 
IIPsalms", in Peake's Cornmentarv on the Bible, ed. 
M. Black and H.H. Rowley, London: 1962; p.426, when he 
writes: "many features point to the autumn festival 
and the celebration of Yahweh's kingship as the 
appropriate setting". Similarly A.R. Johnson, 
Sacral Kingship in Ancient Israel, Cardiff: 1967; 
pp. 63-76, l2lf, who argues that Ps 68 (along with 
Pss 24, 47, 110) had their Sitz im Leben in the 
Enthronement Festival. 

40The 'victory' motif is particularly explicit in 
vv. 1-3, 6-8, 11-13, 17-21, 28-31, 32-35. The 
'sharing'motif is particularly evident in vv. 6, 9f, 
28-31. On the grounds that the later motif is found 
in fewer verses and is less explicit (cf vv. 28-31) 
we judge this motif to be secondary and consequently 
the 'victory' motif to be primary. 
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4lThis probably refers to Mount Sinai rather than 
Mount Zion. The mention in v.17 of Sinai and the 
mention of l]") ')., i \) , a probable reference 
to Pharoah and the Egyptians who attempted to stop 
Moses and the Israelites leaving Egypt (Exod 13:15), 
suggests that the events described here are intended 
to be interpreted as pre-Exodus. On this cf M. Dahood, 
Psalms, II, New York: 1965; pp. 137, 143. 

42Cf Ps 47:6-8. 

43Str_B III, p.596, sumrnarises the evidence of rabbinic 
literature on Ps 68:19 (= MT) as follows: <I Die 

altrabbinische Literatur hat Ps 68:19 durchg~ngig auf 
Moses gedeutet, wie er zu Hahe emporstieg, urn die 
Tora in Emfang zu nehmen.Unter den betreffenden 
Stellen findet sich eine, die die Worte: 'du hast 
Gaben empfangen' genau so wie der Apostel deutet = 
'du hast Gaben gegeben', zwei andre Stellen erkl~ren 
die Worte: 'du hast Gaben unter den Menschen 
empfangen', n~mlich urn sie den Menschen zu geben, sie 
kornmen also dem Sinne nach ebenfalls auf die Umdeutung 
beim Apostel hinaus". 

~4Translations taken from the Soncino edition of 
Midrash RRbba, III, London: 1938; pp. 331f. The 
phrases underlined (= Scripture citations) correspond 
to those italicised in the Soncino edition. 

45The Jews understood that the Torah was given to them 
for the sake of Abraham. Ex Rabba 28:1 adds lilt is 
only for the sake of Abraham that 'the Torah is given 
to you, as it says, 'Thou hast received'gifts among 
men' (be-adam). The word 'adam' in this verse refers 
to Abraham". On this cf Ex Rabba 28:1 n.5, where 
the editor offers the explanation "This verse being 
rendered: thou hast received gifts for the sake of 
adam-Abraham II • 

46Cited by S.L. Edgar, "New Testament and Rabbinic 
Messianic Interpretations", NTS 5 (1958-59), p.50 n.l. 

47J • Bonsirven, Ope cit.,pp. 307f. 

48Cf 37 bo n. ave. 

49For an examination of the theory of Christ as the 
New Moses, cf T.F. Glasson, Moses in the Fourth Gospel, 
London: 1963. 
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50 llThe Descent of Christ in Ephesians 4:7-11", 
TU 87 (1964), pp. 535-45. Caird acknowledges his 
debt to T .K. Abbott, Ope ci t.

1 
pp. 114f. 

Slop. ci t. 1 p. 537. 

520n the Gnostic Redeemer Myth see below pp. 140-155. 

53Found in B and the majority of Latin MSS, including 
the Vulgate; it was inserted into j by a corrector. 
It is absent from p46, A,C, (although supplied by a 
later corrector), D,G and from quotations in 
Irenaeus, Tertullian and Origen. 

54Caird neither proves nor even argues that ~~ov 
is an erroneous gloss; he simply seems to accept it as 
such. Cf Ope ci t.1 p. 538. 

5 5..;;.O-",p..::.. --=c=i..;:;;t ... p. 539. 

5 6..;;.O-",p..::..--=c=i~t., p. 541. 

570p • cit.,pp. 55f. For our treatment of Lindars' 
argument, see above pp. 96-99. 

58 11R • Jonathan said 'What is meant by this verse 
(Ps 68:11) liThe Lord gives the wordj they that 
publish the glad tidings are a great host?" Every 
single wore that went forth from the Omnipotent was 
split up into seventy tongues' II " (b. Shab 88b). 
Caird comments: "It is not to be understood that 
behind these two writings [Acts and Ephesians] there 
is a common, reliable tradition of chronology. The 
first two chapters of Acts are no less a development 
of Rabbinic teaching than Ephesians 4:7-11", Ope cit., 
p. 543. 

59Caird is followed by R.P. Martin, "Ephesians", 
in The New Bible Commentary Revised, London: 1970; 
pp. 1115f and J.L. BOulden, Paul's Letters from 
Prison, Harmondsworth: 1970j pp. 309-12. 

60 See below pp. 134-40, 155-62. 
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61There is also another possibility, namely that of 
L. Cerfaux, Christ in the Theology of St. Paul, 
London: 1959; p.408. He writes: IIA text from 
Ps 67:19 also gives rise to a christological develop
ment. • •• The words of the Psalm are taken up in a 
great christological context. Paul sees in them, it 
seems, a parallel to the song of the servant and also 
an outline for the life of Christ~ We do not believe 
that this theory merits a detailed consideration for 
the following reasons: (i) The citation of the psalm 
text is not set in the context of suffering, as one 
would expect if the psalm was to be interpreted in 
this fashion; cf 1 Peter 2:21-25. (ii) The content 
of Ps 67 in no way parallels or approaches the content 
of any of the four 'Servant Songs' of Deutro-Isaiah. 
(iii) Cerfaux's theory is given without sufficient 
evidence to allow us to make a detailed examination of 
his theory; no indication is given to which of the 
'Servant Songs' the psalm citation is supposed to be 
parallel. 

62The thesis that Ephesians is related to the christian 
observance of Pentecost is put forwurd an~ supported 
in some detail by J.C. Kirby, OPe c~t. 

63Heb 3:7-11 = Ps 94:7-11; Heb 10:5-7 = Ps 39:7-9 
James 4:6 = Prov 3:34; Eph 4:8 = Ps 67:19. 

64Eph 5:14 is presumably a citation from an early 
Christian hymn. On this text and this probability cf 
the commentaries already cited and especially 
C.F.D. Moule, The Birth of the New Testament, London: 
1962; pp.24f; A. Wlosok,Laktanz und die philosophische 
Gnosis, Heidelberg : 19607 pp.159-64. An interesting 
suggestion is made by McNamara, op.cit., p.81 n.28 
when he writes that lIit is quite possible that 4:8 is 
also a portion of an early hymn, rather than a direct 
citation from, or a reference to, Ps 68:19. Both 4:8 
and 5:14 may have formed part of the same hymnll. 
For our treatment of 5:14, including an examination and 
rejection of McNamara's suggestion see below pp. 114f. 

65In Heb 3:7 and 10:5 subjects are supplied. No sub~ 
ject is supplied in James 4:6, but the -n ypa.cpt) } ).£ye~) 
of the preceding verse obviously intends that ~ 
ypa.cpf) is to be understood in 4:6. ).tye, without a 
subject is also found in Introductory Formulae at 
Rom 9:5, 10:21, 15:10; Gal 3:16. 

66 Cf 1:20,22, 2:17, 4:8,25, 5:3, 6:2f,14f,17. 
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67A s, 
y4p' 

for example, in 1 Cor 6:16 (=Gen 2:24) 
4lT)CJ"CV ,ot 060 et, ad.pxa. ~Ca.\I. 

68 
Eg. Rom 9:15,17, 10:19f. Inaddition A~S' is surely 

intended as parallel to yfYflla:Jt'tat. in Rom 15 :9f ~ cf also 
Rom 11: 2 !v '>frA(a. 't' A&yS&. T) ypa.cp-?}. 

" 
69So Thackeray, op.cit., p.24S. 

70Cf A. Edersheim, The Life and Times of Jesus the Messiah, 
II, London: lSS9~ pp.710ff; B.M. Metzger, liThe Formulas 
Introducing Quotations of Scripture in the New Testament 
and the Mishnahll, JBL 70 (1951), pp.297-307. 

7lThe same however cannot be said for the citation in 
5:14 introduced by the same formula: liOn ~ cherche en 

vaind'ou elle pouvait provenir. Nous pouvons supposer, 
~omme Ie faisait deja Theoderet, que nous avons affaire 
a un petit fragment de quelque cantique chretien. 
La formule d' ~ntroduction aura, paral t cOlJv~nir a un texte 
connu dans l'Eglise ll

; so S.C. Masson, L'Epitre De Saint 
Paul Aux Ephesiens, Paris: 1953: pp.20Sf. 

72The obvious exception being 6:2 where the author 
uSeS the 5th Commandment as the basis for a cate~hetical 
ho:nily. 

73 lYs&.ps , lJ xa.6fuOoov (5 :14) is to be interpreted as 
'Awake 0 sleeper from the sleep of death'. On this cf 
B. Noack, "Das Zitat in Ephes 5:14", StudTheol 5 (1952), 
pp.63f. Kuhn, op.cit., pp.120f is probably correct in 
asserting that Eph 5:14 is part of a baptismal hymn • 
It has been argued that 5:14 is a Christian bapt~smal hymn 
based upon an Eleusinian Song, as, for example, by 

J. Leipoldt, "Darstellungen von Mysterientaufen", 
Angelos 1 (1925), pp.46f, but that this is not so 
cf G. Wagner, Pauline Baptism a~d the Pagan Mys 7 eries, 
Edinburgh: 1967; pp.74f. 

74Ellis, Use of the OT, pp.34-7, cites such texts as 
1 Cor 2:9, l5:45b; Eph 4:S, 5:14; 1 Tim 5:lSb as 
possible evidence that sayings of Jesus or of 
Christian prophets were cited with Introductory Formulae 
because these traditions were regarded as having the same 
ultimate authority as scripture; cf 2 Peter 3:16 which 
seems to equate Pauline writings with scripture. We 
have already argued that the citation in Eph 4:S was 
seen by the author of the epistle as a legitimate use 
of scripture and, without wishing to either agree or 



disagree with Ellis' treatment of other ~exts cited, 
we would see this argument as being in a large measure 
complementary to our own. 

75Cf n.64 above. 

76 So F.F. Bruce, The Epistle to the Ephesians, London: 
1961; p.l08. 

77Cf the similarities in language between Lk 22-24 
and Eph 5:14. 

78Cf Is 26:19, 51:17, 52~·1, 60:1; Mal 4:2. 

79Th " " f f 1S 1S a greater requency 0 occurrence than in any 
other 'Pauline' epistle. The verb occurs more often 
only in 1 and 2 Corinthians (15 and 13 times repectively). 
The other occurrences are Romans 9 times;Galatians 6; 
1 Thessalonians 2; 2 Thessalonians 4; 1 Timothy 3; 
2 Timothy 6; Titus 1. The verb does not occur at all 
in either Colossians or Philippians. In Ephesians the 
verb occurs at 1:17,22, 3:2,7,8,16, 4:7,8,11,27,29, 6:19. 

8e 3: 2, 7 , 8, 4: 7 , 29. 

81 2 : 8 • 

823 : 7 , 4:7. 

83 4:8. &6~~a is also intended· to be understood in 
4:11; here the author in using ~&oxev in preference to 
any other verb is intending quite clearly a reference 
back to ~&oxev OOl-la~Oi ~ot', ~Ve~Of.' of 4:8. That 
this is so is also shown by 1 Cor 12:28 where the same 
idea, the giving of gifts to the Church, is expressed 
by ~ae~o Both verses either cite a cornmon tradition 
or, possibly, give evidence for the dependence of 
Ephesians on 1 Corinthians at this point. In either 
case we can state with a fair degree of certainty that 
in 4:11 ~OwX€V is used in preference to ~a€~O because 
of the influence of the same word in both 4:8 and 1:22. 

84Mt 2:11, 5:23,24(twice), 8:4,. 15:5, 23:18,19. 

85 Reb 5:1, 8:4, 9:9, 11:4. 

86H ~... " 1 t t" 1 d" t "1 f S h " ere vwpov 1S amos cer a1n y e 1 or1a ; c c we1zer, 
Mark, 10c.cit. 
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87 Rev 11:10. It also has this meaning in Mt 2:11 
though it is likely that the author meant much more than 
merely gift, inasmuch as the gifts of gold, frankincense 
and myrrh were offered in the context of the wise men 
worshipping Jesus. 

88Lk 21:1,4. 

89Mt 5:23f, 8:4, 15:5, 23:8f; Mk 7:11 (=Mt 15:5); Heb 5:1, 
8:4, 9:9, 11:10. 

90 't 51 Abbott,Op.Cl ., p. • 

91 Cf Cher 8:4; Leg A11eg 111,196. 

92 Acts 2:38, 8:20, 10:45, 11:17. 

Q3 
- Rom 5:15,17; 2 Cor 9:15; Eph 3:7, 4:7. 

94J .D.G.Dunn, "A Note on OoopecS. ", ET 81 (1969-70), pp.349-51, 
argues -that n Swpea. ,;:)~ eeo~ was well-known in -che early 
Church as a s'tandard expression for the gift of the Holy 
Spi.ri t which constituted a man a Christian. He shows 
thdt this is how the word is used in both Acts and John 
but he can then only conclude that Paul and the aUi:hor of 
Hebrews demonstrate their ufamiliarity with this technical 
sense II (p.351). Wnile agreeing in respect of Acts and Hebrews 
we shall show that the evidence in the Pauline epistles 
is not as strong as Dunn assumes and, furthermore, that 
in Ephesians a completely different, significance is attached 
to the word. 

95F • Btichsel, II QC~J.L X .. 'teX."' TDNT 2, p.166. 

96In Gal 2:9, which is indesputably Pauline, the author 
defines or describes his apostleship as -rlj11 x,ap'" 'ti')v 
&o6e:t'cra.v The use of both oCOooj.L&. and &>pea. in Eph 3: 7 
may indicate a different author. It could of course be 
nothing more that an emphatic statement made by the same 
author. 

97 Cf Rom 1:11, 5:15f, 6:23, 11:29, 12:6; 1 Cor 1:7, 7:7, 
12:4,9,28,31; 2 Cor 1:11; i Tim 4:14; 2 Tim 1:6. 

98 Mt 7:11 and par. Lk 11:13; Phil 4:17. 
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99The third difference, that of order, composition and 
priority of the actual 'gifts' is not our concern at this 
point. For a discussion on this cf BOulden, op.cit., 
pp. 312f. 

100Cf Rom 3:24 where the salvation which has been made 
possible by God's action in Christ is quite explicitly 
interpreted by Paul with the word Xap~,. Cf D. Do~ghty, 
"The Priority of XAPIl: ", NTS 19 (1972-73), pp.163-80, 
especially p.171 where the author comments: "It is through 
the word xapLC that Pau"l expresses his own understanding 
of God's salvation in Jesus Christ". 

101So Bruce, op.cit., p.82; E.K. Simpson, "Ephesians", 
in A Commentary on the Epistles to Ephesians and Colossians, 
Mlchigan: 1957; p.92; B.F, Westcott, _Epistle to the Ephesians, 
London: 1906; p.60; BOulden, op.cit., p.309 

102As in Lk 12:11; Rom 13:1; Titus 3:1. 

103Cf Rom 8:38; ] Cor 15:24; Eph 1:21, 3:10, 6:12. 

104Col 2:10 is somewhat ~mbiguous, but in light of 1:16 and 
2:15 it is probably to ba interpreted in a cosmic sense. 

O. Cullmann, Christ and Time, London: 1950; pp.191ff 
argues that cosmic or supernatural powers must be recog
nised alongside human powers, the idea being that these 
cosmic powers aet by way of h~~an powers who are themselves 
merely agencies for the greater cosmic powers. 

105Test Levi 3:8; Test Sol 20:15. 

106So W. Foerster, " !E;ol)(j'Ca, II, TDNT 2, p.568. 

107pp.806ff. 

108Here following L. Williamson jnr, "Led in Triumph: 
Paul's Use:>f Thriambeuo", Int 22(l968),pp.317-22, 
especially pp.318f. The possible exceptions noted by 
the author are a fragment from Posidonius which refers 
primarily to a celebration banquet, and two references 
in Plutarch where the idea of celebration fits with the 
context equally well as the idea of winning a victory. 

109Arndt_Gingrich, pp.364ff offers no evidence which does 
other than support the general conclusions of Liddel and 
Scott. The new references they cite serve only to re
inforce these conclusions. It is interesting to note, 
though, that they interpret Col 2:15 in the sense of 
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'to lead someone captive in a triumphal procession', but 
this, they argue, gives rise to the modified meaning 
'generally triumph over'. We accept that this is possible 
but at the same time insist that this modified meaning 
must, on all considerations of lexical evidence, be very 
secondary to the original meanings. We note Williamson's 
comment (p.320) at this point " •.• if Paul used thriambeuo 
in the general sense of 'triumph over' (i.e. 'win a victory 
over') it represents, so far as all the lexical evidence 
reveals, a personal idiosyncrasy". Williamson, however, 
goes on to consider this possibility only ultimately to 
reject it, quoting with approval G. Delling, "epLO+L!3ef>oo", 
TDNT 3, p.159, who points out that " in the NT it is used 
with the acc. in sense b ('to lead in a triumphal process
ion') ••• He [Jesus] leads the &PXaC as a Roman emperor 
leads his prisoners, Col 2:15". 

IIOJ.B. Lightfoot, St. Paul's Epistles to the Co18ssians 
and to Philemon, London: 1876, loc.cit., accepts that the 
verb is in the middle voice and argues that it therefore 
cannot mean 'disarm'; this meaning being contrary to the 
use of the middle voice of the same verb elsewhere, e.g. 
Col 2:11. More recent authorities can find no exact 
parallel with respect to voice and meaning of thIs verb, 
cf B-D- par.~16,l. 

IllThe former is favoured by J.A.T. Robinson, The Bodv, 
London: 1952; p. 41: "It is through the cmpl; that death 
and its forces have control over human nature. The 
dying Jesus, like a king, divests Himself of that flesh, 
the tool and medium of their power, and thereby exposes 
them to ridicule for their Pyrrhic Victory". Lightfoot, 
Colossians, p.256, accepts th.e latter when he writes: 
"The powers of evil, which had clung like a Nessus robe 
around his humanity, were torn off and cast aside for 
ever" • 

112Wh h h' . h . f' f t '- '- h ld et er t 1S 1S t e case or 1 1n ac £:\1 au't'tp s ou 
be translated 'in it', i.e. 'in the cross', is really of 
little consequence. Whichever is correct grammatically, 
we are surely right in assuming that in either instance 
the author would intend the same thing theologically: 
!y afJ't'~ signifies the whole death-resurrection-exal tation 
motif. 

113This statement is not intended to make any judgement 
on the authorship of Ephesians. The line followed in 
this essay is that Pauline authorship of the epistle 
cannot be considered as an established certainty. If 
in fact we could assume Pauline authorship then any 
similarity between Romans and EpheSians would provide 
a much stronger base for theological conclusions. 
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For our purposes we believe it wiser to accept the view 
that the epistle can be correctly described as 'Pauline' 
without necessarily infering that it was in fact written 
by Paul himself • 

.114 The Introductory Formulae in Rom 10:6-8 is rather 
complex and is in two parts. The first part in v.6 is 
in the form of a statement: -n o~ h. '1t'<1"t'eoo~ OLXa.Lcxr6VTl 
ol)'tOO~ 'AfyeL ; the second part is rhetorical: &XM'. 1;C 'AtYZL. 

Both parts are dependent on Rom 10: 5: lvTwu0'1S. ya,p yp6.q>er. 
for their meaning, although in Rom 10:6-8 it is a person
ified justification-through-faith that is speaking and 
not Moses. Rom 10:5 acts as the guarantee that vv.6-8 
are also to be considered as scriptural and thereby 
authoritative. 

l15paul has only taken certain parts of the OT text:. 
He omits anything that refers to the works of the ~aw, 
such phrases as 'to hear it and to do it' and the LXX 
addition to the MT 'and in your hands'. These omiss
ions are to be expected since the words of Deuteronomy 
are placed on the lips of a personified justification
through-faith which he is contrasting with the ju~tifi
catiofl that is based on the Law, i.e. justificaticn 
through works. 

11~Cf Bonsirven, op.cit., pp.42f, 307. The Jewish par
allels to Rom 10:6-8 are listed in Str-B III, pp.278-81 • 

.1l7McNamara, OPe ci t" p.72. 

118Similar examples are frequently found in the prophets; 
ego 1 Qp Hab 1:1-5, 3:1-6; in the sections from the 
commentaries on Hosea and Nahum as cited by Vermes, Scrolls, 
pp.226ff. 

l19English translations as in Vermes, ibid. p.236. 

l20pT= I' nn' po,", n:J, n~" "pov'n.!'I'_" 
McNamara, OPe ci t., p.75 n.17 notes that II' The Great Sea' 
in the Bible ordinarily meant the Mediterranean (Nurn 30:5f; 
Jos 1:4 etc) into which Jonah was thrown (Jon 1:5). 
'The Depths of the Great Sea' of PT to Deut 30:13 is to 
be understood in the sense of 'abyss' nonetheless ll

• 

The same author suggests that the paraphrase of the MT 
in the PT may be due to Jon 2:3 where the prophet says 
that 'the abyss' was round about him. A totally different 
view is taken by J.G. Davies, He Ascended into Heaven, 
London:1958; he seems quite unaware of the similarities 
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between the PT and Rom 10:6-8. He comments (p.28): 
IIBy substi tuting ~ua-cr~s with its direct reference to 
Sheol, for the LXX e~ , St. Paul focuses attention 
upon the two reciprocal features of Christ's redemptive 
work - viz. the descensus ad infernos and the Ascension". 
The same author argues that the same themes are brought 
together in Phil 2:6-11, but here, although showing that 
~~&pu*600 may well refer to the ascension, he fails to 
show any reference to the descensus ad infernos in his 
treatment of this text~ 

121C;ted by M N . 74f ~ camara, Op.C1t., pp. • 

122A• Diez-Macho, "The Recently Discovered Palestinian 
Targum: its Antiquity •.• ", Supplements to VT 7, 1960, 
argues that the PT is of pre-Christian origin. In a 
more recent study, "Some Early Rabbinic Citations and 
-the Palestinian Targum to the Pentateuch", RevStud Orient 
41 (1966), pp.1-15, McNamara surveys the same evidence 
as Diez-Macho but refuses to be quite as positive in his 
conclusions, although he too favours an early date for 
the compilation of the PT. 

123A different understanding of Rem 10:6-8 is offered 
by H. w1ndisch, Die Weisheit und die Paulinische 
C~ristologie, Stuttgart:nd.; pp.223f. He claims, on 
the basis of Baruch 3:29ff, that in this passage in the 
epistle Paul has in mind the figure of Wisdom. But 
against this we should note that the words of Baruch 
refer to the fact that Wisdom cannot be discovered and 
is inaccessible. The exact opposite is the case in the 
epistle, where the citation describes the essential 
accessibility of Christ. A furth~r criticism of Windisch's 
theory is tha~ in 1 Cor 1:24,30, where Christ is 
identified as the Wisdom of God, true wisdom is described 
in terms of rightousness, sanctification and redemption. 
Again the accessibility of these things and hence of 
Wisdom is emphasised. 

124 Cf Longeneck~r, op.cit., pp.58-62; where it is argued 
that the xa.'t~a.cn., &'v<1I3a.cn., theme was a distinctive 
feature of early Palestinian Jewish Christianity. 

125For an examination and acceptance of the theory that 
that the exegesis used by Paul in Rom 10:6-8 is typical 
of Jewish exegesis of the OT, cf S. Lyonnet, "Saint Paul 
et L' Exegese Jui ve de son Temps", in Me-langes Bibligues 
(r6diges en honneur de A. Robert), Paris: 1957; 
pp.494-506; and A. Feuillet, Le Christ, Paris: 1966; 
pp.321-26. 
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126H • Sch1ier, Christus und Kirche im Epheserbrief, 
Ttibingen: 1930; p.3; argues that xa:ta$ci.CV&V -and &'va.I3a.Cve:r.v 
are technical te~ms for the corning down of the Redeemer 
to earth and his going up from earth to heaven. A 
similar view is expressed by H. Traub, II of>pa.v6<; II, 

TDNT 5, p.525. He says of Eph 4:8-10 that lithe whole 
picture gives evidence of Gnostic influence ll

• Cf on 
this P. Pokorny, Die Epherbrief und die Gnosis, Berlin: 
1965. 

127 Cf Gen 41:2; Jos 2:8~ 2 Kings 1:4; 2 Chron 10:8; 
Neh 12:37. 

128J •G• Davies, op.cit., p.185, has drawn attention to 
the parallelism between the events described in Lk 24: 
50-53 and Tobit 12:20-22. 

129A similar idea is expressed in Wis 9:16-18, although 
here without the ascent - descent motif. 

130we accept here the theory of Audience Criticism as 
argued by Schweizer, IIS:;;eeches 11 , p.214. The speeches 
are Lucan compositionsl.-hat reflect his uLlderstanding 
not of the difference in the preaching content of Peter 
and Paul, but of the diffe~ent theologies likely to be 
understood by Jewish and Gentile audiences. In general 
the speeches to a Jewish audience reflect a 'christology' 
and those to a Gentile audience a 'theology'. 

131Acts 14:11 may indicate though that the author was 
aware of the doctrine of a descending God; cf F.F. Bruce, 
The Acts of the Apostles,_ London: ,1951; pp. 281f. 

1323 : 13 , 6:62. 

133We have already argued in chpt.l that Ephesians knows 
nothing of the ascension of the Son of Man. This ascen
sion tradition is not in any way present in Eph 4:8-10 
and therefore at this juncture we believe that the difficult 
problem that does arise in John can be safely ignored. 

134According to M. McNamara, liThe Ascension and the 
Exaltation of Christ in the Fourth Gospel ll

, Scripture 
19 (1967), pp.65-73, especially pp.72f, behind ~~~Cve:r.v 
of Jn 3: 13, 6: 62 and 20: 17 stands the Ararr:taic I) ,,.,-U ; 
this is also the basic root form of ,J!?$T v ;< which 
stands behind ~1jrwe1lva..r. of Jn 12:32-34. This means that, 
at least for J"6hn, there is no basic difference between 
the death-resurrection sequence and the resurrection. 
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The significance of this is intensified by the fact that 
p~~ is the term used in the oriental Aramaic of the 
Peshitta to render the &'va.j3a.CV€I.V of Jn 3:13, 6:62 20:17; 
Rom 10:6; Eph 4:8. ,In Christian Palestinian Aramaic 
it is the word used in Rom 10:6. In Jewish Aramaic it 
is the term used to describe the ascent of Moses to heaven 
in the PT to Ps 68:18 and the PT to Deut 30:12-14. For 
a definition and discussion of the ascension in John's 
Gospel see below pp. 333f. 

1353 : 13 , 6:62 and by implication 20:17. In 3:13 the 
use of the perfect tense (&.va.l3i'\3TJX€v ) draws attention 
to the fact that the evangelist is speaking post event urn 
and also to the fact that the ascension was an event that 
was unique to Jesus: Jesus has ascended to heaven and is 
still there. Cf R.E. Brown, The Gospel according to John, 
I, New York: 1970; pp.144-49; E.M. Sidebottom, "The Ascent 
and Descent of the Son of Man in the Gospel of St. John", 
ATR 3 (1957), pp.115-22. 

136 Rom 10:6-8 obviously indicates knowledge by the author 
ofaxa.-rc1{3a.o-l., - &.v~a.cn, scheme, but it is significant that 
Paul does not emphasise it but instead places stress on 
the 'word of faith' which was directly accessible to the 
believer. 

137 ;:ae~, yeypa.1t-ra.1. is the most frequent Introductory
Formula in the Pauline corpus,occurring over 20 times, 
and on every occasion there is obvious reference to a 
recognisable OT text. 

l38For the possible source of the citation cf Ellis, 
Use of the OT, p.35. 

l390n the three occasions when Paul talks of 'going' in 
the sense of going on a journey he uses ?toP€~O~'; cf 
Rom 15:25; 1 Cor 10:27, 16:4. 

(140Eph 1:20-22; Col 3:1; 1 Thess 1:10; 2 Thess 1:7. 
These texts more correctly describe Christ's present 
position, i.e. 'glorified'. It is in this wider, theo
logical sense that they can be described as ascension 
texts. 

141 Eg. Gen 26:2, 44:26, 46:3; 1 Sam 10:9, 23:4; Is 30:2; 
Amos 6:2. 

142 Eg. Gen 18:21; Exod 19:21; Judges 7:10; 1 Sam 14:36; 
2 Kings 1:15. 
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143Cf C. Co1pe, liThe NI' and Gnostic Christo10gy ", 
~ 14 (1968), especially p~ 237: " ••• when the Fourth 
Gospel says that the logos became flesh, this means --
exactly the same as the statement that this Anthropos 
descended, or was sentlt. 

144A•C• King, Proleqomena to the Epistle to the 
Ephesians, unpublished Ph#D. thesis, University of Glasgow, 
1950; pp.167f, suggests that the katabasis theme is also 
present in Acts 2:14-36;Phil 2:10; Rev 1:18, 5:13. 
But in two of these texts, Phil 2:10 and Rev 5:13, the 
reference is only to a 'three-storied' universe. 
Rev 1:18 is a picturesque way of saying that Christ rose 
from the dead, although we agree that the context pre
supposes a 'potential' descent. The same can be said 
of Acts 2:14-36. 

The only other text where the katabasis theme 
may be present is 1 Peter 3:18-22. In this text it is 
notable that the terminus technicus xa."t'a,f3a.CV€I.V is not 
used. Whatever the author intended by !v ~ xa.t 
,,"or, !v <P\)Aa.x'J ?tve~lJO.O"\v ?topeu8et, ~xf)put;ev it appears that 
he did not associate this descent wlth tpat descent which 
was accepted as part of the xa.'ta.j3cLCvel.v - a.va.{3a"ve,-v scheme. 
As we have already noted in chpt.l the author of 1 Peter 
describes t:ne ascension (3: 22) in the same terms as those 
e~ployed in Eph 1:20-23. A completely different view 
is put fon<Tard by J.G. Davies, op.cit., p.34; he argues 
that "here again [Eph 4:8-10] the Pauline reciprocals 
descensus and the Ascension, are brought together as 
they are also in 1 Peter 3:18-22". Our argument is that 
in 1 Peter 3:18-22 the descensus and the ascension are 
not reciprocals. 

145 
See below pp. 335-38. 

146 ~Q. C 1 . xo."t'''''I-'a. ",eLv a so occurs ln an 
reference to the parousia in Rev 
21: 2,10. 

Apocalyptic setting wth 
10:1, 13:13, 18:1, 20:1,9, 

147This even applies to 1 Thess 4:16. This text is 
made up mostly of OT allusions and images derived from 
descriptions of the descent to earth by Yahweh in 
judgement; cf, for example, Micah 1:3; Joel 2:1; 
Exod 19:16ff; Zech 14:5;cf also such phrases as 
liThe dead will rise again", Dan 12:2; Is 26:19; 
and liThe living will be gathered Up", Is 27:13f. 

148Cf A.K. Hembold,"Gnostic Elements in the Ascension 
of Isaiah", NTS 18 (1972), pp. 222-27, especially p.226. 
For our own examination of the actual 'ascension' 
references in this document see below pp. 346-48. 
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l49A sindlar descent is described in Epistula Apostolorurn 
13; and, with less detail, in the Naassene Hymn as 
preserved by Hippolytus, Ellench V,lO; cf J. Danielou, 
The Theology of Jewish Christianity, London: 1964; 
pp.206-l4. 

150The dating of the Ascension is no easy matter. 
R.H. Charles, The AScension of Isaiah, London: 1900; 
pp.x1ivf dates the sections dealing -wi-th the Martyrdom 
(I:1,2a,6b-13a; 11:1-111=12) as first century; the 
Testament of Hezekiah (III:13b-IV:18) between 88-l00AD 
and the Vision of Isaiah (VI-IX!40) as second or even third 
sentury; cf E. Hennecke, 12':,:::~# Tes-tament Apocrvpha, II, 
London: 1965; pp. 642ff, H. Rist, u'l'he Ascension of Isaiah" 
IDB II, pp. 744-46. Hembold, QP. ci -t., po 222, suggests 
that the prevalence of the rno-tifs in -the Ascension which 
are also found in the doclli~ents of the Nag Harnmadi 
library would seem to verify a second century date for 
the 'Vision' at least. This of course does not preclude 
the possibility that the l'~scension may contain Gnostic 
traditions of a much earlier date which themselves may 
have influenced Eph 4:8-10. 

151Cf CH 10:25, 11:21. 

l52Since Ephesians seems to be aquainted with the majority 
of Pauline epistles no early dating is probable. If the 
epistle is not by Paul himself then its likely date is 
80-100AD, or, if by Paul, then 63-64AD; cf W. G. Kfirnmel 
Introduction to the NEvI Testament, New York: 1965; p.258. 

l53Th d f' . t' f G t" l' -e e lnl lons 0 nos lClsm are eglon, varylng 
from those whl.ch insist -that I Gnosticism' is a name 
that can only be given to a fully developed religious 
system, to those who understand -the -term to describe 
a movement of thought which need not necessarily be 
systematized. For enumeration and discussion of the 
varying definitions cf E. Yamauchi, Pre-Christian 
Gnosticism?, London: 1973; pp.13-21. We accept that 
a distinction must be made between 'Gnosticism' and 
'Gnosis'; by the former we refer to a system of thought 
centering in a belief in a Redeemed Redeemer and by the 
latter we refer to a more broadly based movement (as 
opposed to a distinct system) of thought. 

154In their respective works as follows: A Historv of 
Dogma, London: 1897; Church and Gnosis, Cambridge: 1932; 
The Teaching of Jesus, Cambridge~ 1931; IlGnosticism", 
HTR 57 (1964): the following statement by Nock (p.276) 
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may be taken as representative of the views expressed 
by thes.e scholars: liThe relation of these [the Nag 
HamrnadiJtexts and other texts to the New Testament 
seems to me to indicate completely the traditional view 
of Gnosticism as Christian heresy with roots in 
speculative thought". 

155Kyrios Christos, New York: 1971 (= 1922); p.245. 

156 Hauptprobleme der Gnosis, Gattingen: 1907: esp. 
pp. 263f. 

157Ibid,pp. 114-9. 

158 Kyrios , pp. 16f, where of the Hermetic literature 
Bousset writes: II with the foundations of the 
Hermetic literature we find ourselves in the early age 
of Gnosticism". 

159published at Darmstadt: 
major works of this author 
op. cit.; p.22. 

1966 (= 1904). The other 
are listed by Yamauc2i, 

160According to Reitzenstein the Naassene Gnostics, 
probably following a pagan source, had identified Attis 
with the H8avenlyMan who descends to chaos, creates 
the world and gives life to the as yet lifeless 
ancestor of mankind. A similar idea is found in the 
5th Oration of Julian ('On the Mother of the Gods') 
169b: " ••• the ordinance bids us who are by nature 
heavenly, but have been carried down to earth, to 
reap from our earthly citizenship virtue and piety, 
and so to hasten to the generation of life-giving 
goodness", and " ••• what can be more joyful than a 
soul which has escaped from the tempest of impiety 
and becoming and has been imported upwards to the 
very gods?" (Translations from Loeb Classical 
Library) • 

16lFor an account of the ideas of Zosimus cf A. Berthelot, 
Les Alchemistes grecs, Paris: 1875. 

162Cf CH 1:24-26. 
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163But cf J .M. Creed, "The Heavenly Man", JTS 26 (1925), 
p.113: " ••• there is nothing in the allusions of the 
existing Avesta which implies a myth of a primal 
heavenly Man". 

1640p • cit.
j 

p. 248. 

165 K . Ch· t . 191 100 yrlos rlS os , OPe Clt. p. , n. • 

166Die religionsgeschichtliche Schule, G~ttingen: 1961, 
pp. 161ff; cf also his "Gnostic Christology", p.·240. 

167Reitzenstein had foreseen this possible criticism 
of his argument and had attempted to explain this lack 
on the grounds that the Egyptian author preferred to 
'destroy the myth' and, so he further argued, since 
C,ristian Gnosticism connected Jesus with this Primal 
Man figure, the latter of necessity must have been a 
redeemer. 

168Cf W. Scott and A.S. Ferguson, Hermetica I-IV, 
"-Oxford: 1924-36; A.D. Nock and A.J. Festugiere, 

Hermes Trismegiste I-IV, Paris: 1945-54; J. Munck, 
"The New Testament and Gnosticism", in Current Issues 
in Interpretation, (ed. W. Klassen and G.F. Snyder), 
New York: 1962; p.226. C.H. Dodd, The Bible and 
the Greeks, London: 1935; does allow for an earlier 
date however; he writes (p.209) " ••• there is no 
evidence which would conflict with a date early in 
the second century or even late in the first century 
for the composition of Poimandres". 

169W. Meeks, The Prophet King, Leiden: 1968; p.8. 

170Cf R. Bultmann, Primitive Christianity in its 
Contemporary Setting, London: 1956; p.162: "Further 
research has, however, made it abundantly clear that 
it [Gnosticism] was really a religious movement of pre
Christian origin, invading the West from the Orient 
as a competitor to Christianity". 

171A severe criticism of Bultmann's methodology is 
provided by F.V. Filson, A New Testament History, 
London: 1965; pp. 351f. He concludes that Bultmann's 
theory is really "an inference based largely on later 
evidence, some of it as late as the ninth century. 
It is argued that a series of writings from the second 
to the ninth century reflect Gnostic features whose 
origin must have been at least as early as the first 
half of the first century A.D. II

• 
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172 11Die Bedeutung der neuersch10ssenen mand~ischen 
und manich~ischen Quellen fur das VerstAndnis des 
Johannesevangeliums II, ZNW 24 (1925), pp. 100-46. 

173 Cf, for example, W. Schmithals in R. Bultmann, 
The Gospel of John, Oxford: 1971; p.8: liThe source 
of the discourses, which John takes over or to which 
he adheres, is Gnostic in outlook. It has the closest 
parallels in the M,andaean writings, the oldest strata 
of whose traditions go back to the time of primitive 
Christianity and to the region of Syrian Palestine. 
In these Mandaean revelatory addresses are also to 
be found parabolic sayings that characterise the 
Revealer as the good Shepherd, the real Vine, etc. ". 

l740p • "t I 1" ~_~_C~l==. ,p. Vl. 

175Cf , for example, W. Schmithals, Gnosticism in 
Corinth, New York: 1971; E. Haenchen, IIGnosis", 
BQQ3, II, col. 1654; G. Bornkamn, Paul, London: 
1971; esp. pp. 7lf. 

176 G t"" . nos lClsm , p.43. 

177 .. 
Luke and the Gnostics, New York: 1966; and "An 

Anti-Gnostic Tendency in i.ucan Christology", NTS 14 
(1967-68), pp. 259-71. Talbert argues that the two 
focal poin~s in the Lucan narrative are ascension and 
baptism. In each case Luke is, according to Talbert, 
attempting to prevent any separation of spirit and 
flesh or any denial of the saviour's humanity. 
Talbert reasons that Luke must have been faced with 
a belief which tried to effect this separation of 
flesh and spirit. It is then but a short step for 
the author to identify this belief as Gnosticism, 
particularly that of Cerinthus. 

178Cf The Office of the Apostle in the Early Church, 
New York: 1969; p.27l, where he writes: II Other 
than Mark and Matthew no New Testament writer shows 
so little connection with Gnosticism as does Luke". 

179paul and the Gnostics, New York: 1971; p.120. 
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180Ibid p.19. Schrnithals cites Gal 1:12, (a 
'genuine Gnostic argument'), 5:2, (the stress on 
circumcision refers to the symbolic release from 
the flesh), 5:3, (the reference to the obligation 
to keep the Mosaic law demonstrates that the 
opponents were not Judaizers), 4:10, (the reference 
to days and months is to be understood in light of 

'Gnostic-like' Essene practice), 5:13, (the liberalism 
condemned by Paul was characteristic of the Gnostics). 
Schrnithals' view is criticised by R. McL. Wilson, 
"Gnostics - in Galatia?", TU 87 (1968), pp. 358-67; 
Ktlmmel, Ope cit. pp. 194f; H. Koester, "GNOMAI 
DIAPHOROI: The Origin and Nature of Diversification 
in the History of Early Christianity", in Trajectories 
Through Early Christianity, ed. J.M. Robinson and 
H. Koester, Philadelphia: 1971; pp.114-58. 

181Cf J.M. Robinson, "Basic Shifts in German Theologyll, 
Int 16 (1962), pp. 76-97. 

182Cf Kttrnrnel, op.cit. p.67 and the literature cited 
there. 

183 E. K~sermann, Essays on New Testament Themes, 
London: 1964; p.164, somewhat amusingly comments of 
this situation: "We thus arrive at the peculiar fact 
that heresy in Colossians is combatted by a con
fession of faith, the formulation of which has itself 
been strongly conditioned by heterodox views". 

184" "(vWcn ~ ", TDNT 5, pp. 609-719. 

185"Gnosis", col. 1653. 

186"Knowledge in the Dead Sea Scrolls and Matthew 
11: 25-30", HTR 46, (1953), pp. 113-39. 

187U W"l k " " • 1 C ens, crocpCe , TDNT 7, pp.514-528. 

188Haenchen, "Gnosis", cols. 1653f; R. Bultmann, 
Theology of the New Testament, I, pp. 164-83. 
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189The motif of a redeemer who passes through the 
various levels of the planetary spheres unrecognised is 
very common in both Mandaean and Gnostic literature 
but, except on the assumption of the priority of these 
Mandaean writings, pre-Christian parallels have not 
yet been found. Bousset, Hauptprobleme, p.242, 
asserts a pre-christian source but provides as 
evidence only post-christian or Mandaean sources. 

190 
St. Paul and the Church of the Gentiles, 

Cambridge: 1939; p.221. 

191 E. Lohmeyer, Kyrios Jesus ,loc.cit.; G. Bornkamm, 
"Zum Verstt3.ndnis des Christus-Hymnus, Phil 2:6-1111, 
in Studien zu Antike und Urchristentum: Gesammelte 

. Aufst3.tze II, Munich: 1959; pp. 117-87; E. Kasemann, 
"Kri tische Analyse zur Phil 2: 5-11 11 , ZTK 47 (1950), 
pp. 313-60. 

192Cf R.P. Martin, Carmen Christi, esp. p.297. 

1935o R. 3ultmann, Theology, I, p.175. 

194Gnostic influence is not of course restricted to 
the Redeemer Myth; it might also be present in the 
phrase tva.. ?tA11~ 'fa. 1t&.v't~ (v.lO) and ln the 
'ffAe~O' &'vT1p concept tv .13) • For our considerations 
of the possible Gnostic influence associated with these 
concepts see below chapter 3. 

195 . Theology, I, p.175. The same conclusion is 
also reached by H. Schlier, Epheser, pp. 192f. 

196Ch . t rlS us, pp. 1-8, Epheser, pp. 190-95. 

19711Gnosisll, col. 1653. 

198Der Epheserbrief, Zurich: 1966; pp. 172ff. 

199Ch . t rlS us, die W31t und die Kirche, Trier: 1955. 

200Die Religionsge schichtliche-schule....l loc.cit. 
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20lCffor example the commentaries cited in n.lOl 
above. The present situation is well summed up 
by J. Ernst, Pleroma und Pleroma Christi, Regensburg: 
1970; p.143,when he says of the Gnostic Redeemer 
Myth: "kritisch ist zu sagen, dass die einzelnen 
Elemente im Neuen Testament so vereinzelt und 
zussammenhanglos auftauchen, dass aus ihnen allein 
kein geschlossenes Gesamtbild geformt werden kann". 

2020p• cit., p.40. Pokorny(believes that it is not 
possible to prove the existence of a pre-Gnostic 
Urmensch-Redeemer myth and that, furthermore, the use 
of Gnostic texts for the exegesis of Ephesians 
(also Colossians), particularly (but not only) in 
regard to the Body concept has become problematical. 
Cf also E. Best,; One Body in Christ, London: 1955, 
p.148. Pokorny is quoted with approval by 
R. McL. Wilson, Gnosis and the New Testament, Oxford: 
1968; p.57. 

203Der Gott 'Mensch' in der Gnosis, Gattingen: 1962; 
p.48. 

204The conclusions of these exegetes, along with 
similar conclusions reached by G. Quispel, IIDer 
gnostische Anthropos und die jtidische Tradition", 
EJ 22 (1953), pp. 195-234 and C. Colpe, IIGnostic 
Christologyll, pp. 227-243, have forced Schmithals wb.o, 
as we have seen, was a leading exponent of pre
Christian Gnosticism to radically alter his opinion. 
He believes that the Gnostic Redeemer is dependent 
upon Christianity rather than the reverse being the 
case. He writes (The Office of Apostle, p.l34 
n.153): liThe judgement of Bultmann, The Gospel of 
John, p.lO, 'However, the idea of the incarnation of 
the redeemer did not penetrate Gnosticism from 
Christianity, but is originally Gnostic' appears to me 
accordingly to need correcting. The redeemer myth 
is undoubtedly Gnostic/but the special form of the myth 
which speaks of the incarnation of the redeemer in a 
concrete historical person is not proved in the pre
c~ristian era, not even in the documentation cited 
by BUltmann". 
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205C• F • D• Moule, "Acts 1:9", p.206, comments: liThe 
chief OT background to the Gift of the Spirit is 
Ps 68:18 whether in its Rabbinical interpretation 
as quoted in Eph 4:8, which speaks of giving gifts, 
or in its Biblical form, alluded to, perhaps, in 
Acts 2:33, which has receiving instead of giving. 
In either case, the Psalm was applied by Jewish 
interpreters to Moses, who ascended the Mount to 
receive the Torah from God and give it to men 
and Christians saw in Christ the new Moses". 

206See above pp. 91-93, 105-108. 

207The I New Moses I motif is not present in any 
developed form in the Pauline Corpus. It is true 
that Paul insists on the spiritual nature of the New 
Law but he never compares Jesus to Moses even by 
implication. Eph 4:8-10 is not discussed from the 
point of view of Moses typology by either: A. Descamps 
or P. Demann in their contributions to H. Cazelles 
et aI, Moise, l'hom.rne de l'alliance, Tournai: 1955; 
or by H.M. Teeple, The Mosaic Eschatological Prophet, 
Philadelphia: 1957. 

208Cf 3:13; 6:33, 41f, 50f, 58. 

209 
See above PP.91f, 105-08. 

210A Grammar of the New Testament, Edinburgh: 1882, 
para 59.8; followed by M. Zerwick, Graecitas biblica, 
Rome: 1949 2 ; para 33. 

211para 167 (p.92), followed by O. Btichsel, II Xa.'t~'tEpO' 
TDNT 3, pp. 64lf. 

212 J.R. Moulton
3 

A Grammar of New Testament Greek, I, 
Edinburgh: 1908; p.215. Moulton is equally uncertain 
about the construction e:E, &'?to).:thpuxnv 1:1'\, ?tEpt?tocdiejEOO, 
in 1:14. 

213 
't~ ~E~6'totxov 't9~ ~pa.~o~ 
'tav v6~ov ~v tv~o~v 
'ta v ewpa.xa. 1:1'\, 0 L xa.l. 0<1'6 Y1l' 
't~v e1)pe~v 1:1'\, ?tC<:r'tEOO, 

~v ?tEP'X~~Aa'a.v 'to~ ~p(01) 
~v ~axa.tpa.v ~o~ ?tVE~~'tO' 
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2140p • cit. p.539. 

215It is doubtful whether there are any 'Pauline' 
references to the descent to Hades. Apart from 
Eph 4:9 the only possible occurences of this theme 
are Phil 2:10 and Rom 14:9. The first of these 
texts is pre-Pauline and in any case does not refer 
to the realm of the dead but is part of the poetical 
description of the entire universe over which Christ 
is enthroned. Cf R.P. Martin, Carmen Christi I 

_ pp. 257-67; F.W. Beare, ,A Commentary on the 
Epistle to the Philippians, London: 1959; p.86. 
Rom 14:9 also refers to the complete Lordship of 
Christ; cf below pp. 378 f. F.F. Bruce, Ephesians, 
p.83 and B. Metzger, Textual Commentary, p.605, both 
claim that 'ltP~OV was an insertion which made 
explicit that which was alrea9Y implicit. 

2160n Ps 68:11 R. Jonathan said: "What is meant 
by this verse, 'The Lord gives the word; they that 
publish the glad tidings are a great host?' Every 
single word that went :torth from the Omnj_potent 
was split up into seventy tongues" (b Shab 88b) , as 
cited by Caird, QP. cit., pp. 543f. 

217 
See above pp. 11-15. 

218MT = He makes Lebanon to skip like a calf and 
Sirion like a young wild ox. LXX = He pulve~ises 
Lebanon like a calf and the belovec shall be as the 
Son of a unicorn. (Kirby's translation, OPe cit. 
p.147) • 

-2190 . 147 p. Clt. p. . 

220Ibid • 

221English translation from W. Foerster, Gnosis: A 
Selection of Gnostic Texts, I, Oxford: 1972; pp. 333f; 
Greek extracts from the text of Nock and Festugiere, 
OPe cit. pp. 15f. 

222This account is correlative with the account of 
the Fall of Man in Poimandres 12-19. The same 
account of the Fall of the Heavenly Man, which is at 
the same time an account of the origin of the earthly 
Man, is based on the account of the Fall in Gen 1:26-30, 
2:7 - 5:2. The account of the ascent of Man in 

1 



Poimandres, conversely, has no Biblical source. 
For an account of both the origin and the Fall of 
Man in Poimandres cf Dodd, The Bible and the Greeks, 
pp. 145-69. 

223Cf n.166 above. 

224This ascent through various stages of being has 
parallels in Jewish Apocalypticism, cf Acts of Thomas 
SO: ool;a. xa.t e~<p1).L'a. 'tfJ [voaq, 0-01)' 't"fJ !·d 'tot>, 
,o~pa.voti, 5L' a.t~, yap ~~rY ~~~5eL~a., ~v &oov 'to~ 
~jou, • The difference between this ascent and 
that of Poimandres is that in the latter the ~v050' 
of the Primal Man is the ascent of everyman; cf 
Dodd, The Bible and the Greeks, p.176. 

225Dodd , ibid. 

226Cf Eph 2:6 where the ascension of the believer 
is described; this description is parallel to that 
of the Redeemer in 1:20ff with the essential difference 
that it is only the Redeemer who is described as 
being 1v oel;L4 (-r;011 eeo~] 1v 'tor, t.'toupc.vCo&.,. 

227Cf C. Colpe, "Die Hirnrnelreise der Seele ausserhalb 
und innerhalb der Gnosis", SHR 12 (1966); 
Lohfink, OPe cit. pp. 32-79. 

22SThis theory, as we have pointed out, owes its 
beginning to W. Lock, Ope cit. pp. llf. The theory 
is supported in some degree by J.C. Kirby, Ope cit. 
p.146, when he writes: "There may be another 
reference to this Psalm in Chapter 2. Those outside 
the Church are called the 'sons of disobedience' 
(v.2) while those within are said to be a 'dwelling 
place of God in the Spirit' (v.22). The continuation 
of v.1S of the Psalm in the Septuagint is 'even 
among the disobedient that the Lord God may dwell 
among them' " • 

229Cf Ellis, Use of the OT, p.13S: "The Psalm may be 
a survey of the whole history of Israel". 

230 Cf Theology, I, p.175. 
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ItITRODDCTION 

2.="':.TL of is inV8 s -.::' g c.. -.: 2 

c.et.er:-ri.~_'2 re~a~ion between 

As is obvious ~ro~ 1:23 an6 to a ~esser ex~e~~ 

actual ~erhl occ~rs Ephesians in ~~e 

text of ~ne author's discussion or use of the ascensic~ 

~OL:lr:; -c.hough these are not the only occasions on Vl:-lic:c. 

the concept is ~ound in the Epistle. 

concept does occur ~n the S~ecific 

! asc>811sion i will 

_ ~22.3G::l 

relatior: to the 

Dasi.s of 

~.-:_-__ .J _ 
C~'_ ... \ ........... ·0;... ~ 

-,,.-, '--- ~-,<"--
\......vJ.~ ........ c .... ·:.- __ 

as it is used in these specific texts and l~S 

use elsewhere in the epistle I or for -the:t ma-i:ter .. 

set out to answer in the discussion wnlch follows. 

We shall proceed on two fron-cs J concernir:cg 

ourselves in the ~irst instance with an investlgation 

into the linguistic problems that are associated with 
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the term, and secondly, with the theological issues 

that are, as we shall see, very closely connected with 

the linguistic problems. Any conclusion that we 

reach must then be such that both the theological and 

linguistic difficulties are overcome as well as 

allowing us to satisfactorily relate the 

texts to the ascension ITDtif that we have already 

discussed. 

Before proceeding with our investigation 

we should note that our concern is initially with the 

substanti ve 'Kt..-npW!J.O. and not with the verb ~t..~po~v 

as such. The verb occurs in Eph 1:23, 3:19, 4:10 and 

5:18, and the substantive in 1:10, 1:23, 3:19 and 4:13; 

the fact that on three occasions 1:2,,8, 3:19 and 4:10-16
2 

/ 

the substantive is used in conjunction with the verb is 

both a source of difficulty and important. 3 The fact 

that the verb and not the SUbstantive appears in 5:18 

means that this text will not form any further part of 

our discussion. 

2. llAHP2MA - A STUDY IN LANGUAGE 

2.1 nt..TIewga, in Secular Literature 

nAnp~ was a word much used in the ancient 

world. It signified that which 'fills out I something, 
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- th t t ~ - 1 . 4 5 . . -such as e con en s or a DasKe~, cup or even ~ne 

h 0 - 6 
1 uman DOay; in the transferred sense the term is 

frequently used to denote the crew, cargo or even 

fighting complement of -. 7 a Shlp. ?erhaps "che most 

common use of the term in secular li tera-ture is -to 

express the ideas of I complete' or i comple-teness ' , 

'~ull-total', 'perfected life' or to descri~e s6mething 

as being full of some abstract quality such as 9-000.-

8 ness or mercy. It is significant for the discussion 

of -the meaning of the -'cerm both in Gnosticism and in 

-t:"1e NT tl-lat in the secular world the word also in some 

ins-tances carried vJ"i th it the idea of an i~cipient unity, 

as I fer exarr.ple, -If/hen it is used to denote t:le number 0:: 

=or the successful 

ivord is also used occasionally to denote the com-

-cerm CclD also indic2.-te the complement of an obj ecc. I 

though this significance is only found in one author. 

The occurrences of AA:f:.::;(;)~ in secular literature can 

be adequa-tely surrmarised as denoting (i) the conten"c 

of an object, (ii) the fulness, completeness I u:li -ty / 

inclusiveness or perfec~ion of some-thing, (iii) "che 

complement of an object. ~t should be emphasise6 

-though that these meanings or significances are in no 

",lay clearly delineated. Any difference in meanlng 

-tha-t may have once been intended in the non-t:echnical 
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use of the term is now no longer clearly discernible. 

2.2 in the NT Apart from Ephesians 

and Colossians 

The word 'ltAfJp~(Xi. occurs 17 times in the 

NT. As we shall see from the discussion which 

follows the term carries no specific theological sig-

nificance in 12 of these occurrences; the remaining 

uses of the term, all of which are in Colossians and 

Ephesians, are decidedly theological. 

'ltO.A.a.COY , 

Here the general sense is obvious; rhe 

new and the old are irreconcilable - the 

new cannot be used to repair old forms. 

The more specific sense of 'ltAfJpC4La. is 

less obvious but in all probability is to 

be taken to refer to the act of restoring 

the torn garment and therefore, by 

13 implication, to the patch. 

Mk 6: 43 : xa,tlipa.v XAaO/la.,;a OWO€xa. xo<pC voov 

,~A~p~~a xat &~~ ~WY txe6wv 
Here 1tA1jpOOl-la is used for the adj ecti ve 
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~\~pn,; as in the parallel account in 

Mt 14:20; the sense is obviously 'full' • 

.Mk. 8:20: "0-;;.:; 

The sense here is as in the previous 

pericope; ~\~pw~~ is to be understood 

as the contents of the baskets. 

In 1:16: 

v.14 and hence refers to the fulness of 

to believers. This fulness is further 

amplified by the following expression 

c p '" 0 14 xa' Xcp~v av~~ XCpL~O' 

1 Cor 10:26: 

This citation is a direct quotation of 

Ps 23:115 and is an example of many 

similar occurrences of ~)dlpwiJ.a. in the 

OT. 16 The obvious sense of the 

~\-r,pw:J.a term in this texJc is 'totality' 

though it is possible that in the Greek-
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speaking world the term in the OT 

citation was understood as 'super

abundance' or 'excess,.17 

Rom 11: 12: et o~ 't~ 'ltCLpa1t'tWj.1<l. a.~'tl'»y 1tAO~'tO' 

x~ou x~t 'to ~'t~a. a.~'tl'»v 1tAO~'tO' l~v, 1t6~ ~~AOV 

't~ 1tAn~ a~'tl'»v. 

The translation of the ')tAnpW!J.a. clause 

of this verse is disputed. We can 

either take 1tAnpWra to mean 'full 

strength " 18 'entire complement' ,or, 

in view of Rom l3~lO, 'complete ful

fillment,19 and 50 transla~e '~hen 

they (the Gentiles) completely fulfill 

the will of God'. We accept the former 

possibility on the grounds of its close 

proximation to Rom 11:25 -where the term 

obviously requires the sense of 'full 

strength' • In either instance the 

word has no obvious theological sig-

nificance. 

Rom 11:25b: 

As we suggested above, ')tAnpWllCL here 

has the sense of 'totality', 'full 
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number', and is thus equivalent to the 

Rom 13:10b 

of Rom 1:5. 

" 

ovv 

The sense here, in line with other 

Pauline statements which express the 

same idea without resort to the 

20 concept, is 'fulfillment ' , 

. I 21 sumrnatl.on • 

Rom 15:29: 

The language is vague but the sense 

is surely -that Paul expects that booth. 

he and his hosts \-Jill share in the 

superabundant blessings of Christ. 

The same thought is expressed in somewhat 

stronger fashion in 1 Thess 1:5; "we 

brought you the Gospel •.• in the 

power of the Holy Spirit and with 

strong conviction II 

Gal 4:4: 

'COU xpovov J 
and similarly I Eph 1: 10 d (; oho·vol""'-io.':J 

Both passages use ~An.p~~u in exactly 

the same way, though it is likely 
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that a theological distinction is 

intended with the change from Xp0).lo.; 

Irrespective of this 

the sense in both texts is such 

that AAT>OWUa. ' .. must indicate 'complete-

~ . I 22 ness OJ: tlme • 

The above examination of the specific 

texts in the NT apart from those in 

Colossians and Ephesians has demonstrated that the term 

is usually intended to be understood as active in voice 

in the sense of 'that which fills', 'complement', 

'fulfillment', as opposed to the passive 'the thing 

filled' . This conclusion will be of some impor-cance 

in a later 
2':< 

stage of the essay_ ~ 

important conclusion that the above discussion yields 

is correctly noted by Ernst when he writes: 24 

" dass der Begriff im neutestamentlichen 
Schrifttum ausserhalb des Kolosser - und 
Epheserbriefs durchaus keine einheitliche 
Bedeutung hat, so dass man hier noch 
keinesweg von einer technischen Verwendung 
sprechen kann" 

When we t1tlrn our at-tention to the i.A:~pWpC 

term in Ephesians and Colossians we find that the 

situation is much more difficult to resolve. As we 

have seen the active meaning of AA1)pU)pO, covers most if 

not all of its uses in the NT - as indeed it does in 
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the OT - and this is in line with the very widespread 

use of the term in secular literature~ but it is 

precisely in Colossians and Ephesians that this active 

sense is doubtful~ the difficulty is increased by the 

jt;txtaposi tion of verb and sUbstantive. A second 

difficulty relates to the fact that it is precisely in 

Colossians and Ephesians that the word has theological 

significance - and little or no agreement exists as to 

what this theological significance is. A third difficulty 

concerns the relationship of the two epistles in question 

and, more particularly, the relationship of the ~A~G 

concepts in these epistles. These questions are 

• 
obviously ~nter-related~ the answer that we give to 

~ny one will certainly affect the other two and this is 

nowhere more certain than in the case of the last 

question. If the use of ~A-np(1J!..1a. in Ephesians is 

dependent on that of Colossians then the solutions to 

the problems of voice and theological significance will 

be quite different from what may be the case if ~A-npW~a. 

in Ephesians is to be interpreted without reference to 

the Colossian epistle. It is to this question that 

we now turn. 

2.3 ID."6eWIJ.a. in Colossians 

nAf)ptq.La. occurs in Colossians only at 1 :19 

and 2:9 and it is quite obvious, whatever the exact 

significance of the term may be, that the author of 
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the epistle intends that the same meaning be given 

to the word in both insta.'1 ce s. We shall now examine 

both texts in order that we may determine the precise 

significance of the term. 

2.3.1 Col 1:19 

25 It is surely correct, as E. Best 

suggests, that lithe occurrence of the phrase 'all the 

pleroma' in Col 1:19 without qualifying epithet - and 

to be understood properly it requires such - suggests 

II that pleroma is a common word to Paul and his readers • •• I 

but the problems that the 'modern reader is confronted 

with in attempting to pro~ide an acceptable interpreta-

tion for this 'common word' are none the less difficult. 

The difficulty is itself increased by the associated 

grammatical problem - what precisely is the subject of 

It is to this question that we turn first. 

There are three obvious possibilities: Christ, God 

Although it is quite acceptable 

theologically to assert that Christ is the subject and 

therefore the one who reconciles (as in Eph 2:6) the 

presence of ~v a.f>'t<f makes this grammatically unlikely. 

If it were true then ~v a.f>'t~ would be required to 

carry a reflexive sense, as would the OL' a.~'toU and 

€I, Ct,~'t6v of the following verse. Though this is not 

impossible, it is unlikely because the genitive form 
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is rarely if ever used reflexively in Hellenistic 

26 Greek. If 0(,' a;t'to\)is not reflexive then it follows 

that neither d <; a.~'tov nor ~v a.~'t~ are reflexive and 

consequently Christ is not the subject of £fJ06xYju.sv 27 

Of the other two solutions ?1:6:v 't6 7tA.fJpwfla. possibly has 

the better claim for the following reasons: 

(a) 'God is found last as the subject 

(b) 

(c) 

of a verb in v.13 ( tppuou'to -r.u6:~ h 

) and 

therefore it is likely that if God 

were intended as subject in v.19 

this would be made explicit. 

In Col 2:9 ~-;::~ .... ,-..v..-i,I 

is certainly the subject 

and, assuming that, -the 

author intended the two verses to 

convey the same idea, it is thus 

likely that 7tCtv 't6 7tA.npwjJ.a. again 

stands as subject in 1:19. 

and 

are masculine; this construction 

is explained most easily if we assume 

that r..!lv 1;0 7tA.1)PWiJ-C> is the subject 

and stands as a periphrasis for 'God 

in all his fulness'. The pronoun 
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and participle are then masculine 

in: agreement with that which 

represents. 

Concluding that ?tltv 'tt> 7t}.,npw~a. is the 

sUbject of e~o6x~v it is most natural to interpret 

in the light of Col 2:9. Since here the 

qualifying epithet 6e6-r", is obviously intended to 

signify 'Godhead', the phrase must mean 'the sum total 

of the divine attributes', and hence, in light of what 

has been said above, Col 1:19 must be given the same 

meaning. This is supported by Col 2:3 !v ~ do-loY 

But there is a second possibility. We have alrearly 

noted that Paul's absolute use of 1t}.,fJp~ suggests that 

the word was well known both to him and his readers. 

Quite certainly 1t}.,~p~ was a well known term in some 

28 Gnostic circles in the 2nd century and, as is argued 

by some, this Christian heresy had its beginnings in a 

time at least contemporary with the beginnings of 

Christianity. At this point it is sufficient to say 

that, in view of both the complete lack of positive 

evidence for the existence of a Gnosticism which used 

as a terminus technicus as early as the latter 

half of the first century and, more particularly, our 

ability to show that Gnosticism does not provide the 

soprce of the 1t}.,n~~ tradition, we reject the Gnostic 
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. t t t' 29 1n erpre a 10n. We accept though that the pos-

sibility exists that the author in Colossians was, with 

~~~~~ , using a slogan that had first been used by 

the false teachers at Colossae with whom he was in 

debate. If this is the case, and it is by no means 

certain,30 then it must be agreed that the author has 

in Colossians given it an entirely new nuance so 

that the word "emphasises the fact that the divine 

fulness of love and power acts and rules in all its 

perfection through Christ ". 31 

2.3.2 Col 2:9 

In contrast to 1:19 our discussion a:: this 

point does not need to centre around the actual ~ord 

. , its significance is clearly the same as 

in the first reference. But the verse as a whole 

has an associated problem, the interpretation of 

The possible solutions are well docu-

mented by C.F.D. Moule 32 and can be summarised as 

follows: 

(a) 'as an organised body', i.e. 

the fulness of the Godhead is 

gathered into one 'organism' 

in Christ. 
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(b) 'expressing itself through 

the Body (i.e. the Church) , 

(c) 'actuali ty', in concrete reality 

as opposed to merely appearing 

to exist 

(d) 'in essence' 

(e) 'assuming a bodily form', i.e. 

'becoming incarnate'. 

All these possibilities have"been argued for by com-

menta tors both ancient and modern. Following Moule 

we accept the last as most probable, particularly if 

it is assumed that this also encompasses the notion 

of 'actuality' as in (c), though this interpretation 

itself is not without its problems. Our reasons for 

accepting this exegesis of O-:;')flCvHXal.:;; are twofold. 

Firstly, this verse and the following verse whicn 

explains the consequence of the fact that the Godhead 

dwells in Christ O"tUi..la.nxw.:;; , relate to the reconcili-

ation which Christ has achieved. In 1:20 this same 

idea is reckoned as having taken place 

• O"'ta.upotJ a.b 'to t) , an expression which of 

necessity presupposes that Christ possessed a (real) 

bodily form. Secondly, it is possible, though 

incapable of being verified, that one of the facets 

of the Colossian heresy was that the incarnation was 
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more apparent than it was real. 33 
If this were so 

then it is easy to understand ()w!J.osLx6, in the fashion 

for which we have argued with reference to 1:20. If 

our interpretation is correct then the term 

serves both to reinforce and to emphasise the thought 

which was first expressed in 1:19 and at the same time 

serves as an introduction to the application of the 

same thought to the believers in the following verse: 

the believer in this present body, at this present time, 

is being filled with the same divine attributes which, 

in their totality, are still possessed by Christ. 

This paraphrase goes some way towards providing a 

solution to the difficulty that appears in 

the present tense and not, as we would expect, as an 

aorist. Since the action for the believer is con-

tin~ingf the author, in view of his belief in the 

resurrection, (2:12) can, indeed must, presuppose that 

this past condition of fulness of the divine attribuL8s 

continues in the present. 34 Admittedly, though, this 

thought would have been better expressed by the perfect 

tense. 

Our examination of the 7CA:npWI-la. texts in 

Colossians has shown that the term is used in this 

epistle to assert that Jesus embodies the totality of 

God35 in his human person, a use not dis-similar to 

that which underlies In 1:16. The word then in 
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Colossians is applied to Christ in order to clarify 

and to describe his unique relationship with God. 

2.4 in Ephesians 

occurrences in Eph 1:23, 3:19 

and 4:13, both singularly and corporately, present the 

exegete with a variety of problems. One of the first 

concerns the relationship between the use of ~A~?W~U 

in Ephesians and Colossians. According to M. Bogdasavich36 

there is " •.. in the passages referred to [COl 1:19, 2:9; 

Eph 1:23, 3:19, 4:13J ..• a continuity and development 

of thought". Completely the opposite view is put 

forward by G. Delling37 when he says lilt should be 

noted that the use of ~A~PW~CL in Eph and Col is con-" 

sistent neither formally nor in content. The use in 

Col follows a single line materially but thi's differs 

from the three lines which are unquestionably to be 

found in Eph both formally and in part materially". 

In view of such contrasting theories we shall in each 

i~stance examine the possibility of 1tA~pWfla. being 

given the same connotation as in Colossians, paying 

attention not only to exegesis but also to the views 

of various exegetes. But this is not the only 

problem or difficulty which with we are confronted. 

Eph 1:23 presents a set of grammatical problems to 

which there is no easy solution. The theological 

intention of the verse, particularly the last phrase, 
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is notoriously difficult to ascertain. The problems 

that confront us in the remaining two instances are 

essentially theological - though this is not to say 

that the grammar of either or both verses is undisputed. 

In our investigation we shall proceed as follows. 

We shall examine each of the three verses individually, 

in each instance paying attention initially to the 

possibili ty that 1I:A1]PWi-LCL has the same content in that 

reference as in the Colossian epistle. After having 

arrived at a decision on this point we shall proceed 

to the more individual problems of the text. 

2.4.1 Eph 1:23 

It is certainly possible to offer a 

. translation here so that the interpretation of '1I:A1]?W~~ 

coincides exactly with the interpretation of the same 

word in Col 1:19, 2:9. This is the interpretation 

offered by J.A.T. Robinson38 who, following the pattern 

39 . 40 
of W.L. Knox and L.S. Thorton, interprets Eph 1:23 

by first expounding the significance of 1I:AnpWI.lO- in 

Colossians and then carries over the same meaning for 

the term into Ephesians; Robinson translates 'He 

the Father put all things in subjection under his 

[Christ's} feet, and gave him to be head over all 

things to the Church, which is his body, the fullness 

of him who all in all is being filled'. As we 

shall see,41 this translation presupposes a particular 
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set of solutions to the problems offered by the Greek 

of the verse, solutions which are themselves open to 

question. But Robinson's interpretation can be also 

criticised from a completely different standpoint. 

His understanding of this verse owes much to the 

earlier works of J.B. Lightfoot, and, to a lesser 

degree, B.F. Westcott, who stress the idea that the 

Church is the receptacle of the divine gifts and graces, 

constantly receiving from Christ the complete fulness 

which Christ himself receives from the Father. In 

taking up and developing this line of thought Robinson 

seems to accept the Platonic presuppositions which 

underlie the thought of these early corrunentators, pre

suppositions which themselves would seem to be in 

conflict with his own general thesis which emphasises 

that behind Paul's use of the ~A~p~~~ concept there 

lies a development and continuation of a thought that 

is essentially Hebraic. But an even more striking 

criticism can be levelled against Robinson's view. 

The qualification that is explicit in Robinson's 

translation, the idea that Christ is always being 

filled by God, is implicit in neither the grammar of 

the verse nor the context, but is introduced directly 

as a result of the author's interpretation of Col 1:19 

and 2:9. This argument presupposes not only a unity 

of authorship between the two epistles,42 but also 

that the recipients of Ephesians knew Colossians -
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or at least were familiar with the doctrine expressed 

in that epistles with regard to the 1tA:fJpWI-la. concept. 

These presuppositions are, to say the least, highly 

conjectural and would seem to form a very weak basis 

on which to rest an argument. 

We are not yet ready to discuss the gram-

matical problems associated with Eph 1:23 but we should 

note Robinson's solutions to these problems. Although 

it is not explicitly stated it is obvious that Robinson 

takes 1t"A-nPWI-la. as a passive noun, as 

passive ano, again though not explicitly stated, 

'as adverbial. As we shall see beloYl, 

at least one of these solutions is untenable. 

This view expressed seeks to interpret 

Eph 1:23 in the light of Col 1:19, 2:9 and, further-

more, then to present 1tA~PWI-la. as a concept which can 

only be understood in light of the combination of the 

references in both epistles; a view, as we have already 

stated, that seems highly conjectural. 

It is not without significance that a • 

completely different understanding from that of 

Robinson can be presented which, at the same time, 

argues for a harmonisation of the meaning of 

in both epistles. This is the interpretation advocated 
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by C.F.D. Moule43 who translates Eph 1:23: 'He 

~dlgave him [Christ) to be head over the Church and at 

the same time to be the fullness - the all inclusive 

representative - of God - the all-filler'. This 

interpretation requires that the following solutions 

be accepted for the grammatical problems: ~~~~ 

is an active noun in apposition not to ~~ , b~t to 

cJ,'t~y of v.22i '7t~TlPOt>Il£Y01) is active in sense, though 

middle in voice: is adverbial. 

Again we must note that this interpretation is not 

without its difficulties,44 particularly in respect 

of the fact that '7t~ftpW!lC'L is seen as being in a.pposi tion 

to a.~'tl;y • The understanding of ·/'t~TJp01)Il£Y01) as 

active in sense is also problematical. 

The above discussion has shown that there 

are serious methodological and grarrunatical difficulties 

invol ved in any attempt to interpret '7t~~ in 

Eph 1:23 in light of an established interpretation for 

the same word as it occurs in Col 1:19, 2:9. 

Our discussion has also made reference 

to the grammatical problems associated with the phrase 

As 

the first stage in our quest for a new approach to the 

concept in Ephesians we must now examine these 

problems separately but yet in such a manner that their 
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corporate solution offers us some definite indication 

as to the intended significance of the term in this 

verse. 

There are two classical explanat'ions of 

; that of J.B. Lightfoot who argues that 

the term is in every instance a passive noun,45 ~nd the 

later discussion by J.A. Robinson who argues very 

strongly for the opposite. 46 Lightfoot's argument 

centres on the so called 'lexical rule' that "sub-

stantives in -~a , formed from the perfect passive, 

appear always to have a passive sense. They may 

denote an abstract notion or a concrete thing; they 

may signify the action itself regarded as complete, or 

the product of action; but in any case they give the 

result of the agency involved in the corresponding 

verb".47 In an effort to adhere to this rule Lightfoot 

has to offer a somewhat strained interpretation of 

what exactly is meant by 'passive', as is well pointed 

out by J.A. Robinson. 48 

Our own examination of the 7C)..npw~a. 

texts as they occur in the NT apart from Colossians 

and Ephesians has also shown that a passive sig-

nificance cannot be maintained in the major~ty of 

49 cases. We must then conclude, against Lightfoot, 

that the case that pleroma means 'that which is 
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filled' has not been proven. This suggests then the 

possibility at least of the term being given an active 

significance in the NT in general and this text in 

particular. 50 Before we can comment further on the 

correctness of this suggestion we must turn our 

attention to the remaining problems. 

The problem concerning 'Jt'!-.r]P 0 1)jJ.8v 01) is 

less difficult to resolve. The form can either be 

passive or middle or middle with an active significance. 

Although there are those scholars who argue the case 

for the last possibility51 it is not to be accepted 

on the grounds that the middle voice of this verb 
, 

nowhere else occurs 'vi th an active sense and, fur'cher-

more, when the author wishes to convey an active sense' 

he uses the active voice, as in 4:10. It is possible 

that the verb is to be understood as middle,5~ though 

this is to be counted as unlikely because the middle 

use of this verb is rare in Koine Greek and not known 

in the NT. 53 Furthermore we may add that if the verb 

is middle then presumably the sense is reflexive: 

'fills for himself', an interpretation which, despite 

Abbott's efforts,54 is extremely difficult to fit into 

55 the context of Eph 1:23. This leaves us with the 

possibility of the verb being understood as passive. 

This is perfectly acceptable grammatically. It is 
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sufficient to say at this point that we accept this 

conclusion. 

The third problem of Eph 1:23 with which 

we have to deal concerns the phrase 

This can be interpreted either adjectivally 

or adverbially. Certainly the majority of schol.ars 

56 accept the latter, and the phrase is then understood 

as equivalent to the classical 7tCl.V-ro..7tCL01. v But it 

is. also conceivable that 

are intended as separate entities and then the trans-

lation would be 'everything in all things'. In 

1 Cor 9:22 and 1 Cor 10:33 "Co. r:o.v-ra.. and rM~v 

certainly have different references but we should note 

that there the words do not stand in the formalised 

phrase which occurs, apart from 

Eph 1:23, only in 1 Cor 12:6 and 15:28. In 1 Cor 12:6 

it is probable that the terms are to be translated 

separately: God produces all these effects in all 

these persons. But it is possible that the whole 

phrase is to be treated as relating one idea, par-

ticularly if Paul has in mind the thought that the 

gift and the recipient are so closely identified that 

they become inseparable. 1 Cor 15:28 is a more 

important parallel because, as we have seen in Chapter I, 

the traditions relating to Ps 8:6 and Ps 109:1 that 

are incorporated in 1 Cor 15:24-28 are precisely 
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those that the author of Ephesians has taken up in 

1: 20-22. H "'· 57 h h J. erlng argues t at ere the phrase 

is not used adverbially and insists that the terms 

must be treated separately. He takes !v 1C6::cr~ v as 

neuter, referring to the 'whole universe' and ~v~a 

as adverbial so translating the whole sentence 'that 

God may be in every respect (completely) in the 

universe' . But this interpretation makes Ell 1C&-I.V 

little more than a useless addition. This treatment 

highlights the difficulty in treating ~cl ~v~a. 

and EV ~I.v as separate units; we can account for 
/ 'ta. ?:a:vr;a,. but without some such ingenuity as Hering 

pr,ovides we cannot provide an acceptable interpretation 

for &v ~cnv The very fact that the complete 

phrase stands in both epistles in a context where 

reference is made with Ps 8:6 to the total subjection 

of the universe and the consequential Lordship of 

Christ suggests that the phrase is equivalent to the 

classical 1tO.V~6.?mO""v These arguments are suf-

ficiently strong to convince us that in Eph 1:23 

(and 1 Cor 15 :28) ~a 1lO.v'r0; lv nro-&.v is to be interp-

reted adverbially, being equivalent to the classical 

There is one final problem that demands 

solution. To what does 1I:AnpOO!J.G. relate? It is 

frequently argued that it stands in apposition to 
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(v.22) and thus is intended to expound the 

significance of Christ. We have already argued 

that the 1t:h:npwjJ.O. texts in Ephesians cannot be interp-

reted only with reference to Colossians, though we 

should note that if 1tA~~~ is intended to be under-

stood as being in apposition to a~~6v , then we should 

have at least this one instance where 1tA.~pwiJ.a has 

the same significance as Colossians: Christ is the 

fulness of God. But is it not more logical to take 

as in apposition to (j'(j)IJ.a I the nearest word 

in the same case? Grammatically both are equally 

possible but the former understanding (in apposition 

to a~~6v ) would require that certain grammatical con-

ditions apply, namely that 1i:A~pWiJ.a is active in sense, 

is middle with active significance and 

We have ourselves 

already argued that '7tAllPOOIJ.€vou is in fact passive 

and, although we accept that the other conditions do 

apply, this fact in itself is sufficient to convince 

us that 1i:A1!PWiJ.a is intended by the author to be under-

stood as in apposition to ~a 
58 

Our solution to the grammatical problems 

of Eph 1: 23 is: 1i:MipWiJ.a is active and in apposition 

. d b· 1 59 lS aver la • 

is passive and ~a ?'t6.na ~v 

We then provisionally transl.ate 

vv. 22f as 'And God put all things in subjection 
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under Christ's feet and gave him who is head over all 

things to the Church, which is his body, which ~ills 

Christ who is himself completely being fulfilled,.60 

This provisional translation may seem to give rise 
, 

to a concept which is theologically difficult - the 

idea that the Christ is being completed by the Church, 

but as we shall see below,61 this concept, in li~ht of 

other theological concepts found in the Epistle, is 

fully explicable and is in line with both the christology 

and ecclesiology of the letter. 

Before passing on to discuss the problems 

that are associated with the remaining ~Af1pW~~ 

citations in Ephesians it is necessary that we discuss 

a possible interpretation of the term in 1:23 that is 

of importance both as a clarification of the pro-

visional translation offered above and for our later 

discussion of the relationship of the ~A~p~a 

citations to the ascension concept. We have attempted 

to argue for the active significance of the term in the 

verse in question but, in as much as the noun is 

associated with the passive participle ~A~pOU~~vou , 

is it not at least possible that the substantive also 

has passive implications? This possibility is 

62 suggested by J. Ernst. The only text which is 

cited as proof of this possibility is Plato, Republic 2, 
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63 where, at least so Ernst argues correctly the sense 

is IIVollstandigkeit ll
• If this view is carried over 

into Eph 1:23 the verse yields the sense: 'Christ 

fills all his members but at the same time he will be 

completed by the totality of the community, namely the 

Church' • We can now offer then a paraphrase which 

both expands our provisional translation and at t,he 

same time brings out the total theological significance 

of the verse: 'And God gave him who is head over all 

things to the Church which is his body; it'is this 

body which at one and the same time completes Christ 

and yet is also filled by him'. The great advantage 

of this interpretation is that it would show a very 

close relationship between the concepts of Eph 1:10 

and 1:23. The view advocated is certainly attractive 

but seems to be more the result of the judgment that 

1:10 is basic to the interpretation of 1:23 than it is 

of a demonstrable grammatical probability. The point 

at issue is, however, to what extent this theological 

judgment can be verified by a consideration of the 

remaining 7tAf)pWf-lCL citations. If these citations do 

verify this judgment then our conclusion must be that 

the author had this presupposition in mind when writing 

Eph 1:23, although not making it explicit in the text. 

To this point we shall return later. 
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The grammatical solutions that we have 

offered to the problems inherent in this text are in 

themselves perfectly acceptable, but when these various 
. 

solutions are viewed together they themselves constitute 

an interpretation which is not perhaps so easily 

acceptable theologically. Any exegesis which is in 

line with both our solution and our paraphrase giyes 

rise to the theological supposition that Christ is 

being completed - or filled - by the Church. This 

problem was recognised by J.A. Robinson who was the 

first to offer a solution to the grammatical problems 

of 1:23 along the lines we have indicated. 

own theological solution to the problem raised by his 

grammatical solution was by way of analogy: the Church 

completes Christ in the same way that the body completes 

the head; a 'head' requires a body to be effective and 

so equally Christ requires the Church. But this use 

of metaphorical analogy is more akin to twentieth 

century thought than to first. Further, we may argue, 

Robinson has in fact misunderstood the use that the 

author of the epistle is making of the metaphor: 

Christ is XE~A~ not because the Church is his ~~G 

but because God has subjected all things under his 

feet. But to reject the basis of Robinson's explanation 

of the theology is not to say that his original sup-

position which was arrived at by grammatical rather than 

theological reasoning is itself erroneous. It simply 
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means that we have to provide an explanation to these 

grammatical facts which does not alter the basic pre

supposition that the Church completes Christ

because this is the only interpretation that the gram

matical solution will allow - and which at the same 

time offers a theological explanation that does not 

depend upon Robinson's misuse of the analogy. 

Basic to any such explanation is the 

context of v.23; it is not set in any extended dis

cussion on the nature of the Church but immediately 

follows the author's description of the exalted Christ, 

a description which centres both in the epistle and the 

earlier tradition on Ps 8:6. As we have seen, again 

in both epistle and tradition, the function of this 

psalm citation was to enable the early Christians to 

express the concept of the exalted Lord as the 

'inclusive representative' of redeemed humanity. 

It is this conception of Christ as the inclusive rep

resentative64 that offers the possibility of providing 

the explanation that we seek, and which we now outline. 

Eph 1:23 is a climactic statement that 

serves to bring together the two themes that are present 

in vv. 20-23. The major theme is the Power of God 

which has been operative in resurrection and exaltation, 

the consequence of which is both the subjection of all 
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powers to Christ and the giving of Christ, the head 

of all things, to the Church. The counter-theme is 

concerned with the Divine Plan of Salvation which has 

been achieved in Christ and is now operative by means 

of the Church. In this respect vv. 20-23 function as 

a natural continuation and elaboration of v.IO in that 

in them the author asserts that it is now the function 

of the Church to bring about this previously determined 

unity. In this way it is seen that both these ~hemes 

are brought together in the interpretation of v.23 that 

we have suggested: that of inclusive personality, such 

that for the author of the epistle "the whole p~ocess 

of redemption and reconciliation is seen as incorporation 

into the Body of Christ, a reversal of the principle 

familiar to the Old Testament that the remnant or One may 

represent the Many. The Many now represent the One 

(Christ) through the Church".65 An~ so it is that 

what God has done in Christ becomes a reality in the 

Church, the theme of which dominates the author to such 

an extent that no longer is the Church seen as part of 

the continuing contrast merely to the existing world 

at anyone time in history but the Church has now 

become an independent theme vis-a-vis cosmology in 

that in the Church, and only in the Church, have the 

cosmic powers been defeated and total reconciliation 

achieved. Integral to this is the author's conception 

of the ascension of Christ as one that can be shared 
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by the believer (2:6f). In this exaltation, which is 

precisely how the author pictures the resurrection-

ascension process, Christ represented the Many in his 

work of salvation. The same process of resurrection-

ascension has been achieved in potentia by the 

believer in that, in faith, he is incorporated into 

Christ and thus the corporate body of believers now 

represent Christ through the Church by means of which 

the salvific work of Christ is made effective. 

From the above discussion two things are 

evident. First, the interpretation of 1tA.npW!-lOo does 

not appear to be dependent upon any external source 

but is controlled by the use and significance of 

1:A.y]po'UV Secondly, our explanation of 1:23, in that 

it relies on the doctrine of inclusive personality, 

strongly suggests that the author and recipients of the 

epistle were aware of the idea of unity - in this case 

the unity between Christ and his Church - which 1tA.npw~a. 

conveyed in the traditions that are at the source of 

the verse. 

2.4.2. Eph 3:19 

If there is any unity of meaning between 

this text and the 1tA.fJ~ texts of Colossians then 

the phrase refers to the condition , 

to which Christians are destined to be brought. If 
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this is the case then the phrase in question might 

be translated as "in order that you· [the Christians] 

may be filled up to the full maturity intended by God,,66 

or again, "so that you may be filled up to the measure 

of the fulness of God".67 Although it is obviously 

true that the second of these translations has a more 

direct relationship with the understanding of ~~ftp~a 

in Colossians than the former, it is nevertheless 

equally true that, to a greater or lesser degree, both 

translations owe much more to Eph 4:13 than to either 

of the Colossian texts. J.A.T. Robinson himself 

recognises that his translation is in need of some 

l ·.c:· . h h 68 qua lLlcatlon w en e notes: 

The hope of Christians is nothing less 
than that the complete fullness of God 
which already resides in Christ should 
in Him become theirs. This can never 
be true of isolated Christians, but in 
the 'fullgrown man', in the new cor
poreity which is His body, 'the measure 
of the stature of the fullness of Christ' 
is theirs to attain (Eph 4:13) - for the 
Father's decree is that the Divine 
fullness should dwell in Him, not 
simply as an individual but ~~~X~, 

Indeed, that such a relationship between this text and 

4:13 exists, as seems to be presupposed by both these 

translations, is in fact indicated by the text of 3:19b 

itself. Here et, has progressive force 69 such that 

here, as in 4:13, the author is referring to a state 

or condition that will be obtained (albeit, in 
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potentia) by one who has fulfilled the conditions that 

have been previously set out. 70 This statement of 

Robinson's also indicates that where the interpretation 

does approach that of Colossians it makes use of an 

interpretation of ~a~'xm, that we have already argued 

is untenable. 

It may well be that the idea that the 

fulness of God does reside in Christ is implied in 

Eph 3:19, but this can hardly be the primary intent 

of the statement. In any discussion on the sig-

nificance of the ~Anp~a term much consideration must 

be given to the whole pericope vv. 14-19. Here there 

is set out by means of three tva clauses a prayer of 

the author for his readers. The statement with which 

we are concerned is essentially the conclusion of the 

'process' that is outlined by means of the first two 

t~ clauses. The end of the process to which v.19b 

refers is, however, not yet complete in reality, but 

in that it is expressed by a tva form 

(which has the same purpose as the well-known and 

frequently occuring infinitive of result) it is 

envisaged as being beyond doubt. 71 The concern then 

is not essentially with the sum-total of either 

divine gifts or deity, but much more with an expression 

of divine purpose and"consequently, there is implicit 

emphasis on the instrument through which this divine 
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purpose is effected, namely the Church. This interp-

retation of course necessi tates tha~ 1t~1}pWj..la. is 

understood as an active noun. Since here, in contrast 

to Eph 1:23, we have no associated grammatical problems 

the solutions of which would give some definite support 

to our interpretation of 1t~1}p<.q.La. as active and not 

passive we must accept that the problem of active or 

passive significance can only be solved with reference 

to a theological (which in this instance is entirely 

contextual) rather than philological pOint of departure. 

Ernst wisely warns against this latter approach with 

respect to this verse when he writes 72 IIDiese Betracht

ungsweise enth~lt jedoch soviel Faktoren der Unsicherheit, 

dass man besser dar auf verzichtet und statt des sen das 

unmittelbar Gemeinde in Auge fasstll. 

Thus far we have done little more than 

indicate the direction of our argument. We have done 

nothing to demonstrate conclusively that 1t~1}p<.q.La. 

refers either to God or to the Church. Certainly the 

failure of the exegetes to demonstrate with any degree 

of certainty that there is an intrinsic relationship 

between 1t~1}~a. in Colossians and in Eph 3:19b and the 

probability that v.19b says much the same as 4:13 if 

not disproving that 1t~1}pWj..la. refers to God, quite 

obviously does nothing to support this contention. 

does refer to God then what is being spoken 
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of is either the 'fulness of divine being', that is, 

the sum-total o'f what God is, or the 'fulness of 

divine attributes'; it would of course be wrong to 

over-emphasise any real difference between these two 

things because ultimately the 'fulness of divine being' 

is only recognisable and able to be communicated by 

means of the attributes which the divine being pcssesses. 

If, on the other hand, the term refers to the Church, 

then what is being said is that the Church is the 

complement or even the alter ego of God; in either 

case ?tAf1pw!-lO- would include the ideas of both 'com-

pletion' and 'consummation'. Now admittedly, there is 

nothing intrinsic to the phrase in question that would 

make us relate ?tAf}pOOj..L(l. to the Church and not to God, 

but, as we have already indicated and will go on to 

demonstrate, contextually there is in "'Tv. 16-19 every 

indication that the term, whatever its exact content, 

is an expression of divine purpose and as such it is 

associated with the instrument and means through which 

this purpose is brought to completion. This instrument 

is the Church which is then the agent of God's act of 

filling such that "its function is to extend throughout 

Christ's redeemed universe the acknowledgement of His 

victory".73 
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Now in order that we may determine the 

validity of our argument thus far we will procee? with 

a fairly detailed discussion of the tva clauses in 

vv. 16-19. Basic to our discussion is the contention 

that the final phrase 

is climactic and that its content is governed 

not by any prima facie meaning of the words employed but, 

at least in the first instance, by the content of the 

prayer in which it stands. In this regard it should 

be noted that the form of the prayer itself naturally 

leads to this conclusion: the first tva. clause con-

tains three intercessory statements, the second two 

statements and the final clause contains only the 

statement. If our contention is in any way 

correct then the content of '!t>"f!pWj.I.Oi can only be deter-

mined by an examination of the two previous tva. 

clauses. 

The first stage of the author's prayer is 

concerned with the strengthening of the inner man, 

a strengthening that occurs as a result of God's 

The phrase ~aw o.v6pW7toy has been the source of much 

discussion. H. Schlier74 has drawn attention to 

several Mandaean texts where the concept of 'inner man' 

appears without uniform significance, representing 

variously' soul' (r.G. 327f), 'Adam' (l.G. 571:l0f) 
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Imana which lives in us l (r.G. 287:8; 316:29; 

1. G. 442: 25f), I hidden mana I I (r. G. 242: 30ff) and 

Ihidden Adami (l.G. 486:17; 571:14). But it is 

improbable that any of these texts can be related 

directly to the ?t}..flp~a. reference of Eph 3:16. 

The concept of I inner-man I also occurs in the Corpus 

Hermeticum,75 but again no direct relationship can 

possibly be established. The source of these state-

ments is not our concern, though there would seem no 

reason to doubt that they owe their origin, directly 

or indirectly, to the anthropological dualism of Plato. 

What does concern us, though, is the implications of 

the fOtO ["epomov of Eph 3:16. The only other direct 

occurrence of the phrase is Rom 7:22, though it is 

obviously intended in 2 Cor 4:16. In both these 

passages it refers to the internal Christian life 

such that nit is synonymous, or alm~st synonymous with 

the III that would do good and hates evil n• 76 The 

occurrence of the phrase in Ephesians has the same 

significance with the one essential difference that 

in this epistle the phrase has lost the eschatological 

emphasis that was present in both Romans and 2 Corinthians. 

No longer does the ~0t0 S.vePW1tOv belong to the Age to 

Come, as is the case in the major Paulines, but is a 

state that has already been established. This con-

cept is explicated in the following phrase xa:toLx1"ptr,L 
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This phrase does not have the same significance as 

(Rom 8:10; Gal 2:20) in that it has 

no reference to Baptism, but rather refers to the 

condition by means of which faith is being constantly 

given to the believer. Continued faith is possible 

because the believer is constantly being strengthened 

in his new state. The final phrase of the firs~ 

clause, ~v &y~ ~pp~~~fVOL xat ~£e£~£~~~fVOL, 

when correctly interpreted does not differ in essence 

from the previous phrases. Basic to our interpretation 

is the fact that &ya~~ and ~'(j'n, in the previous 

phrase are so closely related as to be understood as 

interchangeable terms. 

describe the fusion of' the believer with Christ, an 

event which, in that it is ~v &ya.7tV , has consequenc€ 

not only for the single believer, but also for the 

corrrrnunity. 

The first phrase of the second clause is 

more difficult to understand, most of the recent dis-

cussion centering on the question of the religio

historical background. Ernst77 has examined in some 

detail the arguments for the various sources and concludes 

that none of the arguments are in themselves conclusive. 

He further suggests that what we have in this phrase 

is something more than a metaphorical expression designed 

to signify the cosmic extent of the love of which he the 
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author writes. This view would seem to be correct; 

it is sUbstantiated in that the central concern of 

the chapter is the mystery of Christ (v.4) which has 

now been revealed in the Church (v.5) which, in terms 

of the revelation of this mystery, has cosmic responsi-

bility (v.lO). Those who understand the mystery 

understand that which is the xo/ta.M(3ea6a.L 'tC 'to 

The same 

thought is present in the second phrase (v.19a): the 

mystery of God which now manifests itself in the 

community is characterised in its most profound sense 

as the &'y5.7t1l 'to\'J XpLO"'tO\'J which exceeds yv&xnt;. 

With this discussion in mind we can HOW 

turn our attention to the final clause tYG 7th'Y]ptoe'i1'te 

We have already 

suggested that this is an ecclesiolo~ical statement 

that does not differ in interpretation from the state

ments contained in 4:10-13 and we have further shown 

that the statement itself can only be interpreted in 

light of the two preceding tvc clauses. Now it 

might be argued that both of these statements cannot 

be maintained because there is nothing that has obvious 

ecclesiological reference in vv. 16-19b. But any 

argument along these lines would almost of necessity 

have to assume that the three tv~ statements are to 

be considered separately and without reference to their 
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overall relationship and, furthermore, it would 

neglect the ecclesiological significance of atv 

~v 'tor, ~yCol.' , a phrase which is directional for 

the understanding of the concept of !xx).:ry::rCa. both in 

this pericope and in the epistle in general as our 

following discussion will show. The three r~ 

clauses cannot be considered separately; the final 

statement is both a summation and consequence of the 

two previous clauses and when this is acknowledged 

then it becomes obvious that the theme of the pericope 

is 'growth' or 'increase', which is precisely the theme 

of 4:10-13. At the end o'f this latter pericope stands 

the phrase fl~'tpOV ~AI. xCa., 'to\J ?tAnpWfla.'to, 'to\J XfHCT'to'i}', 

a phrase which as we will demonstrate, must refer to 

the Church, in so far as the Church is that which has 

attained or is attaining the condition of completion. 

But to return to the original pericope vv. 16-19. 

We found here an emp,hasis that did not confine the Church 

to the temporal order but which indicated that the Church 

W9S of cosmic proportions. But that does not mean 

that !XXAWCa. is to be equated with ?tAnpWf-La : it 

means that!xxAwCa. is not seen as an end in itself I 

it is ordered et, 1fl!.v 't~ ?tAnpWf-La. 'to\J 6£0'J. This 

interpretation explains the significance of £t, : it 

emphasises the fact that there is a 'journey' and an 

'objective'; the requirement for the former is ?tCCT't" 

and the latter is 't~ ?tAnpWj.1a. 'to'J 6£0'J. 
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2.4.3. Eph 4:10-13 

We have argued in the above paragraph 

for an interpretation of 7tATJPW/la. in this passage that 

is related to the interpretation of the term in 3:19 

and npt to either or both of the Colossian texts. But 

we must admit that it is perhaps possible to provide 

an interpretation of this verse such that it does indeed 

harmonise with the understanding of the 7tATJP~ 

concept in Colossians. Moule attempts such a har-

monisation and translates "the christians are to attain 

to the full growth of manhood, the standard ( ~€~pov 

consisting in the full stature nA~x'a.,) of the full 

maturity belonging to Christ" 78 The same view is 

79 further expounded by Best: 

"When we pass to 4:13 we find that 
what in 1:23 was a statement of fact 
is now a standard of attainment: 
the Church is to attain to the 
measure of the maturity of the pleroma 
of Christ; it is to attain 'to the 
measure of the maturity of the 
attributes and powers of Christ, 
that maturity which comes when the 
attributes and powers of Christ 
completely fill it and it is in 
actual fact the pleroma of Christ". 

But these interpretations although claiming harmony 

wi th the significance of 1tATJPWf.!a. in Colossians have 

themselves acknowledged that a radical difference does 

in fact exist between the two epistles. In Colossians 

the author is concerned to emphasise that it is in 

Christ that ~~ 7tATJpW!J.O. 'tfl, e€6't11~o, dwe 11 s ; 7tA TJpW!J.a. 
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describes not only the powers and abilities that 

Christ has, but also who Christ is: he is the one -

and the only one - who possesses 'ta- ?tATJpWf-lO. ~, 

different. 

In Eph 4:13 the situation is very 

80 
Ernst has correctly pointed out that 

"die wendungen xa.'ta.\I~£\I 

(4:13) 

(4:15) seien nur 

verschiedene Umschreibungen far ein und denselben 

Sachverhalt: die Bildung einer rei fen Glaubensuber-

zeugung, die sich durch keinen Trug der Menschen 

Erfallung lasst H
• This means that the emphasis in 

4:13 is on the condition to which ths believer must 

attain; it says nothing about any ability that the 

Christian has by right. Hence we must assume that, 

at least in 4:13, ?t}.fj~ is concerned with the initial 

necessity of belief and with the.believer's con-

tinuing growth in faith and thus it ultimately has to 

do with the relationship of the believer to the Church; 

a situation decidedly different from that which is the 

concern of Col 1:19 and 2:9. 

The difficulties in this peri cope revolve 

around three phrase s : tva. ?t'X:np<OO-v 'to. ?to.\I'to. (v.lO), 

(v.13b) and 
, 

£t, ~f'tpoy ~}.~xto., 

(v.13c). The problem 
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that confronts us in the first phrase is twofold -

what is the significance of ~A~pO~V and secondly, 

what is intended by 't'a mv't'O; One possible 

solution is offered by F. Mussner81 when he writes: 

"was meint Eph darnit? Man muss 
Gewiess82 zustirnrnen, wenn er sagt 
dass es sich sowohl in dem Psalrnwortes 
wie auch bei dem Satz von der 
'Erftillung des ~lls' urn eine 
Unterwerfung und die Einbeziehung in 
die Herrschergewalt (handelt) und in 
beiden Fallen steht di~ Tat: ~Ltdem 
Aufstieg zur H(jhe im Zusarnrnenhang ll 

Mussner, then, equates 't'~ M-v't'a.. with the powers of 

evil and argues that ~A~pO~V has the significance 

of Ito master ' , 'to control completely'. The more 

detailed argument of Gewiess is as follows: Christ, 

by means of his ascension over all the heavens, has 

acquired total authority over all powers and authorities 

and these are now subject to him. This universality 

• of dominioa is further emphasised by the contrast of 

with the 

ascent The fact that 

stands in the general context of the dis-

tribution of gifts is not determinative for its 

significance, since the exhortation stands in an 

exegetical excursus which exhibits no direct relation-

ship to the ecclesiological thought which is basic to 

the entire paragraph. Finally Gewiess notes the 

for the 
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phrase in question: tva; ?tX"pOOql 'tao. mV1:a.. In both 

places it is a question of subjection and inclusion 

of the powers into the sphere of the Lordship of 

Christ. 83 

But against this it must be noted that 

elsewhere ?CX'TlpO~v is never used with the significance 

'to master', an interpretation which for these authors 

is essential to their argument. The verbal form 

occurs very frequently in the LXX as well as in the 

Stoic and later Jewish writings and in every case 

relates to the terminological comprehension of the 

relationships between God and the world and, as Ernst84 

concludes, "Aus den genanr:.ten Grtinden wird man die 
I , 

Bedeutung von erftillen mit gattlichen Kr~ften nicht 

ausschliessen kannen". The argument is also open to 

criticism on two other counts. Ep~ 4:8-10, is as we 

85 have already shown, an exegetical excursus, but an 

excursus that has direct bearing on - and relationship 

to - the problem of the shaping of the community which 

is the immediate concern of the author of the epistle. 

It is only in a very secondary sense that this 

interpretation of ?C)..'TlpO~V , even if it could be 

justified, could have anything to do with the author's 

co.ncern. Admittedly the citation of Ps 67:19 does 

introduce the thought of the submission of conflicting 

powers but this thought is not primary; the important 
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words in the citation are 

and it is to these words and to the explication of them 

that x)..11Po~\I relates. The argument put forward by 

Mussner, Gewiess and Haupt also does nd pay sufficient 

attention to the fact that here, as in 1:20ff, there is 

a direct relationship between the ascension and 

ecclesiology. To insist that the only content for 

is that of mastery is to neglect this relation-

ship. Whatever is the content of 1t)..'l1pO~\I and its 

associated substantive XA~ it must be such that 

it can be related both christologically and ecclesiologi-

cally. This relationship will be our concern in 

Chapter 4 of this essay. 
,, 

There are two completely different sets 

of problems related to the concept of the ~e)..eLo, 

Our interest initially i~ contextual; we are 

concerned as to why the author of the epistle uses this 

unusual idiom if all he wishes to do is express the 

thought of the spiritual-religious development of the 

individual. Many exegetes find nothing very unusual 

in the phrase and see it merely as a figurative descrip-

tion of the spiritual process of maturing, standing 

over against the condition of immaturity, as described 

wi th VTptlOt. , as in 1 Cor 13: 11; 14: 20; and Heb 5: 14. 

In this instance the term is assumed to have an 

individual application. As representative of this 
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86 
view we may cite E. Percy " ~fA.&r.o, ist der, 

welcher sich im Herzen und in der Lebensftihrung den 

Inhalt des christlichen Glaubensrecht angeeignet hat ll
• 

But this individual significance of the term does not 

agree with the theme of the pericope; du Plessis well 

notes that "the individuality disturbs the sequence 

f th h oi- d· t d· t t th t·· II 87 o oug~, an 1S con ra 1C ory 0 e soma 1C 1mage • 

The ecclesiological basis of the letter and, more par-

ticularly, the setting of the phrase in 4:l-l~makes 

a corporate understanding of the phrase necessary. 

This interpretation fits well with the ecclesiological 

significance that we have already suggested belongs 

to -m MV'ta. i the Church in so far as it is both 

the instrument and medium of the 1tA.~ 'to,," Xp:.<rto1Y 

is the sphere which serves both to cause the completion 

(?tA.1)p~a. ) of the universe and the increase ( ~fA.&c.o, 

of the corpor a'te body. 

The problems associated with the content 

are well summarised by R. McL. Wilson
88 

when he says of the references in Ephesians and 

Colossians that "the strongest case for a Gnostic 

sense is probably Eph 4:13 where the context includes 

a reference to a 'perfect man' and also a contrast 

wi th v1p\:lO(. , both typical features of a later 

Gnosticism". It is certain that all these terms were 
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used by the Gnostics and each denotes something 

quite different from the possible interpretations that 

we have already examined. Representative of those who 

argue for a Gnostic interpretation of ?t).:flp<or..la is 

H. Schlier89 who writes: 

"Von der Sache und speziell von der 
Verbindung des Begriffes Pleroma mit 
der Leib-Christi-und also Erloser -
Urmenschenvorstellung her ist kein 
Zweifel, dass der Begriff Pleroma ein 
neues Zeugnis ftir den "gnostischen" 
Sprachgebrauch des Epheser - (und 
Kolosser) - briefes ist. Auch in 
der Gnosis ist Pleroma die Ftille 
Gottes, die gattlichen erftillte, 
himmlische Welt ••• Auch dort wird 
der Glatibige mit dem Pleroma erftillt II 

Now with one important exception the word 

does not occur in the Gnostic literature with any 

great frequency. We should note however that the amount 

of extant Gnostic ma~erial is comparatively small and 

it is possible that if writings of the earliest Gnostics 

had been preserved that we might have found that the 

term occupied a more important place than at present 

90 
appears. The term does not appear to have been used 

by Basilides, there being no reference to it in the 

discussion of his system by either Irenaeus or 

Hippolytus. It is possible, though by no means certain, 

that the term was used by Cerinthus and/or the 

Nicolaitans. In his discussion of both Irenaeus, 

Adv. Haer III, 11.1, makes reference to 'pleroma', 

though in his earlier reference to the doctrine of 
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Cerinthus, Adv. Haer I, 26.1, the term is not mentioned. 

Since Hippolytus does not mention the term in his 

discussion of either the Nicolaitans, Refutatio VII, 36.3, 

or Cerinthus, VII, 33.1 it is likely that the term 

played no significant part in the system of either and 

that the occurrence of the term in Adv. Haer III, 11.1 

owes its origin to Irenaeus, presumably influenced by 

his earlier discussion of Valentini ani sm. The term 

does appear, though not with any great frequency, in 

the Naassene hymn as preserved in Refutatio V, 6.3 - 11.1. 

It is doubtful though if the term can be classified as 

't h· I' . th· .. 91 ec n1ca 1n 1S lnStance. The word was used by 

the Docetists however, wi~h the full 'technical' 

(G t ·) . . f· 92 nos 1C slgn1 1cance. 

The one exception to which we have already 

alluded is Valentinus and his schoo193 for whom the 

doctrine of the Pleroma was an essential part of their 

system. Before attempting to explain the content of 

~A~pwpa in Valentinian terms two necessary notes of 

caution must be made. Firstly, the great majority of 

our references to the doctrine of this school are in 

fact to be found in the works of the anti-heretic 

Irenaeus and therefore we must expect these references 

to some degree to be biased and polemical. But, even 

so, the information supplied by Irenaeus and the other 

Apologists is confirmed in large measure by the picture 
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of the Pleroma that we can build up from information 

supplied by the Nag Hammadi texts. We also have 

'genuine' Valentinian sources preserved in the Valentinian 

Fragments and in the Excerpts of Theodotus; the latter 

supporting, though to a lesser extent than the Nag 

Hammadi documents, the idea of the concept that we 

obtain from the Apologists. Secondly, we must note 

that within the Valentinian school there was not total 

agreement, a point well noted by Jonas when he writes: 94 

"how great is the wealth of doctrinal differentiations 

can be seen from the fact of the development of the 

Pleroma; we have in Irenaeus, Hippolytus, Epiphanius 

and the Excerpts of Theodotus no fewer than seven 

versions (not counting that of Markus) which in part 

diverge considerably and reveal great independence of 

thoughtll. The essence of Valentinianism is well 

summarised by the same author wheq he writes
95 

"Valentinus and his school represent the culmination 

of the Syrian-Egyptian type of Gnostic speculation. 

The distinguishing principle of this type of speculation 

is the attempt to place the origin of darkness, and 

thereby the dualistic rift of being, within the Godhead 

itself and thus to develop the divine tragedy, the 

necessity of salvation arising from it, the dynamics 

of this salvation itself, as wholly a sequence of inner 

divine events ll
• With this succinct and accurate 

assessment of the religion of the school in general 
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in our minds we can now begin to examine their 

concept of Pleroma. To do this we need to outline 

briefly from the sources that are available to us the 

system of emanations c that was essential to the Pleroma. 

In the beginning was the Forefather 

(also known as the Pre-beginning and the Primal C,ause) 96 

who, perhaps together with his consort Ennoia (Grace, 

Silence),97 generated the first pair of aeons Nous, 

described by the Valentinians as the 'Only Begotten', 

and his consort Truth. 98 From this first pair of 

emanations originated Word and Life who in tUrn were . 
responsible for the aeons described or named as Man 

and Church.
99 

These first eight emanations, if indeed 

Forefather and Ennoia can be called emanations,lOO 

were known as the Ogdoad. From Word and Life were 

generated ten additional aeons and from Man and Church 

twelve aeons and so there came into being the total of 

30 h ' h t th 'd the Pleroma. lOl aeons w lC oge er comprlse 

Within this Pleroma there existed both unity and 

division; unity in that the relationship within each 

102 
pair of aeons is itself described as a 'pleroma' 

and division or estrangement in that only Nous could 

know the Forefather; to all other aeons he remained 

both ' "bl d' h 'bl 103 lnV1Sl e an lncompre enSl e. We can now 

render the technical or Gnostic (Valentinian) definition 

of pleroma as follows: 'It is the standard term ~or 
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the fully explicated manifestation of divine 

characteristics whose standard number is thirty .and 

which together form an hierarchy and constitute the 

divine realm, and, at the same time, its serves to 

describe the relationship inherent within that divine 

realm I. The fact that only Nous could know the 

Forefather, as well as being a cause of division,· 

ultimately led to a crisis within the Pleroma, a 

crisis that was essentially the disturbance of the 

natural Order inherent in the Pleroma. This crisis 

led directly to the 'fall' of the last aeon Sophia, 

the consequence of which was the birth of ignorance. 104 

The ultimate, and for our considerations most important, 

event in Valentinianism was the restoration of the unity 

within the Pleroma. This was achieved by the emergence 

of two new aeons, Christ and Holy Spirit, lOS who 

together consolidated and strengthened the Pleroma and 

served as a means whereby the aeons were brought back 

to their original order. 106 Each element of the 

Pleroma, with the consent of Christ and Holy Spirit 

and the approval of the Forefather, then contributed 

his greatest asset to produce lithe most perfect beauty 

and star of the Pleroma, its perfect fruit, Jesus, 

whom they also call Saviour and Christ and Logos, after 

his Father, and All because he is derived from all".107 
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Our exposition of the Pleroma concept 

as it related to second century Gnosticism shows that 

it is much nearer to the content of the term as it 

appears in Colossians than to any of the Ephesian 

citations. We admit that the term is used both in 

Ephesians and Gnosticism in the context of ultimate 

reconciliation, but this doctrine as expressed in. the 

epistle has no connection with that of the heresy. 

In the epistle the believers are already lv Xpc.O"tei5 

and furthermore, the redemption - which is deliverance 

from sin and not from ignorance or materialism - is 

already realised; conditions which are completely 

opposed to the conditions of redemption and requirements 

of salvation as they appear in second century Gnosticism. 

Whatever the source of the ?tA1)pWfJ.a. concept in 

Eph 4:13 and more generally in 1:23 and 3:19' it cannot 

lie in the same traditions as does the source of the 

concept as it developed in Valentinianism. 

Turning again to the actual versesin 

question it is obvious that we have to deal with the 

two separate and distinct phrases r va. ?tA1lPWcn;! 'to. mv'ta. 

(v .10) and d (; /.!l:'tpov ~A"X'a.(; 'totf ?tAllP~a.'tO(; 'totf Xpr.O"totf 

(v.13) individually as well as in relation to each other. 
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We have already rejected the argument 

that tva. ?tATlPWav 'to. MV'ta. refers only to the Lordship 

of Christ over powers and authorities and, at the same 

time, have suggested that the phrase must be interpreted 

with reference to both christology and ecclesiology. 

This suggestion can be entirely sUbstantiated by an 

examination of the phrase itself. The point at issue 

is the purpose of the phrase. Our examination of the 

ascension motif in vv. 8-10a showed that for the author 

two ideas are basic: enthronement as king and the 

prerogative of the king to distribute gifts. It is 

these two ideas that are again present in v. lOb, the 

purpose of which can only be to serve as explication 

of ~ &.va.~(; lntepa.vw MV'tWV 'tlZv otpa.vlZv , a phrase 

which itself can only be explained in terms of the 

complete citation of Ps 67:19. This means that the 

content and purpose of tva. ?tATlpWav 't~ MV'tCL. is no 

different from that which is in the author's mind when 

he cites the psalm citation. But equally the phrase 

in question must also relate to the building up of the 

body of Christ as it is described in v.12, because 

it is for this reason that the gifts which are 

referred to in the citation and ennumerated in v.ll 

are given. tva. ?tATlP~ 1:"0. MV'tCli does refer to the 

Lordship or kingship of Christ and the consequent 

subjection of all things under his feet (1:22), but 

equally it refers to the work of the Church in the 
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world. S hI " 108" t " 1 t h h d c 1er 1S cer a~n y correc w en e raws 

attention to the intimate relationship between the 

'completion of theuni verse 'and the 'increase of the 

body': as the Church increases so is the universe 

brought to completion. It is this concept which the 

author expresses in the words 1tAnpW01I 'tao 1ta.v'to,. 

We should note however that the text says nothing about 

how this 'filling' of the cosmos ( 'ta 1tO.v'to, ) is 

brought about by the Church, though it is probable, 

S h " 109 t th t h th th h " as c we1zer sugges s, a ere e au or as 1n 

mind the universal mission of the Church. 

In our earlier discussion of the problems 

associated with the phrasl3 €k f.J.~'tpov -n'A&.x(o" 'tots 

we demonstrated that 1t'AnpWf.J.O. 

in this citation has nothing to do with Gnosticism 

and that wl1atever its content, it is to be related to 

the Church. It is this content that we now have to 

determine. Again we must note that the phrase can 

only be interpreted correctly when due consideration is 

given to the context. The one motif that is present 

in vv. 13-16 is that of 'increase' or 'growth'. This 

motif can be broken down so as to show the stages of 

this increase. 

defined in v.13a: 

The first stage in the process is 

« 
OL 

This first stage is achieved by 
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the fulfillment of diakonia and by means of the 

varying ministries which are themselves the 'gifts' 

of God. That this is so is emphasised by xa:r;a.v'taw 

"th "t f 't h " b" t" ,110 Wl 1 S sense 0 0 reac a glven 0 Jec lve • 

The process is further described by means of the 

We have already dis-

cussed the author's corporate use of this phrase but 

have yet to discuss its content. This is now our 

concern. The possibilities of interpretation for the 

phrase are numerous. It can be interpreted such that 

means perfect, in the sense of 'spiritually 

full-grown'. This is the interpretation put forward 

by S.D.F. Salmond. III His re&sons for this are twofold. 

Firstly he suggests, quite correctly, that the idea of 

'spiritually full-grown' is to be inferred from the 

following VfptLO(' His second reason though is much 

more doubt::ul i he claims that e:!<; ~t'tpov ~iA.LXLa.<; 

is to be understood as appositional to d<; [vopa. 

and thus further defines 'ttA€1.0V , giving 

a fuller and more precise description of the goal that 

is to be reached. Basic to his argument at this 

point is the assumption that ~AI.XCa. refers to 

'stature', as opposed to 'age'. But €t c; ~t'tpov 

does not in fact refer back to the previous 

phrase but is itself a further stage in the process 

of growth and thus the discussion on the significance 

is quite meaningless at this point. 
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A totally different view is put forward by B. Rigauxl12 

who argues that in the Pauline writings, Hebrews and 

the Community Rule of Qumran the theme of 'perfection' 

is closely connected with the concept of the knowledge 

of the divine mystery. Recognising the progressive 

thought of the author of the epistle, Rigaux claims 

that in the image of the 'perfect man' the required 

constituents are found, namely, knowledge of the Son 

of God as the objective, the fact that it is by the 

plenitude of Christ that the faithful attain the stature 

of perfection, and also there is the corresponding 

image of the child. Rigaux is certainly correct in 

arguing th~t both faith and knowledge are means by 

which the objective is reached,l13 but he is surely 

in error when he argues that this state of perfection 

applies not corporately, but individually. A similar 

114 argument is put forward by Mussner who talks of 

the growlng conviction of faith in the individual. 

These authors in describing ~E~€to~ as a religious 

rather than a moral quality are surely correct, but 

against them we should note that it is the religious 

quality of the community that is at issue. The 

is the community unified in faith and 

yet involved in the process of the increase of the 

Church in the world. It is precisely this 

last point that is picked up by the author of the 

epistle in the phrase 
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1Cf..'l1P~O:to~ 'toU Xp~O"'to{1 as Ernst correctly 

sununarises: 115 " bezeichnet der Begriffsgruppe 

1Cf..'l1POUV sowohl das zum Abschluss 

gekommene Wachsen 

(v.13) ), als auch die vom Haupte ausgehende 

lebenspendende und herrscherlich leitende 'Erfullung' 

von Kirche und Kosmos ( "va. 1Cf..'l1pWql 't<\ mv'ta. (v. '10) )". 

Two further points may be made to show 

that there is a theological unity not only between 

the two ascension passages, but also in the relationship 

between the ascension and 1Cf..np~a In both 1:20-22 

and 4:8-10a the ascension is conceived of in terms of 

Messianic Kingship_ Now it might appear that in 

4:10b-16 the author moves away from this concept as he 

discusses the nature of the Churchi but here it is 

important to note that the discussion centres on the 

increase motif which is expressed by means of at~avw 

(v .16) and otxoool-ln (vv. 12,16). 

The first point to be noted is that there is a dif-

ference between a~~avw The former 

has a qualitative reference in the Pauline writings, 1·16 

but the latter, which occurs only here and in Col 2:19, 

has a quantitative reference, though admittedly not to 

the total neglect of the idea of quality. If this is 

indeed the case then there is in the final phrase of 
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v.16 an idea of mission that is not very different 

from that envisaged in v.lOb. This line of argument 

is well supported by the author's use of otxOOOI-l-r1 

which has messianic significance as well as ecclesiasti-

117 cal content. This means that the ascension motif 

serves not only as the author's point of departure for 

his ecclesiology but also for his theology of mission. 

3. IWiP2MA IN EPHESIANS: A SURVEY OF SOURCES 

As there is little or no agreement among 

exegetes on the interpreta·tion of the 1tAnpWJ..Ul. concept 

so too is there no agreement as to the source or 

sources of the same concept, the disagreement being 

such that there is even no consensus of opinion as to 

whether the term owes its being to either Jewish, 

Hellenistic or Gnostic sources. 

We can however divide the possible sources 

i~to three major groupings: sources that are basically 

Jewish in nature, particularly the OT Wisdom literature, 

Philo and the Rabbis; sources that are Gnostic (at 

least in outlook, if not exactly belonging to Gnosticism 

proper), particularly the Odes of Solomon and the 

Corpus Hermeticum~ and lastly sources derived from 

ancient philosophical systems, particularly Stoicism. 
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3.1 Jewish Sources 

3.1.1 The Wisdom Literature 

The most detailed argument for the 

deri vation of 1tA-npWj..lCt. from the Wisdom literature is 

that put forward by A. Feuillet. 118 
Basic to 

Feuillet's argument are two presuppositions that ·are 

themselves problematical. Firstly, he assumes that 

if 1tA-npWf.!.Cl. in Col 1 :15-20 can be shown to depend on 

Wisdom traditions then it is axiomatic that the same 

source must underlie the use of the term in Ephesians. 

As we have already seen it is in fact not necessary 

to interpret any of the Ephesian texts by way of 

Colossians. The other presupposition is equally 

cri tical. Feuille't, admits that the actual word 7tATJpW!J,a. 

does not occur in the Wisdom texts which he cites and 

so is forced to concede that it is likely that Paul 

owes something to the current Hellenistic philosophy 

for the word itself, though, so he argues, the source 

of thought is the Wisdom literature. 

We can divide Feuillet's argument into 

three sections. Firstly, with reference to Col 1:15-20 

he notes that this hyronic passage can be divided into 

two sections in exactly the same fashion as many 
r 

passages in the Wisdom literature, for example, 

Pro v 8:22-30; Sir 24; Wisdom 7:21-30; 9:1-4, 9-12. 
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The essential feature of these passages, according to 

Feuillet, is that in them both a contrast and a 

parallelism is made between personified Wisdom and 

her activity in time and space. The Sapiential 

character of Col 1:15-20, furthermore, is borne out 

by the fact that parallels exist between the thought, 

and in some cases the language, of Wisdom and this 

119 hymnic passage. Secondly, turning to Col 2:2f 

Feuillet notes that these two verses contain ideas that 

are well-known in Wisdom literature, namely 

<roq>ta., yvuxn" and &'?toxpuq>O(; 

The third part of the argument is concerned wit~ 

Eph 3:18 and the four 'dimensions'. Feuillet admits 

that this use of the concepts is often seen as a Greek 

philosophical idea which Paul has borrowed, but, 

against this, suggests that Job 9:8f and Sir 1:3 

provide a source which is equally acceptable and, 

since Wisdom, though active among men, is transcendent, 

a description which is exactly paralleled by Christ, 

these writings are the only ones acceptable as a 

possible source. 

. . .. d b S h' 120 A slffillar suggest10n 1S rna e y c we1zer 

when he argues that Pleroma was originally understood 

in terms of the world-soul of Hellenistic thought and 

so for the Christian community it came to be applied 

to the God who pervades the whole universe. The same 
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author goes on to suggest that since the Wisdom 

terminology is present in the Colossian hymn it may 

also form the background to the Pleroma concept, since 

it is the Sophia of God which pervades and penetrates 

all things. 

But attractive as these suggestions 9re 

they can remain only conjectural. The author(s) of 

both Colossians and Ephesians could not have been 

unaware of the fact that in the LXX 1t).:fipwt..1a. only 

°th to 1 f 121 ° th occurs Wl a spa la re erence, never ln e 

personalised sense that is demanded if the argument 

of Feuillet and Schweizer is to be substantiated. 

Furthermore the fact that the actual 1tA:npWiJO. term 

is completely lacking in Jewish wisdom speculation is 

decisive in view of the fact that the term was used 

122 in other contemporary sources, and, even more 

importantly, was obviously well-known to the recipients 

of both Colossians and Ephesians. 

3.1. 2 Philo 

While it is true that 1t).i)poop.a. is not a 

word that Philo uses either frequently or with ,any 

specific theological significance, there are a few 

citations that are of some consequence to our 

investigation. The texts that concern and interest 

us here are those instances where 1t).:llpotyv is 
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associated with the 'tao 1tO.v'ta. formula and thus 

there is in these instances both a cosmic and 

theological mode of thought and expression. Of 

these instances we can cite three examples. We 

read in Leg alleg III 2,4 : 7tO.v'ta yap 1t€'1tAfJpOOX€V 

~ 6€3, o,~ ~v't(.l.)V O'€A~AUe€V xat x€v~v o~o~v o~O€: 

The same thought is 

expressed in De post Caini 30 : ( 6£0, 

The concepts that are 

expressed in these ideas are present in a much more 

developed way in the longer citation De post Caini 

14:123 

For the Cause of all is not in the 
thick darkness, nor locally in any 
place at all, but high above both 
place and time. For He has placed 
all creation under His control, and 
is contained by nothing but transcends 
all. But tnough transcending and 
being beyond what He has made, none 
the less has He filled the universe 
Wi th himself ( beL (?e13T]x&', oe xat 
£~w ~O~ o~LoupYTldtv~o, fuv oboey 
T ~ c· 
T}'t~OV 1t€?tAfJp~€· ~ov x 0O'}J. 0 v €al)~o1J 
for He has caused His powers to 
extend themselves throughout the 
universe to its utmost bounds, and 
in accordance with the laws of 
harmony has knit each part to each 

Two things are of significance here. Firstly it is 

notable that the thought expressed in this passage is 

very similar to that of both Eph 1:20-23 and 4:8-10 

in that all three peri copes centre around the scheme 

ascension-subjugation-filling. Secondly, the language 
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and content of the Philonic citation seems to 

depend upon two sources: the language of the 

Wisdom literature124 and the philosophy of the 

St ' 125 
OlCS. Now it has generally been argued that 

the author of Ephesians borrowed the 1tA:npWf.LO. term 

from one or other of several sources. But need this 

be so? Philo arrived at the same theological con-

ception or motif of ascension-subjugation-filling 

by means of reliance on the two sources mentioned but 

for the actual terminology of I filling I uses not 

, exactly as does the author of 

Ephesians in 4:10. Can it be then that the content 

in Ephesians is gove~ned not by a. 

theological or philosophical concept that had bee~ 

related to the word, bu~ rather by the verbal form 

with its associated traditions? 

Our suggestion, which at this stage is 

no more than a hypothesis, does, however, find support 

from a number of different directions. Firstly, the 

actual use made of 1tAnpOO!J.a. by Philo himself. The 

term occurs in Philo somewhat infrequently, but sig-

nificantly enough on the few occasions when it does 

occur it does not differ from the use made of the same 

term in secular literature. Philo uses the word to 

express the contents - material or spiritual - with 

which an object can be filledi 126 he also uses the 
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term to signify totality.127 For Philo the word is 

neither a terminus technicus nor does it derive from 

or relate to any specific source or tradition. If 

our hypothesis is to stand then it must follow that 

the author of Ephesians used the actual term in a way 

not basically different from the normal secular usage 
....... 

of the word, though at the same time giving it content 
,,' 

by means of the long established philosophical and 

theological traditions of Stoicism and Wisdom specu-

lations that were associated with ~Anpo~v A 

second line of support for our hypothesis is also 

available to us in that Philo himself was influenced 

by Stoic philosophy, particularly jn such references as De 

Gig 27, De Confus ling 136. In the former text, 

speaking of the spirit which is upon Moses (Num 11:17) 

Philo writes: 

and, 

as Dupont128 notes, these adjectives (with the 

obvious exception of ~AO' ) are specifically part of 

the vocabulary of Stoic philosophy. In the latter 

text the language and more specifically the thought-

form owes much to the same source. A third fact 

which lends some support to our hypothesis is the 

parallelism between Eph 4:13f and Philo, De Sobr 9 

Sv yap ~X€" A6yov XO!-lt.o~ VTpt~OV ~CLL SCov 'itP~' [vope. 

129 This parallelism is sig-'t'£A€t.OV 't'otJ't'ov 
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nificant because, as we have already suggested, the 

?tAnpolTv ·JtAllp~a. in 4: 10ff cannot be correctly 

interpreted without reference to the 't€A.€~o, ~h'T]p 

concept of 4:13. The hypothesis can be supported 

without reference to Philo. As well as occurring 

in secular literature and Philo the ~A.np~ term 

is also quite commonly used by later Christian 

writers, for example, Eusebius, Justin and Basil. 

In the majority of these instances it refers quite 

simply to a large nurr~er of people, particularly 

people who share a common description. In these 

examples the word is used in a way that does not 

relate to any technical or theological significance 

being read into the content of the term. And this, 

we must note, in spite of the fact tnat during the 

period when these Fathers were wri ting ~A.llp~a. 

was without doubt a well established terminus technicus 

in Gnosticism. 

Our examination of these Philonic texts 

has been rewarding. We have not found any evidence 

that points to a dependence of the author of 

Ephesians upon the works of Philo but we have seen 

that it is at least possible that there is a relation

ship between the two authors in that both use the 

ascension-subjugation-filling motif, a motif that 

in Philo at least seems to be result of a conflation 
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of Wisdom speculation and Stoic philosophy. 

Our examination of the 1tt.npWJlo, concept in Stoic 

thought, coupled with the results of our examination 

of the same concept in Ephesians, particular 

attention having been paid to content and context, 

will determine whether or not our hypothesis can be 

substantiated. But before turning to the use made 

of the term in Stoicism we must conclude our examination 

of possible Jewish sources with a discussion of at 

least one suggested source derived from Rabbinical 

speculation. 

3.1.3 Rabbinic Literature 

Our specific concern at this point is 

with the possibility that the Rabbinic concept of 

the 

concept. 

is a possible source for the 

130 S. Aalen argues that the author of 

Ephesians (for him Paul) used the term in 

such a way that it was meant to include all that the 

Jews intended with the concept of nJ~J\1 
"t • ,. 

Aalen does not mean to imply that the terms can be 

equated, but rather that they are formally and 

materially parallel, particularly as they relate to 

Co 1 1: 19 , 2 : 9 • The argument centres on Xa,"t;OLxfi<m.~ 

(Col 1:19, 2:9; Eph 3:17) and its relationship 

to the "'''TJpWf..1O. concept and supposedly therefore, 

to the Tl J ~ :? \? 
-r 

concept. Central to Aalen's 
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argument is the Targum to 1 Kings 8:27 which asks 

"Has it'really pleased the Lord to cause his shekinah 

to dwell among men who live on the earth?" But this 

statement does little else than emphasise the transcend-

ence of God, a theme which is hardly emphasised as the 

only description applicable to the Godhead in either 

of the Colossian statements. It must be said ag~inst 

the argument that 7t}.npwj.lQ, even in Colossians has 

affini ties with the 11] -. ") yj concept of Rabbinic .,.. 
Judaism that "both formally and materially the 

statements in Col. go much further than the Jewish 

statements " 131 But even if this were not the 

case Aalen's argument would still fail to convince 

because he attempts to prove the case for Colossians 

and then assumes without further evidence that the 

same must apply for Ephesians, an assumption which, 

as we have already shown, is no longer tenable. 

3.2 Gnostic Sources 

We have already discussed the 7t}.npWj.la 

concept in Valentinianism at some length and in so 

doing have rejected the possibility that the concept 

as it appears in this developed form of Gnosticism has 

anything to do with the term as it appears in Ephesians. 

Our concern now at this point is threefold. We shall 

firstly examine the 7t}.npWj.lO; concept in documents and 

sources which, although not representative of Gnosticism 
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in a developed form, are representative of the wider 

field of Gnosis in order that we may discover if they 

provide us with any indication of the possible source 

of the concept as it appears in the epistle. In the 

second place our interest will be with the arguments of 

H. Schlier who specifically connects the 1tA-npC4La. 

concept in Ephesians with Gnosticism. The third and 

final paragraph will consider what use was made in 

the extant Gnostic writings of the actual 1tAnpC4LQ. 

texts of Ephesians and Colossians. 

3.2.1. Odes of Solomon 

The fact that the 1tMipWila. term as it 

appears in a fully develcped Gnostic system such as 

Valentinianism cannot be related in respect of content 

to the occurrence of the same term in Ephesians does 

not of course mean that the term in Ephesians is 

unrelated to the term as it appears in more primitive 

'Gnostic,132 sources. It has been suggested that 

"al though [ 11:f...-npW!J.a.] became a technical word for the 

Valentinian divine world, in these letters Colossians 

and Ephesians it probably derives from the tradition 

which is also deposited in the Odes of Solomon, e.g. 

26:7, 17:7, 19:5, 36:6, 7:11, 41:13, 7:3 and not from 

the fully 'gnostic' tradition".133 As well as these 

texts we should also perhaps pay some attention to 

other references in the Odes cited elsewhere in the 
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, 134 
same connection, namely 6:10, 7:13, 11:2, 12:1, 36:6. 

Some of these texts we can eliminate immediately: 7:3 

is an erroneous reference; 6:10, 11:2 and 12:1 are 

references to the act of filling; in the first 

reference it is the stream of living water which fills 

th ' 135 d' th th t f th every lng an ln e 0 er wo re erences e 

speaker is filled with the love of the Most High ,(11:2) 

and with the words of truth (12:1). In these 

instances the Syriac of the Odes (wml' ) is 

equi valent to the Hebrew verbal form X ~)l The 

remaining references are as follows, using the transla

tion provided by J.H. Charlesworth: 136 

7:11 For He it is who is incorrupt; 
The perfection (swmly I) of the 
worlds and their Father 

7:13 For towards knowledge He has set His way, 
He has widened it and lengthened it and 
brought it to complete perfection 

'v' 
( swmly I ) 

17:7 And He who knew and exalted me 
Is the most High in all His perfection 
( ~wmlyh ) 

19:5 Then She (Holy Spirit) gave the mixture 
to the generation without their knowing 
And those who ~eceived (it) are in the 
perfection (bswmlyh) of the right hand 

26:7 Even from the crest of the summits and 
unto their extremity 
Is His perfection (~wmlyh ) 

35:6 And I was enriched by His favour 
And rested in His perfection (b~wmlyh 

36:6 And He annointed me with His perfection 
(m$mlywth) ; 
And I became one of those who are near Him 
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41:13 The Son of the Most High appeared 
In the perfection (b~wmly') of 
His Father 

From these citations a number of observations can be 

made. This 'perfection' is a quality that is pos-

sessed by the Divine but at the sam~ time is 

communicable to those who are his followers. These 

citations suggest a strong Christian influence. 

This is particularly so with 41:13. 137 The fact 

that the Syriac of 36:6 differs slightly from the 

other references cited - which are themselves uniform -

is of no significance in this essay. What is of some 

significance though is that in the Syriac NT the word 

used to translate 7T..AYJptlJ!.la. at Eph 1:23, 4:13 is 

v 
(swmly l) (the equivalent of X)~i\l{y h Eph 3:19 

is rendered by rnwly' (the equivalent of X »)Ul ). 

Since the idea expressed by the root form is the same 

in both instances it is unlikely that the authors of 

the Syriac NT recognised any qualitative difference 

between Eph 3: 19 and the other 1tAflPClJlla. texts. 

When we return to consider the possibility 

that the 1tAYJpClJlla. concept in Ephesians derives from 

the tradition deposited in the Odes we find ourselves 

faced with an insurmountable difficulty: in which 

language were the Odes originally written? There 

are three suggested possibilities: Syriac, in which 

the Odes are preserved, Greek oX:'amaic. All three 
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138 possibilities find scholarly support. If the 

original language was other than Greek then the 

suggestion that the Odes are of significance becomes 

no more than a remote possibility, particularly in 

light of the variation in meaning attached to the 

Syriac S'wmly'. But on the other hand if the Odes 

were originally written in Greek139 the question of 

the possibility of there being a relationship in the 

traditions has more meaning. We should note 

at this point, in the light of such citations as 35:6, 

36:6, that this possibility may well be enhanced by the 

existence of the 't~).€"()t; [v'Y]P phrase in Eph 4: 13 as 

a description for one who has received the ~A~p~ 

, assuming of course that Charleswor~h's 

translation of the Syriac by 'perfection' does indicate 

tl th f ' 140 Th "1 't correc y e nuance 0 meanlng. e Slml arl y 

between 7:13 and Eph 3:l8f may also be indicative of 

the existence of such a relationship. But we must 

proceed with caution. Though it is true that the Odes 

are still enigmatic, the majority of scholarly opinion 

is consistent in dating the Odes no earlier than late 

first century and at the same time is one in affirming 

that the Odes have been influenced by earlier Christian 

writings. Since this is the case we must assume that 

Ephesians pre-dates, or is at best contemporary with, 

the Odes and thus we must conclude exactly as in our 

discussion of the redeemer myth in relation to Eph 4:8-10: 
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it is not possible to use a later document to 

establish the source of a term in an earlier document 

except, of course, in as much as both may depend on 

an earlier work. The 1t)., -npUJi-LO. tradition as present 

in Ephesians may be preserved in the Odes of Solomon 

but because of the questions that still persist with 

regard to the latter document it cannot be shown that 

the 1t).,-npCJ.l!..la. tradition in Ephesians 'derives' from 

that preserved in the Odes. 

3.2.2 C H t ' 141 orpus erme lcum 

The writings of the Hermetica can be 

separated i~to three main groups: t~e so-called Corpus 

Hermeticum which is preserved in Greek, the Latin 

tractate Asclepius and the so-called Kore Kosmou, a 

collection of theological writings preserved by 

Stobaeus. Our concern will almost entirely be limited 

to the Corpus Hermeticum because it is in this document 

that the 1t).,-npW!-Lci has a distinct role to play. 

The most important tractates for a con-

sideration of the term in the Corpus are 12 and 16. 

In tractate 12 1tAt)pW.-la. stands in close 
, 

relationship to both 'tOrj and X6<1}.l0f; The worldly-

immanent god, the b£1)'{;E:PoC; eeo, , is described as 0 oe 
T 

01)'{;0C;, o ~€ya.c; eeoc; xa.t 
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••• 

In the world death has ceased to be and, simultaneously, 

the Father has willed that not only all things in the 

cosmos, but also the cosmos itself, should be a living 

b . 142 el.ng. In this instance 1tAnp<.t.lla. must signify the 

entire world, in as far as it is a living entity ('~OY ) 

animated and unified by means of the divine principle. 

Further examination of this tractate reveals that the 

and e€O~ (all of which are interchangeable for the author 

of the tractate) do not change from this meaningi ..... 
1.L. 

is only in the reciprocal association that the sense 

of 'totality' or 'fulness' arises. 143 

In tractate 16, entitled 'lt€pt otxOYO/-LCa.~ 

, the monistic pantheism that was evident 

in book 12 is further developed, purticularly with 

respect to the TCAnpWf..i.a. concept, with emphasis on the 

antithesis between the 'One' and 'all things,.144 

The theme of the author is the unity between these two 

entities: every part is One and all parts are in the 

One and the One is in all parts. As is obvious from 

the text, the universe, which is both 'One' and 'all' 

is not 1tA~O~ 

by Ernst: 145 

, as is well summarised 

"Folglich darf man 't&. My'ta. nicht als 

verstehen, als Vielheit, sondern als geschlossene 
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Einheit der vielen Dinge, wie es mit dem Wort 

richtig ausgesagt wird ll
• 

These are not the only occurrences of the 

term in the Corpus, but they are the most important 

and the most informative. The concept appears to be 

a development of the monistic pantheism of the Stoics 

but one cannot ignore that at the same time a dualistic 

tendency is also present which itself may point towards 

the beginning of the Gnostic understanding of the term. 

One other observation must be made here: inherent in 

the understanding of the concept in the Corpus 

Hermeticum is the idea of unity. Again it is not 

possible to conclude that the Corpus does provide the 

source for the t ' E h' 146 concep ln p eSlans, 

though there is a distinct possibility that both the 

epistle and the Hermetica, in at least one instance, 

fl t 'd 147 re ec common 1 ease 

3.2.3 Later Gnosticism 

H. Schlier is convinced that the ~A~~ 

terminology of both Ephesians and Colossians can 

only be explained by reference to Gnosticism. He 

't 148 wrl es: 

Er hat in diesen Briefen schon fast 
einen technischen Sinn. Und als 
Terminus technicus ist er durchaus 
als bekannt vorausgesetzt und wird 
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nicht erkl~rt. Vor allem wird er 
Kol 2:9 polemisch verwendet und hat 
also in der Kolossischen H~resie schon 
eine Rolle gespielt. Methodisch 
richtig ist es daher, diesen spezifischen 
Begriff einrnal aus den Zusamrnenh~ngen 
unserer beiden Briefe und das aus der 
Sprache, in der sie sonst sprechen, zu 
verstehen. 

This citation and the one previously cited both draw 

attention to the methodological presuppositions as 

well as to the actual methodology of the author. 

We have already criticised these presuppositions: 

one cannot assume that there was a pre-Christian 

Urmensch-redeemer myth and neither can one claim that 

in Eprlesians has a definite 'Gnostic' content 

on the grounds that the same term has this connotation 

in Colossians - and we should note that this interpretation 

with respect to Colossians is by no means beyond dis-

pute. It is surely significant that whereas Schlier 

talks of 'die Gnosis' he in fact .gives this concept 

the content of a developed Gnostic system (' ••• in der 

Gnosis ist Pleroma die Ftille Gottes'.) Whereas it may 

be possible to argue that Gnosis as a movement of 

thought does in fact pre-date - or is at least con-

temporary with - Christianity, it is certainly not 

possible to argue with any certainty, much less to 

prove, that Gnosticism proper (der Gnostizismus) is 

any earlier than the third or fourth decade of the 

second century. 
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Schlier's methodology is also open to 

criticism on two counts. Firstly, his use of the Odes 

of Solomon. As we have seen already it is not possible 

to prove that ?tA.f)pCl.lla. in Ephesians derives from the 

tradition deposited in the Odes. Schlier appears to 

recognise·this when he writes149 "Vor allem sind die 

Oden Salomos ffir die Verbreitung des Begriffes relativ 

gute Zeugen", but yet he can still appeal to the fact 

that the term is found in the Odes and in Valentinianism 

as 'proof' that the term carries the same connotation 

in Ephesians. The fact that these sources are post-

Ephesians must count decisively against their being 

used in this manner. The second criticism involves 

Schlier's interpretation of Eph 1:23. H . t 150 e wrl es 

"So ist Christus im Epheser - (und Kolosser - ) Brief 

und ~a. und beides zusamrnen = " 

This of course follows directly from his assumption 

that ?tA. -npCl.llOo has the same content here (the fulness 

which God is) as in developed Gnosticism, an assump-

tion which we believe to be untenable. Irrespective 

of whether or not this is so his equation is very 

difficult to maintain. He assumes that 'to. mv'ta. 

and ~v ?t&"1. v in 1: 23 are separate entities, though 

he in fact never quite explains what the significance 

of this latter term is; we, on the other hand, have 

is an adverbial phrase 

equivalent to the classical ?ta.v't6.?ta.o-"v Again, it 
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is highly unlikely that Christ can in fact be 

identified with 'ta mv'ta. , there being no other text 

in the NT which supports such an identification. 

Equally nowhere does X€!pa.A.'D plus ~Oi. equate with 

This last term is itself a source of 

difficulty for Schlier. Basic to his argument is the 

fact "dass der Terminus 'tao 'ltliv'ta. im Eph stets nur 

die Welt der Wesen bezeichnet, d.h. der Menschen und 

Aonen",151 which is itself not in obvious agreement 

with his original equation. Even more decisive is 

the fact that Schlier cannot justify his line of 

approach without resorting to a somewhat forced interp-

retation of the !r;Ol)<TCa.4 and OU~€'" of 1: 21f. 152 

Schlier's argument for a Gnostic interp

retation of ~A.'Dp~a. in Ephesians must then be rejected, 

p~imarily on account of his failure to cite evidence 

for the existence of the Gnostic interpretation of 

the term earlier than Ephesians. His exegetical 

method is itself pre-determined by his insistence that 

Gnosticism is the key whereby the epistle is to be 

understood and, as we have seen, his exegesis is itself 

open to serious criticism. If indeed Schlier were 

correct in his assumptions then it would seem likely 

that the Gnostic content of ~A.np~a. as it occurred 

in the epistle would have been recognised by the 

Gnostics themselves and therefore likely to have been 
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used as proof texts in their own documents. But 

this is in fact not the case as an examination of the 

occurrence in Gnostic literature of the NT texts will 

show. 

3.2.4 The Use of the NT m..1JpWUCI. Texts in 

Gnostic Writings 

The only NT ?t~fJpW/-la. text that is 

certainly found in the extant Gnostic literature is 

Col 2:9, though, as we have already noted,lS3 it is 

possible, but less certain,that they also used 

Col 1:19. These citations occur as follows: lS4 

Adv Haer I, 3.4 

That the Saviour who is from All is 
himself everything they would find 
indicated in the expression "Every 
male that opens the womb": he was 
everything and opened the womb of the desire 
that belonged to an aeon who fell 
into passion and which was banished 
from the Pleroma. They also call 
this the second Ogdoad ••• And for 
this reason, they affirm, Paul says 
plainly "He is the All" and again 
"All things are unto him and from 
him are all things" and again "In 
him dwells the entire fullness of 
the Godhead" ( ~v a.f>'t~ xa.'to~X€r 
?t~v 'to ?t~npW/-la. 't~, e€6't~'to, 
and "All is surruned up by God in Christ. 
Thus do they interpretf these pas
sages] and others in the same way. 
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Adv Haer I, 12.3 

There is great contention among them 
about the Saviour as well. Some say 
that he carne into being out of all, and 
for that reason is called the Well
pleasing, since it pleased the entire 
Pleroma to praise the Father through him 
( OL~ xat 'Euoox~~ov xa~£rcreaL, o~, ~v 
~O ~A~p~a nuo6x~v 0,' a~~o5 OO~~L 
~ov no.~~pa.). 

Refutatio V, l2.f. (with reference to the Peratae) 

And they say there carne down from on high, 
from the unoriginate being, the first 
division of the world, when the time was 
otherwise complete, in the time of Herod 
a three natured man called Christ, having 
three bodies and three powers, possessing 
in himself the complexities and powers 
proceeding from the three parts of the 
world. And this, he says, is the meaning 
of the saying "The whole fullness determined 
to dwell in him in bodily form" and in him 
is all the aodhead of the trinity divided 
as aforesaid. ('1tO:v ~O 'it~~pWj..la 
£~06XncrEY Xo.~OlX~ !v o.~~~ aw~a~,x~, xa.t 
?to:cm. . !O"'tL V !v a.t~~ 1t e£6~, ••• ) 

Refutatio VIII, 13.1 (with reference to Monoimus) 

New unity, the single stroke, he says, 
is also the number ten7 for this power 
of the single stroke, the latter Iota, 
is also the number two and three and 
four and five and six and seven and eight 
and nine and so up to ten, for these, he 
says, are the numbers, so many ways 
divided, that reside in the simple, 
incomposite, single stroke of the letter 
Iota. This the meaning of the saying 
"For the whole fullness was pleased to 
reside in the Son of Man in bodily form" 
( O~L ~v ~~ ~A~p~o. ~t&6x~£ Xo.~OLX~' 
!~L ~ov urov ~O~ avep~ou ~w~~LX~' ) 

For, he says, these compositions of 
numbers[ deriving] from the simple 
incomplete stroke of Iota have become 
bodily substance. 
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Ex Theod 31:1 

But if he who came down was the good 
pleasure of the Whole ( €f>OOxCOi 'toW OAOU 
tiv ) for "in him was the entire Pleroma 
in bodiJ y form ( !v a.~'t~ y&p ?ttlv 't~ 

1tA-npWjJ.O. iiv owlfa.nxlU, ) - and himself 
suffered ••• I. 

The use made by the Gnostics of the Colossian texts 

is itself worthy of comment. In Adv Haer I, 3.4 it 

is notable that ~a.nxG5, is omitted from the 

citation of Col 2:9. This is because this text is, 

so Irenaeus reports, used by the Valentinians to prove 

that the Saviour is derived from aeons and is himself 

everything. The text is not used explicitly to prove 

that the totality of the Pleroma was present in the 

aeon called Christ. This use is without doubt 

dependent on the Colossian passage, though the change 

of emphasis is significant. Adv Haer I, 12.3 con-

flates both Colossian texts, but again there is a 

weakening of the 1tA.-np~a. concept; no longer does the 

dwell in Jesus but instead it praises the 

Father through the aeon (the Saviour') who is called 

Well-pleasing. Ex Theod 31:1 also seems to depend on a 

conflation of the same two texts, but even so there is 

here again a weakening of the 1tA.-np~ 

that the text omits any reference to 

concept in 

The citations from Hippolytus also seem to depend upon 

a conflation of the Colossian texts. Here the 
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evidence is stronger in that both the Peratae and 

Mbnoimus seem to combine key words which are found in 

the distinct, though related, sayings in Colossians, 

as well as having a very similar word order. This 

could perhaps be explained as a result of a tradition 

that grew up in dependence on Colossians1 55 or perhaps 

in dependence on a tradition which lies behind Colossians~56 

The fact that in Refutatio X, 10.4, where the views of 

the Peratae are summarised, the Colossian text appears 

as ~v ~ xa~otX€r ~v ~~ ~~~p~a ~~, a€6~~~o, 

indicates not only that Hyppolytus knew 

Col 2:9 but also that in the earlier citation V. 12.4 

it is a conflated version of both 1:19 and 2:9 that 

is used by the Peratae. 

In the earliest extant Gnostic literature 

there are also references to Rom 11:25 at Ex Theod 56:3 

and to Eph 4:8 at both Ex Theod 7:3ff and 43:lff, but 

it is significant that in these instances the actual 

phrase is not in fact cited. 

If we accept that those sayings in 

Peratae and Monoimus are dependent on Colossians it 

will mean that of the seventeen ~~~p~a texts in the 

NT only four are to be found in the extant Gnostic 

writings and of these it is only in references which 

cite either (or both) the Colossian texts that the 
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actual '7tAfJpWf..La. term is used. The neglect of the 

Ephesian '7tAfJ~~ texts is all the more significant 

in view of the number of times that other references 

to the epistle do occur in the Gnostic literature. 

The Valentinians certainly cited Eph 1:10 as a proof 

text for their thesis, as is demonstrated by Adv Haer 

I, 3.4 &'va.xecpa.),.a.c.Ux:m.crea.L 'to. ?to.v'ta. ~v 'tl'f Xp LC1"t~, 

oc.o. 'totr 6eotr According to Refutatio VI, 34: 7 

the Gnostics also made use of 3:14-16. Three other 

citations from the epistle, as well as 4:9 as already 

noted, are also found in the Excerpta of Theodotus: 

19:3 = Eph 4:24; 43:5 = 4:9; 48:2 = 4:24; 6:12. 

The almost total neglect of the Ephasian '7tAfJpWpa 

texts in extant Gnostic literature can only serve to 

demonstrate the fact that the Gnostic authors them

selves failed where many a NT exegete has succeeded: 

it was not in any way obvious to them that the '7tAfJpw!-la. 

texts in Ephesians could be s2tisfactorily adduced 

as proof-texts for their theory. This does not prove 

conclusively that '7tAfJp~a. in our epistle has nothing 

to do with Gnostic sources, but in view of the total 

lack of conclusive evidence to the contrary this fact 

must be reckoned as highly likely. 
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There is also a totally different line 

of investigation, the outcome of which will support 

the above statement. In our discussion of 

Valentinianism we outlined the 'crisis' that occurred 

in the Pleroma. Now it is not without signifiGance 

that statements that refer to the same kind of develop-

ing crisis are to be found in the Gospel of Truth, 

a document that is generally accepted as being a 

Valentini an Meditation on the Gospel. The sayings 

that particularly seem relevant here are 17:4-6 and 

22:27. ~e second point of intere~t is that in 

this Coptic document the Greek loan-word ~~~p~a 

1 t
" 157 occurs e even lmes. Now in view of the significance 

of the statements at 17:4-6 and 22:27 it would be 

natural to expect that the term was to be given the 

same content as in Valentinianism proper. But this 

is not the case. In all the occurrences, with the 

possible exception of 16:35, 41:14 and 43:16, the word 

means no more than the heavenly dwelling place of God. 

Even if in the three instances mentioned the word is to 

be understood in its technical sense - and this is by 

no means certain158 - it does not stop us from con-

cluding that even in developed Gnosticism ~~~p~a 

did not always carry the full technical interpretation. 

This fact further cautions us against reading Gnosticism 

into any and every ~~~p~ 

or without the NT. 
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3.3 Stoic Philosophy 

Many of the thoughts and conceptions 

that occur in the literature with which we have dealt 

in the previous paragraphs owe their beginnings to 

Stoic philosophy. Basic to the religious sentiment 

of the Stoics was the idea that the whole world was a 

homogenised cosmos in which every smallest particle 

is totally penetrated by the deity.. The one thought 

that pervades their writings is frequently expressed 

by the formula ?te:?t~T)plOO"6a.c. mll-ra. xa.t f.lT)O~lI e:tva.L 

x€1I611 
159 We have already seen that in Philo and, 

to a lesser extent, in the Wisdom literature, 1t~T)po11l1 

suggested not only the thought of 'filling' or 

'completion', but also carried with it the idea of 

unity. The same is also true in general for Stoic 

philosophy: the idea of filled space is generally 

expressed by either 1t~Tlpo11l1 - both of 

which are seen as the negation of 't~ x€1I6v and in 

frequent association with ~~~ 160 

The most thorough-going investigation into 

the relationship between 1t~~p~a. and Stoic philosophy 

has been carried out by Dupont16l who concludes 

..-
Les theorjes cosmologiques du stoicisme 
vulgarise sont les seules ~ journir un 
theme litteraire qui use du terme 
pleroma et qui corresponde au contexte 
Ii tteraire de ce terme dans les 
epltres de la captivite. 
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Certainly such ideas as expressed in the 7t)..np~~ 

references in Ephesians, particularly 4:10, are not 

unrelated to the basic conception of Stoic philosophy. 

But whether this relationship is such to substantiate 

the claim made by Dupont is another question. The 

basic problem, which Dupont hardly acknowledges, is 

that the actual term 7th'~~ , although not unknown 

in Stoic philosophical writings, is never used to 

denote the 'filled space'; the idea is without 

exception signified by either 7t)..npoBv 

This fact must count decisively against concluding 

that Stoic philosophy provides the source for the 

actual 7th -npOOfJ.a. term as it appears in Ephesians. 

What Dupont has done though is to show quite con

clusively that a connection does exist between the 

world of the Stoics and that of the cosmic theolog0u

menon of Ephesians. 

4. SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS 

Our investigation of the suggested sources 

for the 7t).npWlla. concept as it occurs in the epistle 

has shown, negatively, that there is not sufficient 

evidence to conclude that anyone of these sources in 

its own right can rightly be described as the source 

which underlies the 7t)..fJp~~ concept. But on the 

positive side we have seen that the same association 
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of ideas, though admittedly not always with identical 

terminology, is present in Philo and that in these 

instances this author is relying quite evidently on 

two sources: Wisdom literature and Stoic literature. 

Furthermore, it is precisely in these two sources 

that we find an emphasis upon the idea of 'filling', 

which is expressed by the ~A~pOOV terminology. 

The last point that is of significance is that it is in 

these sources that the ~A~pOOV concept - and in some 

instances also the ~A~p~ concept - carries with it 

the idea of unity. 

Now with this in mind we should remind 

162 ourselves of the comment made by E. Best: "We note 

the close connection ••• between the verbal forms of 

'ltA~pOOV and the noun ~AnpWf..La. formed from it 

suggesting that 1tAnpWIJ.Cl. was to be conceived of in 

terms of the meaning of the· verb". Our investigation 

has shown that this is precisely how the whole question 

of ~A~pWf..LG is to be approached. It cannot be 

interpreted of itself; it can only be interpreted by 

the verbal form which itself owes its meaning and 

significance to both Stoic philosophy and the Wisdom 

literature. A more precise source or tradition for 

the ~A1}pWIJ.Cl. term cannot be established. 
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5. UAHP2MA . . ITS THEOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE 

Our discussion of the ?t},,~a. concept 

in Ephesians has demonstrated that the actual term 

is not one that submits itself easily to definition. 

It most assuredly cannot be interpreted adequately in 

terms of anyone of the sources or traditions which 

various scholars have suggested to be the key 

to its significance. Our examination of these 

sources has demonstrated the limitations of this 

approach. But this is not to say either that the 

term does not have an important role to play in the 

theology of the epistle or that it is inexplicable. 

In 1:23 the term has both christological 

and ecclesiological significance. Ecclesiologi~ally 

it refers to the function of the Church as the unifier 

of the cosmos; the Church is the sphere in which the 

lx.va.X~qx:x.Aa.4~Xn , is to occur. But equally the term 

denotes ecclesiological unity; the 'many' which is 

the Church is the alter ego of Christ in that it 

expresses and represents that unity which is inherent 

in Christ. Thus the term also demonstrates its 

christological significance: in using the term in 

relation to the ascension which is itself messianic 

the author is implicitly proclaiming the unity of 

Christ with God, a unity expressed not in terms of 

nature but of function. 
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In 4:8-16 the author expands the same 

theme, though here he does separate the christological 

and ecclesiological statements. ITh.TJ~ 'to. 1t0l1l'ta. 

is christological, though not exclusively so. Christ, 

by virtue of his ascension, is now enthroned and con

sequently is empowered to bring about total reconciliation. 

But the universe ( 'tct mll'ta.) includes the Churcq, 

though it is not identified with it. This then is the 

ecclesiological significance of the phrase: Christ 

will bring the universe to completion by means of the 

Church. This ecclesiology is further explained by 

the phrase ell,; /-ll'tpoll 'hAl.da.l,; 'toU 1tATJP4.J.a.'tOl,; 'toU 

XpL<1"tOtJ In faith the Church is one ( 'tfA€I.O, &.v1t~ 

and as such it is involved in the process of recon

ciliation such that all things become one; that is, 

all things attain to that condition which the Church 

already possesses. The Church then in its essence 

is perfect, but in that its task is the reconciliation 

of all things it is yet in the process of being made 

perfect. 

The statement 

of 3:19 is not set in the context of the 

ascension motif and consequently the christological 

significance is not as explicit as in the other 

statements, but is, nevertheless, present. The main 

thrust of the 1tAnpwt..LG term as it occurs in the. state-
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ment is ecclesiological and is not very different 

from that of the statement in 4:13. 

Having expounded the theological sig

nificance of the term we can now return to an issue 

which formed part of our initial discussion. We 

argued that ')tA.npw/ia. specifically in 1:23 and, by 

implication and interpretation, also in 3:19 and 4:13 

was to be considered as an active noun. Now our 

theological discussion has shown that basic to the 

significance and interpretation of the term in 

question is Eph 1:10. _ It is precisely the impli-

cation of this relationship that suggests that, 

although still insisting that the active signifi-

cance of the ')tA.npw/iQ. term is primary, we must admit 

that in Eph 1:23, 3:19 and 4:13 there is also a 

secondary passive significance intended in the 

author's use of the concept. This does not affect 

anything that we have said; it is a theological 

judgement that has been confirmed by our own estimation 

of the theological significance of the concept. 
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lCf our comments on the relationship between 1t":l1potrv 
and ?tA.ne~ below, especially pp. 189-195, pp.197-203, 
pp. 218£. 

24 : 10 cannot be treated in isolation from 4:13; both stand 
as part of the author's discussion and comment that arises 
directly out of his use of the OT citation of Ps 67:19 
as a description of the ascension of Christ. 

3Cf Best, op.cit., p.14l: "We note the close connection 
•••• between verbal forms of 1tAUpO~V and the noun 1tA~ 
formed from it... suggesting that 1tAfJp<o!la.· was conceived 
in terms of the meaning of the verb". This is a sugg
estion to which we will rtturn below; cf P.258. 

4Cf , for example, Euripides, Cyclops 208. 

SCf, for example, Euripides, Ion 1051. 

6Cf , for example, Hippocrates, Aer 7. 

7So Herodotus 8:45; Plato, Critias l19B. 

8Ci , for example, Aristopharles, Vespae 660; Appian, 
Mlthridates 47:185; H8rodot~s, 3:22. 

9Aristotle, ?olitica 3:13; Plato Republic 2,371. 

10Cf Greek Inscriptions, II, ed. N. Koehler, vol.2, p.224. 

llSo G. Delling, " 1tA~ II, TDNT 6, p.298. The term 
is, according to Delling, used only in Plutarch (8 times) 
with this significance. 

l2Cf the parallels in Mt 9:16 and Lk 5:36. Mt follows 
Mk with no significant alteration but Lk omits 1tAnp~ 
This leads F.C. Synge "Mark 11:21 = Matthew IX:16 = 
Luke V:36 : The Parable of the Patch", ET 56 (1944-45),pp.26f 
argues that the term in Mk 2:21 should in fact be 
translated I wholeness I as, Synge argues, it was under~· 
stood in Lk 5:36. But in view of the fact that in both 
Mk 6:43, 8:20 the term refers to nothing more than that 
the baskets are 'full ' and not, as Synge argues, to the 
fact that the purpose of the basket - i.e • that it is 
to be filled, is accomplished, it would seem likely that 
the same significance of simply 'fulness ' is intended 
in Mk 2:21. 
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l3Cf E. Lohmeyer, Markusevangelium, Gattingen: 1967; 
pp.6lf. The same conclusion is reached by S.E. 
Johnson, A Commentary on the Gospel according to Mark, 
London: 1960; p.65, who comments that n)~f~t~ in this 
instance is "probably an Aramaism.". M. Black, An 
Aramaic Approach to the Gospels and Acts, Oxford: 1967; 
p,133, admits the possibility of there being an Aramaism 
behind 't~ 7t~1)~ of 2: 21, but is less definite than 
Johnson. 

l4A different view is put forward by Bultmann, John, pp. 
65f, who argues that the term should be interpreted in 
light of the pantheistic cosmology and belief in divine 
aeons of the Gnostic systems. But in view of the 
frequent OT references to 'fulness' (though usually 
expressed in the LXX by 1t~npll' and not 1tt..np~ ) 
in such statements as 'the fulness of grace, mercy: etc., 
this view seems unlikely. 

lSCf also Pss 49:12, 88:11, 95:11 and Jer 8:16 where 
similar phrases occur, 

l6The term oc~urs 13 times in the LXX: 1 Chron 16:32; 
Pss 23:1, 49:12; 88:11, 95:11, 97:7; Ecc 4:6; Cant 5:12; 
Jer 8:16, 29:2; Ez 12:19, 19:7, 30:12 and translates Xi~~ 
and f~~ 

17Cf E t . 68 rns , OO.Clt., p. • 

l8So Delling, II 7t~!l?Wj..1Cl.. ", p.304; C.K. Barrett, A Commen
tary on the Epistle to the Romans, London: 1957; p.215. 

19 -
For a discussion (and rejection) of this translation 

see Barrett, ibid. 

20Cf Gal 5:14; Rom 13:8; in both instances the same idea, 
the fulfilling of the Law, is expressed by means of 1t~llpoiJv, 
thus suggesting that Paul does not differentiate between 
the two concepts. 

21Cf also the following foot-note. 

22This parallelism is noted by Delling, " 1t~fJpwlJO.ll, p. 303,; 
and by C.F.D. Moule, "'Fullness' and IFill' in the New 
Testament", SJT 4 (1951), pp.78-86, especially p.82. 
In both Eph 1:10 and Rom 13:9f&'vo,x€rp<:tt..a.CW()t., and 
~fJp~ are brought together. This means that for 
these two texts at least it is unlikely that 1th~p~ 
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can be understood in the active sense, because if this 
were the case the latter would then mean exactly the 
same as the former. Presumably therefore in both texts 
7tAf)~ means I complete fulfillment I and not I sum I. 
Delling, ibid comments (with respect to Rom 13:10): 
" 7tAf]pwfJ.O. does not mean I sum I, but I complete fulfillment I 

of tne Law in deed and in this sense it is the opposite 
of the formal &'va.X€qxl.Aa.&. otJV1:a. " 

23Cf below pp. 259-261. 

240p• cit., p.7l. 

250p• 't 140 .;:;..c_=-...;C::;,;l=., p. _ • 

26Cf B-D 64 para. • 

27 
For an extended form of this argument cf C.F.D. Moule, 

The Epistles of Paul the Apostle to the Colossians and 
to Philemon, Cambridge: 1967; pp. l69f. 

28Cf below pp. 219-223. From the extant literature it 
appears that the only NT ?tA:1ip<.Olle text certainly used by 
the Gnostics was Col 2:9, though it is possible, but much 
less likely, that they also used Col 1:19; cf Adv Haer 
1,3:4, 12:3; Excerpta 3~:1; Refutatio V, 12:4f, 
VIII, l3:lf. These las~ two references refer to the 
doctrines of the Perates and of Monoimus respectively 
and depend upon a conflation of both colossian texts. 
In that i~ both instances there is a definite combining 
of key words as well as a very similar word order it 
is at least possible that the sayings recorded by 
Hippolytu8 owe their source not to the Colossian epistle 
but to an earlier tradition upon which the author of 
Colossians was dependent; cf F. Borsch, The Christian 
and Gnostic Son of Man, London: 1972; pp. 66ff. 
For our own comments on this see below pp. 280-255. 

29See below pp. 219-223, 239-255 for the detailed 
statement of our argument. 

30percy, Ope cit., p.7l argues that this is very unlikely 
in view of the importance of that which is signified by 
the term. R.P. Martin, Colossians, Exeter: 1972; p.48, 
comments that 7tA.TJpWJ.l.Cl. "more likely is the author IS 

term, used to assert the very truth the heretics were 
doubting or denying". 

3lDelling, "1tA.T!p<.oI.LO.", p.303. 
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32Colossians, pp.92-4. 

33It must be noted though that the crxCa.. - ot4ta ;:::\1r'-:i thesis 
of 2:17 is unusual in Pauline thought; thus it may be a 
construction used by the author in deliberate opposition 
to the doctrine of his opponents. 

34Cf Mussner, Christus, p.58: liEs zeigt auch ein innere 
Zusammenhung zwischen der Auferweckung des Christus und 
der Verleihung des g~ttlichen 'Fulle' an ibm: der 

Erstgeborene von der Toten kornmt in der Auferweckung 
durch Gatt in der Besitz der vollen g~ttlichen Lebens
macht, um dadurch nach g~ttlichen Absicht werden zu 
k~nnen". (his emphasis). 

35 Not merely the totality of the qualities of God 
( 6eL6'tT), ) as in Rom 1: 20. 

36 11The Idea of Pleroma in the Epistles to the Colossians 
and Ephesians", Downside Review 83 (1959), p.120. 
Bogdasavich sets,out to do little but restate the view 
of Feuillet, "L'Eglise l

; C.F.D. Moule, Colossians, p.168, 
also appears to argue fol.: a unity of meaning for the term 
in both epistles. 

37 
II ?t>"~ ", p.304. The same vie,., is put forward by 

Mitton, op.ci~., pp.95-7. 

380 't p.Cl ., 

390 't p. Cl ., 

pp.64-72. 

pp.163ff. 

40The Common Life in the Body of Christ, Westminster: 
1941; pp.288-32l. 

4lCf below pp.189-l95. It is notable that Robinson's 
discussion does not include any account of the phrase 
'tG ?to.\I'ta. ~\I 7tO'.<nv and its relation to the rest of 
the verse, although his translation does presume a 
particular solution to the problems that the phrase . 
raises. 

42Robinson accepts Pauline authorship of both epistles, 
his argument being that the treatment of ~~a. in 
Ephesians is continuous with that of Colossians and 
the rest of the Pauline epistles. It is interesting 
to note that Robinson rejects Pauline authorship of 
the Pastorals primarily on the grounds that they, 
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although talking of the Church, do not make use of the 
:aG\J.a concept. But if the same test of authorship 
is applied to Galatians and 1 Thessalonians where the 
term only occurs once each 6:17 and 5:23 respectively 
(though in neither case with reference to the Church) 
and to 2 Thessalonians where the term does not appear, 
then these epistles also presumably must be reguarded 
as of doubtful authenticity, whereas all scholars are 
convinced of the genuineness of at least the first 
two of these three epistles. This observation must 
throw some doubt on the validity of Robinson's 
argument. 

43Cf II A Note on Ephesians 1:22,23", ET 60 (1948-49), 
p.53; II 'Fullness' and 'Fill' ", pp.79-86; Colossians, 
pp.169ff. In the last mentioned work Moule is less 
certain of his interpretation of Eph 1:23 than in the 
ecrlier articles. 

44Best , op.cit., p.144 n.l, describes this interpretation 
'grammatically difficult'. A lengthy criticism of the 
point of view adopted by Moule is set out by Abbott, 
9.p.cit., p.138. The criticism is answered, though not 
to our total satisfaction, by Moule in Colossians, 
pp.169ff; cf ~lso n.58 below. 

45Lightfoot, Colossians, pp.323-29. 

46J • A• Robinson, St. Paul's Epistle to the Ephesians, 
London: 1903; pp.141-46, 152 and 255-59. The same 
author offers a more comprehensive presentation of his 
argument in liThe Church as the Fulfillment of Christ", 
Expositor 7 (5th Series, 1898), pp.244-48. 

47Colossians, p.323. 

48Ephesians, p.256. Robinson points out that following 
Lightfoot's 'rule' XWAO~ is, in the first place, the 
result of hindering, i.e. hindrance. But when this 
is thought of not merely as an abstract idea, but as a 
concrete reality, it has corne to signify 'that which 
hinders', that is to say it has acquired what we would 
normally describe as an active sense, though the 'rule' 
in question demands that XWAU~ shall be strictly passive. 

49Mk 2:21, 8:20; Mt 9:16; Rom 11:25, 13:1; 1 Cor 10:26. 

50It is this sense which covers the use of the term in 
the LXX and in most instances in secular literature; 
cf Moule, Colossians, p.164; Ernst, op.cit., pp.1-21. 
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51A•R • McGlashan, "EpheElians 1:23", ET 76 (1964-65), 
pp.152f; Moule in the literature cited in n.43 and 
most EV since Tyndale. 

52So Abbott, op.cit., pp.34-38; S. Hanson, The Unity of 
the Church in the New Testament, Uppsala:1946; pp.128ff. 

53Cf P. Benoit, "Corps, Tete et Plerome dans llepitres 
de la captivitell,RB 63 (1956), p.42 n.4. 

540p.Cit., pp.2l9f. 

55This last objection will be nullified if we accept the 
judgement of C.F.D. Moule, An Idiom Book of New Testament 
Greek, Cambridge: 1971; p.24, that in the NT period the mid
dle voice was so modified that it was rarely if e~8r used 
reflexively. In the majority of instances it implied 
that the whole subject was concerned in the action. 

56So C.F.D. Moule, J.A. Robinson and W.L. Knox in the 
works cited and most modern commentators. For a dif
ferent view see G. Howard, "The Head/Body Metapho!" in 
Ephesians II, ~~S 20 (1974), pp.350-56, especially pp.35lf, 
who claims that it is doubtful if '!;a mv-.;Q, is ever used 
as an adverbial construction in Paul. 

57The First Epistle of St. Paul to the Corinthians, 
London: 1973. 

58Moule , "Ephesians 1: 23 II, arguing the case for 1tf..-npWf.1CL 

being understood as in apposition to a.~"6y , attempts 
to refute the case against this possibility as put 
forward by Abbott, OPe cit. p.38. Abbott's objections 
are that if 1tf..np~~ is in apposition to a~~6y 
then the clause n~L C;; ~CJ'tty 't~ o'tWa. would be a 
useless insertion and, secondly, 'that if ?tA-npWf.1a 
is in apposition to a.r,~6v then it should immediately 
follow it whereas "as they stand they could only depend 
on a.~~~y ~6wx€y I gave him to be 1tf..1)pWf.1a which 
does not yield a possible sense ll • Abbottls first 
objection is easily answered by ~~ule - the phrase is a 
perfectly natural supplement to the phrase 'appointed 
(sic) Him as supreme Head to the Church'. In attempt
ing to answer the second objection Moule admits that his 
construction lis impossible Greek' but goes on to 
argue that this 'impossible Greek I yields a Ipossible 
sense if (and we may add, only if) we do interpret the 
phrase to mean that 'God appointed Christ as Head of 
the Church and as the fulness ••• It 
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59This is the solution put forward by R. Yates, 
Ephesians 1:23 : A Re-consideration, an unpublished 
M.Litt. dissertation, Cambridge: 1969. The same 
arguments are set out in abbreviated form by Yates 
in an article of the same title in ET 83 (1971-72), 
pp. 147-151. Our own presentation owes much to these 
works. Yates bases his grammatical considerations on 
the arguments put forward by J.A. Robinson, in the 
works cited in n.46. 

60The same general conclusion is reached by F.J. Steinmetz, 
Protologische Heilszuversicht, Frankfurt: 1969; 
pp. 114-21. He comments (p. 114): IJZunitchst wird 
die Kirche als das 1tA:li~ Christi bezeichnet. 
Eine gewisse Erlauterung erf~hrt der anscheinend als 
bekanntvorausgesetzte Begriff durch des Genitivattrlbut 
't011 'to. ?t6,Y'1:a. ~y 1t&"\. y 1tf,:"pOl)I-L~YOl) Das 
Wort Pleroma selbst wird jedoch nicht definiert. 
So wird man der allgemeinen Bedeutung des Wortes ausgehen 
dfirfen. Demnach wfirde die Kirche die Ffille des 
Christus und Christus der das All Erftillende gennant lJ • 
We should note however that Steinmetz accepts a 
passi ve significance for 1th.v,pWlJ.O. ' but even this 
does not make his conclusion diffe= in general terms 
from our own. For our justification of the tra~slation 
offered here of v.23 see below pp.197-203 

61For our discussion of this 'problem' see below 
pp. 197-203. 

620p. cit. pp. 114ff. 

630p• cit. p.3. 

64This was first suggested by C.H. Dodd, "EphesianslJ, 
in Abingdon Bible Commentary, Nashville: 1929; pp. 1225ff 
Dodd sees the doctrine of Inclusive Personality as 
'latent' in the Pauline conception of the Church. 
The same idea is also taken up by F. Beare, IJEphesians lJ , 
in IB, 10, pp. 636f and S. Hanson, loco cit. 

65Yates, OPe cit., p.150. 

6650 Maule Colossians, p.169. 

67 J.A.T. Robinson, Ope cit. p.69. 

68Ibid• 
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69 
Cf 2 Cor 8:2. On this cf Percy, OPe cit. 

pp. 301, 385 n. '34. 

70Cf Bruce, Ephesians, p.69. 

71Cf B-D para 391.5. 

720p• cit., p.121. 

73J • A•T • Robinson, Ope cit., p.68. 

74 Christus , Ope cit. pp. 27,50. For the full 
citations cf M. Lidzbarski, Ginza: Der Schatz oder 
das grosse Buch der Mand~er, Gattingen: 1925. 

75CH 1 :15 : inner-man is essential being ( ~ o~O"~(tOTJt;; 
~vep~o, )~ CH 13:7 : inner-man is the divine source 
( l> ~Vc)f.6.e€'tOt;; i'IvepuntOt;; ) ~ CH 18: 21 : the di ~ine 
vo~, is the I proper self I of man ( l> fvvou, o.v8pW1to, ) • 

The same references are also noted by Ernst, OPe cit. 
p. 126. 

76 Barrett, Romans, p.150. 

77 Ope cit., pp. 131-35. 

78Co1ossians, p.169. 

790p• cit.; pp. 141f. 

800p• cit., p.280 • 

. 810p. ci t. I p.58. 

82J • Ge\"iiess, "Die Begriffe ?t>"npo11v und ?t>"1JpWf.LO. 
im Ko1osser - Epheser-brief", in Vom Wort des Lebens 
(Feschrift ftlr M. Meinertz), Munster: 1950~ pp. 128-41. 

83The same line of argument is followed by E. Haupt, 
Die Gefangenschaftsbriefe, G~ttingen: 1902~ pp. 133f. 

840p• ci t.1 p.139. 

85See above pp. 91f, 167-72. 
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86~O~p~. __ ~c~it~. p.323. 

87p • du Plessis, Teleios: The Idea of Perfection 
in the New Testament, Kampen: 1959; pp. 191f. 

88l1Gnosis, Gnosticism and the New Testament", SHR 12 
(1966), p.513. 

89H• Schlier, "Die Kirche nach dem Brief an die 
Epheser", in Die Kirche im Epheserbrief, H. Schlier 
and V. Warnach, Munster: 1949; p.llO. 

90The phrase 'the earliest Gnostics I is adwittedly 
very ambiguous. As yet there is no real consensus 
of opinion regarding the beginnings of Gnosticism 
proper, as opposed to the more general Gnosis. It 
may well be that the serious fault in Schlier's 
argument is that he fails to distinguish between 
Gnosticism as a religion and Gnosis as a movement of 
thought; cf chpt. 2 n.153. 

91The use of the term shows every i~dication of being 
related to, if not based un, the USg of the same te~m 
in Jn 1:16; cf for exampLe, Rerutatio V 8:30 
(referring to the saying of Moses in Deut 31:21) 
"(01}"(0 ••• lo-r! "(0 fJ.€A." )(0.( TO y6.'Aa. 01; y€uO"O+l€VOUC; 'tou, 
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CHAPTER 4 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The aim of this chapter is to examine the 

part that the X€<pa.I\:f) _ ~ relationship has to play 

in the ascension theology of Ephesians. That there 

is some close association between motif and theology 

is obvious; in both ascension pericopes there is not 

only reference to, but deliberate emphasis on the motif. 

This relationship is one which exegetes have in the 

main ignored, concentrating instead on questions 

relating to the source and significance of the ~a 

concept. In this chapter the question of the ultimate 

source, either of the ~a christology or the xe:q>a.i\.-?j-

~a motif, is one that we will not attempt to solve. 

Indeed, as Roels correctly remarks,l lithe significance 

of the phrase [~ 1:011 Apta"'tot1] _ as a designation of 

the Church ••• does not depend exclusively upon its 

background, but also and more particularly upon the 

specific content which is given the phrase within the 

framework of the Pauline theology of the Church ll
• 

We shall therefore, only comment directly upon possible 

sources inasmuch as they immediately affect the sig

nificance of the xe:cpa.i\.'f) - ot.i5J..La motif in its relationship 

with the ascension theology. 
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Our procedure will be as follows. 

Firstly we shall concern ourselves with philology in 

order that we may determine:the relationship between 

language and theology with respect to the x£<pa.~:fi _ ati5jJ.a. 

motif. Having established this we will be in a 

position to pursue the theological intent of the author. 

This examination will necessitate, quite obviously, 

separate consideration of the implications of both 

the xe:qx:J.X'fi an d ati5jJ.a. terms as they occur generally 

i~ the Pauline corpus and, more specifically, in 

Ephesians. However, before we can commence with this 

line of investigation we shall have to examine the 

implications of the author1s use of OL~L particularly 

as it relates to 1:22. The conclusions that we draw 

from both lines of approach will enable us to, comment 

not only on the relationship implied by the x£qx:J.X~

ati5jJ.a. motif but more specifically on the significance 

of this relationship for the ascension theology. 

2. THE .KErI?AAH, E9liLA. AND I<J»Ai\H _ bQMA MOTIFS 

The term xe:qx:J.X'fi occurs 18 times in the 

Pauline corpus. In eight of these occasions it 

2 refers to the bodily organ and is not part of a 

theological motif as such. Of the remaining instances, 

five stand in texts where the obvious reference is to 

subordination3 and the other five either directly or 
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by implication, are directly associated with ~ 

4 Our interest is primarily with 

these latter five r~ferences and, in a secondary 

fashion/with the five references where the theme is 

that of authority/subordination. Now in the LXX 

is used, though not exclusively, to trans-
, . 

late tlXl 5 and certainly in a few of these 

" instances the implication is that which is superior, 
u. •• 6 

or even determinitive. In these instances the term 

is certainly used metaphorically. Particularly 

interesting in this respect is Judges 11:11 xat 

l~op€uen 'I€~eae ~€~~ ~mv ~p€~U~~pwv raAaao, 

xat ~enxav a~~~v b AaO, k~' a~~ou, et, xe~A~v xat 

d, &'px1N"ov 7 with its obvious distinction between 

Since the LXX distinguishes 

between a metaphoric and organic use of xe~~ we 

can now legitimately ask whether this distinction is 

maintained in the Pauline corpus. The texts in' 

which this is most likely to be the case are those 

in which the theme is authority and consequent sub-

ordination, since where X€~An is in relation to 

(or ~xxAT]<TCa by virtue of the ~ - ~xxAncrCa 

identification), the organic relationship is obviously 

to be afforded a high degree of probability. We 

cannot however at this stage rule out the possibility 

that even in these instances the metaphorical intention 

of the author is to be given priority. The authority/ 
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subordination texts at issue are 1 Cor 11:3; Eph 5:23a 

and Col 2:10. The problem is quite complex.' In 

1 Cor 11: 3 the metaphorical use of xe:<pa.~fJ is, at 

least at first sight, incontrovertible. But in 

vv. 4ff xe:<pa.~fJ is used organically. Is then the 

same sense implied in v.3? The complexity of the 

problem is heightened by the presence in v.2 of 

and 1tO.plbwxa. which suggest that the 

following verse or verses is part of the traditional 

material of the early Church. This possibility is 

given further credence by the similarity between 

1 Cor 11:3 and Eph 5:23a. In this latter text the 

statements [b] &.vnp l<1"tt v x£cpa.~n 't.", yuva.tx6, 

and b XpLO"t6, Xe~<pa.A.fJ 't.", hx~w'a., are intended as 

parallel statements, both of which incorporate some of, 

though not all, the traditional material of 1 Cor 11:3. 

Now in Eph 5:23 ~ does not appear, but quite 

obviously, in view of what bas previously been said 

in the epistle about Christ as xe:<pa.~fJ in relation to 

both ~a. and !xx~wCa. v.23b cannot be interpreted 

without reference to ~a 
8 Since the parallelism 

does exist ~ must also be inferred in v,. 23a. 

This does not of course prove that ~ is also to be 

inferred in 1 Cor 11:3 but it does at least point to 

this being a strong ~obability. In Col 2:10 a 

similar set of circumstances prevail. There is no 

direct reference to the xe:<pa.~f) - oG\J.a. relationship, 
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but the statement that in Christ xa/totxef dv 

"' ""0 ?t).-npWlla.. -;1'\, e£6'tTJ'to, ow!J.<l.nxUS~ cannot be treated 

wi thout reference to the statement t.hat !v a.~'tlf 

£~06x-rp-£v ?to:v 'to ?OI.-npClJila xa.'tOl.x1')cm.r. (1:19) which 

is itself directly consequent up:m the xa.t a.~'t6, 

!O"tl. v -n X€qlO.AfJ ""01:1 ~'to" 't~, !xx).-rp-Ca., 9 of the 

previous verse. This means that the reference to 

Christ as -n x£4'Q.).n 7t6.crn, &.px~c;; xa.! !~o"(j'q, 

must be considered as referring to Christ in a 

in 2:10 

context in a secondary, if not primary 

fashion. To have included ~ here would have 

meant that the author was taking up a theology which 

he had consciously emended in 1: 18_, 

Our examina~ion of the above texts has 

shown that x£qxJ.).-n is never used in the Pauline corpus 

without ~~. being understood as otanding in the 

background to the text (with the possible exception 

of 1 Cor 11:3 where it is, so we believe, at least 

inferred) • But the very fact that cr!q.ta, is only 

inferred and is never explicit does point to the fact 

that X€cpa.).-n is used metaphorically, although, in the 

texts examined above, it also has a significance that 

is much wider than that which would be the case if 

the relationship never extended beyond that of the 

organic 'head-body' relationship. 
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Exactly the same question can now be 

asked with respect to atqJ.a. _ in what way is the word 

used in the Pauline corpus? Z~~ occurs some 87 

times in the Pauline corpus, the great majority of 

which refer to the physical body and are of course 

then no part of our study~ Our concern is specifically 

with these texts where the term has a collective sig-

nificance. Here little assistance can be gained from 

either the LXX or contemporary Jewish literature 

because in neither does the concept of atOf.lO.' refer 

either to the cosmos or to society in any collective 

f h ' 10 as lone Neither is ~ found in any instance 

where it corresponds to X£~~n ' as in the Pauline 

c.orpus. The exegetes are more prepared to discuss 

the linguistic significance of ~a than is the case 

11 although with little or no agreement. 

The texts at issue here are Rom 12:5, 1 Cor 10:17, 

11:29, 12:12-27; Eph 1:23, 2:16, 4:4,12,16, 5:23c,30; 

Col 1:18,24, 2:19, 3:15. We can divide these texts 

into those that deal with at/jfla without reference to 

viz. Rom 12:5; 1 Cor 10:17, 11:29, 12:12-27, 

Eph 2:16,4:4,12, 5:23c,30: Col 1:24,2:11,3:15; 

and those which refer quite specifically to the X€~~~ -

~G relationship, viz. Eph 1:22, 4:16, Col 1:18, 

2:19. Of the first group the pericope where the 

metaphorical use of ~a is most obvious is 1 Cor 

12:12-27 where Paul works out the metaphor in some 
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detail and specifically refers to the ~XXA~'~ 

as ·(12:28).12 The question 

now to be asked is thi s - Has ~~ the same meta-

phorical significance when it stands as part of the 

motif as it has when it stands on its 

own? Indeed, we may well further ask in the instances 

where ~!J.O. stands without direct reference to 

whether or not X€<pCLAn is in fact to be 

understood as being implicit. Certainly in Rom 12:5 

phrase in Paul's statement that 

o~'tw, ot 1tOAAOt €V ~ct' ~~~v ~y xp(,O"'t~-: gives pre-eminence 

to Christ, though no specific headship is mentioned. 

In 1 Cor 10:17 the situation is not quite so clear, 

al though here also the idea of €v ~ ~\I Xpurr6} 

is surely implicit. 1 Cor 11:29 is by all counts 

difficult. If here oti5{.La does refer to the Church 

then it do~s so without any obvious reference, implicit 

or otherwise, to any headship. But of course ~~ 

could refer to the crucified body of Christ, as in 

v. 27. Indeed in light of vv. 30f this latter 

interpretation would seem correct; some have experienced 

'judgement' (frailty, sickness, death) because they 

have not given due thought to the fact that Christ 

was crucified for them. 13 In 1 Cor 12:27 the 

is again in evidence. 

But in v. 21 although X€<pCLAf} obviously refers 

initially to the physical head it is equally true that 
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in the metaphor which Paul is expounding it would 

find some equivalent, at least in the mind of the 

readers. This may equally be true of Rom 12:5. 

Now admittedly there was surely no attempt to give 

literal equivalents for each organ of the body, though 

Paul does note that there is an order, the first place 

of which is occupied by apostles. All this means 

that if there was any equivalence then in Paul's mind 

it was probably Xe<pcLAf} = &:JtO<rcOAO(; and thus the xecpo.A.~ 

(Christ) - ~ (Church) relationship is still not 

directly in view. In t11e remaining texts in Ephesians 

and Colossians the situation is somewhat different. 

In these epistles the Xe<pcLAf} - ()~a. relationship is 

paramount and therefore the instances where ~~ 

appears on its own are to be interpreted in the light 

of this fact. This of course would not be true if 

~ [ 'tots Xp I.crtots ] and Xe<pcLAf) - ~a. were two el'ltirely 

separate traditions which were always understood, by 

both author and reader, as such. But this does not 

appear to be the case, because, as we have seen above, 

in those instances where ~a. occurs without reference 

to xe~a.Af} there is already present the idea that 

Christ held a special place vis-a-vis this body, the 

Church, and the only logical position that he could 

fill was that of Xe<pcLA-rI. 

Thus it is becoming clear, whatever the 
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original source of the otii!J.a. 't011 XpLO"'rOtJ motif as it 

appears in the 'major Paulines, that the xeq:o.A.1) - ~ 

motif of Ephesians and Colossians is a logical consequence 

of this motif. Ernst correctly comrnents14 
II ••• der 

Leib Christi in den Gefangenschaftsbriefen ist legitime 

Weiterentwicklung des 'einen Leibes', bzw. des 

'einen Leibes in Christus' in den paulinischen 

Hauptbriefen II. But this is not to say that xeq>a.;"1) - ot4ta. 

. t b th ht fl' . f h" 15 1S 0 e oug 0 pure y 1n organ1c as 1on. 

Indeed, in the captivity epistles this organic unity, 

though not specifically rejected, is neither expounded 

nor assumed. Ernst fnrther comments correctly:16 

IIDiese Kontinuitt!.t sollte jedoch 
nicht die vorhanaene Diskontinuit~t 
verdecken. Der Gedanke der mit 
Christus und untereinander geeinten 
Gemeinde spielt im Kolosser - und 
Epheserbrief keinesweg mehr die 
bedeutende Rolle wie in den 
Frfihbriefen. Das Soma ist jetzt 
etwas, das Christus gegenfibersteht, 
das zu Christus, welcher das Haupt 
des Leibes ist, in einer ganz 
bestimrnten Beziehung der Unterordnung, 
der Hingabe der Leibe und der 
lebendigen Entfaltung steht. 
Das 'In - Christus - Sein' ist 
jetzt ersetzt durch das 'Christus -
Gegenfiber - Sein'. Dieses neue 
Moment findet seinen sprachlichen 
Ausdruck in dem xe<pa.A.1) Begriff II. 

In Ephesians (and Colossians) the 

motif is basically a metaphor but with the important 

added significance that within this dimension xe<pa.A.n 

has assumed a new role; it is now applied to Christ 
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as a title~ indeed we can say more: it is applied 

as a title to the ascended Christ. It is the sig-

nificance of this new application that we shall seek 

to explore in our further examination of the xe<p<J.'A.f}-

~ rrotif in Ephesians. 

3. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF AIAQMI 

In Eph 1:22b the author writes x~t 

~f,'f~V ~&oxev x £ <p<J.'A.flv ~?t~p mv'f~ Ttl hxA.TJO'"C~ 
17 

Concerning this phrase Gaugler comments " ~OwX€v 

(er gab) ist hier nicht einfach = hebr.l flJ 
(geben), sondern = constituere, einsetzen, wie in 

Eph 4:11". But is this so? In 4:11 it does not 

seem to be the case. Here we read x~t a.~'f~' 

~Owxev 'fO~' ~~v &?to~6A.ov, 'fOU, o! ?tpo~~a." 'fO~' 

In 1 Cor 12:28 much the same is said: x~t 

~~v ~e£'fO 6 ee5, lv 'f~ !XXA.U~C~ ?tP~ov &?to~6A.ou" 

6£~'fepov ?tpo~~'fa." 'fpC'fOV &~Oa.crx~A.OU', ~?teL'fa. OU~£L', 

Now 

admittedly there are significant differences in the 

two lists but the cornrron order of 

that exists in both texts, 

as well as the general context in both (the ,building 

up of the Church) suggests quite strongly that either 

Ephesians is dependent upon the earlier epistle at 
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this point or that both epistles are dependent upon 

a piece of earlier tradition. In either case, what 

is significant is that in Ephesians the author has 

chosen to use OCOwj..t~ as opposed to 1:Cer"lL t a choJce 

which is surely deliberate. In the Pauline corpus 

never means 'to appoint' but always is used 

with an indirect object, either explicitly stated or 

implicitly understood, and thus means 'to give' and so 

is equivalent to the more usual significance of 

This is specifically the case in Ephesians
18 

where in 1:22 the indirect object is explicitly stated 

The change from the traditional 

in 1 Cor 12: 28 to 6Co<q,lf, in Eph 4:11 was 

influenced by the author's choice of 6'~L in 1:22. 19 

In 1:22 God has given Christ as head to the Church; 

in 4:11 Christ gives people as apostles, prophets, 

evangelists and teachers to the Church. In both 

instances the immediate context is the same - the X&pL' 

of God; this is explicit in 4:7 ( !&66TJ -PJ X6.p", 

xa.1:<1 1:a /-lf1:poV Tfj, &wpEet, 1:0\1 XpHT"t'o1r ) 20 and is 

implicit in the entire content of 1:20-23. 

The author I s use of o( blJlfJ.C. is d~termina-

ti ve for all further examination of the X€cpa.AYJ - otqla. 

motif. That Christ is given to the church as head 

implies that he is head not merely because he stands 

in an authoritative relationship to the Church but that 
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he is head by virtue of some other reason which does 

not necessarily have to relate di::::-ectly to the Churc'h . 

In 1:22 OC~ .. seems then to have a twofold sig-

nificance. Firstly, it implies that Christ possessed 

a headship that was not confined to the limits of the 

Church. Secondly , ·it implies that Christ stands in 

a unique position with regard to the Church. It is 

therefore, with reference to this latter point, which 

is not insignificant, that the author of Ephesians 

chooses to express the action of God in giving Christ 

to the Church with the aorist ~5wx€y • Mussner is then 

21 not totally correct when he says "Haupt und Leib 

sind ein unzertrennliche Einheit; der Leib kann 

ohne das Haupt und seine Wachsturnskr~fte tiberhaupt 

nicht existieren". This is true within the sphere 

of the Church of course , but it is equally true that 

Christ exercises a headship which is separate to that 

which is over the Church. At least then in this I, 
qualified sense 'head' can exist without the 'body', 

The twofold significance of oC&w~.. in 

1:22 leads us quite naturally on to a discussion of 

the nature of the headship of Christ as it is presented 

in Ephesians. 
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4. - THE NATURE OF CHRIST'S HEADSHIP 

It is agreed by all exegetes that X€~~~ 

takes on a decisive theological significance when 

referred to Christ and the Church in both Ephesians 

and Colossians , although there is little agreement a s 

to what this significance may be. The question resolves 

itself into two parts: 'over what precisely is Christ 

head? ' or , put more simply , ' is there one headship 

(over all things ) or two (head of the church; head of 

the cosmos ) ? ' Secondly, ' how does this headship 

affect either (or both) Church and/or cosmos?' 

The answer to the first question has 

already in part been given by our argument that c,~, 

(l : 22 ) is determinative and as such implie's that there 

are two headships involved; one in relation to the 

cGsmos and the other to the Church. This statement 

raises two separate questions: ' is the nature of both 

headships the same? ' and , ' what is the significance 

of ~1t!p mv't'" in 1: 22?' It is these questions that 

we now seek to answer. 

4 .1 1:22 Head of the World 

The first thing that concerns us here is 

the significance of the accusative construction 
1 

C .. 
l)1t~p 

mv'tQ. • 
22 , 

According to C.F.D. Moule \)1ttp + accusative 

h as , generally speaking , a more literal significance 
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. than has the genitive construction. Now since ~?tlp 

never has a lo~al significance in the NT23 we must 

interpret it here in terms of superiority. But in 

this text is ~?tfp used in any way emphatically? 

According to Arndt-Gingrich24 xeqx:x.An ~?tlp mv'ta. is . 
to be interpreted as ' supreme head ' . This interp-

25 26 retation is followed by Mussner and Best. But if 

this interpretation is correct then the author is 

moving away from a discussion of the Lordship of Christ 

over the whole universe to a discussion of the head-

ship of Christ over the Church vis-a-vis other possible 

heads. This argument is well set out by Best when he 

"t 27 II wrl. es Christ is Head above all things to 

the Church and mv'ta. refers back to the mv·~a. of 

v.22a and behind that to the ~~ and ?W.v't6<; of 

v.2l - it relates to the heavenly powers. Christ is 

Head above the heavenly powers to the Church". Now, 

there can be no doubt that -;cav'ta. dces somehow ~efer 

back to the same word in v.22a and, less directly to 

of v.2l. But what has not been 

acknowledged in the argument as presented by Best is 

the central position, indeed the climactic. position, 

occupied by the citation from Ps 8:6 in v.22a. 

Here ~v'ta. must assume a collective significance; 

since Christ is seated at God's right hand he is 

exalted not merely above the individual authorities 

and powers but also is exalted above them all col-
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lectively. then is not used emphatically 

in this sense; it implies that it is the exalted 

Christ who, in his position as ruler over the world 

is given to the Church. The author is not at this 

point either explaining or emphasising the fact that 

Christ is head over the Church; he is simply stating 

it. This does not mean however that there is nothing 

in the text that enables us to make some comment about 

this headship. To this point we will return later, 

but first we must examine the context of v.22b in 

order that we rr~ght make some comment about the nature 

of Christ's headship over the world. 

The immediate context of v.22b is domi-

nated by the citation from Ps 8 which immediately 

precedes it. Indeed it is this citation that 

characterises the nature of the headship of Christ 

over all things: all things are now subject to him 

" b d" 28 ln 0 e lence. Christ is head over the world by 

virtue of the fact that he is enthroned in the heavenly 

places. The use of the citations from Pss 8 and 109 

does not presuppose any dependence of the world on the 

head; what is stressed is that Christ is sovereign 

over the world in that the powers and authorities which 

are representative of the world have been subjected. 

The statement in v.22a must itself be read in light of 

what has already been said in 1:10: &vax€~aha'~a' 
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.29 , all things are now in 

subjection to Christ: the same 'all things' will 

ultimately be the subject of his redemption. The 

of 1:22b is ultimately to be identified with 

the 'tao mv'ta. of I: IO. 

The immediate context of v.22b does not 

supply much information concerning the nature of 

Christ's headship over the Church, but what it does 

say is very significant and not least of all because 

it confirms that the 'head-body' teaching of Ephesians 

is a natural extension of the 'body' teaching of Romans 

and I Corinthians. The significant and important 

statement is that by which the author deliberately 

equates the Church wi th 't~ ~a. 'to 11 XpI.<rtol1 (v.23a). 

The connection between the xc~~~ which is Christ and 

the ~ which is the Church is being emphasised by 

the author. In light of what has already been said 

about the x£~~f) - xOOlJ.o, relationship it would be easy 

to infer that the same sort of relationship existed 

between xc~~n and ~. and between Christ and the 

world. But this is not so. There is nothing in 

either the content or context of v.22h-23a that would 

suggest the direction of the body by the head. It is 

certainly true that as head ~?t~p 'tet MV'ta. Christ is 

overlord of both creation and Church, but this relation-

ship is in no way to be emphasised with reference to 
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the latter. In identifying ~xxA~a with ~ 

the author is stressing that a relationship exists 

between Christ and the Church which is not merely that 

of master and subject. The Church, as distinct from 

creation, is already the subject of the 

of Christ and as such is in some way united to him. 

In Eph l:22b-23a this relationship is not further. 

elaborated. To discover the significance of the 

X£qxLAf) - atq..La. 

4:l5f. 

( !XXAWCa. ) relation we must turn to 

4.2 4:l5f Head over the Church 

Eph 4:l5f further emphasises that the 

relationship between XE:cpa.A1] and oti'IlJ.O. 

is not organic , nor is it merely directive. In fact, 

both these possibilities are decisively rejected. 

Here the head is presented as both the source and object 

of growth; X£cpa.Af) 

following lE; 00 

for the Church. 

is characterised by the closely 

(v.16) as the principle of increase 

Here too, the unity theme that was 

present, albeit in no expanded fashion, in 1:22bf is 

taken up and further explained: the relationship or 

uni ty is one that is influenced by &'ycS,1tT). 

Almost every phrase or statement in 

vv. 11-16 emphasises and explains the all embracing 

totality of Christ's headship. of v.ll 
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is the xElpa;x'f} of v .15: it is as head that Christ 

has given the various ministries and offices to the 

Church in order that it might be built up. In v.12 

refers not 

only to the unity that is present within the Church, 

but also, significantly, to that between Christ and 

his Church. The same idea is further made more 

explicit in v.lS with the analogy of growth: to grow 

up is to achieve maturity, to become an adult, to 

become d~ ltvopa. 'tEXfl.oV This last phrase, as 

we have 3'0 already seen, has a collective or corporate 

significance; the believer grows in faith such that 

the Church increases. This increase is not quantitative 

but qualitative; the Church 'grows up' not merely to 

resemble Christ but as it grows it becomes more sig-

nificantly part of Christ. 

as it is defined in 4:1Sf thus 

becomes a title with both soteriological and ecclesiolo-

gical significance. In 1:22bf both these significances 

were present but were not stressed in the same fashion. 

There it was the cosmological implications of the 

headship that were emphasis-ed. Thus the X Ecpa.Mi term 

in Ephesians has two distinct, though related, 

interpretations. Christ is overlord of 

creation; as he is also the saviour and 

life-giving source for those who constitute the Church. 
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Before leaving the xeq>a.r..n concept two 

other things must be examined briefly in order to 

see if they either expand, support or even contradict 

that which we have argued above. These are the 

relationship of ?tAnpWfJ.a. to xe<paor..n and, secondly, 

the xeq>a.ATJ - ~ relationship in Colossians. 

4.3 The Significance of ro.:6p(llILQ. 

Even a cursory exaIT~nation of the texts 

concerned is sufficient to convince one that ?tr..~~wpa 

.is of some significance for the 

relationship; in 1: 23 ~O ?tr..npWjJ.a. immediately 

follows the identification of the (~hurch with the 

body of Christ, and 4:11-16 is immediately preceded 

by the phrase r va. ?tr..11P~ ~a. mv~a. We have 

already argued at some length that ?tr..n~a. is dependent 

for its meaning upon ?tr..Tlpol1v and has both active and 

passive significance, with most emphasis being placed 

upon the former. At this point we should note 

specifically that the equation ~~a. = 

is explicit in 1:23 and therefore, by implication, in 

4:11-16. This equation supports our argument above: 

the Church grows up or completes Christ (active), 

while at the same time it is dependent upon him and is 

being completed by both his love and the receipt of his 

gifts (passive). nAn~a. then describes the inter-

action between Christ and Church. But the same word, 
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or at least its verbal form, is used also to describe 

the re1ationsh~p between Christ and creation (4:11). 

This means that in relating the 

author is not only emphasising the function of Christ 

as head but is also drawing attention to the fact that 

the .situation that exists in the Church is one that will 

ultimately also appertain in the world. 31 

4.4 The Significance of the Co1ossian Ke~A~ Texts 

The texts at issue here are 1:18, 2:10,19. 

We have already noted that ~XXA7](J(~ and 7tPw-tcJ''tOXOt;; 

!X 'tliSv vexpliSv in 1:18 are redactional 

and are not part of th~ original hymn. This is 

significant. It means that the author of Colossians 

is giving the cosmological train of thought that was 

present in the hymn a new emphasis by describing the 

Church as the place where Christ exercises his authority 

over the world. 
. 32· 

Gaugler well says IJDie Kirche ist 

der Ort, wo die Schapfung zu ihrem Zie1 gekornrnen ist, 

wo sie Leib des ewigen und jetzt erh6hten Hauptes 

geworden istll. The same move from cosmology to 

ecc1esiology is made in Eph 1:22f. It is significant 

that the redactional elements of 1:18 also emphasise 

the fact that Christ is the source of the life of both 

world and Church, precisely as is said, in a more 

developed manner, in Eph 4:15f. In 2:10 the author 

returns to the relationship between Christ and cosmos, 

but only after making the equivalent ecc1esiological 
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statement in the preceding phrase of the same verse 

In 2:19 both 

the ecclesiological and cosmological dimensions of 

headship are again referred to. 

4.5 Summary 

In Ephesians there is a twofold headship 

of Christ. He is at one and the same time head of 

the world and head of the Church. The fact that 

Christ is head of the world means that all powers are 

subject ultimately to him; there is no reference to 

any further interaction between him and them. The 

enthroneme~t of Christ at which he inherits the title 

must mean that all is now subject to him. 

On the other hand, the fact that Christ is head of 

the Church means something quite different. No 

longer is the relationship one of authority and sub-

mission; it is one of unity and love. As head of the 

Church Christ is by right its sovereign but he is 

more. Ernst rightly summarises33 "Im Terminus xe<P<Lh:ii 

treffen sich die beiden Gedankenkreise: das 'hoheitlich-

herrscherliche' Haupt des Welt-Leibes wird zum 

'hoheitlich-lebensspendenden' Haupt des Leibes der 

Kirche ". The use of the 7th.fJpWj.l~ terminology in 

" Ephesians emphasises this same fact. The xe~h.~ 

34 statements in Colossians, though less developed, 

expound the same thological concept using the same 

basic terminology. 
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5. THE NATURE OF THE BODY 

Although Christ is described as head 

over both cosmos and Church it is only the latter 

that is specifically designated as ~a The 

author of Ephesians adheres to this distinction in 

order to emphasise the differing natures of the two 

headships. This we have already seen. The exact 

nature of the ~ 'toO' Xp~O"t'oO' 

set out very precisely in 5:23bc 

of Ephesians is 

the 

or hxA.ncrca. is that which collectively stands in a 

living relationship with Christ, a relationship that 

is characterised not by subjection but by dependence. 

In Ephesians, as in Colossians, ~a. is essentially 

an ecclesiological /soteriological term. But this 

does not mean that ~a. has no cosmic significance. 

Here two facts which we have already demonstrated are 

very significant; in Eph 1:23 "t~ MV'tO. lv 1tl!(nv 

is best understood as being equivalent to the classical 

and, secondly, 7tA.1}PWJ.la. has primarily an 

active significance. What then is being said in 1:23 

is that the Church brings Christ to completion. The 

Church then is an active body and the only place where 

this activity can take place is the cosmos. 

Schnackenburg well summarises this when he writes
35 

" ••• sind Kosmos und Kirche nicht zwei Kreise, die 

nebeneinander bestehen und je in ihrer Weise Christus 
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unterstehen, vielmehr zwei konzentrische Kreise,von 

denen der innere die Kirche, die aussere den Kosmos 

darstellt, beide zusammen von Christus regiert, wenn 

auch in verschiedener Weise. Und die Grenze zwischen 

Kirche und Kosmos ist keine feste und starre, sondern, 

gleichsame und dynamische II . .. . The Church then in 

Ephesians, although never identified with the cosmos, 

has cosmological significance in that it is the 

cosmos which is being brought by the Church into the 

36 

6. THE ~AAH - l:2MA RELATIONSHIP & THE ASCENSION 

The one significant difference between the 

X€~A~ references in Ephesians and Colossians is in 

context. It is only in Ephesians that the term appears 

in an ascension context, particularly in 1:22 and, to 

a lesser extant, 4:15. Moreover, it is only in 

Ephesians that the headship is explicitly set down as 

a headship over both Church and cosmos. In Ephesians 

the theological point of departure for both the author's 

discussion and definition of the headship of Christ is 

the ascension: he is Xe:r.pa.AT) ~·dp mv'ta. because 

and only because-he has ascended, and equally, he is 

with all its implications of 

life giving source, because he has ascended. We have 

previously seen that in Ephesians the ascension is 
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intended to express both messianic kingship and the 

unity of Christ and the Church. It is precisely the 

same two theologoumena that are implied in the X€~~~ 

title, even to such a degree that where the ascension 

is expressed most precisely in terms of messianic 

kingship (1:20ff), it is the authoritative .aspect 

of the headship that is stressed, and where the theme 

of unity is uppermost (4:llff), then it is precisely· 

the theme of the relationship between Christ and the 

Church that is emphasised. 
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1God ,s Mission: The Epistle to the Enhesians in Missionary 
Perspective, Amsterdam: 1962; p.85. Cf also F.F. Bruce, 
"Colossians", in A Commentary on the Epistles to 
Ephesians and Colossians, E.K. Simpson and F.F. Bruce, 
Grand Rapids: 1957; p.203. 

2Rom 12:20; 1 Cor l1:4(twice) , 5 (twice) , 7:10, 12:21. 

31 Cor 11:3(3 times); Eph 5:23a; Col 2:10. 

4 
Eph 1: 22 ( atqJ.a.. and hXAMa. ) I 4: 15 ( otl¥aJ I 5: 23b (~XXAT}O"Ca. ); 

ColI :18 (crGlj..La. and hXAT}O"ta. ) I 2:19 (ati\.tc& ). If in this 
last text ~ is equivalent to x601J.oc;; and not to 
lXXA~a. , then 2~10 is an obvious parallel. 

SIn one instance, Is 43:4, X£~A~ has been used to trans
late ~3J and quite oobviously has the sense of 'life' • . . 

6Cf Deut 28:13,44; Judges 11:11; 2 Kings 22:44; Is 7:8, 
9:14. In the majority of cases where the MT 
has the sense 'ruler' the LXX translates it with:pxwv , 
as in Jos 22:14; Judges 10:18, 11:8,9; 1 Chron 11:6; or 
wi th &.pX~ , a:3 in Jer 22 :6; Hos 1 :11. 

8 J.P. Sampley, And the Two Shall Become One Flesh, 
Cambridge: 1971 i p.24l n.l notes "'to ot4La. is not used 
explicitly in 5:23a-b because its neuter gender would 
disrupt the parallelism of masculine-feminine, masculine
feminine". 

9In the original hymn which forms the basis of Col 1:15-18 
~ had a cosmic reference. The author adds ~C;;. 
~XXAT}O"Ca.C;; and so changes the significance of ~f.La.. from 
cosmology to ecclesiology; cf Schweizer, "Jl...ntilegomena", 
pp.293ff and chpt.l n.50. 

10For a different view cf W.L. Knox, "Parallels to the 
New Testament Use of crtOj..la. ", JTS 39 (1938), pp.243-46. 
He writes (p. 246): "The fact that 0"ti.\1a. is not commonly 
found in Greek of a 'body' of people in precisely the 
Pauline sense appears to be simply another way of saying 
that we have only a few fragments of Posidonius in Greek 
and we do not possess the doxographical manual of the 
Hellenistic synagogues, in which the Jewish nation as 
a body and the High Priest as its head may fairly be 
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assumed to have appeared ll , Best, op.cit" p.84, 
well comments of this II". if we do not possess these 
documents it is extremely hazardous to venture an 
opinion as to their contentsll, 

llE,L, Mascall, Christ, the Christian and the Church, 
London: 1946; p,l12 writes that lithe description of 
the Church as the Body of Christ is to be taken cnto
logically and realisticallyll/although a few lines further 
on he concedes that the phrase IIcontains a certain amount 
of metaphor ll • Best, op.cit., p.lOO, on the other hand, 
contends II, •• we feel justified in describing the Church 
as the Body of Christ in the metaphorical sense. 
Regarded from one point of view it is the Body of Christ; 
from another point of view it is notl!, Roels, op.cit., 
p,110 agrees with neither Mascall nor Best, He replaces 
the ontological and metaphorical terminology with the 
concept of the Imystical bodyl. He writes: II, •• to 
consider ••• the body of Christ image as simply one of 
the many metaphors used to describe the Church is 
decidely inadequate. For the body of Christ image 
is based upon a relationship of representation between 
Christ and his Church which is essentially real whereas 
a metaphor is a figure 0;: speech which simply stresses 
a likeness or analogy between two objects by using a 
word which ordinarily appl:'es literally to one of them and 
applying it to the other II , and again (p.ll), IITr..2 
designation of the Church as the myBtical body of Christ 
••• emphasises that the relationship which constitu.tes the 
Church as the body of Christ is one beyond the natural 

and visible... The term does stress that one should 
not look for the essence of the body in the visible 
organisation of its membersll. 

120 t I" "" n wo ear ler occaSlons ln 
11:29) Paul had described the 
neither of these instances is 
member. 

this same epistle (10:17, 
Church as oti'5flct. ; but in 
the metaphor one of body-

l3For a clear statement of the view that ~ here does 
in fact refer to the Church cf A.J.B. Higgins, The Lord1s 
Supper in the New Testament l London: 1952; p.73. 
For a discussion of other possibilities l including that 
suggested by ourselves, cf C.K. Barrett, 1 Corinthians, 
pp.274f. 

l40p.cit., p.16l. Cf also Best, op.cit., p.156: lIv-le 
can therefore conclude that the use of the phrase in 
Ephesians (and Colossians) is not something new but a 
natural and legitimate development of the uses in the 
earlier epistles ll • Schlier, Christus, pp.40ff, gives 
five reasons for rejecting the possibility of of this 
development, but Best, ibid, gives good ground for reject
ing Schlier1s argument. 
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ill 

15we have already rejected J.A. Robinson's misuse of 
the analogy of the organic unity between the (physical) 
head and body in his attempt to explain the significance 
of ?t'A-npWjJ.a. in Eph 1: 23. 

160 't p.C1 ., 

170 't p.C1 ., 

pp.161f. 

p.74. 

18Cf 1:17 j 22, 3:2,7,8,16, 4:7,8,11,27,29, 6:19. 

19It is of course possible that t&wxev in 4:11 was part 
of the tradition inherited by the author of the epistle. 
If this is so then we must assume that the author sees 
in the use of the word at this point an explicit ref
erence back to 1:22. It is of course attractive to 
suppose that the change from the LXX reading of Ps 67:19 
to that of the Ephesian t6xt in v.8b owes its source to 
the author and not to any tradition, but although this 
is possible it is unlikely for the reasons advanced on 
pp. 94f above. But even so, the use of oC&q.tc. consistently 
in 1:22, 4:7,11 can hardly be other than deliberate; cf 
chpt.2 n.83. 

20The use of oC~c. in 4:11 is also presumably influenced 
by the use of the same verb in 4:7. 

210 't p.C1 ., p.144 

22Idiom Book, pp.63f. 

23Except perhaps in Heb 9:5 where D* may be read as giving 
a local significance. 

240p.cit.,· p.847. 

250 't _(Q.C1 ., 

260 't p.C1 ., 

27Ibid• 

pp.30ff. 

pp.146f. 

28see above pp. 57f. 

29 &'va.xeqxl.Aa.c.oj..La.c. is not derived solely from xecpO.Aa.c.ov ; 
xe<PCL'AfJ is significant also; cf H. Schlier, " xe<pa.'Af) x.'t. 'A. ", 
TDNT 3, pp.681f. 
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30Cf above pp. 218f. 

31Cf below pp. 284f. 

320 't p.Cl ., pp.78f (with respect to Eph 1:22f). 

330 't p.Cl ., p.172. 

34ACCording to Merklein, op.cit., p.112, the X€~~ 
terminology in Ephesians is taken over from Colossians. 
The same author (p.94) attributes the ~~ ~cclesiology 
to the same immediate source. This may well be so; 
certainly the treatment of both themes in Ephesians is 
a development of that of Colossians. 

3SIIGestalt und Wesen der Kirche nach dem Epheserbrief", 
Catholica 15 (1961), p.117. 

36Cf P.A. Harl', "Le Saint Espirit et L'Eglise chez 
Saint Paul", Verbum Caro 19 (1965), p.23: " ••• L'Eglise 

... . . "'.,. est une totale. L'Egllse n'est plus conslderee de 
point de vue terrestre mais de point de vue celeste; 
La pers~ectivc nou~elle selon,laquelle est envisage 
Ie rnystere de I' Eglise est a la fois oecumenique et 
cosmique '''; cf also N. Dahl, Das volk C-ottes, 
Darmstadt: 1963; p.257. 
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CHAPTER 5 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The aim of this chapter is to investi

gate the relationship between the ascension theme 

and the remainder of the epistle. Some of the 

points that are relevant here have already been dis

cussed, namely, the relationship between the ascension 

of Christ and that of the believer; the concept of 

'gift' in the epistle; the underlying presence of 

Ps 67 in the whole epistle; and the theological 

significance of 1tX1)PW/-Lo, and its contribution to the 

ascension theme. In the present discussion we shall 

need to return to the first of these points as we 

discuss in more detail the relationship between Christ 

and the believer in the whole epistle. 

In the previous four chapters we 

uncovered what we might term the 'component traditions' 

of the ascension theme, namely, the enthronement of 

the Messiah over the whole cosmos, the emphasis on 

the position at God's right hand ('status') rather 

than the method of getting there ('event'), the 

similarity or even unity of function between Christ 

and the Church. In the following discussion we 

shall be attempting to do two things: to examine 

the epistle in order that we might discover how and 
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where these components were otherwise used by the author, 

and at the same time briefly to cast a glance over the 

whole field of the epistle in order that we might see 

how the ascension theme as such fits in with the other 

dominant themes of the epistle. 

2.. THE ASCENSION IN EPHESIANS: ITS COMPONENT PARTS 

2.1 Messianism 

A number of scholars have commented on 

the Xp~O"t6, ti tIe and the degree of affinity it has 

with the n JV!.1.1 title. 

w. Grundmannl writes 

In Colossians and Ephesians the new 
Messianic understanding worked out in 
primitive Christianity by Paul is 
brought to completion. • •• Xp"O"t~, 
is now a leading concept and the 
apocalyptic ideas of the parousia are 
pushed into the background. 

d . 2 an aga1n, 

It might well be that the encounter 
of Gentile and Jewish Christians in 
Ephesus led to a strengthening of 
the Messianic element in the under
standing of Christ for the sake of 
Jewish Christians. 
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o. Cullmann3 argues that 

••• in Paul's writings ••• his 
occasional practice of putting 
'Christ' before 'Jesus' shows that 
he was still clearly aware that the 
ti tIe is not a proper name. 

H. Conzelmann4 writes in similar vein 

'Christ' is meant as a proper name 
when the definite article precedes it. 

N. Dahl5 summarises his view as follows 

Dass Christus der Messias Israels 
ist und bleibt, wahrt das 'Gegenttber' 
von Christus und der Kirche und 
erinnert dar an, dass die Kirche der 
Heiden nur aus der freien Gnade 
Gottes existiert. 

But Krame.i.·6 argues agai.nst these views, specifically 

those of Cullmann and Conzelmann, and concludes that 

the equivalence between the title and a Messianic 

understanding can never simply be found by applying 

general criteria based on formal; grammatical con-

siderations out must be found, if present at all, by 

means of a very thorough examination of the context of 

reference. Now admittedly Kramer 

is not concerned specifically with Ephesians but 

his observation is surely valid for this epistle as 

much as it is for any of the major Paulines on the 

grounds of methodology if not necessarily of author-

ship. At this point it is well that we note an apt 

comment of Flusser that equally applies to our 
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discussion7 he writes: 7 "From a strictly theological 

point of view no man can be defined as a Messiah 

before he has accomplished the task of the anointed". 

In Ephesians the Christological titles 

are distributed as !=ollows: 8 A XpLO"t6, 21 times7 

:{PLO"t6, J 11']0"011, 107 XpLO"t6, 7; X~PLO' 77 

47 A x6pf.o, ~li5", '11']0"011, Xpr.O"t6, 47 

2; , IT)CTOU, ApLO"t6, 17 

Now it is certainly 

not possible to argue that all or even the majority 

of the 45 references to Xpf.a"t6, in the epistle are 

Messianic in content, because in the majority of 

instances there is nothing in the immediate context 

of the title that has any relationship to Messianism7 

in these instances the only possible reference to 

Messianism is the actual title itself and, as Kramer 

has shown, this is insufficient. Nevertheless there 

are some instances where the combination of context 

and title does suggest, though hardly prove beyond 

argument, a Messianic understanding. 

texts that we now turn. 

2.1.1 Title in Ephesians 

(a) 2:l2-l4a 

It is to these 

Particularly significant here is the 

because in 
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Judaism it was precisely the Covenant that was 

characterised by the promise of the Messiah9 and in 

view of the preceding xwpt, XpLO"t"o{1 it is easy 

to see how the XpL0"t"6, would suggest Messianism to 

the readers, though it must be added that the absence 

of the definite article from before the title does 

seem to suggest that the Messianism is more implied 

than it is explicit. But the possibility of ' 

Messianic understanding is made more apparent by the 

following vv. 13, 14a which allude to Is 52:7 and 

57:19,10 verses which speak quite explicitly of the 

P f th M "" 11 eace 0 e eSS1an1C age. 

(b) 4:20f 

Here our particular interest is in the 

This reference is not to the doctrina Christi, nor 

to the believer's knowledge of what Christ is, nor to 

what Christ desires, but is to the content of the 

12 proclaimed gospel. G "lk 13 " 1 t n1 a 1S sure y correc 

as the obj ect of J.LO.\le6,\I£I, \I . , 
he summarises: "' Christuslernen ' ist darum ausserste 

Verdichtung des Inhaltes und Sinnes christlicher 

Glaubensunterweisung". The Messianic inference is 

continued in v.21 with the change from 

This change is appropriate. 

to Xp L0"t"6v 

Abbott well 

14 comments: "Their introduction to Christianity 
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instructed them in the hope centred in the Messiah 

as a Redeemer. But when obedience to the practical 

teaching of a historical person is referred to, the 

historical name is used". 

(c) 5:2 

obviously part of the traditional material of the 

15 early Church. But it is surely significant that 

the tradition which was once connected with the Son of 

God title16 is now used in association with the Christ 

title. The reason for this would seem to lie basically 

in the author ' s undoubted preference for the Xp'~~' 

title. It is also significant that the same general 

formula 'He gave himself for us' appeared in other, 

perhaps less well-known or even less important tra-

ditions in association with titles other than Son of 

God , as is shown both by Rom 4:24f and the reading 

6£00 xa.t Xp:L~OtJ of 46 B D* G* 'td , Gal 2:20 p 1 ln 

and it may be that in using • the XpL~6, title the 

author wished to emphasise the 'new' (in his terms 

Messianic? ) significance of these traditions. We 

should not overlook however, the similarity in both 

content and intent between 5:2 and 5:25b. It may 

well be that the latter statement which has no parallel 

in any of the other Haustafeln has been introduced into 
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the code at this point to emphasise that which has 

already been said in v.2. If this is so then we 

might well conjecture that the thought contained in v.2 

was of some importance for the author and, then, it 

would be natural for him to associate the idea expressed 

in this verse with the Xp&.O't6, title which for him 

is obviously very significant. But even so, we must 

admit that in v.2 the Messianic inference is not at 

all strong, being very much dependent on the fact that 

the author of the epistle knew the well attested Son 

of God tradition but chose to use instead the same 

tradi tion in association with the Xp&'O't6, title. 17 

(d) 5:14 

contain some reference to an incipiant Messianism in 

as much as one of the Messianic fupctions was to give 

light. 18 This verse is not as significant as the 

others cited because the author was in all probability 

quoting from an old Christian hymn of which he was not 

19 the author, and hence its original intention may not 

necessarily have been retained - or even known - by him. 

(e) 5:21 

Here the phrase 

!v <p6~ Xpr.O'to~ stands as a heading for 

the Haustafel contained in 5:22 - 6:9. 20 In much 
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the same way as in 5:2 the author has here chosen to 

21 title in preference to another 

and so again betrays his preference for the Christ 

title with all its implications. 22 

in v.21 may be due to the later intended use in vv. 23f 

or, conversely, itself may have caused the use in these 

ve.rses. But equally we should not overlook the fact 

that the use of the title in 5:25 could well be due to 5:2 

and so the use of the title in 5:21 could be due,on grounds 

of consistency alone, to the formation and title used 

by the author in 5:2. 

2.1.2 The ~v 't~ Xp L Q"tf¥ Formulations 

Apart from these references the formu-

lation with the article is only found in the Pauline 

corpus at 1 Cor 15:22 and 2 Cor 2:14. It may well be 

that the presence of the definite article in the former 

of these two texts owes its position to the fact that 

it is required as a balance in the series !y ~~ 

23 

The presence of the definite article in the latter 

text is more difficult to explain, particularly in 

light of the fact that the same title stand~ without 

the article in the following verse. Grundmann24 

suggests that the article owes its being to the fact 

that the verse is hymnic in style; this of course is 

possible, but by no means either certain or necessary. 
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25 Kramer offers a slightly more plausible explanation 

when he suggests that the article has been inserted 

in order to echo the exclamation "tlP o~ e€lP X&.pL" "t!f ••• • 

But it is by no means obvious that the presence of the 

definite article in the phrase in question does either 

draw attention to, or balance the statement in v.14. 

According to Kramer this reference is not Messian,ic. 26 

But the situation is by no means as clear as Kramer 

would have us believe. We have already seen that a 

close theological relationship exists between Col 2:15 

27 and Eph 4:8, more precisely between epL<l.jJ.~€6att, 

of Colossians and ~a.~€ucre:\I 

of the psalm citation in Ephesians. 

Both these citations refer to the victorious kingship 

of Christ and its consequehce for opposing powers and, 

certainly in 4:8, the inference is that this king is 

the Messiah. In 2 Cor 2:14 admittedly the same point 

is not being made; here it is the believers who are 

captive in Christ's triumphal procession. 'But this 

hardly affects a possible Messianic interpretation 

since the Messiah of Jewish expectation would 'make . 
captive ' both believer and non-believer in that he 

Id h t t 1 d .. 28 wQu ave 0 a omlnlon. 
29 T.W. Manson argues 

quite positively for a Messianic interpretation of 

2 Cor 2:14. ' His basic contention is that in this 

verse the major theme is that of shared responsibility; 

h . t 30 e wrl es: "The Apostles are ){pLeno'" £f>w6c.o. 
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where a.~'tof1 

should be taken as referring back to 'tlf Self earlier 

in the verse II. He further understands the 6pl.CLJ..I.l3eGov'tC. 

~, !v 'tlf :XPLO"'tlf to refer to the Messianic triumph. 

By pursuing a parallel, though not exactly identical, 

line of argument to our own, Manson arrives at exactly 

the same conclusion. It is of course not vital for 

our considera,tions of the !v 'tlf .Xpl.O"tlf formulation 

in Ephesians that the same formula in 2 Cor 2:14 be 

sho~~ to have Messianic significance, though if in fact 

this is the case it quite obviously strengthens our 

argument for the same possibility of interpretation 

being applicable in Ephesians. 

With this in mind we can now turn to the 

actual !v "elf Xp I.crtlf references in Ephesians. In the 

first three references, 1:10,12,20, the evidence for 

reading the definite article is overwhelming. In 1:10 

it is present in all major witnesses and only omitted, 

31 as noted by von Soden by 048 88 462 642 and John of 

Damascus. Much the same situation applies in 1:12 

where the article is omitted by 010 012 048 and 1. 

There is no MSS evidence at all for the omission of the 

article in 1:20. In 3:11 the evidence for omission is 

much stronger than in either 1:10 or 1:12 but is by no 

means compelling, the article being omitted by B C*y 

025 6 404 436 459 467 1175 1739 Koine and Clement of 
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Alexandria. The above evidence is sufficient to con-

vince us that the article is present without doubt in 

1:10,12,20 and present, though with some slight degree 

of uncertaintYrin 3:11. This having been established 

we can now examine the context of the four references 

in order that we might discover what part, if any, 

Messianism plays in these references. 

(a) 1:10 

Undoubtedly in this verse the major theme 

is that of the anakephalaiosis. There is no evidence 

that this or any other similar function was considered 

Messianic, at least Strack-Billerbeck cite no Rabbinic 

parallels and neither does Mowinckel mention this as a 

Messianic function. B t Q ' 1 32 d 't u ulspe oes Cl e a very 

interesting Rabbinic text that does offer some slight 

degree of parallelism; he notes that in ¥alkut Schimoni 

to Gen 34 (Midrash Abkir) the whole world is pictured 

as being brought together in Adam. This is all the· 

more noteworthy in view of the Pauline doctrine of the 

Second Adam (1 Cor 15:45f). It is at least possible 

then that Eph 1:10 reflects knowledge of both an 

early form of this Rabbinic tradition and that which 

lies behind 1 Cor 15:45f. If Paul is the author of 

Ephesians then of course he would know not only the 

tradition behind the Corinthian text but also the 

text itself. The Rabbinic text (and Eph 1:10, if 
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Adamic speculation does lie behind it) represents a 

development from the normal Rabbinic understanding of 

Adam, an understanding that is well summarised by 

W.D. Davies33 when he writes that in Judaism Adam 

stood "for the real unity of mankind in virtue of his 

creation". The development represented by ' the Rabbinic 

text (and perhaps by Eph 1:10) is the change from. 

'mankind ' to the 'whole world'. This development of 

course may well only represent a difference in 

terminology and therefore should not be over-emphasised. 

We cannot of course base our whole argument on one 

isolated, very late Rabbinic text; if Messianism is 

to be inferred in this verse then we must seek more 

definite pointers from the actual context. Significant 

in this respect is the phrase 

which is certainly an expression capable of 

being interpreted in terms of the coming of the 

Messianic Age, all the more so since Eph 1:10 is, as 

34 we have seen, parallel to Gal 4:4. The change from 

xp6vo, in Gal 4: 4 to xa.Lp6, in our text may also 

be significant for a Mes'sianic understanding. Abbott
35 

well notes with reference to this that the phrase in 

Ephesians is equivalent in substance to that of Gal 4:4, 

"but includes the conception of a series of Xa.LpoC 

or seasons, the last of which is marked by the mission 

and work of the Messiah, so that the series iS,now 

closed". 
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(b) 1:12 

The possibility of a Messianic interpreta

tion being given to this verse is very closely tied up 

wi th the identification of both ~~ 

In vv. 11-13 the author makes a definite distinction 

between ~€t', and ~I-L€t'~ 36 between Jews and Gentiles, 

both of whom now share the Christian faith. 3? As 

Schlier38 rightly says liMit ihm sind ohne Zweifel 

Iwir Christen aus Juden' gemeint ll
• If this is so, 

what precisely is meant by the fact that they are 

described as 1tpO"h:x~x6'ta.,? The NEB translates 

' we , who were the first to set our hope on Christ, ••• '; 

Abbott39 p~raphrases 'we Jews had ev~n in former times 

the promise of Christ wfiich has now been fulfilled'. 

Which of these rather different interpretations is 

justified by the text? The question very obviously 

centres around the interpretation of 1tpo"h.1t~x6'ta;, 

We may ask the same question another way: if the author 

is referring to the fact that it was the privilege of 

the Jewish Christians to first believe in Christ, why 

did he use 1tpO€h.1tCZ;W when greater clarity would have 

been achieved by using 1tLO""t€0[(V , as in v .13? The 

answer is provided by 2:12: the Gentiles were outside 

the Covenant of God and its accompanying promise; their 

world was a world without hope, more precisely, without 

the hope of a Messiah. In other words, by using the 

hapax legomena itpO€h.itCZ;W the author refers to the 
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time when the Jewish Christians, of whom he is one, 

had hope inasmuch as historically they were the 

recipients of the promise of the Messiah. The fact 

that Jewish thought for the future was much bound up 

with Messianic hope 40 does much to sUbstantiate our 

interpretation. 

(c) 1: 20 

We have already argued at some length 

that the phrase xa.t xa.6Ccm., !v Oe~l.q. a.fl'totJ ~'J 'tor, 

in v.20b has Messianic inferences 

associated with the citation of Ps 109:1. 

If this is so then this very fact may well lie behind 

the appearance of the definite article with the Xp~~6, 

title in v.20a. 

(d) 3:11 

The possibility of Messianic inference 

being present here is made all the more difficult by 

the fact that the title occurs as part of the stereo-

which 

also occurs at Rom 6:23, 8:39; 1 Cor 15:31; Phil 3:8; 

Col 2:6. Our interest is specifically with the first 

three of these texts, all of which contain the ~v 

formula but not the definite article. These three 

texts have a number of things in common: they all 

occur within passages of quite specific theological 
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argument; in all three cases the expression occurs at 

the end of a sentence, in the two texts from Romans 

the phrase actually occurs in the final position; 

the use of the phrase !v Xp&.~tf -IT)C1'OU ~U5v 'ftf xupC~ 

in these instances is paralleled by 

'r.,.",..,...« Xp .. '~vV &.~ov 'foU xupCou 

the use of the 

41 elsewhere. 

phrase 

Using this evidence Kramer 42 concludes that it is 

purely stylistic reasons that prompted Paul to use 

the fuller titular form in these references instead of 

the shorter. When we compare the texts cited with 

Eph 3:11 we find similarity and dissimilarity: Eph 3:11 

is certainly part of a theological argument, and it is 

equally true that reasons of style probably influenced 

the author in his choice of the longer titular form; 

but it is also to be noted that whereas the!v formula 

in Rom 6:23, 8:39 and 1 Cor 15:31 is used in the 

usual pre-Pauline sense of 'incorporation', 'union' 

with Christ, the sense in 3:11 is primarily - though 

43 not completely - that of 'dynamic', i.e. 'by means 

of'; the Ephesian text also contains, or at least 

the probability is that it. contains, the definite 

article. These differences are sufficient to suggest 

that Eph 3:11 may not be either part of, or an extension 

of, the same tradition that is common to the other 

texts but may be related to a totally different 

theological tradition. That this is so is at least 

suggested by the preceding xa.'fcli 7tp66£<TLV 'tU5v a.tQ)VO)v 
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But what, we must ask, precisely is 

intended by !1tot'I)TEV ? Two possibilities are 

suggested by the context: either the purpose which 

God in Christ achieved, or the purpose which he resolved 

in Christ. The exegetes are generally in agreement. 

Abbott44 argues for the latter interpretation when he 

writes " ••• He whom they know as Jesus their Lord is 

none other than the Christ in whom God had from eternity 

formed his purpose". Gnilka45 takes a similar view. 

Schlier46 attempts to combine both possibilities • 
. 

The argument for the former interpretation rests upon 

the similarity between 3:11 and 2:3. But in this 

latter verse afA-TJl..La. is the object of 1toLefv . , 

whereas this of course does refer to that which is 

willed, 1tp6aec:n v usually refers to the forming of a 

purpose, particularly a purpose formed in a previous 

47 age. If our interpretation is correct then in 3:11 

the author is referring to the plan which God has pre-

viously purposed, a plan that centres around ~ Xp,,~6,. 

This does not prove a Messianic content as such, but 

it is surely suggestive of it, all the more so in 

light of the content of the previous 1v "" Xpl;~ 

formulations in Ephesians. 

Our examination of the foregoing texts has 

not proved the presence of Messianism in Ephesians 

though it has disclosed a number of features which, if 
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Messianism is to be totally discounted, are all the 

more difficult,to explain. Moreover, without 

recourse to the belief that the author was influenced 

by the identification of 'the Christ' with 'the Messiah', 

it is difficult to either explain or justify his 

preference for the ¥LO'"'t'6t;; title and his use of this 

title in traditions which were originally associated 

with one of the other Christological titles. 

2.2 Cosmology 

We have already drawn "attention to our 

general acceptance of R.T. Lincoln's treatment of the 

phrase !v 't'ort.; !1t01.)po.VCOLt;; 
48 Our concern at this 

point is merely to present the essentials of his 

argument and our own understanding of the phrase as 

it relates to the ascension theme. 

Although !1tOUpa.VLOt;; occurs elsewhere in 

49 the Pauline corpus the actual phrase 

h01.)pa.VCOLt;; is unique to Ephesians, occuring at 1:3,20, 

2:6, 3:10 and 6:12. Basic to our understanding of 

the phrase is its occurrence in 1:20 because here we 

can be fairly certain that the phrase was believed by 

the ancient scribes - or more exactly those in the early 

Church familiar with Codex B - to be no different from 

the simpler ~v 'tot' t; o~pa.vOt.5 

'local' significanc~ as Schlier 
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(wi th reference to 1: 3) : IIOffenbar ist mit I:v "tor, 

I:7t01>pa.vCoc., irnmer ein IOrt l angegeben, gleichgtlltig, 

ob das SUbstantiv maskulinisch oder neutrisch zu 

verstehen istlli indeed, as far as 1:20 is concerned, 

the context will not tolerate any non-local interpreta-

tion. While it is probable that behind the use of 

in Ephesians there lies the OT understanding 

f 'h I · th . t . 52 d t d t 53 . t o eaven Wl 1 S COSffilC an ranscen en poin s 

of reference, there can be little doubt that in Eph 1:20 

a new dimension has been added: heaven is now under-

stood as being caught up in God's redeeming activity 

precisely because this is the 'place ' where the 

ascended C~rist now is. It is this thought that is 

basic to the remaining references. 

The deliberate parallelism between 1:20-23 

and 2:5-8 has already been examined and noted. 54 

Basic to thi3 parallelism and indeed to the significance 

of the term in question are the compound verbs 

avveydpw and O"I>yxa.6 C ~ . , in having become in 

faith participants in the resurrection of Christ, God 

has, in anticipatory fashion, made the believers 

participants in the power of Christ. Lincoln55 

well summarises: II ••• the apostle is describing 

what has taken place for believers experientally. 

Christ has been raised and exalted, and nothing less 

is involved than that the believer by virtue of his 
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existential union with Christ is actually sharing in 

His life and reign in heaven where he is". 

It is the interpretation of 1:20 and 2:6 

that assists in the understanding of the reference 

in 1:3. The phrase here stands as 

one of the three adverbial phrases which modify 9 

and should not be considered apart from the 

remaining modifying phrases ~v ~ e6}..oyCq. 7tv€UIlO/tLX'O 

and ~v XpL<rr~ The blessings are bestowed upon 

the believer precisely because he is considered, by 

virtue of Christ's ascension and by his union with this 

ascended, exalted Christ, to be with Christ. Now 

while it may be true that the ~v Xpr.~ phrase retains 

some of the notion of 'incorporation',56 we cannot in 

this instance allow that this is either the only 

interpretation or even the primary interpretation that 

applies for all three ~v phrases. We must also 

interpret it instrumentally: the believer is blessed 

by virtue of the fact that in some sense he is already 

'in heaven' with Christ,57 a location in which he finds 

himself in posse by means of the resurrection-ascension 

which God has accomplished in Christ. Support for 

this thesis is found in the fact that the author uses 

the aorist tense e6}..oyfptl., ) exactly as in 1: 20 

... xa.eCou., ), the verse 

which contains the theologoumenon which ultimately 
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provides him with the justification for the language 

and thought of the verse in question. 

In 3:10 the author clearly presupposes what 

he has already said in 1:20 - and at the same time with 

his reference to the instrumentality of the Church 

prepares for what he will say in 4:10-16 - as he 

refers to the reconciliatory purposes of God which are 

now being made known to the hostile powers who, in 

typical Jewish and apocalyptic thought, were believed 

to reside in heaven. The intent of 3:10 is well 

surruned up by R.P. Martin58 when he writes: "the 

hostile angelic powers are not only held in wonder, 

but their death-knell is sounded with the proclamation 

that God in Christ has decisively acted for cosmic 

salvation and so brought their malign regime over 

human life to an end". 

In 6:10 the author is not ultimately con-

cerned with a futuristic confrontation between God and 

the powers of evil because, in his mind, this decisive , 
battle had already ta~en place and has been won by 

Christ, as he has indicated in 1:21 and 4:8f. Here, 

as in all the other references discussed, the predominant 

thought is the victory which Christ has won and which 

is now described in terms of the resurrection-ascension. 

By virtue of his identification and association with 
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Christ the believer shares in this same victory. 

In all this the author ' s eschatology is 

evident. While it is certainly true that the terminology 

and structure involved in the two-age concept of both 

Jewish apocalypticism and Rabbinic literature59 is 

f d 1 h . th Pl' 60 . t' b' oun e sew ere 1n e au 1ne corpus, 1 1S 0 ~10US 

that in Ephesians this view has been modified. No 

longer is it appropriate to talk of two successive 

antithetical ages because in the coming of the Messiah 

the lage to cornel had become a present reality. 

Nowhere is this more evident than in 1:21, the only 

passage in the Pauline corpus in which the two ages 

are directly contrasted. In Christ this future age 

had become a reality, as was testified by the new 

status of the believer ( 2:6f ), thought it had not led 

at the same time to the consummation of history, but 

instead it provided a new focus: the lage to corne l 

had begun with the resurrection-ascension of Christ 

and was already a reality in the life of the believer. 

2.3 Status and Function 

In our discussion on the relationship 

between the ascension as it is related in Luke-Acts 

and that of Ephesians we discovered that the prime 

difference lies in the fact that Luke sees theological 

significance in the I eve'nt I, whereas for the author 
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of Ephesians what is significant is the status and 

function of the ascended one, the former being his 

chief concern in 1:20-23, and the latter in 4:8. 

In this epistle this emphasis on status and function 

is constantly applied to the other major themes of the 

ls.tter, as in the following passages: 

1:5f : 

l:llf: 

2:10 : 

2:22 : 

4:11 : 

5:7 . . 

5:17f: 

6:5-8: 

He destined us ••• to be accepted as his 
sons through Jesus Christ / that the glory 
(of his sonship) may redound to his praise. 

In Christ we have received our share of 
the inheritance / that we ••• should cause 
his glory to be praised. 

We are God's workmanship, / created ••• 
to devote ourselves to the good deeds 
for which God has designed us. 

In Christ you are being built into a 
spiritual dwelling place / for God. 

You are apostles, prophets, evangelists, 
pastors, teachers, / for the building up 
of the body of Christ. 

You are, as Christians, light / where 
light is, there all goodness springs up, 
all justice and truth. 

Try to understand what the will of the Lord 
is / let the Holy Spirit fill you. 

Slaves, obey your earthly master / as 
serving Christ; as slaves of Christ / 
do whole-heartedly the will of God. 

While it is true that none of the above 

references either essentially depends upon, or is 

directly related to an ascension theme, one cannot 
I 

help but be struck by the parallelism that exists 
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methodologically. We have already drawn attention 

to the four Chr,istological statements that make up the 

ascension pericope 1:20-22. These can be reproduced 

essentially as follows: 

Christ is raised (v.20a) - he serves as master over 
all creation (v.22a). 

Christ is ascended (v.20b) - he serves as life-giving 
source to the Church (v.22b). 

The same pattern is present, though less obviously so, 

in 4:9f: 

He is ascended - He now brings the universe to 
completion. 

As we have already seen, this latte.( functional phrase 

has to be interpreted both christologically and 

ecclesiologically: it refers back to 1:22 (the 

subjection of all things under Christ's feet), and 

equally it refers in the immediate c'.:>ntext to the pre-

ceding vv. 8f and to the following vv. 11-16, all of 

which have their point of reference in the work of 

the Church in the world. 

It seems then that what is true of Christ 

must equally be true of the believer: having new 

status (the ascended one), Christ has a new function 

(head of the Church and head of the world)i having 

new status (ascended with Christ), the believer has .a 

new function (devoting himself to mission such that 
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the Church and world may be co-terminous). It of 

course has to be pointed out that this 'new' function 

of the believer is not dependent on the ascension of 

Christ for its validity, but, inasmuch as it is the 

knowledge of this ascension that gives the believer a 

new insight into his own status as 'exalted', it is 

also this knowledge which gives him new assurance of 

ultimate victory and therefore new impetus to his 

vocation. 

2.4 Christ and God 

62 According to Percy: "Fttr den Epheserbrief 

eigentttrnlich ist est aber, wenn dc=t 1:23 ••• und 4:10 ••• 

auf Christus ttbertragen wird, was in AT von Gott selbst 

gilt (Jer 23:24)". Although we believe that this 

statement needs modification, partlcularly as it relates 

to 1:23, it is nevertheless true t~at in certain state-

ments Ephesians does go beyond the major Paulines in 

its description of both the authority and position of 

Christ. Nowhere is this more evident than in 5:5 

where we read that the man given to what we might in 

general terms describe as idolatry, otx ~x.e~ 

XA11POVO!-f.(a.v tv 'ti1 j3run Ae; C a. 'tol1 XpI.<T'toU xa.t 6eoU 

In 1 Cor 6:9 and Gal 5:21, both of which are parallel 

in intent if not exactly in the categorisation of the 

sins involved, onlYr-tt i3a.o-~Ada. 'toG 6eoG 
\ < 

is spoken of. 

The kingdom of Christ only appears in the NT in 2 Peter 
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1:11 and Rev 11:15 and it is the latter text that 

provides us with the nearest parallel. We can 

explain the choice of expression by the author of 

Ephesians basically by reference to his eschatology: 

no longer is there the eschatological reservatio,n of 

1 Cor 15:24-28 (When all things are subjected ••• ) 

but instead the eschatological victory is envisaged 

as already having been won in the resurrection-ascension 

of Christi this being the case it is most natural 

that the author should describe the Kingdom as being 

that of both Christ and God. Behind the language and 

thought of 5:5 we should also see 2:6f: conduct such 

as that described denies to a person the possibility 

of his being enthroned with Christ and as such being a 

participant in the Kingdom. 

Attention should also be drawn briefly 

to one other passage where Christ assumes a role that 

elsewhere belongs to God, that is Eph 4:11. Here 

Christ is the one who gives gifts whereas in the 

corresponding passage in 1 Cor 12:28 the same function 

is performed by God. It can hardly be coincidental 

that 4:11 follows immediately the specific description 

of the ascended Christ as king. 
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There are also within the epistle 

indications that the author was aware of the new 

status that, in his opinion, now belonged to Christ. 

In Ephesians more than anywhere else in the Pauline 

corpus there is an emphasis on God as Father of Jesus, 

the designation being found on no fewer than 8 occasions, 

incl uding at 1: 3 and 1: 17 the actual statement ~ ee~, 

xa.t ?ta:t-?}p 'toU l(UPc.oU )I10"'oU Xpc.O"'toU which only 

occurs elsewhere at Rom 15:6; 2 Cor 1:3, 11:31 and 

Col 3:1. The remaining epistles describe God as 

Father on relatively fewer occasions, the statistics 

being Romans 4; 1 Corinthians 3; 2 Corinthians 4; 

Galatians 3; Philippians 3; ColoEsians 4; 1 Thessalonians 

3 and Philemon 1; and these references in the main refer 

to God as 'my' or 'our' Father; the reference to 

God/Jesus in a Father/Son relationship although not 

unique to Ephesians is much more typical of it than it 

is of any other Pauline epistle, the relevant statistics 

being Romans 2 (including 6:4 where it is only 

implicit); 1 Corinthians 2; 2 Corinthians 2; 

Galatians 3 (including 1:1,3 where it is implied but 

not explicit); Philippians 1 (only 2:11 and here again 

by implication); Colossians 1; 1 Thessalonians 1. 

The author at one and the same time develops a 'Theology' -

everything ultimately has its source in God the Father, 

as in such texts as 1:3-6, 9f, 16-23, 2:4-6, 3:8-13, 

14-19, 20f, 4:6; but also provides us with an extremely 
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rich 'Christology': Christ is presented as Son of 

God (1:3, 4:13), the &yn~~ToS (1:6), pre-existent 

(1:4), Head of the Church - Head of the world (1:20-23, 

4:.9-16, 5:23), the giver of all gifts (4:7f, 11), the 

treasury of all knowledge and riches (3:8-10). The 

author succeeds in affording to Christ the place 

occupied by God in the OT but nevertheless does not 

lessen the emphasis on the Fatherhood of God: indeed 

the reverse is the case. The phenomenon is a natural 

consequence of his view of the resurrection-ascension 

of Christ as put forward in 1:20-23 and 4:8f in that 

by means of this Christ now is 'king' but, at the 

same time, his kingship depends ultimately upon God, 

as is expressed in 5:5. 

2.5 Christ and the Believer 

The relationship between Christ and the 

believer in Ephesians can be adequately set out by 

means of a brief examination of two grammatical or 

linguistical concepts made use of by the author, namely, 

the ~v Xpc.crtli\ formulation and the proliferation of 

verb and noun forms compounded with the preposition 

CTUV- • It will be seen that the use of both concepts 

is related to a greater or less degree, depending of 

course on the actual context of the occurrence, to the 

ascension theme. 
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The h Xp,~ formula occurs some 35 

times in the epistle. We can eliminate some of these 

references because in these instances the formula is 

merely another expression for 'Christian': these 

texts are 4:1,17,21, 5:8, 6:1,10,21. In one other 

passage, 1:15, the meaning is sufficiently close to 

that of these passages that it can be ignored as ,it 

has no special significance for the relationship 

under discussion. J.A. Allan,63 after studying all 

the 1\1 XpL~ formulations in the epistle ~ concludes 

that the formula is used "predominantly, if not 

exclusively, in the instrumental sense ••• 'In Christ' 

is no longer for this writer the formula of incorporation 

into Christ , but has become the formula of God ' s 

activity through Christ". We have already rejected 

this thesis', particularly as it applies in 1: 20-23 where 

the concept of 'incorporation' is the theological 

motif which connects v.23 to the preceding verses. 

While it is certainly true that there are instances 

where the formulation in Ephesians has 'instrumental' 

sense , particularly in those texts in which the formula 

is in the form 1;\1 'tIP XpIoO"tlf (with the exception of 

1:20), and more generally where the XpL~6, title 

appears to have some Messianic significance, it is 

also true that there are other passages where the idea 

of incorporation is not so insignificant as Allan 

would suggest. The most significant examples ih 
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this respect are 1:3 and 2:664 as we hope to show 

in the examination which follows. 

Basic to the interpretation of 1:3 is the 

threefold use of !v We have already discussed the 

phrase at some length and have 

concluded that it has 'local' significance. The 

fact that all three phrases serve the same purpose, 

, is at least sug-

gestive that the preposition must be given the same 

force in each instance. Now if this hypothesis is in 

any way correct then the !'V' Xpc.O"ttf reference must 

be intend~d to signify incorporation. But what of 

, is it capable of an 

interpretation of the same order? The use of ~ 

suggests that the author is not thinking of what are 

normally termed the gifts of the Spirit, as enumerated 

in Gal 5:22-23. Neither is the author thinking of 

the various ministries of the Church; these are 

designated as OOj.1O.'tQ. (4:8f). To explain the 

content of these 'spiritual blessings' we must examine 

the following context where in vv. 4-10 we find a 

succession of notions which are themselves the content 

of the spiritual blessing, namely 'being chosen', 

'accepted as sons', 'receiving forgiveness of sins', 

'receiving wisdom and insight', and finally, 'being 

participants in the mystery of Christ'. 
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all these is the idea of the believer's participation 

and therefore, by implication, the notion of incorporation. 

Our theory that !y .xp,O"t'Cf is not merely instrumental 

does then receive the necessary support. L · 1 65 lnco n 

aptly comments: " (the) believers partake of the 

(spiritual) benefits because they are incorporated into 

the ascended Christ as their representative who is 

himself in the heavenlies". 

Allan66 writes of 2:5f: "in the Ephesian 

passage this idea of incorporation is certainly not 

clearly present. One would rather think that the 

writer regards Christ not as the inclusive representative,. 

but as the mighty companion of the upward way, the one 

through whom God's uplifting power is brought to bear 

on us". But the relationship between 1:20-23 and 

this passage belies this interpretation as being the 

one intended. The believer is in 'the heavenly 

places' by virtue of God's act in Christ (the dynamic 

or instrumental 1:" ),' but this is still only in posse; 

in actu he is still involved in the conflicts of this . 

world (6:10-20) and therefore his being in the 

'heavenlies' is still very much dependent on ~is being 

> 
part of Christ (the tv which implies incorporation), 

a notion that only has validity by virtue of the 

Hebraic concept of corporate personality. 
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It is not possible to deny that in 

both 1:3 and 2:5f the dynamic interpretation is present, 

but equally, as our investigation has shown, the well-

known concept of incorporation is also present and is 

of major significance in the interpretation of the 

author. It is hardly coincidental that the relation-

ship between Christ and the believer is most evident 

in passages that have as their focus the thought that 

Christ is ascended since it is precisely by virtue 

of this new, exalted position of Christ that the 

believer can understand that he also has been exalted 

and is victorious though he is still engaged in battle. 

The unity between Christ and the believer 

which is inherent in the !y Xp"O"t~ relationship in 

the verses that we have mentioned is also expressed in 

the use of such compound forms as 

( 2 : 5), (Tl.weyd pw ( 2: 6), o-vvy-a.e C~ 

(2:19), 

(2:22), 

(2:6) 

(2:21, 4:16), 

(3:6), and 

~~~ (3:6), all of which are quite rare words in 

the NT. 67 In 2:5f it is the actual unity between 

believer and Christ that is the concern of the author; 

so complete is the unity that aspects of Christ's 

resurrection and ascension are transferred to the 

believer. In the remaining references the theme is 

more practical, the unity of Jew and Gentile in one 
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Church; but again here the author is still con

cerned to express this relationship in terms of the 

Christ-believer relationship, as in 2:20 with its 

reference to Christ as the &.xpoymv~a.fo( ; in 3:6 

with the reference to ~~~( and the underlying 

reference to the a(41a. -&011' XpI.<1't'oU ; and I. in 4: 15 

with the reference to Christ as X€~A~ , an idea 

which is basic to the thought expressed in the following 

verse. In the first set of references, (2:5f), the 

significance of the ascension is obvious; in the 

remainder it is less obvious, but none the less certain: 

it is the ascended Christ who is head of the Church 

and as such its source; therefore there must be unity. 
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CHAPTER 6 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter we shall be concerned with 

two problems: firstly, and generally, 'How was the 

ascension interpreted in the first 200 years or sol of the 

Christian era by both Christian and heretic alike.?'; 

and secondly and more specifically, 'How were the 

traditions that are basic to the ascension theme as 

it is set down in Ephesians used by later writers?' 

To a large measure the two questions cannot be 

separated because in attempting to answer the first 

we must of necessity indicate the traditions that 

influenced particular authors, so at the same time 

we will be providing some sort of answer, albeit in 

so~e instances a negative one, to the second question. 

While this chapter is in no wayan attempt to comment 

directly and particularly on the idea that the theory 

of a physical ascension of Christ appeared relatively 

late in primitive Christianity, resulting in a great 

degree from theological reflection on the fact of 

resurrection,2 it is likely that our discussion will 

offer some guidelines as to the continuing value of 

the theory. 
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In some respects the manner in which the 

ascension is dealt with in the NT presents us with a 

cameo of the situation that confronts us in the copious 

writings of the period under discussion. We find in 

both the NT and in the later writings, situations in 

which we would expect to find the ascension described 

or at least mentioned when in fact it is not; i~stances 

in which it is mentioned in the context of theological 

debate with no corresponding indication that any 

'history' of the event is envisaged; and finally those 

examples in which the ascension is spoken of as an 

historical event with, in some instances, an accompany

ing description of the event and an attempt to date it 

in relation to the resurrection. It should be noted 

however that even though these categories are quite 

adequate to describe the situation that exists in the 

NT, they are not totally sufficient to describe that 

of the early Christian Apologists, because, in at least 

one instance (in the writings of Justin Martyr), we have 

both - an acceptance of the idea that the resurrection 

and ascension were in some. way coincident and yet at 

the same time an acceptance of the conception set out 

in Luke-Acts, that of an ascension which took place in 

a visible manner after a definite (though undefined) 

period of time. 
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In the discussion that follows we shall 

refer from time to time to this scheme of categorisation 

as we discuss both Christian writings and those having 

their source outside the mainstream development of the 

Christian Church. We shall proceed chronologically, 

though of course in both classes of writings and 

particularly in the latter, this can only be app~oximate. 

It should be stressed though that we are in no way 

attempting to establish a chronological development of 

the doctrine of the ascension, nor of the traditions 

inherent in the doctrine~ it may well be that a 

position related in a comparatively late document of 

this period is· - more primi ti ve in terms of the 

tradition or source used than that reflected in an 

earlier writing. With this in mind we can now turn 

our attention to the earliest writings available to 

us, those of the NT itself. 

2. THE NEW TESTAMENT WRITINGS: THEIR VIEW 

OF ASCENSION 

Apart from Luke-Acts and the 'long' 

ending of Mark's Gospel, the NT knows nothing of an 

ascension that is either 'historical' or capable of 

being described in physical terms; all the texts where 

there is some form of ascension theology fall into the 

second of the categories that we listed above, that is 
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to say, that in every instance the emphasis is on the 

exalted position of Christ and there is no concern 

with, or any indication of any knowledge of, any heavenly 

journey. For our considerations the most important 

of these texts are those which relate to those traditions 

contained in Ephesians, that is, Acts 2:30-35; 1 Cor 15:27; 

Phil 2:5-11; Col 1:15-20 and 1 Peter 3:2ld-22, all of 

which we have already commented upon in some detail. 

In addition to these there are a number of other NT 

texts which, if not specifically referring to ascension 

as such, do imply by their emphasis on the fact that 

Christ has been exalted or even elevated to the right 

hand of God the Father in heaven that some form of 

heavenly journey has taken place. The question ~hat 

must be asked, however, is whether this exaltation is 

to be connected with the resurrection or with a 

separate ascension event. As far as Pauline studies 

go the view presented by scholars, though not unanimous, 

is very much one-sided. Almost two generations ago 

an exegete could write: 3 IIthat Paul was unacquainted 

with the story of an ascension is hardly open to debate. 

That as a result of death Christ had been highly 

exalted and had taken his seat at the right hand of 

God is a fundamental point. The resurrection was 

the wayll. More recently another well-known Pauline 

scholar could claim that IIPaul knows nothing of such 

an ascension as described in Acts 1:9£11.4 Apart from 
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the texts already discussed, the significant exaltation 

texts that call for comment in view of these state

ments are 1 Cor 15:3-8; 1 Thess 1:10; Rom 1:3f: 8:34, 

14:9; Col 3:11; 1 Tim 3:16; 1 Peter 1:21; Matt 28:18; 

John 20:17; Heb 1:3, 2:9, 12:2. 

2.1 1 Cor 15:3-8 

The omission of any explicit reference to 

the ascension in this piece of primitive Kerygma is 

notable. Here the apostle reproduces traditional 

statements concerning the resurrection and the appearances 

that followed it and in this context it would seem 

almost natural that the statement should conclude with 

a reference to the ascension, or at very least to an 

exaltation which presupposed some form of ascension. 

That this is not the case is of course 'not conclusive 

proof either that Paul did not know of such an event 

or that there was not originally a statement inferring 

an ascension or exaltation in the final clause of the 

tradition as it originally stood. It is of course 

possible that Paul deliberately omitted such a state-

ment in order to move directly from the appearances to 

the disciples to the appearance of the risen Lord to 

himself, although it would seem more likely that the 

apostle would have retained such a statement if he had. 

known it to be present in the tradition in order to 

emphasise this final appearance of the risen Lord on 
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the Damascus road. If Luke is correct when in Acts 9 

he describes Paul's encounter with Christ more in terms 

of a 'vision ' 5 than an 'appearance ', then this would 

be sufficient reason for the omission; but Paul himself 

in both Gal 1:15-17 and 1 Cor 1:9 describes this as 

an 'appearance' and thus suggests that the Lucan view 

of the event is not totally correct. The remainder of 

the chapter, however, offers no support for the existence 

of such a statement in the tradition, developing as it 

does the theme of the eschatological victory of Christ 

over the heavenly, hostile powers (vv. 24ff ), with its 

obvious implication that Christ is in heaven. The 

same implication is made in the discussion of the 

heavenly nature of the second Adam. Indeed, the 

inference of vv. 35-44 is that the resurrection and 

ultimate victory of Christ are of a spiritual order 

which does not involve and may even preclude any 

reference to an ascension that could be conceived of in 

any physical dimension. It would seem then that 

Conzelmann6 is correct when he asserts that here "die 

Formel und Paulus stimmen darin fiberein, dass die 

Auferweckung (bzw. 'Auferstehung ') und die Erhahung 

identisch sind". 
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2.2 1 Thess 1:10 

In all probability this verse (along with 

v.9b) is a piece of primitive tradition. 7 Here, as 

elsewhere in the Thessalonian epistles, 8 there is the 

clear assertion that Christ is in heaven, but at the 

same time there is no clear indication as to how this 

happened, except by way of resurrection; indeed one 

cannot avoid the implication that Christ has been with 

God (and thus lin heaven ' ) since the resurrection. 

Lohfink9 makes the same assertion in slightly stronger 

language when he writes "Aufgrund seiner Auferweckung 

darf man Jesus von Himmel erwarten". Here it is 

precisely the fact of Christ's resQ~rection from the 

dead that allows Paul and his source to conclude not 

only that he will come again, but, more significantly, 

that he will come again from heaven. The fact that 

Paul does not refer to any kind of beavenly journey 

does not of course prove that he was unaware of one; 

elsewherelO he uses pieces of tradition that do not 

wholly reflect his own theological presuppositions. 

But equally we must acknowledge that Paul was very ready 

to edit traditional statements so that theological 

ITDtifs and explanations that he considered to be of 

prime importance could be included in the presentation, 

as is the case in Phil 2: 8 ( ea.va:tOl) o~ O"ta.upotJ 

and, if it is by Paul, ColI: 18 ( 'tf\, .e-.XXAWCa., ). 

This must mean that if Paul knew of an explicit ascension 
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theology and thought it to be significant we would 

have expected it to be present here. That it is 

absent must mean that at least for Paul it was of no 

special significance. 

2.3 Rom 1:3 

In this text the apostle is emphasis,ing 

the fact that the 'gospel', although totally new and 

separate from the 'law', "represents not a break with 

the past, but a consummation of it: The Son of God 

was in the first place Son of David".ll To make his 

point the apostle m9kes use of a traditional formula. 12 

Our interest is centred in the words 

uto~ eeO~ tv OUV~e' 

While it is possible that 

!~ ~~~, VeXp~V 

tv ouv6+Le&. might mean no 

more than 'miraculously,13, it is in our view more 

probable that the phrase is to be given the significance 

of 'with power' and thus the reference is to the fact 

that by means of the resurrection Christ has been given 

power to inaugurate the new age of salvation14 and, 

simultaneously, authority over all hostile powers.
15 

What is clear here is that whatever new position Christ 

holds and whatever new title is now his, is directly 

the result of the resurrection. Lohfink16 comments 

correctly: "Gleichgtll tig, ob man !~ hier temporal 

oder kausal interpretiet, es bleibt kein Raum ftlr 

einen Zwischenzustand, in dem Christus zwar auferweckt, 
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aber noch nicht in den Himmel erhCiht w~re". Here, 

as previously, 'we must assume that Paul's failure to 

assert at this point any reference to an ascension 

must indicate at least for him that the point was 

relatively unimportant. 

2.4 Rom 8:34 

Using only this text it would be difficult 

to corne to any other conclusion than that it is the 

resurrection alone that is the basis for the heavenly 

session of Christ. But J.G. Daviesl7 reacts strongly 

against this view. Basic to his argument is the 

fact that !yeCpw is, in his opinion, never used to 

refer to any exaltation beyond the recall frcm dec~h. 

A closer examination of Davies' argument, however, will 

demonstrate that at best it is an argumentum e 

silentio. Even if we do assume tbat Davies is 

correct in his view with regard to eyeCpw , we cannot, 

however, agree with the methodology which he makes use 

of to arrive at his conclusion which he states as: 18 

"There is certainly no implication in these statements 

(which use lyeCpw to describe resurrection] that 

Resurrection implies any ascension into heaven - quite 

the contrary II . .. . Certainly he is correct: ~ye:Cpw 

in this text, as well as in the remainder of the NT, 

does not imply ascension per se, but that is not to 

say that it does not carry with it the idea of exalta-
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tion. But at this point Davies attempts to support 

his argument by reference to Phil 2:9. He argues 

that this is a definite reference to ascension and that it 

must follow that it is the same ascension that is 

implicit in Rom 8:34, and for that matter also present 

in all other similar texts. But it is not at all 

clear that ~~epu*6w in Phil 2:9 does in fact refer 

to an ascension, that is to say, to a definite movement 

from a lower level to a higher one. Indeed, follow-

ing Ps 97:9, the reference is to exaltation, that 

is to say, to a position of greater erninence,l9 as in 

Acts 2:33. 20 Against Davies we must then conclude 

that the heavenly session,at least as it is described 

in Rom 8:34, does not necessarily involve a belief in 

an ascension. Here, as with reference to I Thess 1:9, 

the situation is well summarised by Lohfink21 when 

he writes: 

Die Auferweckung steht an unserer Stelle 
nur dann zu Recht, wenn sie als Voraussetzung 
und Grund der hirnrnlischen F~rsprache Christi 
genannt ist. Das bedeut aber, dass die be
denter Relativs~tze mit 0, nicht ein 
neus christologisches Geschehen anreihen -
dann hinge das ~yepeeC, hier sachlich 
vallig in der Luft - sondern dass die 
Aussage von der Auferweckung zu dem Punkt 
hin entfallen, an dem Paulus interessiert 
ist. Wir m~ssen deshalb geradezu 
tibersetzen' ••• mehr noch, der auferweckt 
wurde und somit zur Rechten Gottes ist 
und f~r uns eintritt'. 
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2.5 Rom 14:9 

There can be little doubt that here 

presupposes the exalted status of Christ. 

If this is so then we might expect some additional 

reference to an ascension, but this is not the case. 

In fact the verse was understood by the scribes of later 

MSS to refer to the resurrection event, as is evi,denced 

by their introduction of &'VC<T'nl.lf. into the text,22 and 

consequently we can assume, at least for these writers 

that exaltation depended upon the fact of resurrection. 

It was then Christ's death and resurrection alone 

that established for him the right to be Lord of both 

living and dead; we have no evidence at all that 
, 

would lead us to infer that here Paul presupposes any 

event other than the resurrection which accounts for 

Christ's exalted position. 

2.6 Col 3:1 

This verse contains the first two parts 

of the three part scheme of resurrection-session-parousia, 

as it relates both to Christ and the believer, which 

is contained in vv. 1-4. Here the session follows 

and appears to be a direct consequence of - the 

resurrection. This fact is noted by C.F.D. Moule 23 

when he writes that "it it not clear that st. Paul 

distinguished them [resurrection and glorification 1 

in the way in which they are distinguished pictorially 
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in Acts i.1-9". Although it is probable that the 

contrast between 'fa ~V<.O and ~ ~ is intended to 

refer to that between 'spiritual' and 'unspiritual,24 

one cannot but assume, in light of the total content 

of vv. 1-4, that here Christ is envisaged as 'above,25 

the earth and, therefore, some reference toa heavenly 

journey would not be misplaced. The omission cap only 

be attributed to the fact that the author did not know, 

or at least considered to be of little significance, 

any such concept. 

2.7 1 Tim 3:16 

Here our interest centres on the hymnic 

phrase &.V£',\fw.Lcp6T} ~y M~V The 'location' for this 

is heaven rather than earth as is obvious both from the 

fact that the hymn is set out as a threefold chiasmus, 26 

dominated by the recurring pattern earth/heaven in the 

. 27 
well-known form a-b, b-a, a-b. Elsewhere in the NT 

refers to a visible ascension. 28 

According to Enslin29 this phrase is "almost certainly 

dependent upon the Acts account". But, despite the 

presence of.' &va.Aa.iJ.j36.v<o in both texts, thi.s is 

unlikely. The specific addition of ~\I &6~V suggests 

a setting for the event in the heavenly sphere, a 

suggestion which finds confirmation in that the two 

p.z;:evious parallel clauses ~OLXa. .. <MT} ~y ?tY£~!lGn 

have, possibly to a more obvious 
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degree, their location in the heavenly sphere. 

Secondly, if the reference is to the ascension per se 

then the antithesis, accepted as Lord in earth: 

empowered as Lord in heaven, that is in the last two 

phrases of the hymn would lose much of its value. 

For the two statements to be really antithetical in the 

30 same manner as the lines that precede the final 

statement must infer some authority over heavenly 

(and previously hostile) powers. We should also note 

that if the reference here is to ascension then it is 

of course misplaced in sequence, its rightful place 

being obviously before both the two preceding clauses. 

We cannot however, place much emphasis on this fact 

because it could merely have been set out in this 

fashion in the interests of the hymnic pattern. 

2.8 1 Peter 1:21 

Here it is immediately obvious that the 

resurrection and exaltation are quite deliberately set 

out together. What is not so obvious, however, is 

precisely what, if anything, is meant by the exaltation 

31 
phrase xa.t Ml;a.v a.6't~ 66v'ta. Best suggests 

that in 1:11 "the plural 'glories' probably refers to 

a succession of events - resurrection, ascension, 

heavenly session, return in power". Although here in 

1:21 the singular and not the plural is used, it is 

likely that the same idea is present, that is, o6~a. 
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refers to the post-resurrection existence of the 

exalted Lord. 32 The thought expressed here is of 

course very similar to that of Acts 3:13-15. Perhaps 

a more specific definition of what the author intended 

by the phrase in question can be obtained from a 

comparison of it with 3:22. Certainly both verses are 

credal in kind, perhaps even traditional credal state

ments;33 central to both statements is the resurrection; 

in both citations there is an attempt to relate the 

1 ' f h ' h b I' 3A. exa tatlon 0 C rlst to tee lever. - If these 

parallelisms are sufficient to allow us to interpret 

1:21 in light of 3:18-22 then we are correct in thinking 

that for the author of 1 Peter the resurrection and 

exaltation is but one single thought and the exaltation 

is expressed not in terms of an ascension as such, 

but more precisely as an affirmation of the heavenly 

triumph of Christ following directly on his 

resurrection. 

2.9 Matt 28:18 

While it is true that this text does not 

give us any information about the ascension per se, 

it does nevertheless seem reasonably certain that when 

'Matthew' sets the words ' To me is given all authority 

in heaven and on the earth' in the mouth of Jesus, an 

exaltation of Jesus to heaven is presupposed. This 

is made even more obvious by the relationship between 
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v.18b and Dan 7:1435 so that "the conception of the 

enthroning of the Son of Man ••• is here transferred 

to Jesus. Hence it is not so much a matter here of 

the resurrection of Jesus from the dead as of his 

exaltation and establishment as the eschatological 

36 ruler of the world". It is thus difficult to see that 

the theology contained here is any different from that 

set out by reference to Ps 109:1 and/or Ps 8:6. 

If Jesus now has authority in heaven then all things 

(that is, things in heaven as well as things on earth), 

are placed under him. The theology expressed here is 

then ultimately no differe'nt from that of Eph 1: 20-22, 

except that in the epistle the reference is entirely 

'heavenly', whereas in the Gospel the reference is to' 

both 'earth and heaven'. The immediate relationship 

between resurrection and exaltation is confirmed by 

the aorist !o6e~ It is highly unlikely that this 

" "th b" "" t d d 37 lS gnoffi1c, ere e~ng no comparlson ln en e, as 

is the case, for example, in Jn 15:6. The verb must 

surely refer to the action whereby Christ received this 

h " h" h t" 38 aut orlty, t at lS, t e resurrec 10n. The reference 

to Dan 7:14 forbids us from concluding that the 

authority mentioned here is that claimed by Jesus in 

his earthly life, as, for example, in 21:23. 
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2.10 Jn 20:17 

Much of the difficulty of interpretation 

that has been associated with this verse has centred 

on the words of Jesus firstly to Mary Magdalene and 

then (v.27) to Thomas. If it is assumed that Mary 

is forbidden to do exactly what Thomas is encouraged to 

do,39 then the obvious inference is that the ascension 

has taken place between these two events. The problem 

that then confronts us is that the ascension is pre-

sumed to have taken place but is not directly referred 

to~ this would encourage us to conclude that for John 

the ascension was an event that warranted (or allowed) 

no discussion. But we cannot allow this conclusion 

to stand. The command to Mary is in no way to be 

related to or contrasted with that to Thomas~ indeed, 

it is difficult to see what relationship there can be 

between a:Jt't'tJ with its sense given by the present 

tense of 'to cling,40 and the general sense given by the 

use of both cptpoo and f3a.i..)..w in association with 

and xeCp of 'touch'. Our exegesis of 

will confirm this. 

The first significant point is the perfect &v~f3tf3nKa 

Jesus has not yet ascended, but is in the process of 

d " 41 ascen lng. For John the 'ascension' is not one 

single event, but is that which signifies the 'hour' 

(13:l) when Jesus passes from this world to be with his 

Father. In this case the 'ascension' must include 
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at least the death (12:32f, cf 13:31f) and the 

resurrection (20:1_10).42 But this is not all; 

we have to account for such texts as 6:62f, 16:7, 

and above all, 7:39. The inference is obvious: the 

process includes (and terminates with) the giving of 

the Spirit. We can now explain 20:17: Jesus had 

begun ~he process (death and resurrection) but as yet 

it was not complete in that the Spirit had not been 

given (an event described in vv. 22ff). The state-

ment of Jesus to Mary is a Johannine apologia for the 

fact that the process is not complete with the 

resurrection: according to Johannine theology it is 

not until the process of ascension, that is to say 

death/resurrection/giving and receiving of the Spirit, 

" 1 t th t (d M ' ) be h" d" "1 43 1S comp e e a men an ary. can 1S lSC1P es. 

2 .. 11 Hebrews 

The three ~exts that concern us here, 1:3, 

2:9 and 12:2 are sufficiently alike that we can treat 

them together rather than individually. In all 

three instances the movement is from the death on the 

cross to heavenly session without any reference to 

t " 44 resurrec lon. This is to be explained in terms of 

the author's overall theological viewpoint, as is well 

noted by H. Montefiore45 when he writes: "The author 

gives an elaborate explanation of Jesus' death and 

ascension in terms of the most important of all sacrifices 
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described in the Old Testament, that of the Day of 

Atonement. The Son ••• by virtue of his completed 

sacrifice ••• has been exalted to the highest place in 

heaven". The emphasis here then is decidedly theologi-

cal: the 'ascension' is a state of glorification or of 

enthronement rather than an event. Significant in this 

respect is the fact that all three texts make reference, 

admittedly not always directly, to a Psalm citation, 

namely Ps 109:1 in 1:3 and 12:2 and Ps 8:6 in 2:9. 

Thus far we have examined all the NT 

ascension texts, that is to say, all the NT texts which 

relate to the exaltation of Jesus. With reference 

both to the three categories enumerated at the beginning 

of this chapter and to our previous discussion of the 

traditions involved in certain texts, we can now begin 

to make some concluding statements with regard to the 

exaltation motif in the NT. 

2.12 

1. 

Summary 

The NT knows of an ascension which was 

capable of being witnessed and later described. The 

only texts relevant here are Lk 24:50-53, Acts 1:9 and 

'Mk' 16:19. All three texts seem to depend to a very 

large extent on the same basic traditions and, more

over, in each the ascension serves the same purpose: 

it makes the final separation between the historical 
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Jesus and the Church and yet emphasises that the 

Church in its new role as the agent of mission is 

still in essential continuity with the same Jesus who 

is now the exalted Lord. 

2. The NT also knows of an ascension which was 

understood to be consequent upon the resurrection and 

was interpreted in terms of Christ's total authority 

in both the earthly and heavenly spheres. Here the 

ascension is more correctly defined as being a 'state 

of exaltation'. In contrast to the mode of ascension 

described above, here there is no single tradition or 

set of traditions that is cornmon to all texts, although 

it is true to say that all the different writers who 

employ these varying traditions are in agreement in-

asmuch as they all see the exaltation in terms of 

Christ's new status as Lord. The texts at issue here 

are Matt 28:18; Acts 2:32; Rom 1:3f, 14:9; 1 Cor 15:27; 

Eph 1:20-22, 4:8-10; Col 1:18, 3:1; 1 Thess 1:10; 

1 Peter 1:21, 3:22. 

3. Yet a third type of ascension is that which is 

found only in the Johannine Gospel. Here the ascension 

is not so much a status as a process having three 

distinct constituent parts: death - resurrection - the 

gift of the Spirit. In at least one way this is the 

most complete scheme found in the NT. 
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of ascension is 'unfinished' in that it serves as a 

precursor to an awaited parousia. In the second kind 

of ascension the emphasis is on the fact that Christ 

is with God and thus has power in both earth and heaven. 

The Johannine model includes all that the second model 

provides with the additional 'presence' (through the 

Spirit) on earth. 

4. The fourth type of ascension and one which 

perhaps can claim to be most primitive is that which 

is seen in terms of humiliation - exaltation. Here 

Jesus is seen as exalted as a direct result of his 

death. The texts that witness to this scheme are 

Phil 2:8f; Heb 1:3, 2:9, 12:12. But even here two 

different theological traditions are involved, although 

both centre on the fact of Christ's willingness to 

accept death on a cross. This type of ascension 

differs from that described in (2) above only in as 

much as it stresses preceding humiliation, an emphasis 

absent from those texts as classified under (2). 

5. Yet another type of ascension is the one related 

in 1 Tim 3:16. Here there is no obvious reference 

to any consequence upon earth of the exaltation of 

Jesus, though of course this may well have been in 

the mind of the readers. In that this ascension is 

envisaged as one having its locale in the heavenly 
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sphere we might describe it as being more 'personal' 

in its application to Jesus than other references which 

not only describe the new status that Jesus has, but 

also in some way the consequence of this new status 

for believers. In this respect 1 Tim 3:16 stands 

farther removed, in terms of tradition, from Ephesians 

than any of the other NT exaltation texts because in 

this epistle the consequence of the ascension which is 

almost entirely absent from 1 Tim 3:16 is most fully 

developed ('We are seated with him in heavenly places', 

2: 6) • This lack of consequence applies to all the 

theological statements of 1 Tim 3:16, although we cannot 

say that consequence is totally lacking because the 

phrases !7tf.O"'ttu6Tl !v 'X6~ 
L 

and 

presumably refer to the whole of the Christ event, 

and exaltation was obviously part of this. 

6. The final type of exaltation referred to in 

the NT is that found in 1 Cor 15:3-8. Here the 

exaltation is almost entirely limited to the 

resurrection and the appearances which follow to the 

disciples. The emphasis is then on the exaltation 

as an event which has its location on earth and not in 

heaven, as opposed to that described in both (2) and 

(4). Though this is true of the actual tradition 

(probably vv. 3-5, although vv. 6f cannot be totally 

discounted), it is not true of v.8. Paul surely 
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understands that the appearance of Jesus, whether 

visionary or actual, was an appearance from heaven 

(cf Gal 1:16), but this is in no way explicit in this 

text. 

3. THE APOSTOLIC FATHERS AND CONTEMPORARY WRITINGS 

In our examination of the NT writings we 

have seen that in the majority of instances the 

exaltation of Jesus is coupled with a reference to his 

resurrection. Although it cannot be proved conclusively, 

this does suggest that certain of the NT authors either 

did not know of, or rejected, any idea of an ascension 

which was conceived as an event totally separate in 

time and significance from the resurrection. The 

same applies with respect to the Apostolic Fathers, in 

that "the silence of Clement of Rome, Ignatius, Polycarp, 

Hermas and the Didache regarding any ascension, while 

of course not conclusive, is tolerably strong evidence 

that they were unacquainted with, or rejected any 

tradition separating it from the resurrection". 46 

As representative of the Apostolic Fathers we may note 

the following texts from Ignatius. 47 In Magn 11:1 

he writes: 
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I wish to warn you ••• not to fall 
into the snare of vain doctrine, but 
to be convinced of the birth and passion 
and resurrection (~AAa. '1t€?tATlPO<POPfl<n'a.1. 
!v ~ Y€Vvf}c:reL xa.t ~ mael. xa.t 'tTJV 
&'va.<1'tao-el. ) which took place at the time 
of the procuratorship of Pontius Pilate. 

The same point is made even more strongly in Phil 8:2 

But to me the charters (&'px.€t'a. are 
Jesus Christ, the inviolable charter 
is his cross, and death, and resurrection 
(0 <1'ta.vpOC;; a.~'to~ 0 6ava.'toc;; xa.t n 
&.~~L' ) and the faith which is through 
him. 

and again in Phil 9:2 

But the Gospel has somewhat of pre
e~tnence, the corning of the Saviour, 
our Lord Jesus Christ, his passion 
and the resurrection ( 'to meOt; 
o.~-totJ xa.t ~v o.vW:rta.cTL v ). 

There is however one text in the writings of Ignatius 

that would seem, at least at first sight, to contra-

dict Enslin's generalisation. This is Magn 7:1f 

where we read: 

Hasten all to come together as to one 
temple of God, as to one altar, to one 
Jesus Christ, who carne forth from the 
one Father and is with one, and, 
departed to one ( k?tt ~va. #ITj(1'OUv 
XpL<1't6v, 'tOY &'q>' ~vl!ic;; ?to.'tpl!ic;; , 
?tpoeA66v'ta. xa.t elt; iVa. 5v'tG ~t 
x,wpnao. Y'to. ) 
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The problem here of course centres on what is meant 

48 According to V. Larranaga the verb 

is to be given the sense 'ascended' and so, he argues, 

a heavenly journey similar to that of Acts 1 is implied. 

But in as much as Acp' ~v~, 1ta.'tP~' ?tpo€h.66v't(J; and 

are obviously very closely related, Larranaga's 

interpretation is seriously called into question., 

This relationshi~ in that it suggests that the 'coming' 

and 'going' are at least of the same kind, would suggest 

that Xwpfw must indicate something other than a visible 

, 49 
departure from this world. Certainly the whole 

citation is reminiscent of a number of Johannine texts~ 

particularly 8:14, 10:30, 13:3 and 16:28. If indeed 

Magn 7:lf is influenced by these texts then xwp~w 

would conform with the verbs ~m"(W , and 

which all refer to the exaltation of Jesus, but 

an· exaltation interpreted as a departure from this 

world and a returning to his Father to claim again the 

glory that was rightfully his. Since there is no 

positive evidence that Ignatius knew John's Gospel, 

we cannot assume a relationship between these Gospel 

texts as they now stand and Magn 7:lf; we are justified 

·in suggesting that Ignatius was following the 

same scheme as that adopted by John with respect to 

the 'return' of Christ to his Father. Admittedly 

the evidence we have presented with respect to Magn 7:lf 

is circumstantial and perhaps even conjectural, but it 
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is difficult to see, in the light of the other 

Ignatian texts cited which all refer to a resurrection 

but fail to indicate any subsequent ascension, how 

this text alone, in a way that is not at all clear, 

could refer to this event. 

The fact that Ignatius either did not 

know or rejected the concept of a separate ascension 

was noted by a later interpolator who attempted to 

correct this 'oversight'. The long recension of the 

epistle of Ignatius contains two references, TraIl 9 

and Smyrn 6, to an ascension. Both these texts are 

very obviously based on the account in Act 1. 

But these passages, like the remainder of the additional 

passages of the longer recession belong to the 4th 

50 
century. 

The earliest reference to the ascension as 

an event different from that of the resurrection is 

that of Barn 15:9 where we read5l 

Wherefore we also celebrate with gladness 
the eighth day in which Jesus also rose 
from the dead and was made manifest, and 
ascended into heaven (&\lfl3T'J &t , o~pa.\lotf,) • 

The text quite obviously knows nothing of a 40 day 

interval as in Acts 1. A number of scholars are of 

the opinion that here the text quite specifically 

states that the resurrection and ascension took place 
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on the same day and it is likely that the day on which 

the two events ,are understood to have happened was 

, 52 
believed to have been Easter Sunday. But the text 

is not that specific; it may imply no more than that 

both events took place on a (and not necessarily the 

same) Sunday.53 It has been argued that the view 

expressed in this text is Johannine. 54 But this 

cannot be; in John's Gospel Jesus is envisaged as 

being exalted not by virtue of resurrection (and thus 

on Easter Day) but by virtue of crucifixion (and thus 

on Good Friday). Also, 'ascension' is, as we have 

already seen,55 not one event, but the process death-

resurrection-giving of the Spirit. The view expressed 

by Barn 15:9 is similar ~o that which is at least 

implicit in Lk 24:50-53 where this much at least is 

obvious in the words Certainly 

Lk 24 contains an expansion of the scheme resurrection-

J h h o If 0 56 'h o ~ 0 0, th esus sows lmse -ascenSlon w lcn lS preclse~y e 

same scheme that is present in Barn 15:9. There is 

no evidence that the text is in any way dependent 

on Lk 24; it is mucb more likely that both authors 

reflect an earlier tradition which differentiated 

between resurrection and ascension, but yet understood 

them as having taken place on the same day (or at least, 

on a Sunday). If the narrative in Acts 1 is in fact 

the result of theological reflection on the resurrection 

and at the same time an attempt to explain the fact 
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that Christ could no longer be seen, then it is 

possible that the tradition reflected in Barn 15:9 

(and, if we are correct, in Lk 24:50-53) may be an 

interim stage in this development. 

A document which contains a view that is 

not at all dissimilar to that of the Epistle of 

Barnabas is the docetic Gospel of Peter. Here a number 

of texts concern us. 57 The first reference to an 

ascension is v.19: 

And the Lord cried aloud, saying, 
'My power, my power, thou hast left 
me', and having said this he was 
taken up ( xo.t e:t7tWV &.v£h.1)r"~()1)' 
At the same time the veil of the 
temple was torn in twain. 

The fact that the ascension is introduced before any 

account of the resurrection (vv. 39-42) is not 

important for our considerations. It is to be 

explained by the peculiarity of the Docetic doctrine 

which understood that at the moment of death Christ 

left the human Jesus and ascended to heaven from 

where he later descended and raised Jesus from the 

dead. The same point is made a little more explicitly 

in v.56 which, with vv. 55,57, is based on Mk 16:1-8. 

In the verse in question the young man at the grave 

says to Mary Magdalene and her woman companions: 
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Wherefore are ye corne? Whom seek ye? 
Not him that was crucified? He is 
risen and gone ( &.v£O"'n'J xat &'7tf'ix.eEV ). 
But if ye believe not, stoop this way 
and see the place where he lay, for he 
is not here. For he is risen and gone 
thi ther whence he was sent ( &.vfO"'tT) 
y6.p xat &'7ti'iA6€v lX€L ;)e€V &.1t€~AT). 

Enslin
58 

suggests that here the &.7t~Ae€V refers back 

to the event described in v.19. But this is unlikely 

because v.19 refers to the ascent of the divine 

Christ whereas v.56 refers to the ascent of the 

resurrected Jesus. The verb must in fact refer to the 

event described in vv. 39-42! 

••• they saw again three men corne out 
of the sepulchre, and two of them 
sustaining the other and a cross 
following them, and the heads of the 
two reaching to heaven, but that of him 
who was led of them by the hand over
passing the heavens. And they heard 
a voice out of the heavens crying "Thou 
hast preached to them that sleep?" 
and from the cross there was heard the 
answer, "Yea ". 

This is not an account of an ascension as such, but of 

the resurrection. But the language employed in the 

description prevents us from simply saying that the 

resurrection picture has been embossed with apocryphal 

or apocalyptic imagery. Danielou59 has shown that 

the whole scene has affinities with Jewish merkaba60 

and, more particularly, that the opening of the heavens, 

the enthronement of Christ on the angelic throne and the 

fact that the head of Christ reaches beyond the heavens, 
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all lend support to the contention that here we have 

a resurrection which is described in terms of an 

ascension. In v.56, as we have already seen, the 

resurrection is identified with Christ ' s entry into 

heaven and so confirms this contention. Quite clearly 

then, the description of the ' ascension ' in the .Gospel 

of Peter .has nothing to do with that of Acts 1 but, 

like the Epistle of Barnabas, the description is con-

cerned to establish that the resurrection and ascension 

are but two aspects of the same event. 

A third work of this period in which the 

concept of ascension plays a very significant role is 

the Ascension of Isaiah. 6l Here three passages are 

particularly significant. The first passage and 

perhaps the earliest in origin , is III, 16-18: 

[It had been revealed that 1 the angel 
of the Holy Spirit and Mic~ael, the 
chief of the holy angels, would open 
his grave on the third day, and that 
the Beloved, sitting on their 
shoulders, will come forth and send 
out his twelve disciples and they will 
teach to all the nations and every 
tongue the resurrection of the 
Beloved, and that those who believe on 
his cross will be saved, and in his 
ascension62 to the seventh heaven, 
whence he came. 

A number of things here call for comment. The author 

spe'aks of the resurrection and ascension as successive 

events but at the same time distinguishes between them; 
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both are understood as being processes of exaltation. 

The first exaltation, that of resurrection, is set out 

in a form which is very similar to that of the Gospel 

of Peter 39-42 and, in all probability, it too reflects 

a merkaba tradition. The second exaltation, which is 

distinct from that of resurrection, is the ascent to 

the seventh heaven. The two scenes are separated by 

the sending out of the apostles, an event which seems 

to allude to Mt 28. While this text does not 

specifically refer to any time-gap between the two 

events, it may well be implicit. The same cannot be 

said, however, for the second text that requires some 

comment, IX, 16-18: 

And when he has made spoil of the angel 
of death, he will arise on the third day 
and will remain in the world 545 days, 
and then many of the righteous will ascend 
with him, whose spirits do not receive 
their garments till the Lord Christ aS,cends 
and they ascend with him. Then indeed 
they will receive [their garments and] 
thrones and crowns when he shall have 
ascended into the seventh heaven. 

63 According to Charles the phrase 'and will remain in 

the world 545 days' is not a creation of the Ethiopic 

scribes but originates from a Greek text in which it 

was present as a Gnostic interpolation. This is 

possible, though it at best conjectural. Certainly 

the idea of a long period between the resurrection and 

ascension is not unknown in other early Gnostic 
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't' 64 wr1. 1.ngs. This passage shows quite clearly that 

the major emphasis of the author is on the exaltation 

by virtue of the ascension and not by virtue of the 

resurrection; it is only when the Lord Christ has 

completed his ascension (into the seventh heaven) that 

the righteous will receive their ' garments ' , presumably 

their new (spiritual) bodies. 65 
The last passage 

that concerns us, XI, 20-32, reveals a similar concept 

of the ascension: 

••• I saw how he was crucified on the 
tree, and how he was raised after three 
days and remained rstill many] days. 
And the angel who conducted me said to 
me I Attend, Isaiah'. And I saw when 
he sent out his twelve apcstles and 
ascended ••• And I saw how he 
ascended into the seventh heaven, and 
all the righteous and all the angels 
praised him. And I saw how he sat 
down at the right hand of that great 
glory, whose glory, as I told you, I 
was not able to behold. 

This is the most detailed of the ascension accounts in 

this document, with its very graphic description of the 

ascent through all six heavens until the final stage, 

the seventh heaven, is reached. At every stage the 

reaction of the angels is one of praise. It is notable 

that in this text the ascension is referred to without 

comment. It is possible that the reference to 'days ' 

is intended to be understood as the 545 days of IX, 16,66 

h "'1 67 at any rate t e phraseology 1.S very S1.ffil. are 
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In the post-Apostolic texts discussed 

thus far there has been no positive sign of the re

emergence of any of the traditions that we have seen 

to be basic to the theme of ascension as it is 

related in Ephesians. But this is not to say that 

there are no affinities between the epistle and the 

later writings. Quite obviously there is no direct 

relationship in terms of tradition between the Gospel 

of Peter 39-42 or Ascension of Isaiah III, 16-18 on 

the one hand and Eph 1:20ff on the other, but yet in 

all three texts the resurrection is described in terms 

more applicable to an ascension and, moreover, in all 

three inst2.nces the immediate conseq'lence of the 

resurrection is understood to be enthronement. A 

further similarity exists between Ascension of Isaiah 

IX, 16-18 and Eph 2:6 in that both texts refer to the 

fact that believers are also participants in the 

ascension. The differences between these two texts 

are of course many and we should not overlook the fact 

that in Eph 2:6 there is no mention of any heavenly 

journey as such whereas this is very definitely the 

case in the Ascension text. It is perhaps more 

accurate, strictly speaking, to say that the similarity 

exists only in that in both texts the believer participates 

in the consequence (rather than the act) of ascension. 

The single instance where there may be a dependence on 

a tradition known to the author of Ephesians is Ascension 
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XI, 32 which seems to reflect knowledge of Ps 109:1 ': 

In our considerations of the texts of the era following 

that of the Apostolic Fathers we shall find that the 

traditions basic to the ascension theme in Ephesians 

are much more in evidence. 

4. THE ASCENSION IN THE APOLOGISTS AND IN 

CONTEMPORARY WRITINGS 

A number of important ascension texts are 

found in the writings of JUSTIN MARTYR. Justin 

certainly believed that the ascension was an event 

which could be differentiated from the resurrection, 

as is obvious from the following credal-type state-

ment that is repeated, with slight variations, frequently 

'h' 't' 68 ln lS wrl lngs: 

We also say that the Word, who is the 
first birth of God, was produced without 
sexual union and that He, Jesus Christ, 
our Teacher, was crucified and rose 
again and ascended into heaven. 

Perhaps the most explicit statement of the fact that 

resurrection and ascension are two quite separate and 

distinct events in the mind of Justin is Apol 1:50: 

Accordingly, after he was crucified, 
even all his acquaintances forsook 
him, having denied him; and afterwards, 
when he had risen from the dead and 
appeared to them, and had taught them 
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to read the prophecies in which all 
these things were foretold as coming 
to pass', and when they had seen him 
ascending to heaven ( xat o6pa.vov 
&.v€px.6~€vov t06v't€<;; ) and had 
believed, and had received power sent 
by him upon them, and went to every 
race of men, these taught these things 
and were called apostles. 

A similar statement is found in De Res 9: 

And when he 'had thus shown them 
that there is truly a resurrection 
of the flesh, wishing to show them 
also, that it ip not impossible for 
the flesh to ascend into heaven (as 
he said that our dwelling place is in 
heaven), he was taken up into heaven 
while th~ beheld, as he was in the 
flesh (on o~x &.ouvc:.'tov xat atLpxt 
o~pav~v &'v€A6etv ~ &,v'eA1J<p6l') fjAe'7tOV1:'Wv 
6.0 'tli'5 v d, 't~v of>pav~v, (~~ :nv 
TfJ cm.pxt ). 

The first of these two references seems to be based 

very loosely on Lk 24 and perhaps Acts 1. If we 

accept that Justin knew a text of Lk 24:53 which 

contained the phrase xat &'vecr!pe'to el, 't~v otpav~v 

then of course there is no need to assume that Acts 1 

is in any way behind the text. But these texts are 

significant in that neither gives any indication of any 

time-span between the resurrection and the ascension, 

but at the same time it is obvious in both texts that 

the ascension presupposes the resurrection. However, 

we must also note that there are instances in the 

writings of Justin in which the two events of 

resurrection and ascension are viewed as being, if not 
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synonyrrous, at least certainly two facets of the 

same event. The most explicit reference to this 

phenomenon is Dial 32: 

I will mention too also other words 
spoken by the blessed David, from 
which you will perceive that the 
Lord is called the Christ by the 
HOly Spirit of prophecy, and the Lord, 
the father of all, has brought him 
again from the earth, setting him at 
His own right hand, until he makes his 
enemies his footstool; which indeed 
happens from the time that our Lord 
Jesus Christ as~ended to heaven, 
after he rose again from the dead, 
the times now running to their 
consummation ( ••• !l; (by X~P"Oy 
~~v Xp,,~~y ~~b ~o~ AyCou ~po~~~tXO~ 
~v£~~a~o, A£y6~F.YOY yo~€~£, xat ~bv 
x~pt.ov 1ta.v~wv .,t~..'tfpa. &.vO.yov~G. a~~~~ &.xo 
~, ~, xat xaeC'oy~a a~~ov !v o£~t~ 
ar,~ot)', ~w, [v etl ~ou, h,8poli, ~~o?t6&"ov 

~ J ,. 
~~v ~o&rov av~o~' o~£p' yCv£~a" €l;6~ou £~, 
~bv o~pa.vo~ ~v£Af)t~e~ !l£~a. 1:'5,!x Y€X~\I 
&.v~v~t. 0 ~f1:'£po, x6pt.o, I~o~, 
"..p"~6,, 't~v Xp6\1t1w O"Ofl~A~pOU~€:vwv). 

This text is significant in a number of ways. Firstly, 

the ascension is seen as the time when all things are 

subjected to Christ, the subjection being expressed 

in terms of Ps 109:1 and not of Ps 8:6 as in Eph 1:22. 

Later in the same paragraph (32:6) Justin cites the 

whole of Ps 109 in order that he might demonstrate that 

Jesus is the Messiah; the reference in the text that 

we have quoted to the fact that 'the Lord is called 

the Christ' must then refer to the same Messianic 

interpretation. It is also notable that Justin refers 
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in the same text to a resurrection which he interprets 

by means of the psalm as an ascension, but we can 

quite definitely say that a heavenly journey followed 

after ( ~e'ta. ) the resurrection. In the previous 

use connected with the psalm text there is no indication 

of any heavenly journey. This would suggest that 

Justin was aware of both traditional interpretations 

of the ascension. The resurrection and ascension 

are also brought together in ~ 1:45: 

••• God the father of all would bring 
Christ to heaven after he had raised 
him from the dead ( on o! &'ya.yet'v 
't~v Xp,~~v et~ 't~v ~p~v~v A ~a't~e 
't~v ?tCLv'ttov eec.; ue'tO; 'to &'va.o-;f)<m, ~x 
vexp$y a~'t~v ~!-Le)..)..e· ) and would keep 
him there untll fie has subaued all his 
enemies the devils and until the number 
of those who are foreknown by him as 
good and virtuous is complete, on whose 
account he has still delayed the con
summation - hear what is said by the 
prophet David. These are his words: 
The Lord said to my lord, sit thou at 
my right hand, until I make thine 
"enemies Thy footstool. 

This passage perhaps reflects knowledge of 1 Cor 15:24ff, 

or at least the tradition on which this text is 

basedi it may be of course that it only reflects a 

common knowledge of an eschatological delay in the 

expected consummation. Certainly this passage seems 

to stand nearer to the Corinthian pericope than it 

does to Heb 10:12f. In a number of other passages 

there is not sufficient detail to enable us to decide 

whether or not resurrection and ascension are intended 
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to be seen as different events or as two aspects of 

the same event., What is certain is that none of 

these texts infer that there is any time-lag between 

resurrection and ascension. The texts at issue here 

are Dial 17, 36, 108; Apol 1.46, 51. There is also 

one text in Justin where the connection is made directly 

between the crucifixion and the ascension. This is 

Dial 38 where we read: 

You seek to persuade us that 
he became man, was crucified and 
ascended up to heaven (d't"o, 5.v8pCJ.l'7toV 
yevo~£vov ~a,vpwe~~" xo,l &v£~£~nxtVo" 
£1, ~~v O~Po,vov) 

On two occasions Justin also uses Ps 67:19 in basically 

the same form as it is found in Eph 4:8. In Dial 39 

we read: 

••• it was prophesied that after the 
ascent of Christ to heaven, he would 
deliver [sic] us from error and give 
us gifts. The words are these: He 
ascended up on high; He led 
captivity captive, He gave gifts to 
men (on o~ Ill:~nva; of>o~ 1tC1po,r.ppovUS, 
&,}..M" IlS~a. -rllv 'totJ XpL~OtJ d, ~~v 
o~~v~v &vt}..£U~LV ~po£~n~£~en a,t~o,}..w'tetJ~' 
o,~~l)\l W~, &1i:O ~, 'JtMvTl' xa.t 
00 tJva; L ~rv OOllo,'ta. Et~t o~ }..OYOL 
O~~OL' 'Av€~n et, ~*o" ~NOO't£UcrEv: 
o,t~aA~Cav, ~Owxe 6ollo,'ta 'tot, 
&'V8POO7tOL, ). 
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In Dial 87 Justin cites the same psalm when he 

explains that the 'gifts' referred to are the gifts of 

the Spirit which had been foretold by uoel. These 

gifts are, according to Justin, the direct consequence 

of ascension. The psalm text is cited here in a 

slightly different form: 

It is interesting that in both 

Dial 39 and 87 Justin sets the citation of Ps 67 :19 in 

the context of previously spoken prophecies. There is 

no indication in either passage that he is in any 

way dependent upont the epistle; indeed the context 

suggests the possibility that Justin is in fact citing 

the tradition which the author of Ephesians also uses. 

We cannot of course reject the possibility that Justin 

knew and was influenced by the version of the psalm as 

it appears in the epistle,69 but even if this is the 

case, it would appear from the context of both Dial 39 

and 87 that he is claiming that this version makes 

plain the prophetic element of the original psalm. 

The references that we have cited from 

Justin clearly indicate that this author is no more 

consistent in his view of the ascension than is the 

NT. He can describe it as an event distinct from 

that of resurrection (~I.21); an event capable of 

being witnessed (Apol 1.50; De Res 9); but elsewhere 

the resurrection and ascension are but two aspects of 
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the same event (Dial 32; Ape 1 1.45); and he can even 

refer to an ascension that does not seem to necessitate 

a resurrection (Dial 38). Justin also seems to know 

two of the NT traditions associated with ascension/ 

exaltation: Ps 109:1 and Ps 67 :19 • But there 

are also two significant omissions: he never associates 

Ps 109:1 \'lith Ps 8:6 and neither does he ever 

refer to any definite time-lag between resurrection and 

. 70 
ascenSlon. Justin notes the fact that the Jews 

interpret Ps 110 as if it refers to Hezekiah, but, he 

argues, this is a wrong understanding of the psalm; 

it must be understood in terms of the ascension of 

Christ and of his investiture 1:/i th the high-priesthood 

of the order of Melchizedek. 7l 

The ascension is also mentioned in the 

APOLOGY OF ARISTIDES 15 where we read: 72 

••• He tasted death on the cross, 
fulfilling an august dispensation. 
And after three days He came to life 
again and ascended into heaven 
(~€~a o~ Tp€r~ fplpa, &V€~CW xat 
d <: o~payoi>, &v'f1X,El€y ). And if 
you would read, 0 King, you may judge 
the glory of His presence from the holy 
gospel writing, as it is called among 
yourselves. He had twelve disciples, 
who after his ascension to heaven went 
forth into the presence of the whole 
world and declared His greatness. 
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The author does not provide us with 

sufficient information to determine his precise view 

of the ascension. It does seem though that he may well 

have understood that the two events of resurrection and 

ascension took place on the same day.73 The Apology 

contains no direct citation of scripture, though on 

one other occasion (Apol 16) the king (to whom the work 

is addressed) is directed to a Gospel. We have no 

means of knowing which specific Gospel (if indeed any 

specific Gospel is intended) is in the author1s mind at 

this point. The Gospel that presents the strongest 

claim is Matthew, not only in view of the reference to 

the disciples going into all the world in the above 

citation, but also becaustJ 'tOU(; &''It£crta.A!-1tVOUt; ?tP~t; 

a.t'to~t; ?tpOcpf)'tC1t; xa.t &l.xa.COUt; &''1l:tX't£LVO.V of .a.pol 14 

may be a combination of Mt 13:17 ( ?to'AAOt '1l:po<p~'ta.1. 

xa.t o (xa.1. 01. ) and 23:37 

1tpocpf)'tG(, xa.t :\t.80(3o-\otio-q 'to~( &.?t£~a.A!-1t\lOU( ?tpbt; a.t'tiw ). 7
4 

Even if this conjecture i.s correct nothing is added 

to our knowledge of Aristides l conception of the 

ascension because there is no definite reference to 

the event in this Gospel. 

In the writings of IRENAEUs75 a number 

of citations are noteworthy. In Adv Haer II, 32.3 

we read: 
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It is certain, too, from the fact that 
the Lord rose from the dead on the third 
day, and manifested Himself to His 
disciples, and was in their sight 
received up into heaven ••• (Et ex 
hoc quod Dominus surrexit a mortuis 
in tertia die [firmum est] et 
discipulis se manifestavit, et videntibus 
eis receptus est in coelum). 

Here quite obviously Irenaeus distinguishes between 

the two events, and, in as much as he refers to the 

fact that the heavenly journey was seen by the 

disciples, he would seem to be basing his account on 

Acts 1. It is of course possible that Irenaeus 

understood that the manifestations referred to all 

took place on Ecster Day. But this in our view is 

unlikely. 76 The same distinction between resurrection 

and ascension is made in Adv Haer I, 10.1. The issue 

is not so clearly defined in Adv Haer III, 4. t where 

the Apologist writes; 

••• ~aving suffered under Pontius Pilate 
and rising again and having been received 
UP in splendour (et passus sub Pontio 
Pilato, et resurgens, et in claritate 
receptus) shall come in glory 

But even here, although the ascension is not described 

in precisely the same way as a heavenly journey, the 

event is distinguished from the resurrection. 

There is of course nothing in this text that forces 

us to conclude that Irenaeus understood the ascension 

in a way any different from that of Luke in Acts 1. 
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But this view is called into question by Adv Haer 

IV, 33.13= Harvey, Adv Haer IV 55.4): 

And again when one says ••• 'All 
flesh shall be humbled and the 
Lord shall be exalted in the highest' -
it is thus indicated that, after His 
passion and ascension, God shall cast 
down under His feet all who were 
opposed to Him and He shall be exalted 
above all (significatur,quoniam post 
passionem et assumptionem orones qui 
contra eum fuerunt sub pedibus ejus 
subjiciet Deus et ipse super orones 
exaltabitur). 

The author obviously has Ps 109 in mind here and in 

using this psalm in this way is repeating the tradition 

that is widespread throughout much of the NT. What 

is interest~ng here is that there is no specific 

mention of the resurrection~ it could be that by 

'passionem' Irenaet::.s is here referring to both the 

suffering and death of Jesus and by 'assumptionem' 

refers to both resurrection and heavenly journey. 

If this is the case then it would seem that at this 

point Irenaeus is not distinguishing between the two 

events. The matter is further complicated if here it 

is intended that exaltation is to be understood as an 

event separa~e from, and later than, ascension. If 

the exaltation is the subjection of the opposing forces 

then this does seem to be what is intended. The 

same view is implicit in Adv Haer III, 10.6 where, 

referring to 'Mk' 16:1aff. Irenaeus sees the ascension 
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as the fulfillment of Ps 109. The last two 

citations from the works of Irenaeus that concern 

us both refer to Ps 67:19. 

reference is Dem 83: 77 

The most explicit 

And that, being raised from the 
dead, He was to ascend into 
Heaven. David says thus: The 
chariot of God Cis] ten-thousand
fold, thousands are the drivers; 
The Lord is among them in Sinai 
in his sanctuarv. He ascended 
up on high, he led captivity captive; 
he received, he gave gifts to men. 
And by captivity he means the 
destruction of the rule of the 
apostate angels. 

This citation is fraught with difficulties. It is 

part of a work preserved only in Armenian and there-

fore at best is only a translation of the original. 

The citation of Ps 67:19 seems to note the fact that 

it is rendered differently in Eph 4:8 (or in the 

tradition or source that lies behind this text which 

was perhaps known by the translator), although, as 

Robinson "points out,78 the fact that the Armenian 

Psalter reads 'He received booty, he distributed gifts, 

and gave to the sons of men' makes it equally possible 

that what we have at this point is a reminiscence of 

his own Psalter on the part of the translator. 

However, what is certain from the text is that the 

ascension was viewed as that which finally completed 

79 the process of recapitulation. The second 
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reference to Ps 67:19 is Adv Haer II, 20.3: 

For the Lord, through means of 
suffering, lascended into the 
lofty place, led captivity captive, 
gave gifts to men l (ascendens enim 
in altitudinem Dominus per passionem, 
captiyam duxit captivitatem dedit dona 

hominibus) and conferred on those 
that believed in him the power Ito 
tread upon serpents and scorpions 
and on all the power of the enemy I 

Here, as in Adv Haer IV, 33.13, the ascension seems 

to include the resurrection. 

Irenaeus, like Justin Martyr before him, 

has no specific view of the ascension. It was ~n 

event that was seen to happen (Adv Haer II, 32.3), 

and was distinct from the resurrection (De Res 9}i 

but equally, he seems to indicate that resurrection and 

ascension are two facets of the same event (Adv Haer 

III, 10.6) or even perhaps the same single event 

(Adv Haer II, 20.3; IV, 33.13). However it is 

expressed, the ascension for Irenaeus was the I event I 

which signalled the completion of Godls scheme of 

recapitulation (~ 83). 

The ascension is also referred to in 

MELITOls Homily on the passion. 80 Here three references 

are noteworthy: sections 100, 103 and 104 of the 

version cited: 8l 
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sect. 100 

••• but he rose from the (dead 
to the heights of the 1 heavens, 
God who put on man and suffered 
for the sufferer ( 01: &'"tcrtn 
lx v[£xpm" Etc ~a ~tn ~v] 
o~ea~v, e£&, !vou[~tvo, ~b" 
~"Je~ov x~t· ~e&" 6(\& ~&y 
M.crx.o" h~ ). 

sect. 103 

I am your light, I am your saviour, 
I am the resurrection, I am your 
king, I lead you up to the heights 
of the heavens ( ly& ~J.L&c &.v4yoo 
£t, ~[a. tstn] ~65v of>pa.~v), I will 
show you the Father ••• 

sect. 104 

This is he who first made heaven and 
earth, who in the beginning rcreated] 
man, who was proclaimed by tte Law 
and the Prophets, who was made flesh 
in a Virgin, who was [hanged) upon 
a tree, who was buried in the earth, 
who (rose) from the dead and went up 
to t. the heights of heaven] ( 1, lx 
,,[expllSv &'v£y£p]ed, xM {,,£Xe&y di; . 
( ~ 1Stn ~v o~pa.~v] ) • 

In Melito we have a treatment of the ascension that, 

l'f t b t f th t 't 82 d'd no a sen rom 0 er con emporary wr1 ers, 1 

not predominate. Here the ascension is viewed as 

being "the inevitable corollary of the divine Word: 

He descended, and then, having completed His mission, 

He returned whither He had corne and in so doing 

'brought man safely horne to the heights of heaven' 11.83 
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In the writings of TERTULLIAN84 we find 

a situation not unlike that reflected in both Justin 

and Irenaeus. In Adv Gentes XXI we find a very 

definite reference to, and dependence on, the account 

in Acts 1: 

He spent forty days with some of His 
disciples down in Galilee, a region 
of Judea, instructing them in the 
doctrines they were to teach to others. 
Thereafter having given them commission 
to preach the gospel through the world, 
He was encompassed with a cloud - and 
taken up to heaven -, a fact more 
certain tha the assertions of your 
Proculi concerning Romulus (Cum 
discipulis autem ad quadraginta 
dies egit ••• circumfusa nube in 
coelum est ereptus ••• ). 

Though Tertullian here ~s quite obviously following 

Acts 1 and the tradition of the forty days, it should 

be noted that whereas Luke-Acts restricts the appearances 

of the risen Lord to Jerusalem, Tertullian rejects 

this and instead supposes Galilee to have been the 

85 place of the appearances. Tertullian also follows 

the Acts account in De Bapt 19: 

wherein too the Resurrection of 
the Lord was repeatedly proved among 
the disciples, and the hope of the 
advent of the Lord indirectly pointed 
to, in that time [ i. e. Pentecost], 
when He had been received back into 
heaven, the angels told the apostles 
that 'He would so come, as had withal 
ascended into the heavens ( ••• quod 
tunc in caelos recuperato eo angeli 
ad apostolos dixerunt sic uenturum 
quemadmodum et caelos conscendit, 
utique in pentecoste). 
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But there is also evidence the Tertullian understood 

that the ascension t90k place on Easter Day, as in 

Adv Jud XIII
86 

where, with reference to Hosea 6:1-3, 

he writes: 

Why, accordingly, after His resurrection 
from the dead, which was effected on the 
third day, did the heavens receive him 
back? It was in accordance with a 
prophecy of Hosea uttered on this wise 
(Cur ita? utique quia post 
resurrectionem eius a mortuis, quae 
de tertia effecta est, coeli eum 
receperunt secundum prophetiam Osee 
emissam huiusmodi ••. ) 'Before day
break shall they arise unto Me, saying, 
Let us go and return unto the Lord our 
God, because He Himself will draw us 
out and free us. After a space of 
two days, on the third day' - which is 
His glorious resurrection - He received 
back into the heavens Him ( ••. post 
biduum die tertia quae est resurrectio 
eius gloriosa, de terra in caelos eum 
recipit ••• ). 

On two occasions Tertullian refers to the ascension 

by way of Ps 67:19. The most significant of these 

references is Adv Marc V. viii,S: 

Now hear how he declared that by Christ 
Himself, when returned to heaven, these 
spiritual gifts were to be sent: 'He 
ascended on high', that is, into heaven; 
'He led captivity captive', meaning death 
or slavery of man; 'He gave gifts to the 
sons of men', that is, the gratuities we 
call charismata. He says specifically 
'Sons of men' and not men promiscuously, 
thus exhibiting to us those who were 
the children of men truly so called, 
choice men, apostles ( ••. quomodo et a 
Christo in caelum recepto charismata 
abuentura pronuntiavit: ascendit in 
sublimitatem; id est in caelum; 
captiuam duxit captiuitatem id est mortem ••• ). \ 
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Of all the citations of Ps 67:19 in the post-Apostolic 

writings this offers the best evidence for the 

existence in the early Church of a tradition that 

although based on Ps 67:19 was at the same time not 

dependent on Eph 4:8. The psalm citation used by 

Tertullian is very similar to that of the PT, par-

ticularly in the special emphasis that Tertullian 

places on the phrase filiis hominum non passim hominibus, 

87 which, as we have already pointed out, could easily 

V,' VI] reflect knowledge of the Targumic ,'~ 

Tertullian does not here appeal to apostolic support 

for his argument - as well he might have done had he 

been dependent upon Ephesians at this point. It is 

~lite possible that he is referring to the psalm itself, 

certainly the immediate context of thG citation is OT 

prophecy, specifically Joel and Is 11:1-3; in this 

case the interpretation offered would be along the 

lines of the established tradition, a tradition also 

used by the author of Ephesians. But in spite of this 

evidence, we cannot conclude that this particular citation 

is totally independent of Eph 4:8 because in Adv Marc 

V. xviii,S where the second citation of the psalm text 

occurs, Tertullian makes definite reference to the fact 

that the psalm has been cited by the apostle. 
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Of the Apologists so far discussed, 

Tertullian is the only one who makes specific use of 

the ascension as a weapon against those with whom he enters 

into controversy. But even allowing for this, it 

is obvious that Tertullian is more conversant with a 

doctrine of ascension that is similar to, if not always 

based on, that of Acts 1 (Adv Gentes XXIi De Bapt 19)i 

even when he leads us to believe that the ascension 

took place on Easter Day, he still treats it as a 

separate event (Adv Jud XIII). When he does offer an 

interpretation of the ascension, it is described in 

terms of victory, but, significantly, with reference 

to Ps 67 and not to the more usual Ps 109 (Adv Marc V, 

viii.S). 

The concept of ascension is also found in 

writings very different from those of the Apologists 

in the same period. Four particular references call 

for brief comment here. 

IX.S we read: 88 

In the Testament of Benjamin 

And he shall ascend from Hades and 
shall pass from earth to heaven. 
I know how lowly he shall be upon 
earth qnd how glorious in heav~n 
( xOot ~ 6. vE'\6&>v h 'toti 5.oou, t~o.f, 
&.~~o.f, vwv _ 89 &:itO yi'1t;, et, oupOoVQV, 
t:y<o o~ 0 L 0, ~<J"ta.L T'l.?t€ .. YO, !d 
~" xOot oTo, ~voo~o, ~y o~po.yoiS). 
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Two points are of interest here. Firstly, we should 

note that the Testament was, in all probability,90 if 

not written by, then certainly edited by an 'ordinary' 

Christian with little or no interest in specific dogmatic 

theology or Apologetics. This of itself suggests that 

some idea of ascension was by the end of the second 

century at least a definite element of the commonly 

accepted regula fidei. But when we ask 'What kind of 

ascension is being referred to?' the answer that we 

obtain does little more than suggest that the author 

was familiar with the theme of abasement - exaltation 

that is found in the so-called Captivity Epistles of 

Paul (including Ephesians). Not oi"lly is this contrast 

made, but it is the resurrection that is presented as 

being the means by which entry into heaven is accomplished. 

It may well be that the fact that some MSS reed 

is an indication not only of the existence 

of this interpretation, but also that of the attempt to 

make this interpretation more obvious from the text with 

the removal of the more technical &'va.(3a,Cvoo A view 

much more similar to that of Luke-Acts is preserved in 

the Testament of Levi 18:3 in the phrase 

He shall be magnified in the world 
until his ascension (&'va.)..fll-'ljJ£":lS ) • 
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The account in Acts 1 also seems to be 

behind the description of the ascension in the anti

Gnostic Epistu1a Aposto10rum 51: 91 

And after he had said this and had 
ended the discourse with us, he said 
again to us, "Look! after three days 
and three hours he who sent me will 
come that I may go with him". And as 
he spoke there was thunder and lightning 
and an earthquake, and the heavens 
divided and a bright cloud came and 
took him away and we heard the voice 
of many angels as they rejoiced and 
praised and said "Assemble us, 0 priest, 
in the light of glory". And when he 
had come near to the firmament of 
heaven we heard him say "Go in peace". 

Although the words underlined are dependent on Acts 1:9, 

the citation does not seem to know of any period of 

40 days between resurrection and ascension. Here the 

ascension, although different from the resurrection, 

takes place on Easter Day itself. In this description 

there is an obvious combination of theophany and the 

NT accounts of both resurrection and ascension. 

The last reference that demands our attention takes us 

back to the theology and thought-forms of Ephesians. 

Here we refer to the Coptic De Resurrectione (= Epistle 

to Rheginos) 45:24-28 where we read: 92 

Then therefore, as the Apostle said, 
we suffered with him and we rose with 
him and went to heaven with him. 
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It is now generally agreed that this document, along 

with the majority of the remainder of the Nag'Harnrnadi 

Corpus, was originally written in Greek and the 

'original' of our citation has been reconstructed as 

follows: 93 

'to't£,'o1)..,,· JJ, ~ .la'l t,- &'1t6O"'tOAO,,' O'bVE:1t&eo~c.., 

cd", xa.l ovvTJY'!p6rp£v a.~'t~ xc£t ov~vtfjrp£v ~,,~ 

(Or XCLt cruva.vt~rpcv 0&'" cl, 't&v o~po.v6v) 

For this there are three possible sources: Col 2:12b, 

3:19 or Eph 2:6. Peel seems to argue convincingly 

when he that: 94 "due to the absence of says any 

mention of baptismal practice in the letter, Col 3:1 

seems a less likely source; while only differences 

in person and number keep the Coptic text of Eph 2:6 

from being virtually identical to 45:26-27. Once 

again, the author does not literally cite but rather 

summarises his understanding of the Pauline teaching 

concerning the believer's participation in the Saviour's 

redemptive acts. The Ephesian passage appears to be. 

the major source for the thought expressed in Rheg 45:27-28". 

The citation from this epistle offers no gu~delines as 

to whether the ascension was viewed as part of resurrec-

tion, or as a separate event; whether it was seen or 

unseen; whether it happened on Easter Day or after some 

space of time, measured in days or even months. But 

in some way these questions, although of interest to NT 
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scholarship and debate, are seen as being comparatively 

insignificant. The author of this epistle, though 

hardly one who stand~ in the main stream of second 

century Christianity, has correctly understood and has 

consequently made explicit what was frequently only 

implicit in the writing of both the Apostolic Fathers 

and Apologists: for him, the ascension is not an 

event that is outside experience; it is essentially 

practical. In His exaltation - be it by resurrection or by 

heavenly journey or by both - Christ; has secured for the 

believer participation in the rule of God. 
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IThiS time span is, to a large measure, quite arbitary; 
it is simply intended that it be adequate to illustrate 
the viewpoints of the widely different writers, both 
Christian and heretical, of the early Church and, at the 
same time, not be a sufficient enough time span such that 
the traditions of the early Church have become either 
confused beyond recognition or superseded by Conciliar 
statements. 

2AS , for example, in the essay of P. Benoit, liThe Ascension", 
in Jesus and the Gospel, I, London: 1973 (="L'Ancension", 
RB LVI (1949), pp.161-203). 

3M•S • Enslin, liThe Ascension Story", JBL 28 (1927), p.66. 

4Barrett, 1 Corinthians, p.343; cf also Benoit, liThe 
Ascension", p.21l; Lohfink, op.cit., p.85; Bultmann, 
Theology, I, p.45. The converse view is put forward 
by J.G. Davies, op.cit., p.30 (with special reference 
to Rom 8:33f; on this text see below). 

5 Cf Haenchen,Acts, pp.321-23, 326-28. 

6Der erste Brief die Korinther, Gdttingen: 1969; p.299. 

7So E. Best, A Commentary on the First and Second 
Epistles to the Thessalonians, London: 1972; pp.85-87; 
G. Friedrich, "Ein Tauflied hellenistischer Judenchristen: 
1 Thess 1:9f", TZ 21 (1965), pp.502-16; G. Schneider, 
"Urchristliche Gottesverktindigung in hellenisticher 
Umwelt II , BZ 13 (1969), pp.59-75. 

8Cf 1 Thess 4:16; 2 Thess 1:7. 

90p.cit., p.82; cf Traub, op.cit., p.524. 

lORom 1:3f implies a designation of Jesus as Son of God 
by virtue of his resurrection; there is no reference to 
either the cross or his death for sin, both of which are 
very Pauline. Similarly in Phil 2:5-11 there is no spec
ific reference to the resurrection which for Paul was of 
central significance. 

IlF.J. Leenhardt, The Epistle to the Romans, London: 1961; 
p.36. 
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1250 C.H. Dodd, The Epistle to the Romans, London: 1932; 
p.84; Leenhardt, loc.cit., E. Linnemann, IITradition und 
Interpretation in R~m 1: 3ff II, EvTheol xxxi (1971), 
pp.264-75. 

1350 M. Black, Romans, London: 1973; p.37. 

14Cf Rom 1:16; also Leenhardt, op.cit., pp.36f; 
C.E.B. Cranfield, Romans, I, Edinburgh: 1975; pp.62-64. 

15Cf Rom 8:37-39. 

160 't p.Cl ., 

170 't p. Cl ., 

18Ibid• 

p.83. 

pp.30ff. 

19Cf G. Bertram, II ~,&o II, TDNT 8, pp. 608ff. 

20Ibid.; cf Haenchen, Acts, pp.145f; I~. Braun, IIZur 
TerminologiE: der Acta vo~~ A~ferstehung Jesu II, in 
Gesammel te Studien zur NT t 1!ld seiner Urnwel t, Tiibingen: 
1967 2 ; pp.173-77i on the translation 'to the right hand 
of God' see above pp. 13f. 

2l0p.cit., p.85. 

22AS , for example, &·d6av£v XeLt &vt~tI in G itdem f gig 
vgCP Origen Ar.lbrosiaster Pelagius xat &::daGvE:v xa.t &\lf~TI 
in 629 i t

dx 
vgWW Fulgentius i xat &7ttaa\l£v xat &'vfO"'t'T} xat 

f'WE:v in ~ c Db 0209 vid (p,¥ 326 et al omit first xat ). 
The UBS reading &7ttaavE:v xOot ft;;TP"£v is read by X -It ABC 
1739 2127 et ale 

23Colossians, p.112 

24Ibid • 

25Lohse , op.cit., pp.132f argues that this terminology 
is non- (and therefore, presumably, post-) Pauline. 
It is true that the absolute ~a 5.\10> does not occur else
where in Paul, but this does not necessarily mean that 
it must be post- (or non-) Pauline, particulary in light 
of Gal 4:26, ~ 5.vw 'Ie:pou<m.).fJ.,L and Phil 3:14 &vw XAfjeT .. , • 
The same terminology i's also found in In 8:23. 
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26Cf E. Schweizer, "Two New Testament Creeds Compared: 
1 Corinthians 15:3-5 and 1 Timothy 3:16 11

, in 
Neotestamentica, pp. 122-35, especially pp. 125-27. 

27 Cf, for example, Prov 10:1-5, 11:16-20, 25-28. 

28 1Mk, 16:19; Acts 1:2,11,22. 

2900 • . t 60 ~_-=--=C=l~., p. • 

30The intended antithesis is well set out by J.N.D. 
Kelly, A Commentary on the Pastoral Epistles, London: 
1963; p.92, as: Christ incarnate (and thus in the 
form of a servant) is vindicated at the Resurrection; 
Christ receives the worship of angels and is preached 
to all nations (that is, is brought to the knowledge 
of all beings, celestial and terrestrial); he is 
accepted in the created universe and in the heavenly 
realm. Cf also Lohse, OPe cit., pp. 6lf. A very 
detailed study of the hymn has been made by R.H. Gundry, 
liThe Form, Meaning and Background of the Hymn Quoted 
in 1 Timothy 3:16 11

, in Apostolic History and the Gospel 
(Festschriftfor F.F. Bruce, ed. W.W. Gasque and 
R.P. Martin), Bxeter: 1970; pp. 203-22. 

3lE• Best, 1 Peter, Lc~dcn: 1971; p.Sl. 

32 
The general use of o~~~ supports this contention; cf. 

for example, Rom 6:4; 1 Peter 1:11,21; Acts 7:55. 
Only in John's Gospel is the word applied with any 
consistency to the ~arthly life of Jesus, but even here 
the o6~~ of Jesus can only be seen from the standpoint 
of ?tCa't"I., (2: 11, 11: 4; 40) • Cf G. Kittel, II b6~(I. II, 

TDNT 2, pp. 237, 248f. 

3~. H. Schelkle, Die Petrnsbriefe, Der Judasbrief, Freiburg: 
1964; pp. 49f. argues that 1:19-23 is based on such a 
traditional christological statement. For scholars who 
argue for 3:18-22 being either hymnic or credal cf Best, 
1 Peter, London: 1971, pp. 135f. and the literature 
cited there. 

34Th , 1 t . t h . . f . . f 1S as po1n as even more slgn1 1cance 1 , as we 
suggested above pp. 19f. there is a direct link in the 
tradition employed (and now in the thought of the 
author), between 3:18 and 2ld,22. 

35So E. Lohmeyer, Das Evangeliurn des Matth~us (ed. 
W. Sohmauch), Gattingen: 1956; p.34; cf G. Barth, 
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"Matthew's Understanding of the ',Law", in Tradition 
and Interpretation in Matthew, G. Barth, H.J. Held 
and G. Bornkamro, London: 1963: pp.133-37: D. Hill, 
The Gospel of Matthew, London: 1972: p.361. 

36G• Barth, op.cit., p.133: cf Lohmeyer, Matth!us, p.28. 

37Cf B-D para.33.1. 

3850 Moulton, op.cit., p.140. 

39Ag, for example, by E. Hbsky~s, The Fourth Gospel, 
Cede F.N. Davey), London: 1947 : p.543: cf Bultmann, 
John, p.533. 

40C• H• Dodd, The Interpretation of the Fourth C~sLel, 
Cambridge: 1953: PPi432 n.2, argues convincingly that 
",hile the aorist of the verb has the sense of 'to touch' 
the present tense has the slightly different significance 
of 'to hold, grasp, cling to'. This in line with the 
theory of B. Violet, "Ein Versuch zu Joh 20:17", ?oNW 24 
(1925), pp.78-80, who shows that ~~e~~, is useJ in 
the LXX in 2 ':hron 13 :12 and Job 31: 7 to translate 1,,)""11 : 
(:f Brown, John, II, p.992. -. 7' 

41 &~CYOO occurs in the perfect tense elsewhere in 
John only at 3:13 where the reference 1S also to ascension 
to heaven. If at 3:13 the words are specifically 
Johannine then we can assume that the evangelist here is 
reflecting on the ascension. But even this assumption 
does not fully explain the use of the perfect tense here: 
an adequate explanation, however, is provided if we 
assume that the words have a 'spiritual' rather than 
'physical' frame of reference. 

42The resurrection is problematical for John: nowhere 
is it foretold, neither is it ever used to describe the 
ultimate victory of Jesusi instead in the last Discourse 
the victory is described in terms of Jesus going to the 
Father (14:12,28, 16:5_10,28). But at the same time the 
resurrection was too much a part of the established 
Christian tradition for John to dispense with it; instead 
he incorporates it into his theological scheme by making 
it obviously part of the ascension process. The point 
is well noted by Dodd, Interpretation, p.442: "It is not 
the resurrection as Christ's resumption of heavenly glory 
that needs to be emphasised, but the resurrection as the 
renewal of personal relations with the disciples". 
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43The same theological pOint is made in Rom 8:29 
and Heb 2:9f; cf W. Grundmann, IIZur Rede Jesu vom 
Vater in Johannesevangelium ll

, ZNW 52 (1961), pp. 213-30. 

44Cf Chpt. 1 n.43. 

450 't p. C1 ., p. 37. 

46Enslin, OPe cit., p. 69. 

47Greek text and English translations taken from 
The Apostolic Fathers, I, Loeb Classical Library 
(translated by K. Lake), unless otherwise noted. 

48L 'Ascension de Notre S~igneur dans Ie Nouveau 
Testament, Rome: 1938; pp.497f. 

49Support for this suggestion is given by the fact 
that ?tpo!px-e0'6a.L is only used elsewhere in 
Ignatius w1th reference to Christ at Magn 8:2 : 

..... t, 
~'n ef, 6£64; !O"'tLV, c!, qxlovepcOO-o., ea.l)'t~\J OLe\. "Yn:rots 
Xo~O"fo11 'to 11 1) t 011 a.~'toty, ~, !C'tc. v a.~'t:11 A.'S"(~ 
~~ <n~, ?tpoeAM>v, and here it 
hardly carr1es 'physical' overtones. 

50Cf A. Peuch, Histoire de la litt~rature qrecque 
chretienne, II,~p~a~r~1~·s~:~1~9~2~8~;~-p==p~.~5~7~-:6~8=,~B~e~n~0~1~·:r.~/= 

"Ascension II, p.2l3 n.l. 

5lThe English translation is from A. Roberts and 
J. Donaldson (ed), Ante-Nicene Christian Library, I, 
The Apostolic Fathers, Edinburgh: 1857. , lhe Greek 
text is that established by R.A. Kraft, Epitre de 
Barnabe (Sources Chretiennes), Paris: 1971; p.188. 

52 So Larranaga, OPe cit.,pp. 489-509; 
"Ascension II , p.2l8, Lonfink, Ope cit., 
Danielou, OPe cit., p.250. 

53Cf Kraft, OPe cit., p.188. 

cf Benoit, 
pp. 121-26, 

545 D ," 1 ' t 250 o an1e OU, Ope C1 ., p. ; cf Benoi t, "Ascension II I 
p.2l8. 

55 See above p.p. l89f. 
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56If the words xa.t &'v£cpfp£'t'o £I, 't'~v 0~pa.v6v 
are indeed absent from the original of v.5l as we 
suggested above (cf above Chpt. 1 n.70) then the 
ascension should more correctly be termed I departure I 

within this scheme. That this scheme is present in 
Lk 24 is recognised by Irenaeus, Adv Haer II, 32.3. 

57English translations taken from Hennecke, OPe cit., I, 
pp. l83ff and the Greek text is that established by 
M.G. Mara, Evanqile de Pierre (Sources Chretiennes), 
Paris: 1973. 

580p • . t 69 ..=;;..c_'-=-....:C::.:~=-=-., p. • 

590p• cit., pp. 249f, 254f. 

60This theme is further developed by L. Bouyer, 
The Meaning of Sacred Scripture, London: 1960; 
pp. 153-57. 

6lCf above Chpt. 2 n.150. Even if this document is 
in fact l&ter t~an the period of the Apostolic 
Fathers it is convenient to deal with it at this 
1X)int because of its similarities with the Gospel 
of Peter. The trar-slati0n is that in Hennecke, 
OPe cit .... II, pp. 642f. 

62According to Charles, OPe cit.,p.2l, the Ethiopic 
word means I resurrection I and not 'ascension ' • 
This, however, is not supported by the Greek fragment 
of II:4-IV:4 which reads at this point tv ~ 
&va.13&reL a.H 1:] 011. 

630p• cit~ p.63. 

64Cf for example, Irenaeus, Adv Haer I, 3.2; 30.14 
where it is recounted that both Valentinians and 
Ophites believed that the two events were separated 
by a space of 18 months (= 548 days); according to 
Pistis Sophia 1;1 the period was as much as 11 years. 

65 So Charles, OPe cit., p.63. 

66Charles, OPe cit., p.78, notes that Ethiopic MS c 
reads 'forty days'; MSS a and b read simply 'days'. 
It is thus possible that c was influenced by Acts 1. 
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67So Charles, ibid. 

68 Apol 1:21,31,42,46; Dial 63,85,126,132. The 
English translation of the Apologists is that of 
Robertson and Donaldson, Ope cit., unless otherwise 
stated. The Greek text of Justin is that of 
J.C.T. Otto, S. IUSTINI, Mauke: 1847. 

69So Prigent, OPe cit.,. p.144: " ••• il n'est pas 
impossible que Justin se refere en derniere analyse 

~ ~ ~ . 
au passage de l'epltre aux Epheslens". 

70But this may have been carried unspoken in his mind 
(as is the case with many preachers today), but as 

we have no way of confirming this we take the 
argumentum e silentio to be positive in this instance. 

71Dial 32f; cf J. Davies, OPe cit., p.72; Prigent, 
OPe cit., pp. 82ff. 

72Eng1ish translation is that of I.M. Kay in 
The Ante-Nicene Fathers (ed. A. Menzies), New York: 
1896; the Gre-=k text js that of J.R. Harris, The 
Apology of Aristides (Cambridge Texts and Versions I), 
Cambridge: 1891. 

73So Danielou, OPe ci t.1 p. 250. 

7450 Harris, Aristides, pp. 83f. 

75Eng1ish translation. is that of A. Roberts and 
W.H. Rambaut in The Ante-Nicene Christian Librarv 
and the Latin text is that of Harvey, OPe cit. 

76The opposing view is put forward at least as a 
possibili ty by J. Davies, OPe cit., p.76 n. 3. 

77Translation from J.A. Robinson, St. Irenaeus: 
The Apostolic Preaching, London: 1920; p.139. 

78Ibid , n.2. 

79Cf J. Davies, Ope cit., pp. 76-8. 
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80Text and translation from liThe Homily on the Passion 
by Melito, Bishop of Sardis", (ed. C. Bonner), in 
Texts and Documents 12 (ed. K. Lake and S. Lake) 
London: 1940. 

8lMore recent G~eek versions of the Homilv read 
differently as follows, but in no instance is the 
difference sufficient to justify any interpretation 
other than the one that we offer. 

Sect 100 as established by O. Perler, Meliton de 
Sardes Sur La P§que (Sources Chretiennes, vol. 123),Paris 
1966 reads t><£ivos o~ &.vfO"'t11 lx v [exp65v ] [xa.t &'vtf3T1 
etc ~& ~~ ~65y] o6p~v65v. x~p,oc, lvou[~evoc ~av 
!v le~o", XQ.t ?t~M)\I or ,a.. '1:~JI ?t&rvov]~a. 
ana 'the ~ .papyrus Bodmer XITJ. readg EKEINO~ Llf HNE I 
tfH EK ~ KAI ANEBH / Ell: TA IT.1AA T2N OYFAN2/ 
il ENAYUllEN01! TON AOON / KAI IIAGQN AlA TON rw:XONTA. 
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CONCLUSION 

In our study of the ascension theme in 

the epistle we have been concerned with a number of 

problems. Firstly our interest has been in identifying 

the traditions employed by the author and at the same 

time establishing a Traqit~onsgeschichte for these 

traditions. Secondly, we have investigated the 

relationship between the ascension theology of the author 

and the x £ <pa.}.,11 and 1t}.,fJp~ motifs which are present 

in both pericopes. This investigation has necessitated 

an examination of the Pauline oGlf..La.. -theology and at 

the same ~ime has involved us ln an attempt to trace 

the source of the -x}.,f}pW!J.=.. term as it is used by the 

author. Our third interest has been more general; 

we have tried to see how the 'component parts' of the 

author's ascension theology are used elsewhere in his 

epistle. 'I'he fourth and last of our interests has 

been again with traditions, specifically the use made 

of the traditions inherent in the ascension pericopes 

in the epistle in the writings of both the Church Fathers 

and of authors outside the main stream of Christian 

thought. We can now present the results of our study. 
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In 1:20ff the ascension is expressed in 

terms of the exaltation of the Davidic Messiah. 

The theology results from a conflation of two well

known traditions, namely those based on Ps 109:la and 

Ps 8:6. Ps 109:la is a traditional formula that is 

used to show that Jesus is already established as 

Messiah in the messianic kingdom by means of the 

resurrection. The conflation of this tradition with 

that dependent on Ps 8:6 brings a cosmic dimension and 

a new eschatological perspective into view. The 

Traditionsgeschichte of the Ps 109:la/Ps 8:6 tradition 

shows a development from that reflected in Heb 2:8 

to that of 1 Cor 15:27 and finally to that of Eph 1:22. 

In the conflated tradition Ps 8:6 takes over the role 

that was perhaps fi~led at an earlier stage by Ps 109:lb: 

both citations express the notion of subjection but 

Pa 8:6 introduces the concept of obedience which Ps 109:1b 

was not capable of expressing. 

In this first ascension pericope the 

emphasis has moved from the ascension as event to the 

status and function of the ascended one. In that the 

traditions associated with the 'historical' ascension 

(Lk 24: Acts 1) are completely absent from Ephesians 

and because the traditions used by the author of the 

epistle do not differentiate between ascension and 

resurrection, the account of the ascension as presented 
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in 1:20ff cannot be classed as 'historical'. Neither 

can the ascension in this peri cope be described as 

anything but a final event, there is no clear reference 

to any future parousia in the text. The ascension is 

best described as 'theological' in that the emphasis 

and concern of the author is on the theological 

equivalent of ascension, namely exaltation. The' 

theological language employed by the author is repeated 

and expanded in 2:1-10 and it is in this pericope that 

the realised eschatology of the author becomes evident. 

In that the same language is present in both 1:20ff 

and 2:1-10 it seems very evident that the realised 

eschatology that is explicit in the latter text is also 

implicit in the former. Although there is much 

emphasis in the pericope on Ps 8:6 there is no notion 

of any exalted Son of Man theology; instead the psalm 

is used to express the concept of the exalted Lord as 

the inclusive representative of redeemed humanity. 

In 4:8 the ascension is again viewed in 

terms of an OT text,.Ps 67:19. But here the author 

uses a version of the citation unknown except by the 

Palestinium Targum. He uses it deliberately to 

emphasise the 'giving' of gifts: in 1:22 Christ is 

'given' to the Church; in 4:8 Christ 'gives' gifts 

to the Church (cf 4:11). It is not possible to 

establish a Traditionsgeschichte for the version of 
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Ps 67:19 that the author uses though it does seem 

very likely that the author had the whole psalm in 

mind while writing the epistle. The emphasis in 

4:7ff is on status and function as opposed to event. 

In this peri cope there is no direct reference to 

messianism per se but there is great emphasis on the 

fact that Christ is victorious king; as king he .is 

enthroned at God's right hand and it is his prerogative 

to give gifts. It is precisely because this idea, 

a .development of that contained in 1:20ff, is present 

in the author's mind that he cites the (otherwise 

pointless) words ~M>'t£UCTE\I CllXJ.1o.AwcTCo.v (4: 8) • 

The same theology is expressed in Col 2:15 and the 

same methodology is used as in Rom 10:6-8. Despite 

the attempts of exegetes to prove otherwise there is 

nothing in either the content or context of 4:8ff to 

connect these verses with either the concept of Christ 

as the new Moses or with any tradition or theology 

associated with the Pentecost motif or the Gnostic 

redeemer myth. 

In both pericopes the '7tA1)pWPa. - 1tATlPOU" 

motif is important. In Ephesians 1tA~a. cannot be 

interpreted by way of the use of the same word in 

Colossians; neither does it have any Gnostic con

notations. Instead it must be interpreted in light of 

the verbal form 1tA~OU" • Similar uses of the verb 
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in Philo reveal a background of both Stoic philosophy 

and the theology associated with the Wisdom tradition. 

In the epistle itself the '7t>..~a - '7t>"11PoUv motif has 

both christological and ecclesiological importance. 

Ecclesiologically the motif refers to the Church as 

the unifier of the cosmos; but equally the motif 

denotes an ecclesiological unity, the 'Many' whicr is 

the Church is the alter ego of Christ in that it 

expresses and represents that unity which is inherent 

in Christ. Christo logically the motif is used in the 

context of ascension to emphasise the unity that there 

is between Christ and God, a unity that is expressed 

not in terms of nature but in terms of function. 

Inherent in all this is the idea that the enthroned 

Christ will bring the universe to completion (expressed 

by means of the 'reconciliation' motif) by means of the 

Church. This explains the (basically) active sig-

nificance of the 7t>..flp~. term (though the passive 

element is not totally absent) and the passive sig-

nificance of '7t>"T'lP0,,~tv01) in 1:23. It is in this 

fashion that the author can declare that the Church 

completes Christ (1:23). 

Both ascension pericopes in the epistle 

refer to the fact that Christ is xe~~ ; this is 

hardly coincidental because our exegesis has demonstrated 

that the ascension is the author's theological point 
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of departure for his discussion of the nature of 

Christ's headship. Although it is true that there 

is some evidence for a metaphorical use of X€~~~ 

in the LXX this interpretation would not seem to be 

primary in Ephesians. It is also true that in the 

NT 'subordination' texts ~ is, with one possible 

exception, always present, at least by implication, 

but this does not mean that the use of X€<fO.~f) is 

dependent on the description of the Church as ~a . 

Christ is for the author of the epistle X€~A~ 

primarily because all things are subject to him. 

A comparison of Ephesians (and Colossians) with Romans 

and 1 Corin:'hians demonstrates that the X€~.\f) - (J'"~ 

~tif in the former epistles is a logical consequence 

of the same motif in the latter epistles. Determlnative 

for the interpretation of xe<pa;~f) in Ephesians is 

6L~L (1:22, 4:8,11) which refers to the fact that 

God 'gave' Christ to the Church and not to the 'appoint

ment' of Christ as head of the Church; this is clear 

from 1:22 where it is assumed that Christ is X€~~ 

before he becomes But the 

headship of Christ over the Church is not the only 

headship that is the concern of the author; Christ 

is first of all head of the cosmos, a headship that is 

interpreted primarily in terms of subordination of all 

things under Christ. The relationship of Christ to 

the Church is not one of . subordination; this 
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relationship is explained in some detail in 4:l0b-16: 

as head of the Church Christ is its life-giving source. 

is not intended to be understood organically 

and neither is its prime significance that of metaphor; 

it is best interpreted as the author's christological 

title for the exalted Lord. 

Our examination of the ascension theme in 

the epistle, the results of which we have just outlined 

and summarised, revealed a number of what we have 

teLmed 'component parts' of the ascension theme and 

further examination of the epistle showed that these 

also played an important role in the overall theological 

outlook of the author. Particularly significant in 

this respect is the author's understanding of Christ 

in terms of the Messiah. 

Our final concern has been to attempt to 

place the Ephesian ascension theology in the wider 

context of the writings of the first two Christian 

centuries. Our examination demonstrated that the 

ascension theology of the epistle is not sui generis, 

the basic move from resurrection to exaltation is 

common to NT writings (Matt 28:18; Acts 2:32; Rom 1:3f, 

14:9; 1 Cor 15:27; Col 1:18, 3:1; 1 Thess 1:10; 

1 Peter 1:21, 3:22), to the works of the period of 

the Church Fathers (Ignatius, Barnabas, Gospel of Peter, 
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Ascension of Isaiah) and to the later writings (Justin 

Martyr, Apology of Aristides (?), Irenaeus (in part), 

Tertullian (in part), De Resurrectione). Our investi

gation of the writings of this period also showed that 

the traditions used by the author of Ephesians were 

employed, though not with any great frequency, by 

some of the authors already referred to, particul,arly 

Ascension of Isaiah XI, 32, Dial 32 (both making use of 

Ps 109 :1) and Dial 39, 87; Dero 83; Adv Haer II, 20.3; 

Adv Marc V.viii,S, xviii,S). 

Although the ascension theology of the 

author of the epistle to the Ephesians stands in general 

agreement with both contemporary and later writings it 

is nevertheless true that the author of the epistle 

has made a unique contribution to the Church's under

standing of the ascension theology; for him the 

exaltation of Christ is not an occurrence that is 

outside experience: it is essentially practical in 

that in his exaltation Christ has obtained for the 

believer participation in the eternal rule of God. 
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